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ABSTRACT
The importance of translation in Malaysia has never 
been questioned. However, of late it has become more 
accentuated. This is especially true of legal translation. 
Despite this importance, little research has been done thus 
far on the challenges of translating legal texts and on 
improving the quality of their translation. This thesis 
will be one of the more extensive studies to be conducted 
on legal translation. It focuses primarily on two types of 
texts, i.e. legislation and lawbooks, and on English-Malay, 
a language-pair which is less well-documented than other 
pairs.
The thesis examines the source language texts to 
determine their characteristic features which give rise to 
difficulties of translating, particularly into Malay.
It has often been said that technical terms are the main 
problem of translating law. The study, which uses a 
methodology based on text linguistics, finds this to be 
true but also finds that, depending on the type of legal 
texts, various other features can be almost as difficult to 
handle in translation. The type of legal text being 
translated stimulates different kinds and degree of 
difficulty.
An eclectic method, consisting primarily of a textual 
analysis and comparative analysis is chosen to enable the 
variable factors of text-type and language-pair to be 
investigated effectively. Besides the above-mentioned 
findings, it is found that there are problems with 
consistency and standardisation in legal translation which 
result particularly from certain realities in the target 
language which are described in the thesis.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
1.1. INTRODUCTION: THE PROPOSED STUDY AND ITS RATIONALE
For a long time translation studies tended to focus on 
the development of a general translation theory. Some of 
the works done in this area are recounted in Kelly (1979), 
Ladmiral (1979) and Gentzler (1993). A chronological order 
of important studies on translation theory is also given by 
Delisle (1988: 32-33). It was only quite recently, with
books by Pinchuck (1977) on translating scientific and 
technical texts and Delisle (1988) on pragmatic texts, that 
a shift towards more "segmented studies" was observed^. The 
term "segmented studies" here refers to studies which 
acknowledge and concentrate on a very small number (one or 
two) of "variables", for example the type of text. In 
short, the late 1970s saw an increase in the number of 
studies on translating texts which embody "language for 
special purposes" (LSP).
The present thesis intends to present a focused study 
of one type of LSP text and of one language-pair. The 
thesis is built generally on the assumption that, although 
certain translation problems occur irrespective of the type 
of text or the language-pair, there are some that can be 
specifically associated with a particular type of text. The 
language-pair also brings its own set of difficulties. 
Accordingly, this study attempts to determine
systematically the difficulties or problems of translating 
legal texts from English into Malay. The details relating 
to the texts, which make up the corpus, and the selection 
criteria are explained in section 2.2. (Chapter 2).
The rationale behind the choice of legal translation 
as a topic includes the following pragmatic reasons. The 
first reason relates to the translation environment in 
Malaysia. Malaysia's post-Independence language planning 
policy has entailed an increase in translation work, 
particularly in specialised domains. Legal translation is 
one of the areas of translation which have seen a rise in 
demand. Unfortunately, the progress made by legal 
translators to meet the demand is slow for various reasons. 
The reason most often put forward is that legal translation 
is very difficult and challenging. Despite this contention, 
few detailed studies, if any, related to legal translation 
have been carried out in Malaysia thus far. A few small- 
scale studies have been conducted on the effect of the 
language policy on the legal profession in Malaysia (see 
Asmah bin Hj. Omar 1992: 69-77). In addition, some papers 
have been written on the development of legal terminology 
per se (see Mashudi b. Kader 1991) rather than legal 
translation as a whole. The present thesis on translation 
difficulties, in other words, will be one of the more 
extensive investigations to date. It is expected that the 
outcome will highlight potential problems and, 
consequently, help translators to be better prepared to
handle them. Another hope is that it will, to some extent, 
help to expedite the language transition (an issue which is 
explained later) and legal translation undertakings in 
Malaysia. The subject of translation environment is covered 
in passing throughout sections 1.3. to 1.4.
The second reason pertains to the language-pair. Most 
studies of translation (particularly of legal translation) 
involve well-documented and related language-pairs, for 
example English-French (see Weston 1990). Very few studies 
have been done on less-known or less well-documented 
languages like Malay. Therefore, "theories" on legal 
translation cannot as yet be said to be very comprehensive. 
However, if some studies on diverse language-pairs are 
attempted, their findings can be brought together and gaps 
in the theories can be accounted for and narrowed. 
Consequently, this will enrich the general understanding of 
legal translation.
The last reason for the interest in this topic 
concerns the relationship between law and language, a 
relationship which is discussed and debated often. The 
issue with regard to it is raised by Richard Posner (1986) 
in his article "Law and Literature: A Relation Reargued". 
The piece brings to the forefront the question of legal and 
linguistic interpretations and the speaker's intention and 
the "standard and applicable" meaning. These issues, which 
are also highlighted by Fish (1989), are explained briefly 
in section 3.1.3.4. (Chapter 3). Although this thesis will
not be investigating this link between law and language, 
there may be some implications for translation which might 
surface in the analysis of texts.
1.2. ORGANISATION OF WORK
The thesis can be efficiently explained by breaking 
down the preliminary discussion into three main components 
and defining and elaborating on each component separately. 
The components are (1) the English-Malay language-pair (2) 
the linguistic and typological features of legal texts and 
(3) the translation difficulties associated with the 
language-pair and with the characteristic features of legal 
discourse. This chapter focuses on the first component. All 
information and issues relating to Malay and English 
salient to the understanding of the other components are 
highlighted here. They include the sociocultural factors, 
namely the historical background, the development of Malay 
and the general translation environment in Malaysia. This 
chapter will, in a sense, give the general context of 
situation and culture (two concepts which will be defined 
in Chapter 2) of the texts analysed.
Clarification of the framework and the key concepts of 
the other two components, and the review of literature 
relevant to them will be dealt with in Chapters 2 and 3. 
The analysis proper takes place in Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8, 
after Chapter 4 which explains the research method in 
detail.
1.3. GENERAL BACKGROUND: MALAY IN THE EDUCATION SYSTEM
English-Malay is a language-pair which is quite unique 
particularly with regard to legal translation because of 
the sociocultural factors affecting the two languages. The 
differences between them, the historical link, the English 
influence on Malaysian law and Malaysia's post-independence 
economic and language policies all contribute to the 
current state of legal translation (both its linguistic and 
pragmatic aspects). I shall firstly explain the 
significance of the historical background and the language 
policies before proceeding to describe briefly the 
Malaysian legal system and the role of language in it. The 
chapter will then be concluded with (1) a description of 
the current state of Malay; (2) a "contrastive study" of 
Malay and English which outlines the differences and 
similarities between them and; (3) an illustration of some 
general translation problems and other more specific legal 
translation problems.
1.3.1. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Malaysia is populated by people of various ethnic 
groups, namely the Malays, the Chinese, the Indians, the 
indigenous people and others. The Malays form the largest 
group and they, in addition to the orang asli (indigenous 
people), hold the status of bumiputera (sons of the soil).
The Chinese are the second largest and the Indians are the 
third largest group. This composition of ethnic groups was 
one among many effects of British colonisation of Malaya 
(the earlier name for Malaysia), a period which presented 
a turning point in many aspects of Malaysian development. 
This is not to say that other earlier historical events, 
for example, the trade with the Chinese, the Arabs and the 
Indians, are any less important.
When the British came to Malaya in the eighteenth 
century and later colonised it in the nineteenth century, 
they brought about certain changes. They initiated the mass 
migration of Chinese and Indian workers into Malaya in 
order to meet their need for labour. As a result, the 
population of Chinese and Indians in Malaya increased 
greatly but each group was concentrated in different parts 
of the country and they were involved in different sectors 
of the economy. The Chinese controlled the mining sector, 
the Indians worked in the rubber plantations and the Malays 
worked in the padi fields and were very involved in the 
running of the country. The three groups had very little 
communication between them and they spoke different 
languages. The Malays spoke Malay, the Chinese spoke 
various dialects of Chinese and the Indians spoke Tamil. 
During their colonisation, the British did little to help 
unite the population or integrate the newcomers. During 
that period too, English was used as the language of 
administration; it partly replaced Malay which was used
primarily for the day-to-day administration. English was 
also introduced as the language of education. Beyond these 
areas of society, each ethnic group was left to carry on 
with its separate cultures, language and way of life.
The existence of a number of different languages in 
Malaya was felt to be a factor which segregated its 
population. Once Malaya achieved independence on the 31st 
of August 1957, there arose a strong need to have a common 
language to help unite its people. After various factors 
were taken into consideration, Bahasa Melayu which was 
later known as Bahasa Malaysia, was then made the National 
Language and the official language of the country. This was 
provided for in Article 152 in the 1957 Federal 
Constitution of Malaysia. The Constitution, however, also 
provided that Malay and English were to share the function 
of official language in government administration and other 
official functions until 1967. Once Bahasa Malaysia or 
MalayZ was given the status of National Language, the 
government provided a ten year span in which time Malay 
should be established completely in its new status. In 
other words, by 1967 it was hoped that Malay would replace 
English in the two major areas of society, namely education 
and administration. The objective proved to be too much to 
accomplish within such a short span of time.
1.3.2. THE ROLES OF MALAY AND ENGLISH IN MALAYSIA
Before the British came to Malaya, education in the 
Malay community meant Islamic religious studies. Formal 
teaching of Malay was not thought to be necessary; instead 
Arabic, being the language of the Quran, was more important 
as a subject to be studied. An account of the role of 
Arabic in Malaysia and its influence on Malay can be found 
in The Linguistic Scenery of Malaysia by Asmah bt. Hj . Omar 
(1992)3.
Later, British colonial policies included introducing 
English-medium schools. These schools then existed 
alongside the "community schools" for the different ethnic 
groups with their own languages as the medium of 
instruction. English-medium schools proved to be popular, 
particularly among the Malays, because of the political and 
economic advantages that could be reaped from an English 
education. The role of Malay as the lingua franca was 
undermined by English. In fact, English could be said to be 
the lingua franca of educated members of the society. By 
the middle of the nineteenth century, the importance of 
English in Malaya was evident and started to increase. The 
development of Malay, on the other hand, started to suffer 
a setback during British colonisation.
English continued to be important and widely used 
until Malaya achieved independence in 1957. With the rise 
in nationalism prior to independence, the status of English
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changed. English had to relegate gradually its role as 
official language to Malay (of. section 1.3.1. about 
Article 152 of the Constitution of Malaysia). However, its 
importance was not disputed; it was affirmed with the 
language being accorded a second language status just prior 
to independence. The change in status (both from an 
"official language" to a "second language") was observed in 
the domains of administration and education.
In administration, the transition from English to 
Malay was not documented much, but, as mentioned earlier, 
was expected to take ten years. In this thesis, the concern 
is with the transition within one particular aspect of 
administration, i.e. administration of law. The use of 
English and Malay in legal administration was and still is 
determined not only by Article 152 of the Constitution but 
also by the National Language Act of 1963/67. The latter 
Act provides for Malay to be the National Language and, 
with respect to law, for all laws to be drafted in Malay 
and English. In brief, it affects the language of the law 
which, consequently, has implications for legal 
translation. Because language used in law and in the courts 
is the core of the thesis, its discussion which uses the 
National Language Act and the Constitution as a starting 
point needs to be undertaken separately. Hence, this issue 
is explained at length later. For now, the section will 
focus on the use of the two languages in education, an 
issue which is also necessary to understand the translation
environment and translation difficulties in Malaysia.
After independence, the government felt the need to 
reorganise the system of education. The education system 
was studied on two separate occasions. The Razak (1956) and 
Rahman Talib (1961) Reports laid out the system as it was 
and proposed necessary changes. As a result, the government 
set up national schools open to all ethnic groups; these 
schools replaced the elite English-medium schools. Along 
with changes in the education system, language planning 
policies were drawn up. The use of Malay, the language of 
the majority*, was implemented as the language of 
instruction of all national secondary and primary schools. 
The changes in the education system are not discussed 
thoroughly here because it is the language aspect of them 
that is relevant to the general argument of this thesis.
Because various problems were anticipated, the 
transition from English to Malay was carried out in stages. 
The phasing took over 2 0 years to complete and by 1982 all 
subjects were taught in Malay^. Students going through the 
education system became fluent in Malay. The language 
planning policies have one obvious result. Although 
Malaysians today can speak some English, the level of 
proficiency in English is lower compared to the early years 
after independence. Malaysian language planning policies 
have been studied quite extensively in other works (for 
example, R. Mukhtaruddin b. R. Dain 1992) . Issues of 
bilingualism and bilingual education in Malaysia have been
10
studied by Gaudart (1984, 1987), who also focuses on Indian 
and other minority languages such as Telegu and Punjabi.
1.3.3. IMPLICATIONS FOR TEXTBOOK TRANSLATION
The use of Malay as the medium of instruction is 
hindered by the lack of textbooks and reference material in 
Malay. This problem is being solved in the following way. 
In 1956, a special body, the Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka (the 
Language and Literary Agency) , was set up and given the 
general responsibility for planning all kinds of 
development with regard to Malay. This includes providing 
reading and reference material and, later, developing 
terminology for various subject areas. The DBP tries to 
shoulder this responsibility by (1) encouraging specialists 
in various subject areas to write in Malay and (2) 
translating English books on the these subject areas. This 
second means is relevant to the focus of the current 
thesis. In short, the policies have created an urgent need 
for translated materials. There has to be an increasing 
number of translations and a continuing improvement in 
their quality in order to keep up with the language change 
and with the change in technological demands.
At the tertiary education level, Malay technical books 
are slow in coming because authors and translators are 
faced with the problem of technical vocabulary. To express 
the contents of technical subjects correctly, new technical
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terms have to be coined. The DBP attempts to help the 
process by compiling terminologies for technical subjects. 
This is an enormous task considering that there are so many 
subject areas. To cope with it, the DBP concentrates 
initially on producing books and terminology for scientific 
subjects before moving on to other subjects. It also 
enlists the help of the local universities and, where 
compiling and standardising terminology is concerned, the 
DBP also works closely with terminology committees in 
Indonesia and Brunei. However, with respect to legal 
terminology (in particular, the borrowing of legal terms), 
the dependence on Bahasa Indonesia specifically is kept 
relatively modest because the Indonesian legal system is 
different from the Malaysian legal system.
1.4. GENERAL BACKGROUND: MALAY IN THE LEGAL SYSTEM
The sections above contain information useful for the 
understanding of translation in Malaysia in general and 
textbook translation in particular. The following sections 
concentrate on information necessary for examining the 
translation of legislation.
1.4.1. LANGUAGE OF THE LAW
Besides the education system, Malaysia also adopted 
the English administrative and legal system. The system is 
centralised and well-defined and breaks down administration 
into three autonomous branches: the legislature, the
executive body and the judiciary. The distinctive
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characteristics of this primarily English-originated system 
also include the sources of law and the highly structured 
court system. Detailed descriptions of the Malaysian legal 
system can be found in Wu (1990) and in Ahmad b. Ibrahim 
and Ahilemah Joned (1987) .
Adopting the English legal system also meant that law 
was generally administered in English. This was the case 
till very recently. On the 1st of June 1990, thirty three 
years after independence, Malay was proclaimed the language 
of the courts. This was a formal attempt to show full 
support for the struggle to uphold Malay as the National 
Language and the official language, and to replace English 
completely in the public sector. Before this, the situation 
with respect to language in the courts had remained quite 
static since independence. In other words, very little 
effort had been made in response to the National Language 
Act of 1963/67. The lack of effort was probably a result of 
the discretion provided for in section 8 (before amendment) 
of Article 152(4) which allows the use of English and Malay 
in law. An amendment was gazetted on the 29th of March 1990 
and reads :
8. All proceedings (other than the giving of 
evidence by a witness) in the Supreme Court, the 
High Court or any Subordinate Court shall be in 
the national language:
Provided that the court may, either of its own 
motion or the application of any party to any 
proceedings and after considering the interests 
of justice in those proceedings, order that the 
proceedings (other than the giving of evidence of 
a witness) shall be partly in the national 
language and partly in the English language.
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This proclamation of Malay as the language of the 
courts indirectly means that efforts to draft legal 
documents in Malay and to translate various legal texts 
have to be stepped up.
1.4.2. DRAFTING OF LEGISLATION
Because legislative texts form part of the corpus of 
the thesis, this section will highlight information on the 
effects of the National Language Act on the drafting and 
translating of legislation.
In accordance with section 6 of the National Language 
Act, all laws enacted after 1st September 1967 should be 
drafted in both Malay and English. The text in the national 
language is taken to be the authoritative text unless 
otherwise prescribed by the Yang di Pertuan Agong (the 
Ruler). The responsibility of drafting legislation rests 
with the Attorney-General's Chambers. They are responsible 
for drafting Federal Government bills which are to be 
passed in the House of Parliament. They are also 
responsible for drafting subsidiary legislation under the 
Acts of Parliament. In addition to the drafting of current 
laws, the Chambers have to translate all legislation before 
1967 which was originally drafted in English (cf Attorney- 
General of Malaysia 1991). The responsibility is heavy 
because once the translation is obtained, it is gazetted 
and then prescribed to be authoritative by the King or the
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Prime Minister (to whom the responsibility has been
delegated). Unlike the other Acts enacted after September
1967 (which are in both Malay and English) , the translation
does not go through the Parliament. This is provided for in
section 7(1) of the National Language Act :
7(1) Where any written law enacted before the 
first day of September 1967, has been translated 
into the national language the Yang Di Pertuan 
Agong may prescribe the translation of that law 
to be authoritative.
A translation unit was set up by the Attorney- 
General's Chambers on 1st April 1964 to handle the work of
translating (1) laws and official forms for use by the
public and government departments; (2) laws, regulations, 
rules> orders, and so on, which were drawn up since the 
National Language Act was passed in 1963 and which continue 
to be valid after the National Language Act was implemented 
in 1967; (3) pre-existing laws and (4) international
agreements. To cope with the heavy load. Acts of Parliament 
which are deemed to be the most important and' applicable 
for public welfare are translated first. With the
proclamation of Malay as the language of the court, the
translation of legislation and other court documents 
accordingly has to be intensified. (For further information 
on translation of legislation, see Attorney-General of 
Malaysia, 1991.)
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1.4.3. PROBLEMS OF IMPLEMENTING MALAY AS THE LANGUAGE OF 
THE LAW
Many practitioners of law were initially not 
enthusiastic about responding to the provisions of the 
National Language Act relating to the language of the law. 
The reluctance to adopt Malay was presumably because many 
problems were expected to arise out of the new situation. 
Several problems were acknowledged and listed: (1) language
proficiency among legal practitioners (2) lack of 
terminology (3) lack of reference books in Malay and (4) 
legal education.
Many linguists, on the other hand, felt that this 
negative response was unjustified. In general, they gave 
two reasons for the lack of trust of certain parties in the 
suitability of Malay to act as a medium of communication in 
certain fields. The reasons are (1) the lack of knowledge 
of the basic structure of the language and (2) the lack of 
knowledge of the history of Malay. In brief, they claimed 
that the question of whether Malay can be used for the law 
need not arise. According to them, those who do not know 
its history exaggerate the problems, for which potential 
solutions exist. The three problem areas that were outlined 
are as follows. (1) The structure of modern Malay is very 
different from that of archaic Malay and therefore 
adjustments have to be made. (2) New concepts are different 
from old concepts and, therefore, appropriate new terms
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will have to be found. (3) There are not many Malaysians 
who are proficient in both law and Malay. They associate 
their lack of fluency in the language with the inability of 
Malay to be used efficiently and effectively in law.
The current thesis has no resources and facilities to 
confirm the above suppositions. Furthermore, it has its own 
agenda. However, as will be found, some sub-sections of the 
thesis incidentally cover certain aspects of the problems 
that are mentioned. To investigate problem (1), for 
example, is a whole thesis by itself. The present thesis 
would be diverging from its main objectives by defining 
this problem. It contributes with some input on modern and 
archaic Malay which will be given by way of a description 
of Malay and Malay legal register in the latter part of 
this chapter. Unlike the first, the second problem is 
strongly related to one of the objectives of the current 
thesis, i.e. to discover the difficulties of translating 
technical terms. Hence, its discussion is inevitable and 
subsumed under the next section entitled "Development of 
Legal Terminology" . The last problem is a pragmatic problem 
which cannot be covered within the scope of this thesis.
1-4-4. DEVELOPMENT OF LEGAL TERMINOLOGY
This section focuses on the development of 
terminology, which is one of the main problems of
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implementing Malay as the language of the law.
Like scientific subjects, the adoption of a new legal 
language as described earlier entails various problems with 
terminology. In Malaysia, these problems were attended to 
by the Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka. On the 5th of December 
1965, the agency set up a terminology committee comprising 
academics, linguists, lawyers and officers from the 
Attorney-General's Chambers (cf Attorney-General of 
Malaysia 1991: 6). The result was the publication in 1970 
of a legal terminology. A revised version of the 
terminology was later published in 1985. By 1986, the DBP 
had managed to compile a legal terminology comprising 3 500 
terms. The number of terms compiled was not great but it 
was sufficient for translation needs then.
Although the Attorney-General's Chambers has its 
representatives in the DBP-established committee, the 
Chambers needed to keep track of terminology used in its 
translations. Therefore, it has a separate terminology 
committee under its national language section. This is an 
internal committee and, as will be elaborated later, is 
meant to help the translation unit of the Chambers in its 
translation work. The function of the committee is to find 
appropriate new Malay terms for the respective English 
terms if the accuracy and acceptability of the terms used 
or created earlier are suspect. In addition, the committee 
tries to use terms which it thinks can withstand the test 
of time. To make the creation and selection process of new
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terms more efficient, the committee breaks down the
terminology into three categories: (1) a reserve list which 
is a list of terms collected from various sources for 
example, DBP books and magazines and terminologies from 
fields other than law and other written texts (2) a list of 
terms which are obtained in the process of translating
legal texts but which have not been finalised by the
terminology committees of the DBP and the National Language 
Section and (3) a list of terms discussed and accepted by 
the terminology committee^.
Besides the DBP and the Attorney General's Chambers, 
the Malaysian High Court is also very much involved in
terminology development. The research and national language 
division of the high court published its own terminology in 
1990, mainly to cater to the needs of the court.
In short, there are two main legal terminologies 
accessible to the public. This is a step forward for legal 
translation in Malaysia. However, the existence of many 
terminologies (published and unpublished) stimulates a need 
for some degree of coordination. Given that the language of 
the law should be very consistent and formal, great 
variations in the Malay terms will work against the general 
expectations of the language. Unlike France and Quebec 
where certain agencies, the Académie Française and the 
Office de la Langue Française, are given the power to see 
to the development of the national language and to 
implement policies to improve it (see Judge 1993, Blanc
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1993, Bessé 1980), the Malaysian DBP has no such authority. 
It can only make suggestions. In other words, its 
terminology is not authoritative but is greatly relied upon 
for lack of other auxiliary translation tools. Similarly 
with the High Court terminology, the authority comes from 
the fact that it is approved by the High Court, and that it 
is one of only two published terminologies.
The above two terminologies thus form the main sources 
for comparison, confirmation and reference in the present 
thesis. The real problems of terminology development are 
discussed below under translation problems.
1.5. PROBLEMS IN TRANSLATING FROM ENGLISH TO MALAY
The contacts that the Malays had with the outside 
world by means of trading or colonisation are indirectly 
reflected in the language. As mentioned briefly earlier, 
certain parts of Malaya along the Straits of Malacca were 
trading posts for the Arabs, Chinese and Indians. The 
trading affected the Malay language. A huge number of words 
which originated from Arab, Sanskrit and Chinese seeped 
into the Malay vocabulary. The spread of Islam also greatly 
affected the Malay vocabulary; some examples of the effect 
will be provided in due course since they have some 
relevance to the thesis. Besides the Arabs, the Portugese 
and the Spanish also left their mark when they colonised 
certain parts of Malaya very briefly.
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All the above-mentioned languages have some influence 
on Malay vocabulary. However, the greatest influence, 
particularly where technical language is concerned, comes 
from English. During English colonisation, the influence 
was there but it was relatively minimal. It is after 
colonisation that planned borrowing and reliance on English 
is observed. Several years after independence, the 
government changed its economic focus from an agriculture- 
based economy to a technology-based economy. In line with 
this shift, the need to create a national identity through 
a national language had to be balanced with the need to 
master the language of technological countries. In short, 
Malaysians still had to be bilingual and some, trilingual.
All the sociocultural factors discussed above have 
left Malay as it is today. Many aspects of Malay have 
undergone development which cannot be described here due to 
lack of time and space. Furthermore, it is with the 
translation problems that the thesis is concerned. 
Accordingly, the focus of the next sections will be on 
general translation problems between English and Malay and 
followed by problems of a more specific nature.
1.5.1. PROBLEMS OF GENERAL PURPOSE LANGUAGE
When we juxtapose Malay and English, their differences 
give rise to various translation problems involving
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inflections and affixation, tenses, articles, personal 
pronouns and word formation. Some of the problems are 
illustrated briefly below.
1.5.1.1. INFLECTIONS IN ENGLISH
One main difference between English and Malay is that 
English relies quite heavily on inflections. English 
distinguishes singular and plural forms, genitive forms and 
verb tenses and indicates relationships between words by 
the use of various inflectional affixes. Malay, by 
contrast, does not rely on inflectional affixes to show the 
plural form or the tenses. It has other ways to indicate 
plurality and on certain occasions, Malay does not find it 
necessary to do so. Plurality is often indicated by 
reduplicating the word (for example, buku-buku (books), 
ayat-ayat (sentences) , etc) . Other ways include using 
quantifiers such as semua (all) and setengah (half). A 
grammatical mistake is often made when Malay writers 
attempt to duplicate the inflection for example in phrases 
like 'all the books...'. They translate the quantifier as 
semua and follow it with a reduplication, buku-buku. The 
reduplication here is an error. With a quantifier, the 
plural form need not be inflected in Malay.
Plurality is less of a grammatical problem than a 
stylistic one. It is likely to make a legal text tedious 
for a reader in that the demonstration of the plural form
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in Malay can add to the length of the translation. 
Moreover, reduplication in Malay is not simply limited to 
plural forms. Certain words normally appear in a duplicated 
form or as "zero duplication", for example, undang-undang 
(law) and in relative clauses like mana-mana (whichever), 
apa-apa (any which one) and seseorang (a person) . The zero- 
duplicated words, however, remain the same in the plural 
form.
1.5.1-2. SUFFIXATION
Another common translation problem concerns word 
formation by adding suffixes (see Abdullah b. Hassan 1989) . 
As seen in Table 1.1. which follows, Malay is found to have 
a small number in comparison with English.
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Verbal
suffixes
Nominal
suffixes
Adjectival
suffixes
Modifying
suffixes
prefixes meng- ke- se- se-
di- peng- ke-
ber- per-
ter-
per-
se-
end
suffixes
-kan -an -an -an
-i -wan/
-wati/
-man
-i
-wi
-iah
-ani
-aniah
infixes -er
-el-
-em-
combina­
tion
ke-...
-an
ke-.. .
-an
ber-... 
-an
pem-... 
-an
peng-... 
-an
per-... 
-an
Table 1.1. Basic Malay Suffixes
Thus, not all meanings and functions represented by English
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suffixes can be accommodated in Malay. This sometimes leads 
to the abuse of suffixes, for example the wrong or 
syntactically ambiguous use of English suffixes in 
loanwords such as praktik, praktis and praktikal. Although 
Malay has few basic suffixes, it compensates by being quite 
flexible in combining suffixes. It can create new words, 
for instance pembaharuan (innovation) from baharu (new), 
perundangan (legislation) from undang-undang (law) and 
keberkesanan (effectiveness) from kesan (effect). This 
problem is not very prominent in general vocabulary but is 
particularly observable and difficult in the coining of new 
technical terms. Maintaining uniformity and avoiding 
redundant use are necessary.
One cannot really dispense with the borrowing of 
English suffixes, particularly in scientific texts where 
there is a huge number of technical terms to be translated. 
Many examples of the borrowed suffixes can be found in the 
discussion of scientific translation by Abdullah b. Hassan 
(1989). He (1989: 99) highlights the suffixation potential 
of Malay and some examples of unnecessary suffixation. Some 
translators, for example, translate 'atomic weight' with 
keberatan atomik (glossed as 'weightiness of an atom') when 
berat atom will suffice and, in fact, is more accurate 
(1989: 108) . The suffixes ke and an are redundant since
berat already means 'weight' . The suffixation potential and 
problem are illustrated further with the term 'absorb' as 
below.
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absorb
absorbed
absorbing
absorbabie
absorbability
absorbants
absorbent
absorber
absorption
absorptive
absorptivity/absorbency 
absorbance/absorbancy
= serap 
= diserap 
= menyerap 
= terserapkan
= keterserapan, absorbabiliti 
= zat serap, absorbât 
= zat penyerap, absorben 
= penyerap
= penyerapan, serapan, absorpsi 
= berdayaserap, absorptif 
= kedayaserapan, keabsorptifan 
= daya serap, absorbans
In scientific texts, the technical terms necessitate 
the borrowing of a large number of suffixes. Some examples 
are found in Table 1.2. below.
Prefixes End suffixes
poli (poly-) -ik (ic)
makro- (macro-) -al (-al)
mikro- (micro-) -abiliti (-ability)
anti- (anti-) -iviti (-ivity)
mega- (mega-) -krasi (-cracy)
dis- (dis-) -titud (-itude)
pra- (ante-) -sasi (-sation)
pra- (pre-) -syen (-tion)
kontra- (contra-) -er (-ary)
Table 1.2. Borrowed Suffixes
Above is what can be expected in translating 
scientific texts. This problem is not exclusive to 
scientific texts. However, in legal texts it is expected to 
be slightly less of a problem. The question of suffixation 
is raised only briefly here in relation to inflections. 
This problem is highlighted again when the problem of word 
formation or terminology development is examined.
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1.5.1.3. TENSES
Still on the subject of inflection, there is also the 
question of inflecting verbs to indicate tense. Unlike 
English, Malay has no inflections for tenses but has 
"modifiers" for aspects such as sedang (in the process of 
doing something) or the colloquial tengah (in the midst), 
tadi (just now), sudah (finish) and for moods such as akan 
(will) and hendak (wants) . In short, if the tense is a 
major feature of the English text, other textual devices 
may have to be used to highlight the significance of the 
English tense.
1.5.1.4. ACTIVE AND PASSIVE FORMS
In translating from English to Malay, some attention 
needs to be given to the active and passive constructions. 
In English, the verbs in phrases such as 'We will read...', 
'We will find', 'We will see later' are active. In standard 
written Malay, however, a prefix is normally required to 
indicate that the construction is active. Since English
does not use such a prefix, it is becoming more and more
frequent for Malay to omit it. This is observable
particularly in the context of academic texts (Awang 
Sariyan 1988:14), although in legal texts, such
constructions still appear to be written in correct Malay.
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Nevertheless, it has to be said that this omission cannot 
be attributed solely to English influence since spoken 
Malay in general does not rely much on this prefix.
The passive form in Malay is similar to English except 
for some impersonal constructions such as the form 'it can 
be seen that' which should be rendered in Malay as boleh 
kita lihat (backtranslated word-for-word: 'can we see') . In 
academic texts, we sometimes come across phrases such as 
kita boleh lihat, kita telah baca, and anda akan jumpa, 
which are rather infelicitous from a stylistic point of 
view, being, grammatically speaking, neither fully active 
nor passive. They should be kita boleh melihat, kita telah 
membaca, and anda akan menjumpai to be active and boleh 
kita lihat, telah kita baca, and akan anda jumpai to be 
passive. These forms do not seem to present serious 
translation problems since a good translator will use a 
different construction to the English one. However, we note 
the increase of such non-indigenous impersonal 
constructions in both academic and legal texts possibly 
owing to English influence. Examples pertaining to passive 
forms in legal texts are discussed in section 6.5.3.
Still on the topic of active and passive sentences, I 
include here another example relating to active impersonal 
constructions. The influence of English syntax can be 
observed when Malay conjunctions, which should be in 
certain statements, are omitted. The conjunctions dengan 
and jika in constructions (1) and (2) below, for instance.
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are necessary to make the statements grammatical but are 
often dropped. By dropping the conjunction dengan, the 
Malay sentence follows the order of the English sentence 
'Taking both logarithms to base 10...'.
(1) Dengan mengambil logarizam kedua-dua bel ah pada andasar 
10, . . (By taking the logarithms of both sides to base 
10,...).
(2) Organisas! moden pada amnya lebih cekap jika 
dibandingkan dengan... (Modern organisations are generally 
more efficient if compared to...)
1.5.1.5. DEFINITE AND INDEFINITE ARTICLES
English articles often present a difficult problem in 
translation. English distinguishes between definite and 
indefinite subjects by using the articles 'the', 'a' and 
'an'. This problem is also mentioned in a short study by 
Awang Sariyan (1988) . He finds that in current Malay 
writing many writers try to follow the English use of 
articles. Owing to the fact that Malay does not have 
articles, quantifiers indicating a singular noun such as 
seorang, sebuah, etc. are used to accommodate the English 
articles 'a' and 'an'. The word seorang (a person), for 
example, is used even when it is not necessary in a 
sentence such as Comte adalah seorang penulis yang 
berpengaruh (Comte is one writer who is with influence). 
The correct statement should be Comte adalah penulis yang 
berpengaruh (Comte is writer who is with influence). This 
error is also indicated by Sulaiman Masri (1989) in his
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book on standard Malay. This problem relating to articles 
is expected to be prominent in the translation of legal 
texts.
Related to this problem is one that stems from a 
feature of the grammar of Malay known as the penjodoh 
bilangan which is a system for expressing quality and
quantity of nouns. A penjodoh bilangan gives a rough 
classification of the quality of the noun, for example, the 
penjodoh bilangan orang (person/people) precedes the noun 
'children'. It is natural to say dua (two) + orang (people) 
+ budak (children), tiga (three) + batang (trunk) + pokok 
(tree) , satu (one) + ekor (tail) + ikan (fish) , and dua
(two) + ekor (tail) + lembu (cow) . Translating new
scientific concepts like 'electrons', and 'amoebas' becomes 
a problem because the penjodoh bilangan used may not
describe these concepts correctly. Therefore, many 
translators prefer to omit it totally.
1.5.1.6. WORD ORDER
Word order is not always a problem. However, it is one 
area where there is heavy English influence. The persistent 
use by some writers of English word orders hides the errors 
and makes them acceptable. Awang Sariyan (1988) in his 
study of academic texts found errors, for example, in the 
statement below which reconstructs the phrase 'many 
secondary industries' in the exact same source language
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order.
Negara kita sudah mempunyai banyak per indus trian 
tingkat kedua (Our country now has many secondary 
industries).
The Malay adjective banyak (many) comes before the noun 
per indus trian (industries) when the sentence can be more 
naturally and correctly constructed in the following ways:
a) Negara kita banyak mempunyai per indus triaan 
tingkat kedua;
b) Negara kita mempunyai beberapa banyak 
perindustrian tingkat kedua;
c) Negara kita mempunyai per indus triaan tingkat 
kedua yang banyak.
Word order errors and problems also occur in new word 
formation. The category of "word order" here also includes 
the order of long multiple noun phrases which are common in 
English. Even with a relatively short noun phrase like 
'Gross National Product' where the noun is easily 
determined, careful selection of the equivalent Malay 
syntactic construction is necessary. At first sight there 
seem to be two possible translations -
(1) Keluaran negara kasar
(2) Keluaran kasar negara
{Keluaran = product, negara = national, kasar = gross)
- but on closer examination (2) reads better because (1) 
can mean the product of a rude nation (Abdullah Hassan 
1989:102). Some linguists promote the first for other 
reasons. Use of the first is seen in the Kamus Dewan Bahasa 
(a dictionary produced by the DBP) . Phrases with several 
modifiers are more problematic and various strategies need
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to be considered.
1.5.1.7. RELATIVE CLAUSES
Like word order, relative clauses are not particularly 
problematic but often show noticeable English influence. 
Phrases like di mana (where) , dari mana (from where) , yang 
mana (which) are used to introduce relative clauses. They 
are often literal translations of the English ones. In many 
cases, natural Malay statements can be rendered by using 
other relatives or prepositions. Furthermore, the above 
Malay phrases are normally used only in question forms.
1.5.1.8. PERSONAL PRONOUNS
Personal pronouns are sometimes difficult to translate 
as moving from English into Malay can involve 
overtranslations. Potential overtranslations occur 
particularly with first and second pronouns. While English 
has a relatively small range of informal first and second 
pronouns, Malay has a wide range of value-laden pronouns.
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English Pronouns Malay Pronouns
I saya, aku, beta (addressed by 
the king), patik (when 
addressing the royal family), 
hamba (old Malay)
we kami (exclude listener), 
kita (include listener)
you anda, awak, engkau, kamu, 
hang ;
encik, cik, tuan, puan; 
honorary titles eg. Datuk, 
Yang berhormat. Tan Sri, etc.
dia, beliau (honourable 
address)
he/she dia, beliau (honourable 
address)
The choice of pronouns is determined by the 
relationship between the participants. The pronoun 'you', 
for instance, sometimes needs to be translated with a 
formal address rather than a personal pronoun. Some 
examples are given above. This aspect of grammar can be 
very problematical if the text is literary, for example. 
The cultures of the source language and the target language 
will clash. With legal texts, this problem is expected to 
be minimal since legal language is impersonal and formal.
1.5.2. SPECIFIC PROBLEMS IN LEGAL TRANSLATION
In addition to the general problems, legal translation 
is expected to contain a host of other problems which arise
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from the texts chosen for analysis. The type of text 
stimulates certain translation difficulties. Because this 
issue is central to the present thesis, it is explained in 
depth in Chapters 2 and 3. Translation from English into 
Malay is also made more complex because it involves several 
"language situations" which are demonstrated in the texts 
selected. The term "language situations" is used in general 
to refer to "the relationships which arise between the SL 
and TL as a result of the SL variety, the influence of 
other languages on the SL or the TL and the significance of 
the other languages in the texts chosen". Since text-type 
is not the issue focused on in this chapter, a very brief 
definition of the language situations is felt to suffice at 
this point. An introduction to the language situations 
encountered is as outlined in Figure 1.1. which follows. 
They will become clearer as the thesis proceeds. In 
addition, a more thorough explanation of them is attempted 
in section 3.1.3.3. (Chapter 3).
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legislation - Am/Le[i]Lm > Lm (...+ [f] Le)
LAW TEXTS
textbook
(1) Ae/Le ---- > Lm {...+[f] Le)
(2) Ax/Le[i]La[i]Lx  > Lm(... + [f]Le+[f]La)
Lm
Le
Lx
La
Malay
English
Author's native language 
Arabic
Key:
Am = Malaysian author 
Ae = English author 
Ax = Other author
 > translated into
[i] interference 
[f] influence 
/ text written in
Figure 1.1. Language Situations Affecting Translation
For each of the situations, there is the problem of 
finding translation equivalents, and subsequently, of word 
formation or coining or terminology development.
1.5.2.1. WORD FORMATION
Word formation is the general heading under which I 
shall discuss general vocabulary and technical vocabulary. 
Under this sub-section, I shall also briefly touch on the 
procedures for coining technical terms.
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1.5.2.1.1. PROCEDURES AND PROBLEMS WITH WORD FORMATION
There is currently abundant evidence of English 
influence on Malay - some noticeable to laypersons and some 
subtler forms of influence noticeable only to linguists. 
The influence is found at all levels of text - lexis or 
vocabulary, syntax and discourse.
A study done by Heah (1989) on lexical influence 
suggests that "socio-cultural forces are more important 
than structural forces" as far as borrowings from the 
English language are concerned (Heah 1989: 309). She uses 
the term structural forces to refer to the capacity of the 
structure of the language to accommodate the borrowings. 
Heah argues that English has indeed entered the "lexical 
heart" of Malay (Heah 1989: 315). The influence of English 
on Malay is still going on and may well increase in the 
future. She categorises the influence into "loanwords" 
(which is the simplest and most obvious form of influence), 
"native morphemes in new combinations or meanings based on 
English lexical items" (through the process of 
substitution) and "new native word-creations based on 
available English models". Heah claims that English 
influence also takes the form of "loanshifts" or "loan 
translations". A loan translation, otherwise known as a 
"caique", involves the use of a Malay word to designate a 
new concept expressed in English by using models of English 
items as a basis'^ .
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To upgrade Malay as a modern language and a language 
of technology, the vocabulary has to be developed. Some 
English influence as described by Heah came about by 
accident. Some other forms of influence, particularly in 
technical terms, are planned borrowings. There are various 
procedures for developing terms and they are suggested in 
the Pedoman Umum Pembentukan Istilah Bahasa Malaysia. The 
Malaysian terminology committees work in collaboration with 
committees from Indonesia and Brunei to come up with this 
terminology register. The procedures are briefly mentioned 
here. They will be picked up again in section 3.1.3.1. when 
studies on legal translation procedures are reviewed.
The DBF's guide suggests three main sources of terms. 
The first is the general vocabulary. A word in general 
language can be made into a technical term if it reflects 
a concept succinctly. Otherwise, a word from the local 
dialects or languages in the same family (for example 
Javanese) can be used. The last resort is to borrow from 
the source language (for example English). It is with this 
last procedure that the next few sections are concerned.
1.5.2.1.2. BORROWING FROM THE SOURCE LANGUAGE
Where legal language is concerned, the influence of 
Arabic seemed to be quite significant before Malaya adopted 
the common law system. Reference to very early Malay 
dictionaries reveals that many basic legal terms originated
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from Arabic. Perusing Volume II (1910) of F. A. 
Swettenham's Vocabulary of The English and Malay Languages, 
it is found that there were very few English-originated 
words then. There were, however, a good number of Arabic- 
originated words. Some examples are given in Table 1.4. 
which follows. These words have remained in the Malay 
vocabulary and have not been discarded for newer terms.
Malay word English meaning Current
spelling
daftar a list, a register daftar
daua to lay a complaint, to 
prosecute
dakwa
fasal a reason, a cause, a 
subject, a matter, a 
chapter, a section; 
respecting, with regard 
to
fasal
fitenah libel, calumny, obloquy fitnah
hakim a judge hakim
halal lawful, legitimate halal
hukum an order, a rule, a 
sentence, a judgment, a 
penalty
hukum
riba interest of money riba
waj ib necessary, must waj ib
wakaf trust-property wakaf
war is an heir waris
wasiat a will, a testament wasiat
wazir a minister (is obsolete 
now)
zakat poor rates - a regulated 
charity as distinguished 
from Sedekah, voluntary 
alms
zakat
Table 1.4.
(Note that the English meaning is that given in Swettenham 
Volume II 1910)
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The few words of English origin in Swettenham's 
dictionary related to the practice of law are listed in the 
Table 1.5. that follows.
Malay word English
meaning
Current
spelling
resit a receipt resit
triti (or per- 
janj i-an)
treaty triti
waren
(Adopted and 
well understood 
in the Straits 
Settlements and 
the protected 
Malay states.)
a warrant waran
Gebenor governor gabenor
of is office (obsolete 
except in 
spoken 
language)
Tuan majistret a magistrate maj istret
The first three are from Volume I (i.e. English-Malay) 
and the last three from Volume II (i.e. Malay-English) . 
Volume I was first written in 1885 but the edition referred 
to is the eleventh published in 1914. Volume II is cited 
from the eight edition published in 1910. It can be roughly 
concluded that these English borrowed words made their way 
into Malay before 1914.
In addition to the naturalised words above, the 
dictionaries show some legal concepts designated by Malay 
words. The following table. Table 1.6., contains some
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examples of such words and the meanings understood by the 
words and the current terms used to designate the concepts. 
Note the shift from the use of 'words' to 'terms' in this 
sentence. The different usage is meant to indicate that the 
words are found in a general and "non-technical dictionary" 
while the terms are words found in the technical 
terminology of the High Court and are a product of 
conscious coining.
Malay Word (Old) English Meaning Malay Word 
(Current)
surat kuasa 
(letter of 
authority)
letters of 
administration
surat mentadbir 
(letter of 
administering)
surat per-ingat-an 
(letter of 
reminder)
a memorandum memorandum
surat per-janji-an 
(letter of 
promise)
articles of 
agreement
perkara-perkara 
perjanj ian 
(subject matter/ 
details of 
promise)
surat sumpah-an 
(letter of oath)
an affidavit afidavit
surat utang 
(letter of a loan)
a bill bil
Table 1.6. Legal Words
Some of the above illustrations of influence seem to 
be embedded in the language while others are ephemeral. As 
mentioned, early borrowings as given above were unplanned, 
latter ones are planned.
1.5.2.2. CONSISTENCY AND STANDARDISATION
Planned borrowings or coining of technical terms will
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require checks on consistency and standardisation to be 
really effective. In the context of the thesis, the term 
"consistency" means the use of one particular form of 
reference consistently and continuously throughout a text. 
The term "standardisation" is perceived to be broader than 
the former in that it concerns the formal regulation of 
terminology development and involves maintaining some kind 
of consistency across the field (of law for example) . These 
issues - consistency and standardisation - can be examined 
from the point of view of spelling, punctuation, word 
formation and translation procedure.
1.5.2.2.1. SPELLING SYSTEM
Word formation and translation procedures have been 
briefly mentioned above and will be discussed in greater 
detail in Chapter 3. The focus is now on spelling. The 
Malaysian spelling system and standard pronunciation have 
undergone various changes. To give a detailed account of 
the changes would go beyond the scope of the present 
thesis. Thus, only pertinent remarks and information culled 
from various terminologies and guides to spelling (for 
example Abdul Hamid b. Mahmood 1993, Sulaiman b. Masri 
1989, R. Mukhtaruddin b. R. Mohd. Dain 1992) are provided 
here.
The most recent and current change in spelling is from 
a "pronunciation-based" to a "visual-based system". With
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the "visual-based system", the original source language 
spelling is retained but the word is pronounced according 
to the Malay pronunciation. The system requires borrowed 
words to be spelt according to the general spelling of the 
source word. In other words, the orthography of the SL 
words are kept as far as possible. Only minor adjustments 
using new phonetically-equivalent Malay syllables are made 
to accommodate source word syllables. Some examples are 
found in the Table 1.7. which follows.
Source
word
Target
word
Source
word
Target
word
equity ekuiti agent agen
express ekspres export eksport
dynamic dinamik contract kontrak
ambiguity ambiguiti geography geografi
audit audit psychology psikologi
Table 1.7
Some changes are more observable and are exceptions. 
Still, they do not stray very far from the visual image of 
the source word. Examples are lejar for 'ledger' and rejim 
for 'regime' (see Abdul Hamid b. Mahmood 1993).
This visual-based system came about after many changes 
and "testing periods". Although Malay now generally has a 
standard spelling system, the system is still vague to many 
speakers because there are many exceptions to the spelling. 
The many changes have made it difficult for many speakers 
to grasp the details of the new spelling. Thus, "we have 
spelling variations such as ajen, ejen, agen for agent and
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teknologi and teknoloji for technology. In these examples, 
agen and teknologi are the correct standard spellings; the 
others are incorrect. These wrong spellings occur quite 
often with words with the 'gy' syllable.
The DBF published a spelling guide which provides some 
guidelines to the spelling alterations which English or 
other foreign language words should undergo to make them 
compatible with the new Malay spelling. In the current 
spelling system, Malay uses the twenty six English letters 
and it has 26 consonant phonemes (which are given in 
Appendix Al) in addition to six vowel phonemes - /i/, /e/, 
/a/, /u/, /o/ and /9/ Some examples of the suggested
spelling changes are tabulated in Tables 1.8. and 1.9.
Changes
in
Alphabets
(English)
Changes
in
Alphabets
(Malay)
Examples Examples
ae e aesthetics estetika
ch s machine mesin
ch c cheque cek
sc s science sains
sch sk scheme skim
99 9 aggresive agresif
ph f graph graf
ft f draft draf
q k quality kualiti
que k technique teknik
ea i grease gris
c s cylinder
cent
silinder
sen
X ks express ekspres
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y_________ |_i_________ I psychology psikologi
Table 1.8. Adaptation of English Words
English Malay English word Malay word
a- a- abstract abstrak
au- au- audit audit
e- e- effective efektif
pr- pr- protein protein
pl- pl- plastic plastik
Table 1.9. Unchanged Syllables
The above borrowed syllables are only a few among many 
and there are also many exceptions to the rule. Therefore, 
it would hardly be surprising to see spelling errors and 
inconsistencies in the translations of the legal texts 
analysed. However, efforts must be made to minimise them. 
Translators cannot really use the weaknesses of the 
country's language policy as an excuse for poor writing 
since good writing and keeping up-to-date with new 
developments form part of our responsibilities.
1.5.3. TEXTUAL INFLUENCE
Before I conclude this chapter, some comments with 
regard to textual influence need to be made since it is 
also one problem area in technical translation. One obvious 
influence is in the legal register.
1.5.3.1. MALAY LEGAL REGISTER
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It is suggested in the work of Nik Safiah bt. Karim 
(1989) that development in Malay has given rise to several 
technical registers including a legal register. Nik Safiah 
claims that some researchers have argued that there is a 
direct relationship between a country's economic growth and 
the number of registers its national language possesses. In 
her attempt to identify the registers, Nik Safiah makes a 
brief comparison of Old Malay and Modern Malay. She argues 
that two of the characteristics of Old Malay are (1) its 
aesthetic appeal (which perhaps lies in its heavy use of 
connotative words or expressions and reliance on context)
(2) its capacity for expressing ideas clearly. She quotes 
an extract from the Hukum Kanun (which is a compilation of 
Malay legal digests) as an example of Old Malay used to 
speak of the country's laws at that time. Old Malay and 
Modern Malay are found to be the same where parts of speech 
are concerned, but differ in terms of word order and 
vocabulary. In Old Malay the predicate, for instance, is 
often found to precede the subject as in example (1) below 
whereas it is the other way around in Modern Malay.
Maka naiklah soldadu beberapa ribu.
(Thus ascends the army of several thousand).
Modern Malay may take the following form:
Maka beberapa ribu askar pun menaiki (bukit itu) .
(Thus several thousand soldiers ascended (the
hill) .
Educated Malays today sometimes find Old Malay to be 
unintelligible. The comparison reproduced here is not 
intended to suggest an improvement or deterioration in the
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language but simply to show the development of Malay 
throughout the years.
Although there is now an identifiable Malay legal 
register, it is still in its infancy and not yet as well 
established as is the case with legal English. The register 
seems to be almost a copy of the English legal register in 
its textual organisation. It is believed here that the 
register is greatly influenced by the translations of legal 
texts which were originally written in English. It is 
definitely different from the writings in the Hukum Kanun 
which can be said to be in a literary prose form.
A critical analysis of the contents of the Hukum 
Kanun, otherwise known as the Undang-Undang Melaka (Malacca 
Digests) , is carried out by Liaw Yock Fang (1975) . The 
digests embody what seems to be the Malay civil and 
criminal law practised in the Malay Peninsula before the 
British came to that part of the world. The Undang-undang 
Melaka reproduced in Liaw's thesis is actually made up of 
six different texts but only the Undang-undang Melaka 
"proper" will be discussed because it is the most important 
and the rest are based on this text. The Undang-undang 
Melaka is a combination of the adat or customary law, which 
was the prevailing law, and Islamic law. It was not all 
written in the same period but, rather evolved through a 
process of a continual growth around a central core. Liaw 
claims that the core, which is the Undang-undang Melaka, 
may have been the result of a decree issued by the Sultan
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i.e. the ruler of the country. A law lecturer, Wu Min Aun, 
states more clearly that the Undang-undang Melaka was 
compiled in the fifteenth century and that "according to 
the Seiarah Melavu (Malay Annals), it was in the reign of 
Sultan Muzaffar Shah of Malacca that orders were given to 
compile the laws to provide for uniformity of decisions" 
(Wu 1990: 5).
Liaw's analysis is concerned primarily with Malay law 
in existence at that point in time while the interest here 
has more to do with the linguistic representation of the 
law. Its relevance lies in the fact that there is a kind of 
written form of Malay law which may indirectly throw some 
light on the possibility of finding equivalents for English 
legal concepts from Old Malay vocabulary or grammar.
The change in style of legal writing (in the Hukum 
Kanun and the current legal texts) is inevitable with the 
change in legal system. However, the question of Old Malay 
legal documents is raised here to publicise the fact that 
there is some material that can be exploited in the 
development of the legal register. Some dependence on 
existing vocabulary (from the Hukum Kanun) might be 
parallel to the dependence of legal English on legal Latin 
and legal French. The translator, for example, can make use 
of common Old Malay vocabulary like maka (therefore), 
jikalau (if), manakala (while) and adapun and certain 
elements of Old Malay syntax to recreate the sobriety and 
formality of the source text. (The glosses given in
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brackets are rough literal translations.) The analysis will 
not engage in any major comparison with Old Malay. However, 
interesting and useful points that surface can be noted.
1.6. CLOSING COMMENTS
In Chapter 1, I have tried to provide a summary of the 
sociocultural factors affecting legal translation in 
Malaysia, as well as an idea of the problems of translating 
from English into Malay. In the next chapter. Chapter 2, I 
shall explain the general approach that will be taken in 
this thesis to analyse the specific problems of translating 
legal texts and the accompanying theoretical framework. The 
key concepts which will be utilised in the thesis are 
elaborated in that chapter.
Notes
According to Jumpelt (1963) and Wilss (1982), 
scientific translation gained importance in the period 
after the Second World war between the late 1940s and 
the 1950s. Studies on it, however, were recorded much 
later (see Jumpelt 1963, Pinchuck 1977).
2. Terminology in Context: Bahasa Malaysia (glossed as 
'Malay Language') refers to the Malay language spoken 
by the Malays. After Malaya achieved Independence in 
1957, Bahasa Melayu was made the national language. 
Several years after, in 1970, this variety is renamed 
Bahasa Malaysia ('Language of Malaysia' or Malaysian 
Language') . Then reference to Bahasa Melayu in day-to-
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day dealings is actually a reference to the Malay 
dialect and as opposed to Bahasa Malaysia, the 
standard Malay. Very recently, there was another 
change in the name of the official language. Bahasa 
Melayu was reinstated as the official name for the 
national language.
In this thesis, "Malay" is the name used to refer to 
Bahasa Malaysia or Bahasa Melayu.
3. Asmah Hj . Omar. 1992. The Linguistic Scenery in 
Malaysia. Kuala Lumpur: Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka. See 
pages 2-6, 144-152, 161-162.
4. Malay is also spoken by Malays in other parts of 
Southeast Asia, for example, Indonesia and Brunei and 
certain parts of Thailand. It was once the lingua 
franca of Southeast Asia.
The year 1982 marks the complete transition from 
English to Malay in all schools across East and West 
Malaysia. By then, the Sijil Tinggi Pelajaran Malaysia 
(which is equivalent to the 'A' Levels) had all 
subjects examined in Malay. For more information, see 
I su-i su Perancancran Bahasa by Abdullah Hassan (1989: 
63) .
The terminology compiled by the national language 
section of the Attorney General's Chambers is for 
their own use and not published (unlike the 
terminologies of the DBP and the High Court).
7. The terminology used is as found in Heah (1989) .
8. See Appendix Al for a complete comparison of the old 
Malay spelling (the Za'ba system) and the new system. 
The diagram is adapted from R. Mukhtaruddin b. R. 
Mohd. Dain (1992: 49-51).
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CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The preliminary examination in Chapter 1 gives some
indication that translation in Malaysia must be considered
as something more than a linguistic activity. There is
evidence that many "extra-linguistic factors" such as
bilingualism, national identity and language planning have
some influence on translation activity and translation
quality. However, the focus of this thesis is primarily
linguistic. Jumpelt (1963: 273) may be cited here to
support this choice.
Having developed a descriptive system for the 
linguistic part, for which we do have material 
and methods available, the yet undefined, non­
verbal area will emerge more clearly for further 
analysis.
In following such a focus, we have linguistic theories and 
research methods at our disposal. Furthermore, the 
"variables" with which one has to contend in the study are 
minimised and controlled. In the case of this thesis, an 
additional variable is the cultural element carried through 
in the "value-laden" words (an issue that is discussed in 
Chapter 8).
Although this thesis does not pretend to involve the 
investigation of one particular theory, the theoretical 
framework on which it rests is generally the functional 
theory of language. The research method is eclectic 
comprising comparative textual analysis as its primary
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method. The functional theory of language as conceptualised 
here will touch on the concepts of language variation, 
register, style and language for special purposes. Other 
related concepts utilised in the analysis include "text", 
"context of situation and culture", "field", "tenor" and 
"mode" and "speech acts". All these key concepts are 
explained in this chapter.
2.1. FUNCTIONAL LANGUAGE THEORY
The thesis draws insights from the works of Halliday 
(1973, 1978), Halliday and Hasan (1989), Gregory and
Carroll (1978) and Kress (1985) on the interpretation and 
application of functional theory. Generally what is 
proposed is that language serves various functions and that 
it varies according to the social context. In brief, the 
context determines the language. However, the reverse can 
also sometimes be true: the use of a certain variety of 
language can also shape the social interaction.
Before proceeding further, the use of the terms 
"language" and "discourse" need to be clarified. The first 
use of the term "language" has been to refer to the 
abstract notion of the communication process. Elsewhere in 
this thesis, the term "language" will be used to refer to 
the language spoken by a particular geographical community. 
The term "discourse", on the other hand, will refer to sub­
languages or the immediate communicative interaction.
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Further, while other researchers may use the term 
"discourse" to refer specifically to oral discourse, the 
term is not limited in that way in this thesis. In fact, 
more often than not, it refers to written discourse since 
the latter forms the corpus of the study.
Little of the work done on language functions is 
actually applied to the differentiation of written 
discourse such as legal discourse. Still, certain salient 
points can be culled from the work; they can be utilised in 
the classification of legal discourse and legal texts and 
in the method of analysis. However, wide definitions or 
slightly different interpretations of certain key concepts 
have to be used to avoid being too reductionist and to 
cover all possibilities in the classification. These will 
be made clear as the thesis proceeds.
The term "function" has taken different designations 
in different studies. Its use here is generally in line 
with that of Halliday's. In this framework, the term refers 
to functions of language as a whole rather than to elements 
of linguistic structures. Halliday proposes that the 
functional theory of language "is about meanings and not 
words or constructions" (Halliday 1973: 110). The functions 
or "macro-functions" of a text are differentiated 
semantically as areas of "meaning potential" which are 
"sets of options, or alternatives, in meaning, that are 
available to the speaker-hearer" (1973: 72). It is
suggested that grammar (by which Halliday means the
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grammatical features, comprising morphology and syntax, and 
the lexical features) is a representation of meaning 
potential^. It is called on in different ways according to 
the social context. Certain aspects of grammar may be 
emphasized in one language use and not emphasized in 
another and vice versa.
Discourse arising from similar social contexts (or 
texts embodying the discourse) will share similar 
grammatical configurations. However, there may be some 
overlap between different types of texts and it is 
difficult, if not impossible, to define precisely the 
grammar for each text. A similar difficulty is reflected 
indirectly in the constant discussion and debate over the 
concepts of "register", "style" and "language for special 
purposes". "Register" is the term used to represent the 
pattern of language varieties determined by the social 
function of the text. It has to be said that this 
definition is very brief and contains ambiguous concepts. 
A simple, clear-cut and all-applicable definition of 
register for categorising all texts according to their 
social functions is difficult to obtain. The dilemma with 
regard to the application of register to various languages 
(for example, French) and classifications of language 
situations (for example, language of advertising, 
interaction in a shop) is elucidated in various papers, for 
instance in Hervey (1992), Sanders (1994) and Fairclough
(1985) . The term "register" is sometimes used as an
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equivalent to "genre" and "style".
As mentioned earlier, this thesis borrows greatly from 
Halliday. He, like some others (see Wardaugh 1993) , has 
seen fit to vary the definitions through time. For example, 
on one occasion (Halliday & Hasan 1989) , he uses the term 
"register" in a technical sense to refer to "a language 
variety associated with a particular domain of language 
use". Using the variables of "field", "tenor" and "mode" 
(concepts which will be explained later), he identifies a 
"technical register". On another occasion, those working 
within the Hallidayan framework speak of the "register of 
mathematics" which is identified purely in terms of subject 
matter. Beaugrande (1993) comments on Halliday's work in 
this area and traces the development of the theory of 
register at length in his article "'Register' in Discourse 
Studies: A Concept in Search of a Theory". It does not seem 
relevant to go into much more detail here as the 
definitions used in this thesis (or rather the criteria 
used to classify the corpus) will take the differences in 
definitions into account. However, suffice it to say that 
there are so many social contexts that it would be naive to 
assume all texts can be neatly categorised into one 
particular type or another. Therefore, slight adjustments 
have had to be made to the definition in order to reach a 
generally workable classification for the purpose of this 
thesis. The classification shows some variation in the use 
of the term "register".
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As mentioned much earlier, register can also be a 
"form of prediction". The type of language associated with 
a particular "context of situation" can be determined given 
the "field", "tenor" and "mode" of the discourse. The term 
"field of discourse" refers to the institutional setting in 
which a piece of language occurs or to what is happening, 
to the nature of the social activity that is taking place. 
The "tenor of discourse" refers to the nature of the
participants, their statuses and roles and the relationship 
between them. "Mode" refers to the channel of communication 
(Halliday 1978). Within the functional theory, the 
interpretation of the discourse or texts should also not 
overlook the "context of culture" which is the broader 
background environment. This concept is even less definable 
than that of the "context of situation" which is the 
immediate environment of the text itself.
In their work on stylistic analysis first published in 
1969 (of which this thesis uses the 1990 edition)^. Crystal
& Davy comment on the inconsistency and indiscriminacy of 
Halliday's early application of register. The language of 
newspaper headlines, church services, sports commentaries, 
popular songs, advertising and football amongst others have 
all been referred to as 'registers'. While Halliday covers 
some of the above language situations as registers. Crystal 
and Davy refer to them as "style". They add more variables 
to the criteria. They speak of "modality", "province" and 
"status". "Province" refers to features which would be
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found to recur in certain subject-areas regardless of the 
participants and the features which relate to the nature of 
the task the participants are engaged in. In short, the 
occupational role of the language-user imposes certain 
restraints on what may be spoken or written. "Status" 
refers to variations in the relative social standings of 
the participants in any act of communication, irrespective 
of their exact location. By "modality", they designate 
"those linguistic features correlatable with the specific 
purpose of an utterance which has led the user to adopt one 
feature or set of features rather than another, and 
ultimately to produce an overall, conventionalised spoken 
or written format for his language" (Crystal & Davy 1990: 
74) .
Despite differences in the methodology of classifying 
language varieties, both Crystal & Davy and Halliday agree 
that the language of the law can definitely be considered 
a variety. It is felt that despite some possible 
limitations, Halliday's general definitions of context of 
situation, field, tenor and mode can be adapted and will 
prove to be sufficient as a means of assessing and 
describing legal texts. Nevertheless, their inadequacies as 
suggested by Crystal and Davy's additional criteria are 
taken into account.
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2.1.1. SPECIALISED LANGUAGES
Legal language is firstly categorised as a 
"specialised language" or a "technical language" as opposed 
to so-called "general language". "General language" is 
another concept that is difficult to define precisely. The 
concept is often left unspecified and is left to individual 
interpretations of language of "common use". A definition 
is attempted by Haeseryn (1977), who describes it as "the 
standardised form of a certain language used in mass media, 
education, administration, and so on, with a well-defined 
spelling and described in dictionaries and grammars, and 
all in one 'speech-community', e.g. English, German, 
French". While Haeseryn discusses specialised language in 
comparison with general language, Schwarz (1977) discusses 
technical language in comparison with "common language" 
which he defines as a linguistic sub-system within a 
"natural language" understood by all users of the 
respective language. Regardless of the precise definitions, 
legal language can definitely be said to be a "specialised 
language" in the sense that it is language often used in 
communication between experts in the specific setting of 
the administration of the law.
A "specialised language" is defined by Haeseryn (1977) 
as a variety in a natural language which is the 
communication medium for a certain field of human 
knowledge, and which consists of specific features in
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vocabulary and probably also in syntax and style. He 
indicates his preference for the term "specialised 
language" because it covers not only the exact and applied 
sciences but also subjects such as economics, sociology, 
law, linguistics, etc. Language used in administration is 
considered by Haeseryn to be general language while Schwarz 
groups administrative language together with legal language 
as a technical language. This difference in classification 
is a reflection of the problem of deciding where the line 
between one variety of language and another should be 
drawn. It is perhaps relatively easy to differentiate 
between certain varieties like the language of science and 
the language of law by looking at the terminology and style 
of writing, but it is harder to separate the latter from 
language used in a government document (for administrative 
purposes) for instance, because they share several . 
characteristics. This problem again goes back to the 
problem of defining register.
Still, certain distinctive grammatical features which 
perform the basic textual functions (of administering law 
or appropriating legal obligations) can be recognised in 
all types of legal discourse. What these features are and 
how the functions of legal texts are achieved are discussed 
in section 4.0. which focuses on the language of the law. 
In the section immediately following is the definition of 
texts and legal texts and the classification of legal 
texts.
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2.1.2. LEGAL TEXT-TYPES
From discussing language or discourse, I shift into 
the discussion of texts. This thesis employs a simple 
definition of "text" as proposed by Halliday (Halliday and 
Hasan 1989: 10). A "text" is "language that is functional" 
or "language that is doing some job in some context, as 
opposed to isolated words and sentences". The text must be 
seen as a semantic unit. Meanings in the text are expressed 
or coded by words and sentences. A text should also be seen 
as a product and as a process. "It is a product in the 
sense that it is an output. It is a process in the sense of 
a continuous process of semantic choice" (Halliday & Has an 
1989: 10). Halliday also summarises the text as being an 
"instance of the process and product of social meaning in 
a particular context of situation". Legal texts, in short, 
are texts that embody the communication in a legal setting 
or context.
Using Halliday's concept of register as above, I have 
distinguished legal texts from general language. In order 
to categorise legal texts into sub-varieties, the 
definition of "functions" and various proposals under the 
functional theory have to be examined further and applied 
accordingly. This examination is detailed in the next few 
paragraphs. The outcome is a categorisation which is 
illustrated later in Fig 2.1 and is used in the present 
thesis.
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At one end, we have texts being assessed in terms of 
three main functions. Halliday suggests that the main 
functions are the "ideational", the "interpersonal" and the 
"textual" functions. On the basis of Buhler and Jakobson's 
categorisation, Newmark (1988: 39) suggests different
terms, namely the "informative" ('representation' in 
Buhler's term), the "expressive" and the "vocative" (or 
'appeal' in Buhler's term). In addition to these, there are 
three subsidiary functions, namely, the "aesthetic", the 
"phatic" and the "metalingual". Suggestions with regard to 
the functions of certain legal texts can be found in 
Newmark's work. Statutes and legal documents, for example, 
are considered "authoritative statements". The category of 
authoritative statement is said to comprise texts of any 
nature which derive their authority from the high status or 
the reliability and linguistic competence of their authors 
(Newmark 1988: 39). These types of texts are said to be 
expressive text-types. However, Newmark, like Halliday, 
qualifies his suggestion by adding that no single text is 
exclusively expressive or informative or vocative. In fact, 
a text is often a combination of two or even all of the 
functions he mentions, although only one function will 
feature prominently. Bell (1991) emphasises that Newmark's 
functional typology has one advantage. "It makes it 
possible to list text-types under each function and, in the 
case of informative function, distinguish 'topic' from 
'format', (for example : Informative; scientific textbook)"
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(Bell 1991: 204) .
While the above-mentioned linguists and translators 
provide a general classification of all texts, more 
detailed studies and essays on the sub-classification of 
legal texts can be found in the works of Bhatia (1993, 1987 
& 1983), Gémar (1988), and Goodrich (1986) . Further
insights are gained from these work and from the work of 
Bhatia in particular.
Gémar (1988: 310) classifies legal texts into four
main categories in order to discuss the degree of 
difficulty of legal texts and the legal translator's 
responsibility with respect to these specific texts. The 
four categories are cited in French as - (1) loi et
règlement, (2) jugements et actes de procédure, (3) actes 
juridiques (contrat, testament,..), and (4) doctrine.
A similar categorization is offered by Bhatia (1987). 
He sees the term 'language of the law' as "encompassing 
several usefully distinguishable genres depending upon the 
communicative purposes they tend to fulfil, the settings or 
contexts in which they are used, the communicative events 
or activities or events, the background knowledge that such 
participants bring to the situation in which that 
particular event is embedded and a number of other factors" 
(1987: 227). Bhatia uses the term "genre" instead of types 
or register. One genre can be distinguished from another by 
its lexico-grammatical, semantico-pragmatic and discoursal 
resources. Although he elaborates on both spoken and
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written legal discourse, only the written language will be 
highlighted. The written discourse is divided into four 
major types : pedagogic, academic, juridical and
legislative. The classification outlined in Figure 2.1. 
which follows reflects the insights gained from the various 
studies mentioned.
Text-types
General Literary LSP
(field) Law Science etc
(mode) Spoken Written
(sub text-types! 
(tenor)
Academic 
& Pedagogic 
(textbooks, 
journals)
Juridical
(cases,
judgments)
Legislative
(tenor) Frozen
(contracts,
agreements)
Formal 
(legislation, 
rules & 
regulations)
Figure 2.1. Classification of Texts
Under the first level of classification, texts are 
broken down into three broad categories - general, literary 
and language for special purposes. The criterion used is 
roughly equivalent to Halliday's concept of field. The 
present thesis is concerned with language for special
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purposes (LSP) or specialised language texts which can be 
sub-divided further according to another aspect of field, 
ie subject matter, into legal texts, scientific texts and 
so on. Legal texts are then divided according to the mode 
into spoken and written. Written legal texts in turn can be 
categorised broadly into academic, juridical and 
legislative language according to Halliday's concept of 
tenor. This last division is a simplified adaptation of 
Bhatia's classification.
Although the above classification is preferred, I am 
aware that legal practitioners might have a different 
perception of the definition of legal texts. This is 
suggested by Goodrich (1986) in his book, Reading the Law. 
The difference concerns the classification of textbooks as 
legal texts. He states that in the United Kingdom, in 
theory, textbooks have a different status from legal texts. 
In the United States, on the other hand, "frequent and 
extensive citation of academic writings is the norm in 
legal argument and judgment". Goodrich (1986: 84) suggests 
that literary expositions of the law and textbooks are very 
important in understanding law and its importance has been 
underestimated^. In Chapter 3 of his book, Goodrich gives 
three strong arguments for according textbooks the status 
of law. Thus, in classifying law textbooks as a legal text- 
type, I am already presupposing this and, from a linguistic 
point of view, assuming certain constraints normally 
associated with other legal types.
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Now that a simple classification of legal texts has 
been established, I shall proceed to analyse the 
significance of the legal register and the grammatical 
distinction of the legal texts selected. What the analysis 
entails is described in the coming section on textual 
analysis which is preceded by a section describing the 
corpus and the pragmatic reasons for its selection.
2.2. THE CORPUS
I have chosen to concentrate on two types of legal 
texts, namely legislation and textbooks. This corpus is 
determined both by pragmatic and linguistic factors. The 
pragmatic factors are primarily (1) the current demand in 
Malaysia for translation of the chosen legal texts, (2) the 
availability of source texts and their corresponding 
translations. Because the two types form a large portion of 
the translation undertakings in Malaysia, it is desirable 
to discover what affects the quality of their translation. 
Furthermore, these two types are more easily accessible 
than other types as certain legal documents may be 
confidential and are not readily available to the public.
Among the linguistic factors are the positions of the 
two types on the hierarchy of texts. They can be said to be 
on two extreme poles on the tenor continuum. Legislation is 
maximally-restricted in that it has a highly-structured 
grammatical and textual organisation. Lawbooks, on the
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other hand, are very much more flexible in terms of the 
grammatical organisation particularly. While legislation is 
authoritative, lawbooks are more persuasive and informative 
than authoritative^. Thus, a realistic idea of the nature 
and difficulty of legal types can be obtained. Another 
important factor concerns the variety of English in which 
these texts are written. The idea of having several 
language situations in the analysis was mentioned in 
section 1.5.2. (in Chapter 1). Malaysian legislation is 
written in Malaysian English while the textbooks chosen are 
written in British English and possibly another variety. 
Furthermore, the readerships of the two source texts are 
different. While legislation is written specifically for a 
Malaysian target audience, a lawbook is written with 
English native speakers as the target audience. Therefore, 
the social reality that forms the background would be 
different. It is expected that the difficulty associated 
with cultural elements would be aggravated in the textboook 
as compared with the statute.
To obtain satisfactory and realistic observations, a 
corpus comprising (1) three Acts of Parliament; and (2) two 
textbooks and their corresponding translations are used. 
The study is not a large scale one but focuses on a close 
analysis of certain extracts from each law textbook and 
each Act of Parliament. Although all the texts are examined 
in their entirety, only salient points and extracts are 
illustrated in Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8. It is felt that the
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quantity opted, for here is manageable and at the same time 
allows for cross-references.
2.3. TEXTUAL/DISCOURSE ANALYSIS
Discourse analysis has been used by some translators 
9-nd linguists to study shifts of cohesion and coherence in 
translation. Van Dijk (1977), Blum-Kulka (1986) and Van den 
Broeck (1986) are among those who have done so. In the 
field of language for special purposes, Dudley-Evans and 
Henderson (1990) and Ghadessy (1993) have also conducted an 
analysis on the language of economics and the language of 
business. Others like, Hatim and Mason (1988) and Delisle 
(1988) have also proposed the use of "text linguistics" 
(which is, in certain aspects, similar to "discourse 
analysis") in translation, particularly in translation 
teaching. In short, some researchers use the same method 
but give it a different terminology. Beaugrande (1978) 
refers to "text linguistics" rather than discourse 
analysis. The main reason for the preference is to avoid 
confusion as the term "discourse" sometimes gives the 
impression that one is talking about oral discourse and 
that it does not include written discourse. An attempt to 
clarify the differences and similarities between the 
concepts of "discourse analysis", "text analysis" and "text 
linguistics" is made by Enkvist (1987) in his article "Text 
Linguistics for the Applier". In the present thesis, these
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terms are sometimes used interchangeably.
The analysis as envisaged here is firstly concerned 
with the macro-function of the text which is observable at 
the levels of "macrostructure" and "microstructure". At the 
outset, the analysis will establish the context of 
situation and culture of the text. This is then followed by 
the macrostructural analysis which includes the format 
unique to the text. The format covers the organisation of 
the content and the link between the various sections of 
the text. In brief, the overall coherence of the text is 
examined.
Like Van den Broeck, who employs the concept of speech 
act in his study on coherence of discourse and pragmatic 
macro-structure of texts, the present analysis will make 
comments on distinctive speech acts that occur. Van den 
Broeck highlights the need to distinguish between "an 
individual speech act and the linear structure of speech 
act sequences on the one hand, and the global, overall 
structure of communicative interaction, on the other hand" 
(1986: 38). In line with this argument. Van Dijk brings up 
the concept of a global speech act or a "macro-speech act" 
(Van Dijk 1977: 238) which is a speech act performed by a 
sequence of speech acts which, in this thesis, is 
equivalent to the "macro-function".
At the level of microstructure, the analysis will be 
concerned with the lexical and syntactical features that 
are used to perform the speech-act or the function of the
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text. The study also looks at the cohesive devices employed 
or the cohesion of the text. Using Halliday's definition, 
cohesion is defined here as "the set of linguistic 
resources that every language has (as part of the textual 
metafunction) for linking one part of the text to another 
as the logical order" (Halliday & Has.jan 1989: 48).
Cohesion can take several forms: reference, substitution 
and ellipsis, conjunction, lexical cohesion - lexical 
repetition. The presence of all these forms will be studied 
closely.
The main objective of this analysis is not simply to 
determine the nature of the language of the law but rather 
to elucidate the linguistic features of the law text for 
the purpose of reproducing the features in the translation. 
It is felt that a realistic idea of the difficulties 
involved can be gained from the analysis and comparison of 
both the source and target texts. The thesis also relies on 
existing studies of legal language to substantiate its 
findings with regard to the analysis of the source text. 
The studies and their findings are noted below in the 
section on the language of the law.
2.4. THE LANGUAGE OF THE LAW
Studies on legal language have often been focused on 
spoken discourse, particularly on courtroom discourse. 
Nevertheless, there is to date a good amount of literature
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on the written discourse. In fact, there are presently some 
distinctive studies and books on the latter (Crystal & Davy 
1969 (1st edition), Melinkoff 1983, Bhatia 1983, Goodrich 
1986, Hiltunen 1990). Most of them describe legal language 
as found in legislation. Thus, their findings are 
applicable to the present thesis and are discussed in the 
next few paragraphs. It has to be said that legal discourse 
often presents expert-to-expert communication. This is 
evident in its atypical vocabulary and syntax (as described 
below) and the combination of these features which is often 
incomprehensible to the laymen.
2.4.1. LEXICAL FEATURES
One of the better-known descriptions is provided by 
Melinkoff (1983). In his book entitled The Language of the 
Law, Melinkoff traces the development of English legal 
language and discusses the influence of Latin and French on 
it. The concern of legal language for precision and 
consistent linguistic interpretation have caused the 
language, over the centuries, to develop a highly 
distinctive style and to become very complex. In law, 
precision is of utmost importance and no room should be 
left for misinterpretation.
To this end, certain vocabulary is utilised. Legal 
language is found, first of all, to consist of a core of 
'terms of art' which are words and phrases over whose
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meaning lawyers have decided there can never be any 
argument. These include terms like 'tort', 'alibi', 
'appeal', 'bail', 'defendant', 'landlord', and 'plaintiff. 
The terms of art also include legal vocabulary borrowed 
from legal French for example 'estoppel', 'fee simple', and 
from Law Latin such as 'res judicata', 'ratio decidendum'. 
These foreign terms are transferred because the concepts 
that they depict cannot be satisfactorily described by 
English. These terms have now become part of English 
vocabulary and not considered foreign terms.
It is also filled with a great number of 
word-doublings which show combinations of Old English, 
Middle English, law French and Latin words. The doublings 
or collocations occur as "bilingual rhythms", for example 
'safe and sound' (FzM.E.), 'lord and sire' (O.E.rC.F.) and 
coordinated synonyms or near-synonyms, for example 'will 
and testament' (O.E.:L.), 'breaking and entering' 
(O.E.:F.), 'goods and chattels' (O.E.rC.F.). Others include 
'null and void', and 'rest, residue and remainder', etc. 
Legal practitioners claim that the doublings are necessary 
because each term may have a slightly different meaning and 
thus all possible meanings will be covered with a doubling. 
In short, these collocations help to make the meaning more 
precise. Melinkoff, however, suggests that some of them do 
not serve this purpose but are merely a product of 
tradition.
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Another possible instrument for ensuring precision is 
the use of a fairly small number of verbs designating 
various speech acts. It is difficult to define this set of 
verbs precisely unless an extensive frequency study is 
conducted. However, the frequent occurrence of certain 
speech acts is uncontestable. Examples of such acts or 
verbs are 'deem/, 'accept', 'require', 'issue', 'state', 
'specify', 'constitute', 'perform' or 'observe', 
'exercise', 'provide', etc.
Although legal language is normally precise, it is 
also ambiguous where it needs to be. Crystal and Davy 
suggest that there are some terms which express less 
precise concepts and so do not qualify as terms of art. 
Examples of these terms are 'valid' and 'damage'. In 
addition to this special vocabulary, there are some words 
and phrases which are even less precise and can be made to 
stretch a little like 'adequate', 'and/or', 'due care', 
'intention', and 'malice'.
They also claim that legal language is characterized 
by a high frequency of words which are composed of an 
adverbial word to which a preposition-like word has been 
suffixed. Examples include 'aforesaid', 'hereinbefore' 
'hereto', 'herewith', 'heretofore', 'therein' and 
'thereunder'. They are a few of the "cohesive devices" used 
in the language of the law. They are also remnants of the 
past and add a touch of formality to the discourse. This 
formality is further strengthened by archaic verb forms.
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for instance 'witnesseth' and 'doth'.
Darbelnet (1992) confirms the above description when 
he makes a general classification of the total legal 
vocabulary into two main groups. The first group, which he 
refers to as nomenclature, comprises technical terms. The 
second group is referred to as the vocabulaire de soutien 
(support vocabulary) which consists of less technical or 
non-technical words which serve to bind the technical terms 
together. It is suggested that the importance of support 
terms is overshadowed by technical terms. Support terms 
often seem transparent and this causes their importance to 
be overshadowed by technical terms while in actual fact 
they are of a delicate nature and do require careful 
attention. Darbelnet stresses that the choice of words and 
the manner in which they are pieced together are the two 
components of a text which lend meaning to it (Darbelnet 
1992).
Based on the classification of all terms that 
constitute a domain, as proposed by Darbelnet, Gémar (1980: 
8 83) proposes three categories: 1) nomenclature 2)
coocurrent précis (or otherwise known as support 
vocabulary), and 3) vocabulaire général (vocabulary 
extracted from general language, eg. articles, pronouns, 
adjectives, etc.). The relation of the three categories to 
each other is neatly summed up in the following graphic 
illustration.
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Variables 
langue courante 
nomenclature juridique 
Énoncé vocabulaire de soutien Signification
(ou texte) niveau d'abstraction
spécialité
Formula: T [L + N(Vg, x, y)]
where L = langue courante (general language)
T = texte (text)
N = nomenclature juridique (legal vocabulary)
Vs = vocabulaire de soutien (support vocabulary)
X = niveau d'abstraction (level of abstraction) 
y = spécialité (field)
Figure 2.2. Définiton of LSj (Legal Language)
To summarise, there is definitely a recognisable legal 
vocabulary as detailed in Figure 2.2. However, the message 
of the text is not carried exclusively by it. This 
distinctive vocabulary is supplemented by a similar 
syntactical peculiarity. Some of the peculiar features of 
syntax are provided below. The message is implicit in many 
other elements of language for example, word-classes, 
syntactical pattern and grammatical categories, and from 
the combination of these factors.
2.4.2. SYNTACTIC FEATURES
Some of the syntactic features of legislative texts 
are discussed under sub-sections that follow.
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2.4.2.1. GENERAL ORGANISATION
It is suggested that the legislative drafter attempts 
to predict and to provide for any eventuality. Goodrich
(1986), for example, quotes North (1985) as saying "the 
draftsman is instructed to deal with every small point, 
block every loophole, tie up every loose-end. The result is 
legislation of great complexity and length"^. The move 
towards achieving this objective results in a structure 
which usually takes "the form of very long and complex 
sentences capable of standing alone" (Bhatia 1993: 200).
Each sentence consists of strings of information sequences 
without many formal linking devices between the sequences. 
Linkages between sequences are frequently effected by the 
repetition of lexical items. This form of linking is very 
common indeed in this language.
One of the most striking characteristics of written 
legal English is that it is highly nominal. Long 
complicated nominals are very noticeable by contrast with 
verbal groups. In addition, legal language displays greater 
use of post-modification in nominal groups and non-finite 
clauses as post modifiers than use of premodification and 
finite clauses. It is common to see expressions like 'any 
instalment then remaining unpaid', 'the rent hereinbefore 
reserved and agreed to be paid during the term' . To achieve 
precision, postmodifying elements are sometimes inserted in 
particular places which result in unusual sequences, for
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example, 'the payment TO THE OWNER of the total amount' 
(Crystal & Davy 1990: 205). It is quite usual to find many 
modifications in a single statement. They are intended to 
qualify all main clauses to elucidate all ambiguities.
Bhatia proposes that the discourse often works using 
what he calls "textual-mapping devices". They are 
"discoursal strategies which serve primarily a text- 
cohering function relating one aspect of the text to 
another, either in the same act or in some other, thus 
helping the draftsman to reduce information load at a 
particular point in the expression of the legislative 
content" (1993: 141). Legislation often relies on what is 
known as the "proviso-clause". The proviso-clause allows 
the main case and situation to be set out and the 
exceptions to the situation to be listed or enumerated. The 
clause sometimes causes the sentence to become very long. 
This syntactic pattern is very common in early British 
legislation. More recent legislations show less frequent 
use of this syntactic pattern. Draftsmen of more recent 
legislation prefer to break a section down into sub­
sections since this reduces the information load of a 
sentence.
Bhatia (1993) claims that the legislation of many 
Commonwealth countries is drafted in the same manner as 
that of Britain. However, while the drafting of legislation 
in Britain has undergone some changes, the drafting of 
legislation in many Commonwealth countries is slow in
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making the same kind of changes. The legislation of 
Singapore, in particular, is still in the same mould as the 
old British legislation which is dominated by the "proviso- 
clause" sentence structure.
2.4.2.2. SPECIFIC ASPECTS
Other peculiar aspects of syntax include the minimal 
dependence on anaphoric devices. Legal language hardly uses 
pronoun references. One of the more common anaphoric 
devices that it employs is the forms of the verb 'do' and 
the demonstratives 'this' and 'that'. Because these devices 
are used to substitute for language that stretches longer 
than a single lexical item, their actual referent is 
sometimes difficult to pinpoint. These devices, in other 
words, can create ambiguity and confusion. It seems likely 
that the problem of anaphora may be one of the reasons why 
Malaysian legal translators seem to prefer remaining very 
close to the original text. They probably fear that radical 
changes may create further confusion with the referent in 
the target text.
Where the authoritative function is concerned, 
legislation depends on passive forms or impersonal active 
forms. The function is effected by the use of certain 
speech act verbs as mentioned in section 2.4.1. earlier on 
lexical features. It is also observable in the frequent use 
of the English grammatical structure 'shall + verb'. This
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structure is utilised often not as an indicator of future 
tense but to impose certain obligations on the reader. 
'Shall' can be used with personal pronouns other than the 
first person pronoun (for example you, he, they, etc.) to 
express speech acts such as 'to threaten', 'to promise', 
'to determine' or 'to order'.
English legal language is also known for its minimal 
use of punctuation. According to Crystal and Davy, some 
earlier authorities placed little importance on the use of 
punctuation in interpreting meaning but today punctuation 
is recognised as a guide to grammatical structure (Crystal 
& Davy 1990 : 201) .
2.4.3. DRAFTING PRINCIPLE
The syntactic differences in certain legislative texts 
are due to the general principles followed by the 
draftsmen. Some of the drafting principles are highlighted 
in a paper by Bowers (1988) . Bowers' study of two 
draftsmen's pattern of thematizing certain elements of a 
legislative sentence indicates that a lot of thought goes 
into the choice of pattern of thematization. Bentham and 
Coode, well-known in legal circles, have their own reasons 
for their thematization pattern. Following are some 
illustrations of their thematization patterns.
Bowers (1988: 91-92) cites Bentham as being guided in 
his drafting of legislation by two principles. First, the
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law is "addressed always to a person or set of persons at 
whose hands compliance is constantly looked for" in respect 
to their intellectual, volitional and behavioural 
capacities®. Second, the form of law as the subservient but 
essential instrument of the matter of law should be 
principally concerned with facilitating the reader's 
understanding of legal provisions as the necessary 
preliminary to attaining the practical purpose of the 
provisions. These principles lead Bentham to prefer the 
Subject-Predicate form of a sentence over the hypothetical 
form that thematizes a conditional clause. The sentence 
'Every person who fails to pay his rate by the due date 
shall be liable to a fine' is preferred over 'If a person 
fails to pay his rate by the due date, he shall be liable 
to a fine' . He suggests that in order to achieve the aim of 
compliance by the addressee, law-makers must make the 
sentence easy to process. This can be done by thematizing 
the Agent.
Bowers (1988:94) states that Coode opts for 
thematization of the affected person ("legal subject") 
whether the person is the Agent or Patient in the 
provision. Bowers also observes that Coode uses a formula 
similar to Bentham's 'whereby every universal legal 
provision consists of a Legal Subject as Theme and a Legal 
Action as Rheme' . Coode also rejects the impersonal form of 
predicated Theme such as ' It shall be lawful for any person 
to . . . . ' although this form is declarative and is in fact
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the basic illocutionary force of a statute. Instead, he 
prefers addressing the reader with directive speech-act 
force. It is highly probable that sentence forms such as 
those mentioned above are also common occurrences in the 
Malaysian legislative texts chosen for analysis. The point 
is that in translating legislation, the translator has a 
duty to understand the thematization pattern and the 
principles behind it and the translator should accord a 
similar amount of care to its translation.
2.5. RECAPITULATION
The incorporation of all the features mentioned above 
makes legal language complex. In general however, the 
complexity of legal language is justified by the 
requirements of precision. According to Crystal and Davy 
(1990 : 212) :
When so much depends on the results of 
interpretation, the lawyer must go to great 
lengths to ensure that a document says exactly 
what he wants it to say, that it is precise or 
vague in the right parts and just the right 
proportions, and that it contains nothing that 
will allow a hostile interpreter to find in it a 
meaning different from that intended.
This justification in defence of legal language should 
be a major consideration in the translating of legal texts 
and may well be a major constraint for legal translators.
A very brief description of the features of legal 
language has been given in this chapter. Some further 
clarification and elaboration can be found in the next
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chapter where the constraints of these features on legal 
translation are discussed.
Notes
1. The term 'grammar' is used for "the level of 
linguistic form including both grammatical (in the 
sense of syntax and morphology) and lexical features. 
Grammar is the level at which the various strands of 
meaning potential are woven into a fabric (Halliday 
1973: 82)".
"Grammar is what the speaker can say, and is the 
realization of what he means. Semantics is what he can 
mean, and we are looking at this as the realization of 
what he does (Halliday 1973: 82)."
2. The 1990 edition (the 12th impression) of Crytal and 
Davy's book. Investigating English Stvle, is used in 
this thesis. All page numbers given refer to this 
particular edition.
"Literary expositions of the law, learned texts, 
commentaries, critical dissertations and textbooks all 
play a significant if variable role in the development 
and interpretation of the law. Extra-judicial, 
professional and academic writings on the law, have, 
historically, contributed extensively to the reform, 
definition and definiteness of the law, yet official 
recognition of these doctrinal sources of legal 
argument and legal judgment has often been slow and 
less explicit (Goodrich 1986: 84)".
"While contemporary textbooks are referred to as 
persuasive sources (in L v K Smith and Hogan's 
Criminal Law (1983) textbook was briefly mentioned), 
their status is more argumentative and supportive than 
in any sense authoritative and even where cited the 
issues tend to be local and technical rather than 
substantive questions of general principle (Goodrich 
1986: 86)".
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for further reference to North (1985: 123) see Reading 
the Law by Goodrich (1986).
for further reference to Bentham (1839: 233) see the 
article "Thematization in Legislative Language: The
Observations of Bentham and Coode in relation to the 
FG Definition of Theme" by Bowers (1988).
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CHAPTER 3 
THE TRANSLATION OF LEGAL TEXTS:
A  REVIEW OF THE RELEVANT LITERATURE
The chapter begins with a justification of the 
importance of an extensive study of legal texts. This 
purpose is achieved by making reference to various studies 
on translation theory. Chapter 3 also describes the method 
of study and reviews the literature pertaining to it.
3.1. TRANSLATION AND LEGAL TEXTS
3.1.1. THE STATE OF TRANSLATION STUDIES AND THE 
JUSTIFICATION FOR A  TEXT-TYPE BASED STUDY
Translation is now a field that is acknowledged in its 
own right. In other words, it is not simply one aspect of 
linguistics or one tool for language teaching. This newly 
acquired status has not been left unsupported. Many studies 
and papers have been conducted and written on translation 
studies. Although a good number of these studies are 
centred around the development of a general theory of 
translation, the foci of the studies have been rather 
varied. There are bits and pieces which fit only roughly 
into one big picture. Even by the 1980s, it could be said 
that little had been achieved in terms of systematizing 
translation studies. In Basnett-McGuire' s view, "....the
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systematic study of translation is still in swaddling 
bands" (Basnett-McGuire 1988: 1). This opinion is shared by 
Wilss (1982: 11) who states that "...many views expressed 
on translation in the past centuries amount to a mass of 
uncoordinated statements, ...". It seems that a 
comprehensive theory of translation has proved difficult to 
achieve.
Because there are so many factors that affect 
translation, it is doubtful whether one can achieve a 
theory which is comprehensive and effective enough to cover 
all situations and varieties of texts needing to be 
translated today. This would represent a rather simplistic 
view of translation. If such is the case, then a systematic 
segmented study as is attempted in this thesis cannot harm 
but can actually help to advance translation studies. In 
their books, Wilss (1982) and Neubert and Shreve (1992) 
indirectly support this argument.
In his attempt at defining and formulating hypotheses 
for the science of translation, Wilss manages to highlight 
and defend a descriptive kind of study as an acceptable 
method of scientific investigation. He acknowledges that 
for a study to be qualified as scientific, the method of 
study should be deductive in nature but with translation, 
it is a little different. Translation is a "semiotic 
phenomenon which cannot be fully described in the form of 
an abstract model and is therefore only partially 
accessible to a deductive approach" (1982: 84). Wilss
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acknowledges the importance of formalised hypothesis 
formulation in the science of translation but argues that 
at this point it has somewhat reached, if not exceeded, a 
theoretical saturation point. He believes that because a 
comprehensive theoretical framework for translation is very 
difficult to formulate, many contributions to the 
discussion of translation theory have done very little in 
terms of developing it further. The more recent works on 
translation theory basically "replace the terminology of 
earlier formulations". One good thing, however, that has 
come out of this slowdown in the formulation of hypotheses 
in the science of translation is that it has turned 
attention to detailed language-pair description of concrete 
translation procedures. Attention is now moving from the 
general to the specific.
Wilss distinguishes between a specific science of 
translation and a general science of translation. The 
former has the task of analysing concrete events in 
translation and carrying out an empirical examination of 
the models of the translation process developed by the 
latter. The specific science of translation is language- 
pair-oriented and data-oriented. Wilss sees three areas of 
research in which this language-pair and data-oriented 
programme can serve - (1) the systematic description,
classification, and explanation of language-pair specific 
translation procedures, (2) the development of a text- 
typology relevant to the science of translation; and (3)
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the development of objective - or at least intersubjective 
yardsticks for the assessment of the degree of
translation equivalence with the specific goal of replacing 
the predominantly intuitive judgment of translation quality 
by explicit, textually based evaluations of translation 
equivalence (1982: 85).
Wilss is of the opinion that intensified empirical 
research in these areas is necessary first if we are to get 
a better idea of the possibility of developing more
complex, semiotic translation process models. The term 
"empirical" is interpreted here as working with a large 
corpus of texts. Secondly, the results from a translation 
programme which is data-oriented and language-pair-oriented 
will improve the efficiency of translation teaching within 
the framework of university curricula designed for future 
translators (1982: 86).
Neubert and Shreve's contribution to the argument of 
the present thesis takes a different form. According to 
them :
Simply because some approaches to translation
have decided to focus on a restricted set of 
elements does not mean that a comprehensive and 
meaningful set of features cannot be constructed.
This could be done by merging the common 
conceptual elements of the various models and 
accounting for the difference.
(Neubert & Shreve 1992: 14)
The context from which these statements are extracted 
concerns the identification of models of translation and 
research parameters. Although this is different from the
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context of the present discussion on text-type based 
segmented study, the line of argument is the same. The 
argument here is that findings from various text-type 
studies (for example on legal texts, administrative texts, 
technical and scientific texts and so on) could be 
reconciled. Consequently, a more comprehensive translation 
theory can be obtained by bringing out the common features 
of the various text-type translations and accounting for 
the differences between them.
3.1.1.1. A  BRIEF HISTORY OF TEXT-TYPE STUDIES
In traditional translation theories, except for 
certain major areas such as poetry, Bible and scientific 
translation, the interdependence between text-typology and 
transfer method was not taken very seriously. Transfer 
methods, strategies and procedures used, in other words, 
pay scant attention to the peculiarities of the specific 
kind of text to be translated. Observations and conclusions 
made from the analysis of one type of text are assumed to 
have wide applicability, that is, they apply to all types 
of text. Modern translation theories, however, do not 
underestimate the significance of the relationship between 
text-type and transfer method. In addition to Jumpelt's 
research on technical and scientific texts (1963) and 
Beaugrande's research on poetry (1978), many other 
researchers have concentrated on investigations on specific
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textual areas, for example Dudley-Evans & Henderson (1990) 
on economic texts. Delisle (1988) on pragmatic texts and 
Koutsivitis (1988) on legal texts. With respect to 
translation research related to what was essentially "text- 
typology", Wilss (1982) pins down 1945 as the year when a 
perceptible interest in it started to emerge, making 
Language for Special Purposes (LSP) translation an 
important activity. He bases his claim on the fact that 
that year saw the start of a massive exchange of 
^^fo^^9-tion particularly dealing with science and 
technology.
3 .1.1. 2 . JUSTIFICATION FOR LEGAL TRANSLATION STUDY
The interest here in legal language is felt to be 
justified for several additional reasons. One is that the 
language neither fits under the category of literary 
language nor does it fit well under that of scientific and 
technical language which constitute two of the main 
registers of texts. In addition, as is made clear by 
various studies (Melinkoff 1983, Bhatia 1987, Crystal and 
Davy 1969 with a reprint in 1990) , the domain of law covers 
a wide variety of situations or "tasks and jobs" and 
therefore yields a variety of texts associated with each 
situation. Distinguishing an umbrella category of legal 
text from other text-types thus seems a practical step in 
the move towards clarifying translation theory. Another
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reason is that legal translation represents a mixture of 
cultural and technical translation. Accordingly, the 
“difficulty involved is expected to be of a different nature 
and is worth investigating.
There is another reason pertaining to legislation, 
which forms part of the corpus of the thesis. Various 
studies (Crystal and Davy 1969 with a reprint in 1990, 
Goodrich 1986, Hiltunen 1990, etc.) on the drafting of 
i^uislation submit that it is not a job which is simple and 
effected on the spur of the moment but is often built on a 
great amount of tradition and care.
3.1.2. LEGAL TRANSLATION
In comparison with other kinds of translation studies, 
there are relatively few studies done on legal translation. 
However, lately there has been a noticeable increase in 
papers and short articles written on the translation of 
certain aspects of legal language. It can be observed that 
most of these papers concern the translation of 
terminology. Some are reviewed in section 3.1.3.1. on 
translating terminology. Limited literature on legal 
translation creates the need to look further into the 
literature on legal language per se and, from there, to 
propose certain hypotheses and draw certain conclusions 
with regard to the difficulty of legal translation. In 
addition to the section on terminology, relevant literature
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is also discussed under two other sections - 3.1.3.5. and 
3.1.4. - on syntax and speech acts in law, and legal texts 
and translation approaches. The two sections are preceded 
by a general commentary immediately below on the 
suppositions of the thesis and misconceptions of legal 
translation.
Before going further, the definition of translation 
needs to be clarified here in order to avoid confusion 
later when certain concepts, for example translation 
procedures and translation approach, are mentioned. An 
elaborate discussion, however, would represent a digression 
from the main focus. Therefore, a wide and simple 
definition is preferred. The term "translation" generally 
means the reproduction of the message of the source text in 
the target text. On certain occasions, it is used to refer 
to the target text or the product. In the context of this 
thesis, how the message is reproduced is equivalent to the 
translation procedure". An explication of various possible 
translation procedures will be attempted in the discussion 
of terminology. For now, because the thesis is attempting 
to study legal translation, the assumption is that 
translation of legal texts is possible. The quantity and 
of problems relating to it will determine the 
degree of possibility and the feasibility of translating a 
specific legal text. In other words, the thesis will not be
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debating whether translation is possible or impossible but 
would accept that there may be some overtranslation or 
undertranslation.
3.1.3. DIFFICULTIES OF LEGAL TRANSLATION
Due to the fact that most types of legal texts express 
obligations or duties to do or not to do something and that 
they are open to interpretation, certain perceptions or 
ideas regarding the challenges involved in their 
translation have arisen and prevailed. Gémar (1988) lists 
four presumptions generally perpetuated by persons of law 
and largely accepted by translators. The first and the most 
serious is the idea that only a lawyer or a trained legal 
person can translate legal texts. The second is that the 
matters of law always take precedence over translation and 
the content or substance prevails over the form. The third 
claims that legal translation cannot be taught to a 
layperson unless the lay-translator is supervised by a 
competent person of law who knows the law of which the 
translator is ignorant. The last one concerns the place of 
terminology in the language of the law and legal 
translation.
The present study represents an attempt to determine 
what makes legal language so unique that it gives rise to 
the above presumptions. The next section begins with an 
examination of legal terminology.
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3.1.3.1. TERMINOLOGY AND TRANSLATION PROCEDURES
When the subject of Language For Special Purposes 
(LSP) texts is raised, the issue of terminology is often at 
the forefront. As generally agreed and as described in 
Chapter 2, legal language is a specialised language and 
this naturally entails dependence on a specialised legal 
terminology. Finding equivalents for technical terms is 
always a problem in translation particularly when the 
translation involves two legal systems. This problem forms 
the focus of a number of studies and essays (Chaffey 1986, 
Weston 1990, Koutsivitis 1991, Mashudi b. Kader 1991, Reed 
1993) .
In his book on the French legal system, Weston (1990) 
suggests some procedures for translating technical terms 
which he classifies as procedures for coining neologisms. 
The procedures cited are
(a) incorporating a term from the same family group or 
local dialects;
(b) putting old words to new use;
(c) transferring the SL term;
(d) naturalising;
(e) translating literally or word-for-word;
(f) loan translating or using caiques; and
(g) using componential analysis.
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Some of these procedures are also suggested by the 
terminological committees in Malaysia and have been 
mentioned in Chapter 1 (in sections 1.5.2.1.1. and
1.5.2.1.2.). In relation to Malay and Malaysia, it would be 
ideal if procedures (a) and (b) could always be used. This 
would indirectly meet Malaysia's need to uphold the 
national language and its identity since these two 
procedures exploit the language to the maximum instead of 
going further afield to a foreign language. Unfortunately, 
although they are feasible in theory, they are less so in 
practice. The limitation lies in the fact that the 
translator does not necessarily have, in fact rarely has, 
mastery of all dialects of Malay. At best, s/he can draw 
upon her or his own dialect of Malay. Lexicographers and 
terminologists would be in a better position to search for 
such possibilities. Procedures (c) to (g) are more 
practical and seem, from the translations I have looked at, 
to be popular among translators. They depend on the source 
language. With English as the source language, these 
procedures are even more feasible. English is a lingua 
franca and a "higher-status" language and exploiting it is 
a way to develop and expand the Malay vocabulary. However, 
the exploitation can sometimes be taken to an extreme. The 
coming analysis of the translations should give some 
indication of how true this is.
Still on this idea of exploiting the language, there 
is one other consideration which relates to the role of
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tradition in legal language. In his book The Language of 
the Law, Melinkoff (1983) states that certain lexical items 
or syntactic features remain in the legal language as a 
matter of tradition. They do not add to the precision. From 
this, it can be inferred that there will be occasions when 
new terms need not always be coined in order to accommodate 
each and every lexical item. Other textual devices can 
compensate for the omission of such lexical item or syntax. 
This hypothesis is only briefly mentioned here because it 
should perhaps be discussed later in relation to 
translation approach and texts.
The above procedures are proposed on the assumption 
that target language equivalents are not found. Many 
linguists and translators are of the opinion that exact 
equivalence for specific terms is particularly difficult to 
achieve in law, if at all possible. In line with this 
opinion, Darbelnet (1992) suggests that applying functional 
equivalence is a characteristic of translation in the 
domain of law. This suggestion is supported by Sarcevic 
(1991: 616) who claims that lexicographers of bilingual
dictionaries use functional equivalents of source language 
terms in order to make the dictionaries more reliable for 
users. Her definition of "functional equivalent" is "a 
corresponding term in the TL (target language) designating 
a concept or institution, the function or usage of which is 
the same as that of the source term" . Newmark (1988) 
describes the procedure of using a functional equivalent as
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involving the use of a culture-free word (sometimes with a 
new specific term) which neutralises or generalises the 
source language term. This procedure is often applied to 
culture-specific words. He considers this "cultural 
componential analysis" as the most accurate way of 
translating i.e. of deculturalising a cultural word 
(Newmark 1988: 83). With respect to alternative procedures 
for translating terminology, Newmark suggests the 
possibility of using cultural equivalence or descriptive 
equivalence or componential analysis. In circumstances 
where the source term is semantically motivated and 
transparent, literal equivalents can be used (1982: 75).
3.1.3.2. CULTURE-BOUND TERMS
Settling on the most appropriate choice of procedure 
is even more difficult when the term is culture-bound. 
Subsumed under the issue of terminology is the issue of 
translating culture-bound terms which is often cited as a 
major problem of translating laws (Sarcevic 1985, Chaffey 
1986). It is often difficult to achieve denotative 
equivalence when translating culture-bound terms 
designating institutions and legal concepts representing 
the social reality of the SL country. Sarcevic claims that 
"following the general rule that the interests of the 
source language country must be respected by adhering as 
closely as possible to the original text, many translators
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of law tend to favor source-language oriented procedures" 
(1985: 127). Sarcevic divides these procedures into two
groups - (1) transcription, phonological translation and
graphological transliteration and (2) loan translation. 
According to her, the latter predominates particularly if 
the SL is a minority language.
In her paper on translation of culture-bound terms, 
Sarcevic (1985) attempts to show (by analysing loan 
translations under the aspect of reader comprehension) that 
translators risk making the target text incomprehensible by 
using loan translations (caiques) for culture-bound terms. 
This analysis in turn raises the question of the extent to 
which translators should make concessions to the reader by 
employing target-language oriented procedures such as 
adaptation, description by definitions and explanations and 
descriptive substitution. This question is also of interest 
in this thesis since the target language (Malay) can be 
considered to be a "minority" language. Minority is taken 
here to mean a language which is spoken or used by a 
comparatively small group of people world-wide in contrast 
with the source language (English).
In her paper, Sarcevic also acknowledges that a 
certain loss of meaning is unavoidable when translating 
texts with culture-bound terms because no two languages can 
be so similar as to represent the same social reality. 
According to her, "this is particularly true in the case of 
the language of law: each country has its own legal
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language representing the social reality of its specific 
legal order" (1985: 127). Sarcevic's statement is quoted 
here because it highlights an important point. In the case 
of English-Malay language pair translation, this statement 
is, in a sense, only partially true. The introduction in 
chapter 1 provides the background reading which explains 
the "counter-claim" of the present thesis. To summarise, 
English, which was supposed to hold only the status of a 
second language, has been for a long time the language of 
law in Malaysia. The native language was not used in law. 
A distinguishable Malay legal language came about only 
recently. In addition, this new register is believed to be 
highly influenced by English legal language. This situation 
is felt to be unique and is expected to give rise to 
translation problems different from those occurring in 
other language-pair situations, for instance where the 
languages are used to speak of two distinct legal systems 
as with French and English.
3.1.3.3. CULTURE IN TRANSLATION
The element of culture in legal translation is not
restricted to culture-bound terms. Legal translation itself 
involves a transfer of culture. On this point, Sarcevic
(1989: 211) is cited again. She claims that there is one
main difference between lexicographers and translators. 
While the former need to be bilingual, the latter need to
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be both bilingual and bicultural. In the case of law, this 
thesis goes further in perceiving "bicultural" as 
comprising two aspects as shown in Figure 3.1. which 
follows.
Translators
bilingual bicultural
language law
(Malay and English (source and target
cultures) legal cultures)
Fig. 3.1.
The term "culture" has cropped up frequently in this 
thesis. What is meant by this exactly has not been 
clarified. The term as suggested in Chapter 2 is not easily 
definable. However, for the -purposes of this thesis, a 
definition proposed by Scollon and Scollon (1995) is found 
to be practical. In the anthropological sense, "culture is 
any of the customs, worldview, language, kinship system, 
social organisation and other taken-for-granted day-to-day 
practices of a group of people which set that group apart 
as a distinctive group" (Scollon and Scollon 1995: 126).
They add that by using the anthropological sense of the 
word, they mean "to consider any aspect of the ideas, 
communications, or behaviors of a group of people which 
gives them a distinctive identity and which is used to
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organise their internal sense of cohesion and. membership" 
(1995: 127).
In legal translation and in the context of the current 
study, two aspects of culture are predominant, namely 
language and social organisation. Some cultural elements 
related to language have already been discussed (for 
example, grammar and vocabulary). One element which was 
referred to as "language situations" was briefly mentioned 
in section 1.5.2. A more in-depth explanation of what is 
meant by this term is as follows. With the chosen texts for 
analysis - legislation and textbooks - it is expected that 
the translator is faced with certain interferences from the 
languages and the subject matter. The latter is perceived 
here to be part of the legal culture that is shown in 
Figure 3.1. given earlier.
The situation with legislation is generally simple. 
The main point is that it is Malaysian legislation and is 
drafted in Malaysian English. This in itself is not a 
problem. The twist comes with the subject matter of the 
legislation (an issue which gets a cursory treatment here 
but is covered again in 4.1.1. and 4.1.2. in Chapter 4 
where a description of the corpus selection process is 
given). When the subject matter is land (i.e. material 
culture), there will be some cultural overlap and some 
cultural gap (eg. relating to the nature of land, etc.) 
because of the unique positions of English and Malay as 
described in Chapter 1. In land législation!, it is expected
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that the source text will contain some Malay cultural items 
because English cannot designate these cultural concepts. 
With a subject matter like banking^ it is mainly a cultural 
gap that the translator will encounter. The gap creates 
problems with foreign concepts since banking itself and 
banking practices are, in a way, borrowed concepts. This 
subject matter or field being itself "technical" would 
contain its own subset of technical vocabulary which will 
mean additional coining problems.
The situation with textbooks is more complicated. The 
cultural factor is even more obvious. One of the books 
analysed is written by an English author and is about the
English legal system. What this means is that English
cultural concepts will be plentiful. The translator also 
has to be careful to make necessary distinctions between 
legal terminology, on the one hand, and syntactic 
constructions, on the other, which might have taken on 
different meanings in the Malaysian context and their 
English counterparts. These would be some of the possible 
interferences with such a book.
With a textbook on Islamic law\ there is added
interference in the form of Arabic. As mentioned in Chapter 
1, before the advent of English influence, Malay was
greatly affected by Arabic. As illustrated in that chapter, 
some terms relating to law originated from Arabic. With the 
adoption of the English legal system, English became the 
source of borrowing. However, with a book which focuses on
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a different legal system (i.e. Islamic law), one has to 
reconcile the Arabic-affected English of the source text 
with the possible Arabic influence on Malay. With the 
revival of Islam in Malaysia, the influence of Arabic on 
Malay has taken on greater dimensions. Malay linguists, 
religious persons and translators alike are borrowing from 
Arabic with fervour. It is to be expected that the 
translation of this book will demonstrate this. The 
influence of Arabic is not restricted to the coining of 
terms. "Islamic culture" is expected to be noticeable in 
the overall register of the target text. The question of 
register or style is covered a little further in the 
section on translation approach.
3.1.3.4. INTERPRETATION IN LAW
The question of meaning and interpretation in law is 
raised here because these questions might be pertinent to 
translation. Thus far, the discussion has revolved around 
technical terms and has paid little attention to the other 
components of vocabulary. Problems can occur with support 
or general vocabulary too. Some understanding of how words 
can be interpreted in law will make the translator more 
cautious. However, as suggested in many works on law, legal 
interpretation is not easily comprehensible and 
describable. To give a full account of it is beyond the 
scope of this thesis. Nevertheless, salient points culled
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from a few papers on interpretation are presented here in 
order to demonstrate the constraints within which the legal 
translator works.
According to Gémar, the work of translating a piece of 
legal text is, in a way, parallel to that of interpreting 
a statute in that both involve handling different levels of 
difficulty, competence and quality. When the question of 
interpreting a statute is raised, it is on the assumption 
that "a word need not have a consistent meaning attributed 
to it : the context may indicate that the word has two
different senses when it is repeated in the same section" 
(Williams 1982: 98). Persons of authority in law will have 
to decide what the words concerned mean in that particular 
context. The question of what is the definition of 
"meaning" and how many meanings a word can have then comes 
into the discussion. Scientifically, says Williams, words 
have no true or proper meaning, except in two senses. 
First, they have an ordinary meaning, i.e. a 
commonly-accepted meaning which perhaps may not be current 
but has not become obsolete with respect to the time or 
situation in which it is used. Second, the word may have an 
assigned meaning, i.e. a special meaning assigned to it by 
the specific user.
Judges generally have at their disposal various rules 
to help them interpret the meaning of a word. Depending on 
the context, they consider the ordinary meaning, the 
intended meaning (the meaning intended by the writer or
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speaker) and. the comprehended meaning (the meaning 
understood by the hearer) . Furthermore, they also take into 
consideration two other varieties of meaning distinguished 
by G.L. Williams as the "literal or primary meaning" and 
the "ulterior meaning" (the meaning other than the literal 
meaning encompassing hidden or implicit messages which the 
speaker insinuates by utilising the particular word). He 
says that ulterior meaning may coincide with logical 
implications in some cases but ulterior meaning is a matter 
of psychology and not logic (Williams 1945) . The 
distinction between literal and ulterior meaning applies to 
the first three meanings mentioned above. In other words, 
there are six possible combinations which are described in 
the next paragraph (using Williams' terminology taken from 
his article in The Law Ouarterlv Review)^ .
He illustrates the distinctions of meaning with a 
situation where a tactless host looks out of the window and 
says to his guest: 'It has stopped raining'. "While the
meaning of the words to the host is ' It has stopped 
raining' ("intended literal"), the meaning to the guest is 
both this ("comprehended literal") and also 'Please go' 
("comprehended ulterior"). If the host meant his guest to 
draw this inference, then there would be an "intended 
ulterior meaning" (Williams 1945). In brief, he illustrates 
that what seems like a simple statement can in fact carry 
various meanings.
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In law, in addition to the problem of determining the 
meaning of a word in a specific context, there are 
sometimes difficult instances with "fringe meaning". The 
central core of meaning of a word is relatively fixed but 
there is a fringe of uncertainty surrounding it that arises 
perhaps as a result of different experiences. There is then 
the problem of whether a certain concept falls within or 
beyond the subset of meaning of this word. Williams 
illustrates this with a case where a judge may have to 
decide, based on what the definition of 'building' is, 
whether a wooden hut or a telephone kiosk can be considered 
a building. If he decides that the wooden hut is a building 
then he is giving the term 'building' a wider application 
and if he decides otherwise, then he is giving it a 
narrower meaning.
The implication for translation is that deciding on 
translation equivalents can be tricky. The choice of one TL 
word over another which is only subtly different can still 
turn out to be an unsatisfactory choice.
3.1.3.5- SYNTAX AND SPEECH ACTS IN LAW
Besides terminology or legal vocabulary, legal 
language is known for its peculiar syntax. The literature 
search in the thesis has yielded only a few papers on its 
translation. A paper by Emery (1989) on the implications of 
translating legal Arabic texts talks a little about the
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differences between Arabic legal syntax and its English 
counterpart. He discusses syntax as part of the stylistic 
features of legal texts and within the framework of 
Halliday's concept of "register" and "context of 
situation". Besides the contribution to the study of 
syntax, this piece of work is essentially relevant to the 
thesis because the framework for Emery's short study is 
similar in kind to that of this thesis. In other words, in 
the present study, syntax is also studied as part of the 
register and text.
Although, in general, not much has been written on 
translating legal syntax, its significance and difficulty 
should not be underestimated. Its importance is indirectly 
suggested in all the works cited earlier on legal language 
(Crystal & Davy 1990 (first published in 1969), Bhatia 
1990, Hiltunen 1990, etc.). In addition to these, there are 
also some short papers which speak of the peculiarities of 
legal syntax. One such paper is entitled "Does the legal 
system need experts in English syntax?" by Solan (1990). 
The paper demonstrates possible syntactic ambiguities in 
parsing long noun phrases (for example 'green eggs and 
ham' ) . He illustrates occasions in court when long phrases 
can have possible misreadings. Solan stresses the need to 
disambiguate such phrases. His work is not about 
translation. However, from works such as Solan's, one can 
see the consequences of using inapproriate legal syntax and
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apply this observation to the difficulty of translating 
legal syntax.
In Chapter 2 (section 2.4.3.), a paper by Bowers on 
legal drafting was cited. From this paper too, it can be 
observed that legal drafting is carried out with a lot of 
thought given to saying exactly what needs to be said. 
Translators, similarly, will have to bear this in mind.
The subject of translating legal syntax is also 
discussed incidentally in Trosborg's paper on acts in 
contracts. Trosborg (1994) illustrates the syntax utilised 
in the directive act in contracts. Like Trosborg, the 
present study will examine how the directive act or another 
speech act in a legal text is reflected in the syntax (for 
example the modal verbs shall/may) and how it is 
accommodated in the target language, Malay.
3.1.4. LEGAL TEXTS AND TRANSLATION APPROACH
This section examines the relationship between text- 
type and translation difficulty. It also examines the 
question of the general translation approach to legal texts 
and refers to some theories on equivalence. The layout of 
the sections thus far roughly reflects a progression from 
the specific issues of legal translation to the more 
general issues. This section represents the general.
The section is commenced with a pertinent remark by 
Goodrich (1986: 91) on what studying law involves.
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"Studying law infers the possesion of knowledge 
of the discursive techniques which allow for the 
reading of legal writings in terms of its 
authority - its place within the hierarchy of 
legal texts ^ - and in terms of its special legal 
meanings - its roles within the system of legal 
rules."
One point pertinent to the present study that can be 
gathered from this statement is that legal writing makes 
sense in the context of the hierarchy of texts. Goodrich 
(1986: 91) also states:
"In its most typical forms, the legal text is a 
coercive text; it is writing which compels or, in 
a direct or indirect way, commands. What is 
commanded must be communicated and it is the role 
and purpose of the study of legal techniques to 
set out the rules that govern the communication, 
the system of transmission, of legal meanings as 
compulsory meanings. Just as there is a hierarchy 
of legal texts, based upon the proximity of the 
text to the supreme source of law, so there is 
also a corresponding hierarchy of techniques. The 
more authoritative or sacred the text is, the 
greater the doctrinal importance of its literal 
application and its observance."
This concept of hierarchy of texts can be applied to 
the question of obligations on translation and translation 
approach. Goodrich suggests that the nearer a text is to 
the supreme source of law, the more authoritative and 
sacred the text is. In the Malaysian legal system, 
legislation is cited as the supreme source of law (Wu 
1990). In other words, it is an authoritative text. 
Translating legislation accordingly places a heavy burden 
on the translator. As mentioned in Chapter 2, some comments 
with regard to the difficulty of various legal texts can be 
found in Gémar (1991) . The point is that within the 
category of legal texts, some texts are more demanding than
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others. Legislation, for example, requires greater care in 
translation than, for instance, court documents.
3.1.4.1. TRANSLATION APPROACHES AND EQUIVALENCE
After this brief comment on hierarchy of texts, the 
section moves on to the general translation approach. In 
his article "La Traduction juridique: standardisation
versus créativité", Koutsivitis (1990) spells out the 
ongoing controversy in legal translation: to remain close 
to the original or to translate the message more 
effectively by translating more freely. There is no correct 
answer but it would naturally depend on the text. A text as 
authoritative as legislation might not lend itself to a 
free translation. Its translation should be relatively 
literal and source-text-oriented.
To do justice to the discussion of translation 
approach, the thesis has to bring to the fore the question 
of equivalence. Discussion of translation theory and 
methodology is never quite complete without referring to 
the principle of "equivalent effect". This principle is 
similar to the principle of "dynamic equivalence" proposed 
by Nida and Taber (1982, first published in 1969) in 
contrast with that of "formal correspondence". Both the 
principles, "equivalent effect" and "dynamic equivalence", 
suggest guidelines from the point of view of the impact on 
the reader. In relation to this, Nida & Taber also
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introduce the concept of the "intelligibility of the 
translation". According to them, intelligibility should not 
be measured merely by "formal correspondence", i.e. in 
terms of whether the words are understandable and the 
sentences are grammatically constructed. They propose 
giving priority to "dynamic equivalence". By this, they 
mean a situation where the TL receptors respond to the 
message in the receptor language in substantially the same 
manner as the SL receptors do to the message in the source 
language. It is also pointed out that this response can 
never be identical, for the cultural and historical 
settings are too different, but there should be a high 
degree of equivalence of response, or the translation will 
have failed to accomplish its purpose (Nida & Taber 1982: 
24) . It should be noted here that, in the context of this 
study, the term "equivalence" is used to refer to 
"similarity" and not "sameness". This presumes the 
impossiblity of "complete or exact equivalence".
The problem of equivalence pervades all levels of text 
(as briefly illustrated in the discussion of terminological 
problems). Bell (1991: 6) quotes Hartmann and Stork on
this.
Texts in different languages can be equivalent in 
different degrees (fully or partially 
equivalent), in respect of different levels of
presentation (equivalent in respect of context,
of semantics, of grammar, of lexis, etc.) and at
different ranks (word-for-word,
phrase-for-phrase, sentence-for-sentence).
Hartmann & Stork (1972: 713)
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Like Hartmann and Stork, Crystal (1981) discusses the 
problem of equivalence by highlighting the idea of 
"complexity in language structure" in relation to the 
motion of translation equivalence. Each level of language 
structure is said to have its own formal identity and 
unique functions which convey its own "meaning". This forms 
an ingredient of the "total effect". Basically, an 
utterance's meaning is not a single phenomenon, but a 
synthesis of various elements, the relative importance of 
which varies from one situation to another, and from one 
language user to another. Crystal puts forward the strong 
argument that "these level equivalences are always to some 
degree mutually exclusive. Preserving equivalence at all 
levels, i.e. total linguistic equivalence, is therefore 
impossible" (Crystal 1981).
Some critics of the principle of equivalent effect 
agree that it offers a good guideline to translation but 
its weakness lies in the problem of measuring the impact of 
the message. This problem is probably worse with respect to 
legal texts for two reasons - (1) the target readership of 
the text may not be the intended readership and (2) certain 
legal texts are not meant to be "readable" but are meant as 
a source of reference. As far as readership is concerned, 
no literature that records an in-depth study of the target 
readership of legal texts or one that specifically states 
the type of readership associated with legal texts, has 
been found thus far. However, the general consensus is that
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most legal texts represent expert-to-expert communication. 
A comment by Crystal and Davy strongly suggests this. 
"Legal language is perhaps the least communicative use of 
language in that it is designed not so much to enlighten 
language-users at large as to allow one expert to register 
information for scrutiny by another" (Crystal & Davy 1990: 
193-4) .
The principle of equivalent effect brings into 
question the profile of the readership, which is very 
important in translation. However, if a text is 
authoritative, then the importance of the readership is 
secondary to the fidelity to the original. The loyalty to 
the text or author outweighs that to the reader but this 
does not mean that the readership is not important. The 
role of readership is only secondary in the sense that if 
a situation should arise where a unusual phrase or word 
seems intended by the writer, then an attempt to 
oversimplify or clarify it should not be made. The 
potentially secondary role of readership in legal 
translation in turn, does not mean that the principle of 
equivalent effect is no longer applicable. It is expected 
that this principle will provide a guideline when there is 
a question of choice of appropriate words or syntax.
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3.1.5. SUMMARY OF SECTION
The preceding sections highlight the possible problem 
areas of legal translation. As mentioned before, the thesis 
opts for a product analysis method. This method is felt to 
be most suitable for testing and confirming various 
hypotheses for the reasons detailed in the next section.
3.2. JUSTIFICATION FOR RESEARCH METHOD
This section brings to the forefront the questions of 
how the research methodology is arrived at and why.
The study of translation can be approached in various 
ways. Bell (1991) and some other researchers suggest that 
a better way of describing how a translator works would be 
to get the translator to keep a log book or a diary of the 
things he does when translating. This would be similar to 
the language learner diary studies method used in second 
language learning. In her study on second language learning 
Gerloff (1986) cites Rivers (1983) and Papalia (1977) as 
using this method of trying to access the mental processes 
of the learner. In her own attempt to research second 
language learner processes of text analysis, Gerloff (1986) 
introduces a method which uses what she calls "talk aloud" 
protocols of translation. The protocols describe what they 
as the translators are doing while translating. They 
identify the strategies they use from a coding system drawn
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up by Gerloff to facilitate the description. The "talk- 
aloud" method is also seen in Lorscher's work (Lorscher 
1986) .
Although the above methods sound promising, they are 
unsuitable for the purposes of this thesis. They are more 
practical for investigating translation process per se. The 
concern of this thesis, however, is with both the process 
and the product. In fact, it can be said to be more 
product-biased as shown in the earlier sections. The above 
translator-oriented methods will prove to be inadequate to 
investigate the various hypotheses of the thesis.
Furthermore, they have certain weaknesses. "Talk- 
aloud" methods, for example, involve a great amount of 
human participation and so may be time-consuming in terms 
of getting willing participants, arranging tests and so on. 
They also require discipline on the parts of the 
participants. It is difficult to ascertain whether what is 
reported by the participants is necessarily an accurate 
reflection of what they normally do. These methods yield 
conscious and biased responses; the conscious verbalising 
of the process is sometimes disruptive to the actual 
thought process.
The weaknesses of the translator-oriented methods 
aside, the decision to analyse the product is determined 
primarily by the type of text. Most legal texts are in 
written form. Analysing the texts themselves and comparing 
them with their translations will provide a clear picture
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of what is involved in legal translation. Concrete and 
realistic observations can be made.
How the texts are going to be analysed is already 
explained in Chapter 2 under the section on textual 
analysis. The next chapter. Chapter 4, describes the 
general analysis of the context of situation of the texts.
Notes
1. The thesis will examine land legislation in the form 
of the National Land Code.
As will be stated in section 4.1.1. (Chapter 4), the 
Banking Act is another text which makes up the corpus 
of the study.
Section 4.1.1. gives a very brief description of the 
choice of lawbooks. Sections 7.1.1 and 7.1.2. describe 
the books explicitly.
4. Williams, G.L. 1945-46. "Law and Language" in The Law 
Quarterly Review. Vols. 61 and 62.
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CHAPTER 4 
ANALYSIS OF TEXTS
The corpus of this study consists of two types of 
legal texts, namely legislation and lawbooks. The first 
three sections (4.1. 4.1.1. and 4.1.2.) describe in some 
detail the selection process and the corpus. The remainder 
of the chapter concentrates solely on the first type i.e. 
legislative texts. This analysis of legislative texts 
continues in Chapters 5 and 6. The discussion of the second 
type of legal texts, i.e. lawbooks, is covered in Chapters 
7 and 8.
4.1. THE CORPUS SELECTION CRITERIA
A brief idea of the corpus and the selection criteria 
was given earlier in section 2.2 (Chapter 2) and section
3.1.3.3. (Chapter 3). The present section describes the 
specific texts chosen and justifies their selection.
Because of the relatively limited amount of translated 
legal texts, the main criterion in this study is their easy 
accessibility. All the texts used are selected from a range 
that is on sale at public outlets. Where there is a 
reasonably wide choice, for example with legislative texts, 
additional criteria include: (1) the importance of the text
with respect to the other texts in the same category; (2) 
the topic of the text - whether it lends itself to
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comparative purposes, i.e. whether practical conclusions 
can be drawn when it is compared with the other texts 
chosen; and (3) the "representativeness" of the text, i.e. 
whether it is pragmatic to choose such a text for 
translation and for analysis. In short, certain "factors" 
are kept constant or fixed as far as possible so that 
certain others which are varied can be examined. These 
criteria are applied to the selection of the legislative 
texts and explained further in sections 4.1.1. and 4.1.2. 
below. Their application to the textbook selection will be 
explicated later in section 7.1.1. in Chapter 7 which 
focuses on legal textbook translation.
4.1.1. SELECTION OF LEGISLATIVE TEXTS
Three texts are chosen for analysis. Although all 
three are legislation, they are of different types. They 
can be said to make up a kind of hierarchy of legislative 
texts. With them, we move down from a Code to an Act to an 
Ordinance where a Code is a . "huge" Act incorporating 
various laws, an Act is a law passed by Parliament and an 
Ordinance is an authoritative subsidiary legislation.
The texts are of varying length and they are felt here 
to be a few of the more "significant" laws of Malaysia. In 
addition, their topics (which are divulged in section
4.1.2. below) are related to a small extent, for example, 
banking laws often make references to some land laws and
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concepts since land is an asset used as a collateral in 
banking. Money-lending laws, like banking laws, involve the 
regulation of some kinds of financial services. Hence, 
through the analyses of the three texts, one can see how 
technical terms, for example, are translated across the 
field. In short, the issue of standardisation (cf section
1.5.2.2.) can be studied. Besides, the other law 
publications available on sale involve topics of wider 
divergence which can involve more variables. Accordingly, 
the issue of standardisation can hardly be examined.
4.1.2. TEXTS ANALYSED
The first text, the National Land Code, is a major 
parliamentary Act which can be said to be a compilation of 
land laws. It was enacted in 1965. The Code is also Act 56 
of the laws of Malaysia. The version chosen for analysis is 
the 1990 version and contains amendments up until the 5th 
of May 1990. In terms of length, the National Land Code is 
the longest among the three with a total of 44 7 sections 
and 13 schedules. Given this substantial length, the Code 
would presumably cover a wide range of basic legal concepts 
or terms (comprising administrative and land concepts). 
Besides being easily accessible, its coverage is another 
main reason for its selection. The translation used is the 
Kanun Tanah Necrara (Akta 56/1965) as at 5th of January 
1988; it is not a translation of the 1990 version. The
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thesis takes into account the different versions used for 
the source text and the target text. The effect of using 
two versions (i.e. the 1990 for the SL text and 1988 for 
the TL text) on the thesis is expected to be negligible.
The second text is the Banking and Financial 
Institutions Act. 1989. The Banking Act is also referred to 
as Act 3 72. The version used in the analysis is a reprint 
(by order of the Government) on the 24th of August 1989. It 
comprises 3^ 31 sections and 4 schedules. The TL text, Akta 
Bank dan Instituai-institusi Kewanaan, 1989. is bound 
together with the English version and precedes it in this 
particular print.
The third text is the Monevlenders Ordinance. 1951 
which, according to chronological order, is the earliest of 
the three. The Ordinance contains all amendments up to the 
15th of June 1988. The Malay version which appears side-by- 
side the English is entitled Ordinan P ember iip ini am Wang, 
1951. It incorporates 31 sections and 3 schedules.
For ease of discussion, from this chapter onwards, the 
legislative texts are often referred by to using the 
abbreviations NLC, BFIA AND MO for the National Land Code, 
the Banking and Financial Institutions Act and the 
Moneylenders Ordinance (MO) respectively. The underlining 
of the titles is also omitted because the titles refer 
interchangeably to the laws themselves and to the published 
book forms in which the laws are embodied.
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4.1.3. EXTENT OF ANALYSIS
Although the texts are analysed generally as a whole, 
certain pages or sections of the laws are examined in 
greater detail. This emphasis on certain sections is to 
enable the thesis to be completed within the time limit 
and, concurrently, to encompass a fairly large corpus. For 
all three texts, attention is given to the "auxiliary 
pages" comprising the arrangement of sections, the 
schedules appended to the main body of text, the indices 
and the list of cases.
In addition to these pages, the following parts of the 
main body of the three texts are thoroughly examined. 
Because the NLC is very long, sections are taken from the 
early, the middle and the closing parts. The pages 
concerned are 1-16 [sl-sl8] , 34-48 [s62-s89] , 134-148
[s205-s231] and 218-232 [s375-s404]. In the BFIA, extra
attention is given to pages 11-25 [sl-s2], 48-62 [s29-42]
and 92-106 [s69-s83]y and in the MO to pages 1-5 [sl-s5],
10-13 [sl3-16] and 19-22 [s23-s28] . Examples are taken from 
both the above-mentioned and other pages of the texts.
4.2. DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS ON LEGISLATIVE TEXTS
Sections that follow focus on the description of the 
context of situation and culture and the macrostructure of 
the texts. This description then gives way to the
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highlights on difficulties relating to the macrostructure.
4.2.1. CONTEXT OF SITUATION & CONTEXT OF CULTURE
The contexts of situation in which the NLC, the BFIA 
and the MO are embedded are explained below. For reference 
purposes, the three texts are listed in the bibliography 
section under the heading of "Corpus". However, some pages 
from relevant sections of each text are given as examples 
in Appendix B. Because the texts share the same tenor and 
mode, the description given of the tenor and mode is 
representative of all three texts.
Mode: All three texts represent the written law in
Malaysia. They consist of language written to be read, 
often for reference purposes and not of language written to 
be spoken. The three laws of Malaysia are found in book 
form; they are published for sale at a reasonably low 
price. These facts have certain implications which can be 
seen as contradicting some general assumptions about the 
readership of legislation. This issue of readership is 
important and is elaborated under the paragraph on tenor.
Field: The general field of the texts is law. However, the 
concept of field as it is more narrowly understood here is 
administrative law. Further, the texts cover three 
different sub-fields or topics. The NLC embodies Malaysian
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law relating to land and land tenure; the BFIA is law 
relating to the practice of banking and financial 
institutions; and the MO is law relating to moneylending. 
The legal field is particularly recognisable with the 
frequent or recurring usage of certain syntactic features, 
for example, 'shall be', 'provided that', etc., and words 
(and speech acts) or collocations which are not common in 
general language, for example, 'to grant' (to grant a 
licence), 'to be deemed', 'to declare', 'is aggrieved by' 
and 'reasonable cause', 'fit and proper'. Within the sub­
field or topic, we have, for example, concepts of 'an 
easement', 'a lien', 'a vested interest' in land laws, and 
collocations like 'to take out a loan', 'to incur an 
expense', 'to enter into a transaction' in banking. These 
terms or collocations are not peculiar and exclusive to a 
single law but are commonly used in the discussion of that 
particular law. Many more of such features are cited in the 
next chapter, which specifically focuses on the 
microstructure of the texts.
Tenor: Legislative texts are directives written in a way 
which is intended to get the reader to respond in a certain 
manner. The texts reflect authority by specifying what the 
reader can do or should refrain from doing. The 
authoritativeness of the texts is observed in the language 
which is detached, impersonal and formal and which is 
effected through various devices, for instance the passive
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voice and the modal verb structure. These devices are 
explained later in Chapters 5 and 6 which concentrate on 
the microstructure. The tenor is related to the readership 
profile and, looking at the texts, the general profile 
seems to be as described in the next paragraph.
Readership: The target readership of legislative texts is 
not revealed in any explicit manner. Different aspects of 
legislation seem to signal different target readerships. It 
is possible that legislation is aimed at a range of 
readers.
In certain pragmatic aspects, they seem to be directed 
to the general public. The Acts are, for example, published 
and sold in general book stores presumably to reach the 
public who would want to know of the laws affecting various 
aspects of life and groups in the society. Bankers, for 
instance, might want to know the limits within which they 
have to work or to draw up their banking policies. They 
cannot be expected to refer to the lawyers for each and 
every detail. They are not legal experts but could be 
considered as the educated members of society.
From the linguistic perspective, on the other hand, 
legislation is likely to be tailored for specialists in the 
field of law (judges, lawyers, law educators, and so on) . 
Legislation is drafted using terms which are technical and 
syntactic features which can be thought to be complex. As 
will be shown in the next chapter, the existence of many
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technical terms whose meanings are not exactly transparent 
leads one to think that the actual readership is more 
likely to be law experts. The laymen (i.e. everyone outside 
the legal profession) cannot help but be excluded from the 
readership.
Besides the pragmatic aspect of the texts (as stated 
earlier) which implies that the public has a role to play, 
the roles of various land administration officers are also 
specified. It is common to find statements like " The 
Registrar shall..." and "The Land Administrator shall..." . 
With legislation, the situation is possibly parallel to the 
production of a drama or a play. The legislative text is 
perhaps addressed to a single person with authority (i.e. 
a judge) who is given the power to interpret the text and 
who is clarified on whom the participants are and what 
their roles are in that particular legal setting. How this 
kind of text comes together is discussed in the analysis of 
the macrostructure and microstructure.
4.2.2. MACROSTRUCTURE ANALYSIS
At the level of macrostructure, the tenor and mode do 
not come across as clearly as they do in the 
microstructure. What is most characteristic of this type of 
legal text is the organisation and presentation of the 
content. This is perceived here as comprising the format, 
the typographical conventions and the cohesion patterns.
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Immediately below is a description of these components 
which is obtained from the analysis of the source text. 
Following it is a description of the format found in the 
translations and salient comments relating to it.
4.2.2.1. IDEATIONAL ORGANISATION/ FORMAT
The NLC: For the present purposes, the term "format" is 
used basically to refer to the organisation of the 
ideational aspect of the text. An elaboration of the 
various aspects of format enables the reader to see how the 
text coheres and provides the background for a more 
realistic assessment of the translation at the 
microstructural level.
The subject matter of this legislation is organised in 
a hierarchy of categories entitled divisions, parts, 
chapters and sections. This arrangement is illustrated in 
the preface to the legislation of which an extract is 
provided in Appendix B 1. In the preface, the flow of 
subject matter being discussed and the connection between 
them can be observed. The use of headings at all levels of 
classification, which are indexed in the preface, makes 
reference easy. However, as will be explained later, the 
headings pose a slight problem involving consistency in 
translation of legislation.
The smallest unit of classification and the most 
utilised form of reference is the section. It generally
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details one particular legal provision. However, certain 
sections, for example, at the beginning of the first 
division and part, are quite distinctive. There [in 
sections 1-5] can be found explanations with regard to the 
origin of the Act and the conditions and manner which 
relate this Act to previous laws or some other laws. (An 
extract of these sections is given in Appendix Bl.) In 
addition, there is also one section which is concerned 
solely with the interpretation of certain terms used in the 
context of this Act. This section specifically states how 
a term should be interpreted in the discussion of laws 
relating to land.
The main body of the legislation is followed by 13 
schedules which are appendices dealing with supplementary 
points. The contents of several are highlighted here for 
illustration purposes. The first schedule, for example, 
contains illustrations of the many forms that are used in 
land transactions and that have been referred to in the 
main parts of the Act. The fourth schedule, which is given 
in Appendix A4, comprises equivalent or variant expressions 
relating to two terms (i.e. padi and bendang) used in the 
main body of legislation. In the fifth schedule, the 
translator is faced with a list of titles of officers 
responsible for administering law. The eleventh schedule 
contains a list of Acts and Ordinances that have been 
repealed in the various Malay States. Extracts of these 
schedules are provided in Appendix Bl. The remaining
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schedules are made up of various amendments to the Act. The 
discourse found in them is similar to that in the main body 
of text and, so, they do not really deserve a review here. 
Some reference to them might be made briefly in relation to 
the discussion of translation problems.
The NLC closes with an index and a list of cases on 
land laws following the schedules.
The BFIA: The BFIA is not as extensive as the NLC. 
Accordingly, the breakdown of content is simpler. As 
mentioned earlier, it is divided into 16 parts which cover 
its 131 sections. 4 schedules are appended to the main 
body. Similar to the NLC, part 1 of this text contains 
preliminary information which includes the short title and 
the interpretation of terms. One difference between the two 
texts is that the headings of each section are given in the 
side margin and not, as in the NLC, at the beginning of the 
section.
The MO: Of the three pieces of legislation, the MO is the 
shortest. The content of this legislation is arranged 
simply in 31 sections and 3 schedules. A content page and 
a list of amendments precede the main body of the 
legislation. Like the BFIA, the headings of the sections 
are positioned in the margin.
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4.2.2.2. INTERPERSONAL ORGANISATION
The tenor and mode of the texts are quite obvious at
the "interpersonal" level. A glimpse of the formality of
the texts is seen in the nominalisation of the section
headings. The nominalisation is in itself nothing 
extraordinary or abnormal in English. However, some of the 
headings, for example in the NLC, represent a kind of 
precis of the section. Many titles are in the form of long 
nominal strings; this is found, for instance, with the 
following: "Application of categories of land use to lands 
alienated before commencement" [s55], "Specification of 
rights in respect of underground land upon the grant of a 
lease of reserved land" [s92e] , "Need for proper instrument 
of dealing duly registered" [s206] , "Execution of
instruments of dealings" [s210] and "Control of transfer of 
estate land" [s214A].
Some headings are long and read like "incomplete" 
sentences. As is quite common in headings, articles are 
lacking. Certain headings have the finite verbs missing; 
hence, the verb function is fulfilled sometimes by a noun 
or an adjective. This is seen in the headings of section 
205, "Dealings capable of being effected, and persons 
capable of taking thereunder", and sections 2 08 and 209, 
"Instruments to contain description, etc., of parties" and 
"Instruments to contain proper description of land 
affected". That of section 53, "Conditions affecting use of
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lands alienated before commencement until category of land 
use imposed", contains several clauses in them. In the 
headings of section 20, "Purchase of land by officers., 
etc.", and section 216, "Additional provisions with 
respect to lands transferred subject to leases, charges, 
etc.", the inclusion of the abbreviation 'etc' to indicate 
additional clauses intensifies the "incomplete sentence" 
effect mentioned earlier.
A few headings show a deviation from this nominal 
pattern. They make use of the 'wh-' question forms 'when', 
'where', 'what' and 'how' instead of the nominal referents 
'time', 'place' and 'thing or subject' and 'method'. 
Examples of these kinds of headings in the NLC include 
'When rent due, and when in arrear. ' [s94] , 'Where rent
payable.' [s95], 'How alienation is affected.' [s78], and 
'What may be transferred, and restrictions on exercise of 
powers.' [s214]. These headings are quite effective in 
capturing the gist of the section. They are not evident in 
the BFIA and the MO. However, the non-occurrence of such 
patterns may be because the topics under discussion do not 
revolve around the concept of time or place, for instance. 
Although few translation problems are anticipated with 
regard to the 'wh' headings, long nominal strings as 
mentioned above can be problematic. Nominalisation has 
almost the same conventional and formal effect in the 
target language as that in the source language. At the same 
time, heavy dependence on nominalisation in Malay can give
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rise to clumsy and meaningless expressions and statements. 
A small example can be found in the next section, 4.2.2.3., 
with the phrase 'for the safekeeping of.
The above point will be picked up again in chapters 5 
and 6 alongside other aspects of interpersonal organisation 
which pertain more to the microstructure than the 
macrostructure.
4.2.2.3. INTERTEXTUALITY/ TEXT COHESION
The NLC: Before studying cohesion at the level of lexis, 
this section will look at how references are made at the 
level of text (i.e. the intertextuality) . Some points 
relating to the formal organisation of text have been made 
earlier under the section on format. An attempt is made now 
to identify the common devices used for referencing in the 
NLC. As mentioned earlier, the most significant unit in the 
text is the section. It is an important form of reference 
within the text. With the NLC (and also the other two 
texts) , there is a continuity to the numbering of the 
sections which make up the legislation. What is meant here 
by a continuity is that the sections, unlike the chapters 
for instance, are not re-numbered when the text progresses 
from one division to another or from one part to another or 
from one chapter to another.
It is common to find a section in this legislation 
that consists of one single statement. Each section is
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drafted in such a way that it discusses a point of detail 
in such an explicit fashion that the reader need not have 
to refer backward or forward much. This is often done by 
breaking the sentence down into parts and also by using a 
"proviso-clause" introduced by provided that. The example 
below from the National Land Code demonstrates this.
72. (3) Of the said forms of title-
(a) Registry title shall be appropriate in the case
of-
(i) town or village land 
(ii) any lot of country land exceeding four
hectares in area, and 
(iii) any part of the foreshore or sea-bed; and
(b) Land Office title shall be appropriate in the 
case of any lot of country land, not exceeding 
four hectares in area;
Provided that-
(i) the State Authority may if it thinks fit, on 
approving the alienation of any country land, 
direct that the land shall ultimately be held 
under Registry title notwithstanding that its 
area does not exceed four hectares, and
(ii) the foregoing provisions shall have effect 
subject to section 11 of the Land (Group 
Settlement Areas) Act, 1960 under which Land 
Office title is required to be issued in respect 
of all holdings under that Act.
The proviso-clause in itself does not present 
translation problems. A problem only arises when the 
section lists a whole string of qualifications or 
conditions that apply to a particular case. In this 
situation, one might find the statement (i.e. the section) 
to be half a page long or even more. The point is that the 
visual distance between the beginning of the sentence and 
the end of the sentence is so far apart that the sentence 
can, at some point, seem incoherent. What concerns the
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translator is not so much the understanding and 
interpretation of these provisions and conditions but the 
digesting and entangling of the statement. The extreme 
length of the statement (accorded by the many 
qualifications) makes the translator susceptible to 
producing incomplete or incoherent statements in the target 
language. To minimise this weakness, s/he has to refer 
backward and forward quite often. With the NLC, this whole 
"chain reaction" is found to be a normal occurrence.
Sometimes, if the information to be conveyed is of a 
great amount, a section is then broken down into sub­
sections which will record the various qualifications to 
the provision. The draftsman then specifies the need to 
cross-refer by stating the sections (abbreviated in this 
thesis as [s]) or sub-sections [ss] where certain relevant 
information can be found. Some illustrations of these 
cross-referencing devices taken from the National Land Code 
are as follows :
Example 1
56. (2) In its application to any land by virtue
of this section, paragraph (b) of sub-section (3) 
of section 54 shall have effect as if for the 
words "section 114" there were substituted the 
words "sections 114 and, where applicable, 118" 
(1990:31).
Example 2
353. (4) When the plan prepared under paragragh
(d) of sub-section (3) has been approved by the 
Director of Survey, it shall for the purposes of 
sub-section (2) of section 396 be deemed to be 
the plan approved under paragraph (e) of sub-
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section one of that sub-section (1990:217).
In addition to the sub-sections and proviso-clause
arrangement, the predominant feature of the section is its
complex sentence structures and its specific lexical
patterning. These complex sentence structures (which will
be discussed further in Chapter 6 under the heading of
syntactic devices) result from the cumulation of various
insertions at certain places in the sentence. The
insertions are meant to help define and clarify certain
subjects. However, because there are often many insertions
in a single statement, it can become quite obscure.
Processing the statement, thus, becomes taxing.
Besides the insertions, a statement becomes long and
complex because some phrases are repeated in order to avoid
any semblance of ambiguity. The repetition can also be seen
as a form of cohesive device. Although repeating certain
words or phrases often clarifies the sentence, the attempt
to write in an unambiguous manner is, at times, taken
almost to an extreme that some phrases seem redundant. The
redundancy is not necessarily problematic. It is simply
tiresome to the SL reader who has to process the long
sentence. However, it is often a problem in translation. An
example of this kind of cohesive device that creates a
difficulty in translation is found in the NLC as below.
(1) The Registrar shall be responsible for the 
safekeeping of -
(a) every register of title maintained under this 
Act or any previous land law by him or any
predecessor in office;
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(b) all instruments registered under this Act or 
any previous land law and filed in the Registry 
or Land Office in question, and;
(c) all other instruments, books and records, 
required by or under this Act or any previous 
land law to be filed or kept in the Registry or 
Land Office.
(2) No register, instrument, book or other record 
for the safekeeping of which the Registrar is 
responsible as aforesaid shall be removed from 
the Registry or Land Office except pursuant to an 
order from the Court or a Judge, or under the 
direction in writing of the State Authority or 
the State Director.
A plainer version of the section is not offered here 
since that is not within the scope of the study. However, 
suffice it to say that the repetition or qualification "for 
the safe keeping of which the Registrar is responsible" in 
the noun phrase can be avoided with no expense to the 
meaning of the section. The proximity of that qualification 
to the first instance it was mentioned is great. It appears 
in the sentence immediately after the first mention of it. 
The long qualification can perhaps be substituted with a 
shorter one or another form of cohesive device while 
maintaining the clarity of meaning in the section.
The repetition, which is printed in bold in the 
example, employs a defining relative clause 'of which'. 
This defining clause structure makes the sentence formal 
and complicated. Maintaining this kind of structure in 
translation, although possible, makes the translation even 
more formal, disjointed, and unnatural than the source 
text.
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The BFIA and MO: Except for one or two differences, the 
cohesion pattern of the BFIA is generally the same as that 
of the NLC elaborated above. However, while the NLC shows 
extensive use of the "proviso-clause" to arrange its 
content, the BFIA seems to depend more on the sub-division 
of spatial and semantic content into sub-sections and on 
the indexing of the sub-sections for cross-referencing 
purposes. This kind of sub-division and indexing serves to 
cohere one aspect of text to another. Information to be 
conveyed is not incorporated all in one single sentence but 
spread out in sub-sections. In other words, the information 
load of a sentence is reduced. Consequently the length of 
the sentence is also shortened. The reader's task of 
processing the sentence, in turn, is made easier. The same 
cohesion pattern is seen in the MO.
The above section only glosses over the subject of 
textual and cohesive devices in legislation and the 
implications for translation. A deeper discussion is 
attempted in a separate section later in relation to the 
analysis of the target text.
4.2.2.4. PUNCTUATION
Findings from many studies (as detailed in Chapter 3) 
suggest that punctuation is a rare occurrence in legal 
language. A statement of four lines or longer, for 
instance, may not show evidence of any punctuation mark
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except for the period at the end of it. Contrary to this 
general expectation, the statements in the NLC, the 
National Land Code, are not totally devoid of punctuation. 
Some uses which are observed are as follows.
In most of the statements, commas are used to signal 
the clauses. A comma is also employed to separate the name 
of a parliamentary Act and the year it is enacted, for 
example, in the Trengganu Settlement Enactment, 1356, the 
Padi Cultivators (Control of Rent and Security of Tenure) 
Ordinance, 1955, and the Land (Group Settlement .Areas) 
Act, 1960. A colon is often found at the end of one complex 
clausal construction to indicate that the next "paragraph" 
is another complex clausal formation. The colon is also 
used to introduce a sub-title or an elaboration of the 
title. An example is found in section 9 of the NLC where 
the title of the section is given as - National Land Code: 
initiation of action with respect to certain matters.
A list of items is often preceded by a hyphen. To 
separate one item from another on the list, a semi-colon is 
used. In section 5 (the interpretation section) of the NLC, 
the double inverted commas are used to highlight the terms 
which have specific meanings in the context of the Act and 
whose definitions are provided in that section. A number of 
the punctuation marks mentioned above can be observed in 
section (4) of the NLC which is given in Appendix Bl.
The BFIA and the MO seem to follow a similar principle 
involving punctuation as the NLC .
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4.2.3. ANALYSIS OF TARGET TEXT AND TRANSLATION PROBLEMS 
ARISING
This section is an attempt to bring to the forefront 
some translation issues relating to the macrostructure. To 
have a realistic understanding of them, the context of 
situation of the translations should be examined.
4.2.3.1. CONTEXT OF SITUATION
In analysing and describing the context of situation 
of the target text (i.e. translation), consideration needs 
to be given to the purpose for which the translation is 
commissioned, the publication or the form in which the 
translation will appear and, subsequently, the body which 
commissions it. The details relating to all three texts are 
as follows.
The Field and Tenor of the translation remains 
constant.
Mode: For the NLC, the translation represents a parallel 
version in another language of the National Land Code of 
Malaysia. The translation analysed is a revision of an 
earlier one carried out in 1975 and produced in the form of 
a mimeograph. The current translated version (analysed 
here) is a product of the University of Malaya's Faculty of 
Law. It was produced because there was then no official 
version in Malay of the National Land Code although the
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Code had been in force for ten years. This particular 
translation is not claimed to be the authoritative text but 
simply an official translation.
In the BFIA and the MO, the translations are also used 
only for reference purposes. A disclaimer stating that the 
translation is not an authoritative text, which can be 
relied upon in the process of law, is found in both texts.
4.2.3.2. TRANSLATION PROBLEMS RELATING TO CONTEXT
In the analysis of the translations, it is found that 
generally the layout and general cohesion pattern of the SL 
texts is duplicated systematically. This means that the 
following structures or patterns are preserved in the 
translation: the division and arrangement of content, the 
numerical and alphabetical order of points of law and most 
of the punctuation and typographical conventions of the SL. 
This preservation is possible and acceptable because all 
these patterns do not clash with any target language 
conventions that might exist with respect to written 
language. Some variations in pattern, however, are observed 
in the interpretation section of the texts. In all three 
texts, the words to be defined are ordered alphabetically. 
In the translations of the NLC and the MO, the alphabetical 
order is not preserved; the translators retain the TL terms 
in the positions of their SL counterparts. In the BFIA 
translation, on the other hand, the words are in
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alphabetical order. This, in turn, means that the TL words 
take different positions than their SL counterparts^. The 
change of positions creates no problem to TL readers since 
only the translation is at their disposal.
The duplication of SL textual organisation is carried 
out even at the more "micro" level, i.e. the presentation 
of the law in the sections themselves. For instance, if the 
case is set first and the provisions then follow, the same 
pattern is conformed to in the target language. It is also 
noted that a statement which contains the proviso-clause 
structure is difficult to translate. As mentioned earlier, 
owing to the following two reasons, this kind of statement 
requires extra effort on the part of the translator, 
particularly in terms of getting the correct syntax and 
meaning. First, although the proviso-clause forms part of 
a sentence, it is often broken up into a separate paragraph 
introduced by the phrase 'Provided that ...'. In addition 
to this unusual typographical convention, the first letter 
of the word 'provided' is capitalised. The translator, like 
any other reader, might misread the capitalisation of the 
first word as indicating a new sentence. The result will be 
a translation which expresses some deviations in syntax and 
possibly in meaning. The legal translator, who generally 
would be aware of this unique legal syntax, will no doubt 
refer back in order to verify the syntax and the intended 
meaning before proceeding to translate.
The way the sections are arranged has certain
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implications for the translator. S/he sometimes need to 
refer backward or forward to certain parts of the Act to 
confirm the intended meaning of a term or to get a better 
understanding of the meaning of a particular section or to 
ensure consistency in his or her translation. With respect 
to consistency, for instance, the translation of a heading 
of a section given in the preface should be the same as the 
translation given in the section itself. This is a minor 
point. Nevertheless, some spelling and capitalisation 
deviations are found in this aspect in the NLC. Section 254 
of the preface, for example, spells the term Notis 
Keingkaran, which is a technical term, with capital letters 
for both words. In the section itself, the term is spelt 
with no capitalisation. The heading of Chapter 1, Part 4 
also shows a similar deviation. While the heading is given 
as Perezaban Tanah (Reservation of Land) in the preface, it 
is given as Perizapan Tanah (Reservation of Land) in the 
section itself. These two examples cited are minor and may 
also be due to typing errors. However, the point is that 
they are inconsistencies that should be minimised.
On certain occasions, a reference to the 
interpretation section is required in order to provide a 
reasonably correct and effective translation. This can be 
seen in the BFIA [s23] where references are made to the 
words "building credit" and "building society". Because 
these words are not exactly transparent and are not very 
common concepts, their definitions have to be reconfirmed.
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Section 2 of the Text states the interpretation of the word 
"building credit". Thus, a translation that would convey 
this meaning has to be found. The translation of 'building 
credit' in section 23 is given as kredit pembangunan 
(credit development), which is a word-for-word translation. 
In the interpretation section 'building credit business' is 
translated as perniagaan kredit bangunan (business of 
credit building). In short, the translation varies. This 
difference also entails a wide difference in meaning. The 
word pembangunan means development. Bangunan, on the 
contrary, means ' a building' and not 'the action of 
building or developing'. Several things can be gathered 
from this example. First, there may be two or more 
translators; hence, there is a lack of consistency. 
Secondly, little checking is done to confirm the meaning of 
words. The semi-transparency of the words is misleading. In 
brief, literal translations will render meaningless words. 
Thirdly, the concepts are uncommon and the word 'building' 
is, in a sense, polysemous in that it can mean ' a 
structure' or 'the business of building'. As a result, 
insufficient knowledge causes the translator to 
misunderstand the meaning as demonstrated in the 
translation analysed.
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4.2.3.3. EXTRA TEXTUAL REFERENCES
In addition to the internal referencing as illustrated 
above, "extra" textual references sometimes prove to be 
necessary in translating legislation. A translator may have 
to consult with people involved in the administration of 
land to confirm and reconcile various points (some of which 
might fall under the concept of microstructure) for 
example: the labelling of various institutions or positions 
(eg. Land Administrator, District Officer, etc.); the forms 
normally used in land matters; the terms used in the 
practice of land administration; and so on.
As indicated in the first few sections, an Enactment 
is sometimes quoted or referred to in another Enactment. In 
the eleventh schedule of the NLC, for instance, we see 
references made to a list of various Enactments and 
Ordinances that have been repealed. In section 2A sub­
section 1 of the MO, references are made to the Banking Act 
1973, the Islamic Banking Act 1983, the Takaful Act 1984, 
the Pawnbrokers Act 1972 and the Finance Companies Act 
19 69. When translating the text, the question is whether 
one should translate the topics of these Enactments and 
Ordinances or to transfer them. If the topics are very 
transparent, then translating them may be acceptable since 
there is little possibility of confusion and 
misunderstanding. If the topic is less transparent, then it 
is the responsibility of the translator to check whether a
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translation already exists in order to avoid misinforming 
and confusing the reader with opaque and variant 
translations. In the translation of the NLC, it is found 
that the translator chooses to transfer the titles of all 
the Acts. It is believed that the decision to do so is 
reached because most of the Enactments listed were enacted 
before 1957 (Independence). Therefore, the chance that 
there might be target language equivalents currently in use 
for them or that they have been translated is practically 
nil. This conclusion is made with the knowledge that pre- 
Independence laws were drawn up in English. In addition, 
attempts to translate some of these laws have only just 
begun. The Acts referred to in the MO [s2A ssl] , on the 
contrary, are translated.
An example of extra-textual reference can be found in 
the interpretation section [s2] of the BFIA. There, the 
reader is directed to refer externally to the Company Act 
1965 in order to obtain the definition of the term - 
"holding company".
4.2.4. GENERAL REMARKS
The demands on the translator are described above on 
the assumption that the translator has the whole completed 
text to work with and is responsible for the text in its 
entirety. This is the reasoning behind the detailed 
description of format and organisation.
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Although attempts were made to expound translation 
problems relating to the macrostructure, the main objective 
of the analysis of macrostructure is to define the 
framework within which translation problems arising from 
the microstructure of text, should be analysed and 
assessed. The findings from the analysis of the 
microstructure are presented in Chapters 5 and 6.
Notes
1. Note the abbreviations TL for target language and 
SL for source language.
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CHAPTER 5 
PROBLEMS RELATING TO LEXIS
The discussion of the microstructure of the text and 
problems relating to it is broken down into two parts. The 
first concentrates on the lexical aspect and forms the 
subject of Chapter 5. The second part concerns the 
syntactical aspect and is covered in the next chapter, 
Chapter 6.
5.1. LAYOUT OF DISCUSSION
As mentioned in earlier chapters, the texts are 
examined in their entirety. However, in order to provide a 
detailed look at the microstructure, a thorough analysis is 
conducted of selected pages (see 4.1.3 for method). Many 
examples are extracted from pages 11-26 [sll-s50] of the
NLC, pages 30-45 [s4-s24] of the BFIA and pages 3-19 [s2A-
s22] of the MO. For ease of reference, the section [s] and 
sub-section [ss] from which the examples are extracted are 
given in parentheses. Sometimes certain sections from these 
pages or elsewhere in the texts are reproduced in order to 
show lexical patterns which are problematic.
The chapter starts off with an elaboration of the 
lexical features which can cause translation problems. Once 
the features are highlighted, the chapter moves on to the 
definition of various translation procedures and the
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discussion of problems of translating and developing new 
terms.
5.2. PROBLEMS IN CONTEXT
With Malaysian legislative language, several common 
lexical features and patterns can be observed. These 
features are not much different from those already 
mentioned earlier in the section on legal language in the 
literature review chapter. Consequently, they will be 
discussed here quite briefly as a way of introducing the 
main discussion of translation issues involving these 
features and patterns.
5.2.1. LEXICAL FEATURES
The next few sections discuss the lexical features 
which are characteristic of the legislative texts analysed.
5.2.1.1. CORE TERMS
It is found that several groups of terms can be 
roughly categorised or identified in all three pieces of 
legislation. These terms represent various groups of 
concepts which are basic to the field of law. It is found 
that within each group, there is a more or less set range 
of terms which occur constantly in all three texts.
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There are (1) terms denoting concepts of legal 
instruments or documents used in carrying out various legal 
procedures (for example: a summons, a writ, an order, an 
application, a notice, a warrant, a register, etc); (2)
terms denoting various speech acts of permitting, 
prohibiting, requesting, directing and ordering (for 
example: to grant, to confer, to take effect, to have
effect, to appeal, to order, to instruct, to direct, to
enforce, to prohibit, to impose, to be deemed, to
(
authorise, to apply, to endorse, to accept and to 
prescribe); (3) terms designating the legal actions or
procedures themselves (for example: an alienation, a
transfer, an action, a suit, a proceeding, an enquiry and 
an appeal); (4) terms symbolic of the participants in the
legal actions (for example : plaintiff and defendant,
advocate, solicitor, prosecutor and witness); (5) terms
designating the "object" in the legal action (for example : 
a right, a claim, a title, a lien, an interest, an equity, 
a liability, a responsibility and a debt) ; (6) terms
representing the outcome of the legal actions or the state 
of something (for example : null, void, guilty, valid,
lawful and illegal); and (7) terms denoting the means of 
control, assessment, qualification and clarification of the 
conditions surrounding the legal action (for example : 
specifications, descriptions, provisions, limitations, 
conditions, terms and restrictions). Although many groups 
of terms are listed here, the number of terms within each
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group is not very large, i.e. the vocabulary of 
legislation, is relatively narrow compared with other legal 
sub-types perhaps.
The small range of terms used in legislation suggests 
an easier task for translators of Malay. Nevertheless, the 
problem of translating legislation rests not so much on the 
range as on the nature of the terms themselves as will be 
elaborated in the sections below. Different degrees of 
difficulty in translating are associated with different 
terms or concepts.
5.2.1.2. TECHNICAL AND SEMI-TECHNICAL TERMS
As described in Chapter 3, legal language contains 
many terms which are of a technical nature. The dominance 
and significance of these technical terms in legal language 
make them a major source of problems for translation. This 
statement is developed further and a solution adumbrated in 
a later section entitled "Translation Procedures". The 
present section provides examples of such terms found in 
the texts examined.
In the NLC the terms include the concepts of 'document 
of title' [sl5 ssle], 'possession' [sl5 ssle], 'affidavit' 
[sl5 sslf], 'statutory declaration' [sl5 sslf], 'trespass' 
[16 ssle] 'false evidence' [s30], 'fresh evidence' [s34 
ss2a], 'material nature' [s34 ss2a] and 'matter in issue' 
[s36] and 'natural persons' [s43a] . The BFIA also covers
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concepts of 'power of attorney' [s50 sslf] and the MO has 
'relief' [s21 ss2], bona fide assignee [s21 ss6] and
'holder for value' [s26 ss2a]. Such terms cut across all 
three texts.
In addition to technical terms such as those mentioned 
above, there are also some which are more subject-specific. 
In the National Land Code, we find terms such as 'rights in 
reversion' [s41] , 'powers of disposal' [s41a], 'to 
alienate' [s42 ssla], 'order of forfeiture' (s46 sslb), 
'abandonment of title' [s46 ssle], 'adverse possession' 
[s.48] and 'unlawful occupation' [s48]. Because the 
National Land Code is one of the most basic and extensive 
compilations of laws in Malaysia, it touches on a whole 
multitude of concepts. Thus, finding the dividing line 
between basic legal concepts and land law concepts becomes 
impractical.
These subject-specific terms are perhaps more obvious 
in the Banking Act. The BFIA yields the concepts of 
'memorandum of articles' [s5 ssla], 'articles of 
association' [s5 ssla], 'chose in action' and ' a winding-up 
order' [s7 ss2a], 'capital funds' [sl4 sslb], 'net working 
funds' [sl4 sslb] and 'representation' [sl5 ssl] . There are 
many concepts related to banking that would require new TL 
terms because the concepts are relatively speaking "new" to 
the TL and because banking, is in a sense, a cultural focus 
of the SL. Because of the latter reason, we find many terms 
designating closely related concepts, for instance.
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'terms', 'conditions' and 'provisions', 'stocks', 'shares', 
'debentures', 'bonds', 'bills'. Some other examples of 
these closely-related and "relatively new" SL concepts are 
found in s2 ss(c) of the BFIA in the extract below.
"property" means any 
movable or immovable 
property and includes -
(c) any security, including 
any stock, share, debenture 
and fund;
(d) any negotiable 
instrument, including any 
bank note, bearer note. 
Treasury bill, dividend 
warrant, bill of exchange, 
promissory note, cheque and 
negotiable certificate of 
deposit ;
e) any mortgage or charge, 
whether legal or equitable, 
guarantee, lien or pledge, 
whether actual or 
constructive, letter of 
hypothecation or trust 
receipt, indemnity,
undertaking or other means 
of securing payment or 
discharge of a debt or 
liability, whether present 
or future, or whether 
vested or contingent; and
(f) any other tangible or 
intangible property;
"harta" ertinya apa-apa 
harta alih atau tak alih 
dan termasuklah -
(c) apa-apa sekuriti 
termasuk apa-apa saham, 
syer, debentur dan kumpulan 
wang ;
(d) apa-apa suratcara boleh 
niaga, termasuk apa-apa 
wang kertas, nota pembawa, 
bil Perbendaharan, nota 
dividen, bil pertukaran, 
nota janji hutang, cek dan 
perakuan deposit boleh 
niaga;
(e) apa-apa gadai-janji 
atau gadaian, sama ada di 
sisi undang-undang atau 
ekuiti, gerenti, lien atau 
sandaran, sama ada sebenar 
atau konstruktif, surat 
hipotekasi atau resit 
amanah, tanggung rugi, 
akujanji atau lain-lain 
cara menjaminkan pembayaran 
atau penunaian sesuatu 
hutang atau liabiliti, sama 
ada pada masa sekarang atau 
pada masa hadapan, atau 
sama ada terletakhak atau 
kontingen; dan
(f) apa-apa harta ketara 
atau tak ketara lain; ...
As an example, there are terms representing various 
forms of "money" or "valuables": 'stock', 'share',
'debenture' and 'fund'. There are also various banking
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instruments as observed in section (d) : 'bank note',
'bearer note', 'Treasury bill', 'promissory note', 
'dividend warrant', 'bill of exchange', 'cheque' and 
'negotiable certificate of deposit'. The MO, the subject- 
matter of which is related to that of the BFIA, shares some 
terms with it. Some examples that can be cited from the MO 
include 'promissory note' [sl6 ss4], 'simple interest' [sl7 
ssl], 'compound interest' [sl7 ssl], 'sum payable' [sl7 
ssl], 'principal' [sl7 ssl] and 'a surety' [16 ss2].
With respect to technical terms, the translator, in 
other words, is confronted with the task of accounting 
nuances between them. This would also be the case with 
terms that occur in pairs or triplets in, what was earlier 
referred to in section 2.4.1. as, "bilingual rhythmic 
pairs". It should be noted again that acknowledging the 
nuances in these pairs is, as argued in section 2.4.1., 
only justifiable if one assumes that the terms are 
necessary to discriminate against concepts and are not 
simply traditional tautology. A separate section (5.2.4) is 
dedicated to the illustration of rhythmic pairs. This 
section does not debate the issue of necessity versus 
tradition but highlights such terms, which also fall under 
the category of semi-technical terms, and briefly mentions 
the procedures that are used by some translators to 
accommodate them. By way of examples, we have terms such as 
'terms' and 'conditions', 'send', 'convey' and 'deliver', 
'prohibition', 'restriction' and 'limitation', and 'null'
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and 'void' which are used, at times, within the same 
stretch of discourse and at other times in different 
stretches of discourse. Differences are made between 
concepts of 'mortgage and charge' and 'guarantee, lien and 
pledge' for example. This can be seen in section 2 of the 
BFIA above. Malay terms such as sandaran (charge), gadaian 
(mortgage) and pajakan (lease) denote concepts covered by 
the terms 'mortgage', 'charge', 'lien' and 'pledge' but 
their ranges of meaning are not exactly the same as those 
of the English terms. In other words, there are some 
overlapping areas where the context of the Malay terms is 
the same as that of their English counterparts. Generally, 
the Malay terms might be used interchangeably. However, in 
a specialised context such as banking a clearer one-to-one 
translation usually becomes necessary. One translation 
analysed demonstrates this with a newly coined term gadai- 
janji (to put up as a charge - to promise/ a promise) for 
'mortgage' as opposed to gadai (to put up as a charge) for 
'charge' and lien for 'lien' as opposed to sandaran 
(something set up against another) for 'pledge'. The term 
'guarantee' which is of a slightly different meaning than 
the rest of the four is translated with a naturalisation 
gerenti.
In short, differences between terms have to be 
considered in the target language regardless of the degree 
of difference. The more technical the term is, the more 
important is the need to account for the difference. A
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'term' for instance, can be generally translated as syarat. 
The word syarat is also used as a translation for the 
English word 'condition'. In many circumstances, two 
separate TL terms are used for the two SL terms perhaps 
because of their technical nature and because often they 
occur together. A reference to The Concise Dictionary of 
Law shows the word 'term' as having the meaning of either 
'a condition or a warranty' and the word 'condition' as 'a 
major term of a contract'. In brief, a 'condition' is a 
subset of a 'term'. Although these entries do not prove 
that the two terms are different in meaning, many 
translators and terminologists seem not to want to take a 
chance with the terms. They accordingly account for the 
difference by using a neologism, terma, which is an 
adaptation of the SL word 'term' . In addition to the above 
technical terms, the texts contain some Latin terms. 
However, they are used quite sparsely in the texts. 
'Mutatis mutandis' is the only Latin term that occurs quite 
frequently. When it does occur it is italicised to indicate 
its foreign origin. The term bona fide is also found in the 
texts. The term 'prima facie', on the other hand, is found 
in plain print to indicate that it is now accepted as part 
of the vocabulary of English. Besides 'prima facie', there 
is also the term 'verbatim' [s31] which already forms part 
of English vocabulary.
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The issue of translating technical terms such as 
discussed above is covered later under the section on 
translation procedure and coining.
5.2.1.3. SEMI-TECHNICAL TERMS
To refer to all the examples cited in the paragraphs 
that precede as "technical terms" is, in the context of 
this study, a means of labelling concepts for ease of 
reference, comparison and explanation of translation 
problems. The classification made is therefore quite 
general, comprising technical and semi-technical terms, and 
not particularly detailed or defined.
On the subject of semi-technical terms, there are also 
occurrences where certain words take on a meaning or usage 
which is not very common in general language or where one 
comes across a homonym. One example from the NLC is the 
word 'savings'. Without any contextual clues, an average 
reader might be led initially into associating the word 
with money or more specifically with the setting aside of 
a certain amount of money for future use. However, on 
closer examination, the reader will see that the word 
'savings' in the legislation is equivalent to 'exceptions'.
This semi-technical feature is also observable in the 
word 'consideration'. In law, one meaning of 
'consideration' is an act, forbearance or promise which has 
some economic value. It can be observed, for instance, that
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the prepositional phrase 'in consideration of' is used in 
relation to payment of rent. In section 2 of the BFIA under 
the definition of "money-broking business", the phrase is 
used in conjunction with brokerage fees paid.
"money-broking business" 
means the business of 
arranging transactions... as 
an intermediary in 
consideration of brokerage 
fees paid or to be paid...
"perniagaan pembrokeran
wang" ertinya perniagaan 
mengaturkan transaksi-
transaksi...sebagai suatu 
perantaraan dengan balasan 
fee brokeraj yang dibayar 
atau akan dibayar...
What the phrase basically means is ' in payment of brokerage 
fees' or 'for brokerage fees'. The translation, dengan 
balasan, captures the idea but is unnatural in the TL.
The MO also talks about 'valuable consideration' [sl3 
ss3] . An example is extracted where the term
'consideration' is translated with bayaran which literally 
means 'payment' . The term is not translated with 
pertimbangan (a general, 'out-of-context' translation of 
'consideration') which is derived from the root word 
timbang which means 'to weigh'. The following translation 
provided in sl3 ss3 of the MO (i.e. bayaran) is a 
satisfactory one which acknowledges the difference in 
meaning.
13 (3). ...no person shall
act as an agent or 
canvasser or demand or 
receive, directly or 
indirectly, any sum or 
o t h e r  v a l u a b l e
consideration by way of 
commission ...
13 (3). ... tidak ada
sesiapa pun yang boleh 
bertindak sebagai ejen atau 
wakil atau menuntut atau 
menerima secara terus atau 
tidak, sebarang jumlah atau 
lain-lain bayaran yang 
bernilai dengan cara 
komisen ...
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5.2.1.4. SUBJECTIVE EXPRESSIONS
One can also find what are terms and phrases which 
give legal interpretation some leeway. It is common to find 
expressions such as 'expedient to do so' [sl3iii], 
'reasonable times' [sl5 ssla], 'reasonably necessary' [sl5 
slg] , 'reasonable diligence' [s34 ss2a] and 'exceptional 
circumstances' [s42 ss2d] as in the NLC; 'duly made' [s6 
ssl] as in the BFIA; and 'duly licensed' [s8] , 'thinks fit' 
[slO ssla] 'reasonable cause' [10 ss2], 'reasonable demand 
in writing' [sl9 ssl] and 'thinks desirable' [s22 ss2] as 
in the MO.
5.2.1.5. POLYSEMOUS WORDS
Besides technical terms, the texts contain certain 
words which are polysemous. Although legal language is 
often known to consist of predominantly monosemic lexical 
items, there are still some that are polysémie. They are 
general words and some examples extracted from the NLC, the 
BFIA and the MO are the nouns 'interest', 'form', 
'deposit', 'share', 'security', 'charge', 'factoring', 
'consideration' and 'duty'. Not making any allowances for 
differences in the context, and personal preferences, the 
following translations have been and can be offered for the 
terms below for instance. (The translations in the brackets 
are meant to indicate meaning variations as best possible
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in order to facilitate understanding for a reader with 
little knowledge of Malay).
(1) 'interest': interes (interest), faedah (interest/
benefit) , hunga (interest/ flower), kepentingan (interest/ 
importance) and minat (enthusiasm). The first three terms 
have the same basic meaning of money payable in return for 
the loan of a sum of money. The difference between them 
rests on the connotation associated with each term. The 
fourth term, kepentingan, (which comes from the root word 
penting which literally means important) normally means 
importance but is used in the text analysed to mean 
'interest'.
(2) 'charge': caj (charge), cagaran (mortgage), jaminan 
(guarantee), sekuriti (security);
(3) 'consideration': pertimbangan (consideration), bayaran 
(payment);
(4) 'duty': kewajipan (obligation), duti (tax imposed).
(5) 'form': borang (form), bentuk (shape);
With all the examples, contextual clues are very 
important in determining the correct meaning. The meanings 
of most of the words cited are immediately obvious. With 
some, backward or forward referencing may be necessary. 
With terms such as 'interest' and 'charge', the context 
needs to be analysed with a little more care because the 
tenor of the translation can be negatively affected with an 
inappropriate TL term. An example of a problem with
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polysémie words can be found on page 18 [s2 ssl] of the
BFIA under the definition of "document".
"Document" includes (a) any letters, figures, 
marks, symbols, signals, inscriptions, writing, 
sign, caricature, picture, drawing, or 
representation whatsoever in any form; 
and (b) any visual recording (whether of still or 
moving images), any sound recording, or any 
electronic, magnetic mechanical or other 
recording whatsoever, and howsoever made, on any 
substance, material, thing or article.
The words 'letters' and 'figures' can have a few referents
which will have different TL words. The translation gives
huruf (an alphabet/ a letter) and angka (a number/ a
figure). Because the term "document" can generally conjure
the image of a "formal and serious legal letter", the word
'letter' in the list can be mistaken for ' a piece of
written communication'; the translation would then be
surat. Because the list includes the concepts a 'symbol',
an 'inscription', a 'caricature' and so on, the word
'figures' similarly can be thought to refer to the concept
of 'diagrams', which would require a translation like
gambarajah (a diagram) . Suffice it to say that although the
possibility for error and confusion here is relatively
minimal, the possibility exists with general words and
homonyms like these.
5.2.1.6. REGISTER-DISTINGUISHABLE PHRASES
The distinctiveness of legal register is very 
observable at the level of lexis. The language is kept
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formal by the use of certain words and prepositional 
phrases which would be out of place in general language. In 
the three texts, we often find the use of the words 
'commence' instead of 'begin' and 'confer' instead of
'give'. Although these words have their origin in old
English law, their use today is sometimes a matter of
choice. With the word 'commence', the only Malay word 
applicable is mula (to begin). The difference in register 
between 'commence' and 'begin' cannot be reproduced in
Malay. With the word 'confer', the analysis of the 
translations reveals that the closest Malay translation is 
beri. The situation here with regard to register is almost 
parallel to English except for some exceptions. In addition 
to beri, Malay has bagi and kurnia which also basically 
mean 'to give'. However, they (particularly the latter) 
belong to different "registers". Bagi is a little too 
casual to be equivalent to 'confer' and generally belongs 
to spoken register. Kurnia (to give), on the other hand, 
belongs specifically to the "royal register", a register 
used only in the royal courts. With this word, the giver is 
the King. There is, however, one exception with respect to 
this particular word. It can also be used in religious 
discourse or with reference to God to speak of the gift 
from God; in short, with this term, the giver can also be 
God. Unlike the English word 'confer' which, in a sense, 
has crossed over registers or has been transferred and 
accepted in other registers of English, words from the
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Malay royal register cannot be as easily borrowed. The 
register is "quite restricted" since it represents a form 
of communication within or relating to an elite group and 
represents a very old "register" which dates back to early 
Malay civilization. Hence, unless one is talking, for 
instance, about powers conferred by the King, the best 
translation of 'to confer', particularly in a written text 
like legislation, would be beri.
In addition to these formal words, legislative texts 
are also dominated by long prepositional constructions 
which are difficult to capture succintly in Malay, for 
example, 'in consideration of', 'in accordance with', 'by 
virtue of', ' in so far as', 'to the contrary ', 'in the 
absence of' and 'pursuant to' . More often than not they can 
be translated with simple words/ prepositions such as bagi 
(for), menurut (following), sebaliknya (on the other hand/ 
the other side) (see also 6.3.2.) . However, some changes in 
word order might become necessary. As a result, some 
translators use meaningless TL phrases in an attempt to 
duplicate the long phrases and the word order of the SL.
5.2.1.7. CULTURE-BOUND TERMS
The translation of culture-bound terms, in the narrow 
sense of the word^, does not cause insuperable problems in 
the texts analysed. This is especially true of the NLC 
presumably for two reasons: (1) the source language speaks
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of the TL reality and, thus, we find TL concepts such as 
mukim (an administrative area), wakaf (a concept that goes 
beyond the concept of a 'trust'), penghulu (a headman) and 
harta sepencarian (similar to the concept of 'community 
property'), and transparent institutional terms such as 
'State Authority', 'Land Administrator' and 'Registrar' in 
the SL text and (2) the subject matter of the legislation 
analysed is "neutral" to a certain extent (the BFIA is 
perhaps less neutral than the NLC) . In other words, the 
nature of the difficulty with culture-bound terms varies 
slightly with the three texts.
With the National Land Code, the subject matter is 
land, a concept which is not peculiar to one language 
community. Nevertheless, as will be explained below, there 
are differences in the geophysical aspects of land and in 
the way each community views land and relate to it.
These differences lead to variations in cultural focus 
which are reflected in the vocabulary each culture has and 
uses to discuss its particular focus. With Malay, for 
example, padi (rice) is a cultural focus. Malay has several 
terms to describe various types of padi and the planting of 
it. Some of these expressions include padi (rice in the 
planting stage and after harvesting), beras (padi with the 
husk removed), emping (flattened dried rice), nasi (cooked 
rice), beras pulut (cooked glutinous rice), beras hitam 
(black glutinous rice), kertih (rice produced in a way 
similar to popcorn) and hampas {padi husks) for the types
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of padi and its stage of growth; and sawah (a padi field), 
bendang (a padi field) , tanah pamah (low land) and paya 
kubang (watery, marshy land) for the land in which padi is 
planted. Because the SL of the National Land Code is 
English, which does not share the same focus as Malay and, 
so, does not have many terms to discuss padi (rice) , the SL 
text has to maintain the TL terms in its discussion of laws 
relating to padi land. Some of the above words and 
expressions mentioned above are found in the National Land 
Code. In order to clarify the references to them in the 
legislation, the draftsman provides a list of variant 
expressions relating to padi in the Fourth Schedule of the 
NLC (which is reproduced in Appendix A3).
In general, one can expect a great many cultural 
problems involving the translation of land-related terms 
because of different cultural focuses of the SL and TL. 
However, because the text is Malaysian legislation, these 
problems are relatively fewer than the number that would be 
encountered with other texts which focus specifically on 
"SL-peculiar" land laws (i.e. British legislation).
With Malaysian legislation, the assumption is that 
only concepts familiar to the TL community are expected to 
be raised. The main problem with the NLC, as with other 
"TL-peculiar texts written in a different SL" (i.e. a Malay 
text written in English) , is in the coining of TL terms for 
"existing or known" concepts. Some examples of these 
concepts (which make up the majority of Malaysian land law
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terms) include the concepts of 'estate in land', 'title', 
'land register', 'reserved land', 'freehold' and 
'leasehold'. In this aspect, the translation problems 
relating to this particular law can be said to be 
linguistic in nature rather than cultural. In other words, 
one is not likely to have to deal with cultural concepts of 
land or land administration peculiar to Britain, for 
example, 'the downs', ' a borough', 'council houses', etc. 
The presence of such SL culture-bound terms in Malaysian 
legislation would presumably be unintentional or "errors" 
made by the draftsman, perhaps as a result of "external 
factors" (for instance, the draftsman's exposure to English 
and English law and legal training) on him/her. These do 
happen sometimes as will be illustrated a little later with 
the second text, the Banking and Financial Act.
One may, however, find SL terms describing land area, 
such as ' a district', ' a town' and ' a village', which have 
gained new meanings in Malaysian English. In short, these 
concepts are not exactly similar to the British English 
concepts conveyed by the terms. They do not cause much 
difficulty because there are generally standard 
translations for them. In the context of Malaysian English 
and of formal and non-literary texts such as legislative 
texts, it would be quite normal and acceptable to take 'a 
town', 'a village' and 'a district' with bandar, kampung 
and daerah. In the context of British English and of 
literary texts, this will not always be the case since
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terms such as kampung and daerah have some semantic
features which are not present in 'village' and 'district' .
A subtler form of interference from cultural focus
which can be problematic can be seen in the example that
follows. In the interpretation section [5] of the NLC, a
definition of what it means by "rock material" is given. As
is the norm in legislative texts, the draftsman will try to
describe a term clearly by including all other terms which
might fall under it:
"rock material" means any rock, stone, marble, 
gravel, sand, earth, laterite, loam, clay, soil, 
mud, turf, peat, coral, shell or guano within or 
upon any land, and includes also bricks, lime, 
cement or other commodity manufactured therefrom;
The above definition contains a whole list of types of rock
material. If the TL community is not familiar with these
concepts, than there would be a major problem of explaining
them. However, as mentioned earlier, the laws would relate
to the Malaysian environment (and in this case, Malaysian
geophysical environment) and, what this means is that, the
concepts raised in the law would be familiar to the TL
readers. The problem here may then be in the names given to
these concepts. Fortunately, Malay has a similar focus and
has a wide range of terms which can cover the range of
meanings behind all the English terms quite satisfactorily.
In the TL text analysed, the translation given reads:
"bahan batuan" ertinya apa-apa batuan, batu, 
mamar, kelikir, pasir, tanahbumi, laterit, tanah 
gembur, tanah Hat, tanah lumpur, tanah rumput, 
gambur (sic), karang, cengkerang atau tahi 
kelawar di dalam atau di atas mana-mana tanah.
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dan termasuk juga apa-apa bata, kapur, simen, 
atau lain-lain barang yang dikilang darinya;
Batu (stones/rock), batuan (rock material), mamar (marble),
kelikir (gravel), pasir (sand), tanah gembur (porous land),
tanah Hat (clay), tanah lumpur (muddy land) , tanah rumput
(grassy land), gambut^ (peat), karang (coral), cengkerang
(shell) and tahi kelawar (by-product of the bat) are all
terms that are in existence in Malay vocabulary^. They are
also terms that one would generally equate with the
concepts denoted by some of the English terms mentioned in
the SL text. The only two new coinage seems to be with the
terms laterit, which is a naturalisation, to translate
'laterite' and tanahbumi"^ , which is a new compound term
combining two Malay words tanah and bumi (both of which can
refer to 'land', 'earth' and 'soil' depending on context),
to translate 'earth'.
In general, the translator comes up with translation 
equivalents for all except one item on the list. The term 
'soil' is left untranslated. It is not known whether this 
omission is intentional or is a typing error. Nonetheless, 
the meaning of the definition of "rock material" as a whole 
is not compromised much because the concept of 'soil' is 
covered by the term tanahbumi.
The occurrence of many English culture-bound terms 
will no doubt change the nature of the difficulty. Although 
little evidence of these culture-bound terms is found in 
the legislative texts analysed, the situation is expected 
to be quite the contrary in the textbook analysis to be
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discussed in Chapter 7. With the legislative texts, there 
is, however, an instance in the second text, the Banking 
and Financial Act, where a SL culture term is observed. 
This happens perhaps because the BFIA involves a subject 
matter which, to an extent, is a SL import. The concept of 
banking was originally foreign to the TL audience and it 
was only quite recently that this activity has become 
importance. With this new importance, many new concepts and 
terms have to be accounted for and, sometimes, the SL 
interference is almost inevitable.
The example mentioned above about SL interference in 
the form of a culture-bound term is found in section 23 of 
the BFIA. There, the terms 'building credit' and 'building 
society' are given alongside the terms 'charge card', 
'credit card', 'credit token', 'development finance', 
'factoring', 'leasing', 'traveller's cheque'. While the 
other terms are recognised world wide now, the term 
'building society' is quite a peculiarly English 
institution. Unlike some of the other concepts, it is not 
a common institutional concept in Malaysia. This makes it 
difficult to translate. Referring back to the 
interpretation section for confirmation, it is found that 
the term 'building society' and 'building credit' are not 
defined. Hence, one does not know with certainty what the 
draftsman means by them. However, there is an entry, 
"building credit business", in the interpretation section 
which gives a clue to the meaning of 'building credit'.
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The TL text analysed gives persatuan pembinaan 
(association of development/ construction), which is a 
word-for-word translation of 'building society'. This 
particular example shows a possible influence of English 
banking laws, i.e. the automatic transference of an English 
concept. The translations of 'building credit' and 
'building credit business' are given as kredit bangunan 
(credit building) and perniagaan kredit bangunan (business 
of credit building). These translations too are very 
literal, ambiguous and generally meaningless, to the point 
of being errors in translation.
These examples relate back to the language situation 
mentioned in section 2.2 (Chapter 2) and 3.1.3.3. (Chapter 
3) concerning the variety of English and the use of one 
language (SL) to describe a mixture of language realities 
(i.e. SL and TL) . The issue of culture and language 
realities will be pursued further in Chapter 8 which 
focuses on the cultural element in legal translation.
5.2.2. LEXICAL PATTERNING
Where lexical items are concerned, cohesion and the 
major preoccupation of obtaining precision in legislative 
language are achieved in several ways. Amongst these, one 
distinctive lexical pattern in the legislation analysed is 
repetition. The draftsmen not only prefer to use a term 
that has been tried and tested in the courts of law but
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also prefer to stick to one term throughout the text and 
avoid using its synonyms. Although this repetition works 
well in the source text, the recreation of this pattern 
with specific lexical items is not always possible or 
effective, as observed in the analysis.
Lexical repetition is a form of cohesion which takes 
several forms. In Malaysian legislative language, as 
revealed in the three texts analysed, total or complete 
repetition of words or clauses (as explained in the 
paragraph above) is also often preferred to partial lexical 
repetition which depends on anaphoric devices or the use of 
synonyms. There are also instances of partial repetition in 
the use of complex word-forms consisting of an adverb of 
place and a preposition such as 'thereunder', 'therein', 
'thereto', 'thereof', 'hereinafter' and 'aforesaid'. These 
prepositional words which can be said to be examples of 
anaphora occur frequently throughout the whole legislation. 
In English, these words are quite manageable and practical. 
In the target language, Malay, this is not the case.
In addition to the prepositional words, there are 
other types of anaphoric devices which are used quite often 
in the NLC. Words such as 'do', 'such', 'like' and 'said' 
are some anaphoric devices which replace stretches of 
language or long clauses. Some examples from the NLC are 
'any such document' [sl5 ssle] and 'such time and place' 
[s25] and 'like powers' [s50 ssl]; from the BFIA are 'such 
contravention' [7 sslc] and 'such limits' [s8 sslA] ; and
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from the MO: 'such appeal' [slO ssl], 'such time' [slO
ss2] , 'as such' [sll, sl2] and 'like powers' [s21 ss3] . The 
discussion of all these cohesive devices and their 
translation will be taken up in Chapter 6.
Cohesion does not need to take a concrete form such as 
a one-word cohesive device; it can also be observed at the 
ideational level. The analysis shows that detailed 
classification or definition is often used to present a 
clear and unambiguous idea of the meaning of a certain term 
and to present ideas in an autonomous way. A list of 
examples of things included in the meaning of one
particular term is given. Statements like this found in 
section 5 of the NLC - " 'river' means any river, stream, 
creek, or other natural water-course, and any tributary, 
distributary or artificial deviation thereof" - are
pervasive in all three texts. The list of things inclusive
in the term is long in order to cover all loopholes that 
might arise in the process of legal interpretation. 
Translators will have to make sure that the TL terms cover 
all the SL concepts. The margin of undertranslation or 
overtranslation should be minimal. This example also shows 
that problems can occur even with non-technical, everyday 
words.
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5.2.3. COLLOCATIONS
In legislative language, it is possible to identify a 
number of fixed collocations. In sections 11 to 50 of the 
NLC, some of the common collocations in law include 'powers 
are conferred', 'powers are exercised', 'duties are 
performed', 'duties are conferred or imposed upon', 'rules 
are made', 'notification is given', 'permits and licences 
are issued', 'enquiries are conducted' and 'a wrong is 
committed'. Several other frequent collocations can be 
found in section 15, sub-section 1(c): 'administer oaths
and affirmations', 'summon any person before...' 'take, 
record or give evidence' and 'award costs'.
Analysis of sections 11 to 24 of the BFIA yields the 
following collocations: 'obligation/condition is imposed'
[s7 ssl], 'possession is taken' [s7 sslj], 'meet the 
liabilities' [s7 sslk], ' a debenture is secured by a
charge' [s7 ssj], ' a licence is revoked' [s7 ss2] and ' a 
decision is uphold/ quashed' [s7 ss3]. Legal collocations 
in the MO include 'an exemption is granted' [s2A ss2] , 
'guilty of an offence' [s8], 'convicted of an offence' [slO 
ssl] and 'appeal against an order' [slO ssl] 'enter into a 
transaction' [slO ssl] and 'to secure a loan' [16 ssl] .
The translation reveals that Malay has come up with 
many new collocations. Some of these have become quite 
established but others are still not quite the norm even in 
the context of legal language. Menjalankan kuasa
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(literally: to move power) , for example, is accepted as the 
standard translation for 'to exercise power', dikenakan 
denda (is given a fine) for 'liable to a fine' and 
berkuatkuasa (with strong power) for 'to take effect'. 
There is, however, TL translations which are rather odd 
collocations. 'Guilty of an offence', for instance, is 
translated word-for-word with bersalah dengan kesalahan 
(guilty with guilt). The TL sounds redundant. This occurs 
because 'offence' is a technical term and is generally 
translated with kesalahan which is derived from the root 
word salah. Perhaps it is possible in certain circumstances 
to translate it, for example, by bersalah kerana mencuri 
(literally: with guilt because of stealing). The next
paragraphs contain a further elaboration of possible 
problems of accommodating legal collocations.
With the SL collocation 'to administer an oath' in sl5 
sslc of the NLC, a new collocation has to be created. A 
natural collocation containing the term sumpah which means 
an oath is mengangkat sumpah (lit: to carry/ to lift an
oath) . However, this collocation involves the action of 
taking an oath and therefore it cannot be applied to 
'administering an oath'. If it is paraphrased into 'asking 
a person to take an oath' or transposed into 'an oath is 
administered to someone', then it can be translated with 
menyuruh seseorang itu mengangkat sumpah (to ask a person 
to take an oath) or dia disuruh mengangkat sumpah (he is 
asked to take an oath) . Nevertheless, these kinds of
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paraphrase and transposition are not practical or possible 
in many cases because of the length and complexity of many 
legal statements. In the above example, the paraphrase 
would make the translation more clumsy and the 
transposition would break the parallel patterning displayed 
in the alphabetical ordering of points in that section of 
the text. The tenor of the discourse will also be made less 
formal. In addition, the semantic potential of the verb 
'administering' is not fully recreated since the action of 
'asking' is only one semantic feature of 'administering' 
which includes other features, for example, seeing that the 
taking of the oath is carried out efficiently and 
effectively.
The impracticality of certain procedures thus requires 
the translation to be carried out using the original 
phrase, 'to administer an oath'. The translation word-for- 
word would be mentadbir sumpah. However, the translation 
provided in the extract cited is mengurus sumpah (to manage 
an oath) and that offered by the terminology committees of 
the Malaysian High Court and the Language and Literary 
Agency (DBF) is mengendalikan sumpah (to organise or see to 
the oath). The translations vary because Malay has a whole 
range of terms designating various concepts included under 
the concept of administering. While English has the 
following verbs which share some basic semantic features of 
the concept 'to administer': 'to direct', 'to manage', 'to 
administer', 'to supervise', 'to control', 'to organise'.
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'to oversee', Malay has, in the last decade or so, compiled 
the following terms - mengarah, mengurus, mentadbir, 
menyelia, mengawal, mengorganisasikan, menyelenggarakan, 
mengendalikan, and mengelola. The first six terms are 
normally used to correspond accordingly with the English 
terms - 'direct', 'manage', 'administer', 'supervise', 
'control' and 'organise'. However, lots of evidence found 
in the three texts and elsewhere indicate that the 
correspondence is not one-to-one all the time. The phrase 
'to administer an oath' is translated with mengurus sumpah 
(to manage oath) using the verb mengurus which is used 
often as being equivalent to 'manage'. Urus also has the 
semantic feature of arranging something. The use of this 
verb is not the norm for 'to administer' which is usually 
translated with tadbir. Both urus and tadbir have the same 
derivative and inflection potential; they can give rise to 
the following derivations and inflections: pengurus (a
manager), pentadbir (an administrator) , pengurusan 
(management), pentadbiran (administration), mengurus (to 
manage), mentadbir (to administer), diuruskan (is settled/ 
is seen to/ is managed), and ditadbirkan (is administered 
to) .
The choice of term is made more difficult because in 
addition to administering oaths; one can also administer 
affirmations. Although affirmations and oaths are two 
separate concepts, affirmations are in law serious 
alternatives to oaths. With this in mind, the choice of
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term for 'administer' will have to collocate with pengakuan 
(a confession/ an affirmation), a term offered in the 
extract as a translation of 'affirmation'. Mentadbir, 
menguruskan and mengendalikan are certainly very unusual 
collocates for pengakuan or akuan. A normal collocate of 
pengakuan is membuat pengakuan which means 'to make a 
confession or an affirmation'.
If its unnatural collocation, its derivative and 
inflection potential and its potential to collocate with 
other similar terms like 'affirmations' are considered, the 
verb tadbir is no better or worse than urus or kendali. 
Mentadbir collocates oddly with sumpah, is formal and makes 
the action seem like a serious occupation. Using this term 
would also ensure a certain measure of standardisation. The 
verb recreates the SL verb almost exactly except perhaps 
that mentadbir is also a term used for the overseeing of a 
bigger undertaking than a simple oath-taking. Furthermore, 
the terminology committees offer mengendalikan sumpah 
perhaps because the term kendali has the additional 
semantic feature of a "moving action" while tadbir is more 
of a "speech act". Thus mentadbir sumpah, viewed as a 
translation of the whole collocation 'administer an oath', 
loses out slightly.
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5.2.4. RHYTHMIC PAIRS
Besides the verbal phrases, we come across collocation 
in terms of synonyms, for example, 'null and void', 'just 
and reasonable', 'to give and bequest'. The pair 'null and 
void' is translated with the TL pair tidak sah dan 
terbatal. With 'just and reasonable', the literal TL 
equivalent adil dan berpatutan. It is found that the 
majority of rhythmic pairs found in the texts have been 
translated word-for-word. In short, terms are specifically 
coined to accommodate all the constituents.
Other types of rhythmic pairs found in the NLC include 
'objects and purposes' [sl4 ssl], 'have free access to, and 
enter upon' [sl5 ssla] , 'powers ancillary or incidental to' 
[sl5 sslg], 'matter directly or substantially in issue' 
[s36] . The MO frequently uses the phrases 'signed and 
delivered' [sl6 ssl], 'separately and distinctly' [16 ss3] 
and 'harsh and unconscionable or substantially unfair' [s21 
ss2]. Some suggestions for their translation can be found 
in 5.4.4 (see also earlier section 5.2.1.2).
5.3. TRANSLATION PROCEDURES AND LEXIS
There are many lexical problems involved in 
translating legislation from English into Malay. Except 
where a reasonable equivalent exists, problems are of two 
main types : (1) creating new terms or neologisms when there
is no term in the TL for a particular concept (a neologism
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can be either a totally new TL word or a TL word with a new 
use and meaning); and (2) ensuring consistency of use (i.e. 
the reference of the term) and standardisation of terms of 
art within a single text and across the field of law. Type 
(1) problems are particularly significant in technical 
translation. Like problems of type (1), those of type (2) 
are of great concern to translators of technical texts, 
particularly translators of legal texts.
5.3.1. TRANSLATION PROCEDURES
The following sections describe the translation 
procedures used in the texts analysed.
5.3.1.1. TRANSFERENCE
From the translations, there seem to be relatively few 
SL terms that have been transferred. Not all of these 
terms, in a sense, needed to be transferred.
The following terms have been extracted from the 
translation of the NLC: permit, deposit, lien, fee,
premium; of the BFIA: memorandum, audit, deposit, mutatis 
mutandis, bank, broker, fee; and of the MO: bona fide,
broker, bank, poster, memorandum and tender. The
transference of some Latin terms namely bona fide and
mutatis mutandis might be acceptable. However, transference 
of Latin terms in Malay should not be automatic with all
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terms because Malay and Latin are two distinct languages 
with no historical links. Any link between these two 
languages only comes about indirectly via English. 
Therefore, if they are simply transferred without any 
attempt to understand the concepts behind them and to find 
a TL equivalent, TL readers will find themselves confronted 
with a substantial number of new terms (i.e. Latin and 
English borrowed terms) to discover. In turn, the overall 
message of the SL text fails to come across to the reader. 
With Latin terms, the transference should not be done 
simply on the basis that they have been transferred in 
English itself. It is also necessary to ascertain possibly 
whether their usage in English is still consistent with 
that in Latin.
Back to the earlier list of transferred terms, the 
transference of terms such as 'lien', 'premium' and 
'tender' may also be justified because of the specificity 
and relative 'newness' of concepts behind them. 'Premium', 
for instance, is a concept in banking and other financial 
areas which has been introduced to the TL speakers 
relatively recently with development in these fields. Malay 
does not have cultural or functional equivalents to this 
concept. However, transference of terms such as 'deposit', 
'permit' and 'fee' is more questionable because the terms 
can generally be translated with functional and standard 
equivalents such as simpanan (savings) for 'deposit', surat 
kebenaran (letter of authority) for 'permit' and bayaran
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(payment) for 'fee'. The term "standard" is used loosely to 
mean a translation which is commonly used irrespective of 
the context.
Generally, the term 'deposit' can be translated with 
simpanan (savings) and 'to deposit', which means to keep 
money in a financial institution, with menyimpan. In a more 
specialised or technical context, for example in the law of 
banking, the translator may have to make the necessary 
differentiation in Malay between 'deposit' and 'savings' as 
English does. This is not necessarily so because of one 
extra linguistic consideration. Many banks in Malaysia 
which offer three main types of bank accounts - current 
account, savings account and a fixed deposit account seem 
to be comfortable managing their operations using the terms 
akaun simpanan (lit.: account savings) for 'savings
account' and akaun simpanan tetap (lit.: accounts savings 
fixed) for 'fixed deposit account'. They manage to avoid 
the use of the SL term 'deposit'.
In English and English law, the noun 'deposit', 
however, can be a technical term which is used to mean a 
down or part payment in a contract, i.e. a small advance 
payment ,made toward a larger liability or debt, for 
example, a housing loan. Therefore, simpanan would be a 
mistranslation. Bayaran pendahuluan (initial/ early 
payment) is a possible correct translation. However, the SL 
'deposit' has one advantage over the term in that it is
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shorter and, therefore, is much preferred by terminology 
committees.
The contention here with transferring of terms such as 
'fee' is that there seems to be no good reason for 
introducing a new term with which readers will have to 
become familiar when there is a TL term which symbolises 
almost the same concept. As the texts are analysed more 
thoroughly, it is realised that the decision may have been 
made because, in many instances, this term occurs in a 
compound form namely 'fee simple' and 'fee tail'. These 
compound forms are technical terms which are themselves 
remnants of law French. 'Fee simple' and 'fee tail' are two 
kinds of legal estate in land and not some kinds of fee as 
in payment, charge, price or cost. The transference of 
'fee' in these particular compound terms may be justified 
but it is much less justifiable in compound terms which 
have a totally different meaning such as 'brokerage fee' as 
occurred below in section 2 (interpretation section) of the 
BFIA.
2. "money-broking business" 2. "perniagaan pembrokeran
means the business of wang" ertinya perniagaan
arranging transactions mengaturkan transaksi-
between buyers and sellers transaksi di antara pembeli
... as an intermediary in dan penjual . . . sebagai
consideration of brokerage suatu perantaraan dengan
fees paid or to be paid, balasan fee brokeraj yang
dibayar atau akan dibayar.
Besides illustrating obvious source language 
interference, the translation provided also confuses the 
reader by making the meaning less transparent. 'Brokerage
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fees' is not a technical term; it simply means payment for 
the services provided by the brokers. Thus sebagai suatu 
perantaraan yang diberi atau harus diberi bayaran-bayaran 
tertentu bagi khidmat (broker) (as an intermediary which is 
given or should be given payments for its (brokering) 
service) or sebagai suatu perantaraan yang dibayar atau 
akan dibayar bagi khidmatnya (as an intermediary paid or 
will be paid for its service) demonstrate less source 
language interference and avoid unnecessary transference of 
a term. Elsewhere in the three Texts, we find 'fee', which 
designates the concept of 'payment', inappropriately 
transferred.
5.3.1.2. NATURALISATION
While transference is not predominant as a procedure 
in legal translation, naturalising, which can be said to 
stem from the same kind of procedure, is much more popular. 
The conclusion that Malaysian translators like 
naturalisations is reached after the analysis reveals a 
long list of SL terms with spelling changes. Only to a 
certain extent is this procedure better than transference. 
This procedure allows a greater possiblity for more 
inconsistencies to occur (as will be illustrated in the 
next section on consistency of use and standardisation) .
Terms that fall within this category can be further 
sub-divided into two types for ease of discussion and to
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allow comparison. The first sub-category is that of older 
naturalisations which originated during or immediately 
after the British colonisation period. Generally, the 
specific year cannot be pinpointed. However, some of these 
terms can be traced back in old English-Malay dictionaries 
and legal documents which date back to the early Colonial 
period in the late 19th century. The categorisation and 
conclusions are also indirectly supported by Sariyan (1981) 
and Mahmood (1993) in their work on the wrong usage of 
Malay and current Malay spelling respectively. It is 
believed that the rough categorisation will not overshadow 
the main purpose of listing these older and newer
naturalisations which is to illustrate how word-formation 
(in particular the adaptation in spelling) was undertaken
then and now. It is intended to put the findings in
perspective and consequently help us to draw various 
conclusions which are accurate to a certain extent.
Table 5.1. which follows shows older naturalisations 
while Table 5.2. shows more recent ones with current 
spelling. Some terms in table 5.1. are quite substantially 
different in spelling or pronunciation from the SL terms 
that they are not immediately recognisable to the SL
readers. These terms probably came about not from some 
conscious effort to borrow the SL term but simply from 
normal everyday conversational use of the SL term that the 
term becomes part of the TL vocabulary. The terms under 
this category are those that have blended very well with
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other target terms and have managed to stand the test of 
time and remained in the TL for a reasonably long period of 
time until today, about 3 6 years after Independence in 
1957. The terms in Table 5.1. below are exceptions to the 
current spelling system.
English Malay
reserve rezab /rgzab/
record rekod /rekod/
stamp setem /sQtem/
commission kamsen /kamsen/
licence lesen /lasen/
grant geran /garan/
plan pelan /pelan/
class kelas /kalas/
estate estet /estet/
notice notis /notis/
Table 5.1.
List of naturalised words with older Malay spelling
There are some overlaps in the listings in the three 
tables given in this section. However, each table has a 
slightly different focus. While the focus of Table 5.1. is 
as explained above, that of Table 5.2. is on naturalised 
words extracted from a sample of fifteen consecutive pages 
of the NLC, the BFIA and the MO. Most of the terms in Table
5.2. have spellings and structures which arise out of a 
consciously developed system in the general language 
planning. Table 5.2. is intended to show in a clear form 
the following points:
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(a) a very rough idea of the number of terms naturalised;
(b) the kinds of terms naturalised;
(c) how they are adapted to the TL spelling system; and
(d) spelling deviations and variations found in the texts
The NLC The BFIA The MO
Ordinan dokumen firma
(Ordinance) konstituen
(constituent
document)
(firm)
Akta Parlimen operasi nota
(Act of 
Parliament)
(operation) (note)
seksyen syer koperatif
(section) (share) (cooperative)
sub-seksyen substansial insuran
(sub-section) (substantial) (insurance)
transaksi benefisial proses
(transaction) (beneficial) (process)
kelas Komanwel obj ek
(class) (Commonwealth) (object)
Enakmen notis definisi
(Enactment) (notice) (definition)
kos struktur telegraf
(cost) (structure) (telegraph)
kontrak kriteria telefon
(contract) (criteria) (telephone)
penalti instituai komisen
(penalty) (institution) (commission)
fungsi obligasi konteks
(function) (obligation) (context)
afidavit komposisi skrip
(affidavit) (composition) (script)
sivil representasi resit
(civil) (representation) (receipt)
dokumentari agensi
(documentary) (agency)
fail liabiliti
(file) (liability)
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ejen
(agent)
aktiviti
(activity)
kategori
(category)
debentur
(debenture)
organisasi
(organisation)
skop
(scope)
eksklusif
(exclusive)
kredit
(credit)
dokumen
(document)
praktik
(practice)
hektar
(hectare)
agrégat
(aggregate)
diskaun
(discount)
amaun minimum 
(minimum amount)
Table 5.2.
List of naturalised terms extracted from sample pages of 
the NLC, the BFIA and the MO
Table 5.3. which follows describes the way terms are 
adapted to the target language spelling. The discussion 
which was begun in Chapter 1 about the spelling system of 
Malay continues here.
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Source Language 
Term
Target
Language Term
Spelling
Change
Spelling
Variation/s
cost kos c - k 
St - s
security sekuriti c - k 
ty - ti
document dokumen c - k 
nt - n
scope skop sc - sk 
pe - p
notice notis ce - s
file fail ile - 
ail
procedure prosedur pr - pr 
ce - se
option opsyen tion - 
syen
op sen
easement esmen ea - e esmen; 
ismen; 
isemen
remedy remedi dy - di
instrument instrumen St - St
nt - n
case kes c - k 
ase - es
penalty penalti ty - ti
complex kompleks c - k 
pi - pi 
X - ks
Spelling Changes of Naturalised Words
Some observations can be made with regard to the 
pattern of words translated by naturalising (as in Table
5.2. and Table 5.3.).
(1) SL terms having the following endings are susceptible 
to naturalisation: -tion, -sion, -ment, -cy, -ty; their
corresponding translations end with -si, -syen/sen, -men,
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-si, -ti respectively. (2) Only a few of the terms in the 
table are technical terms; most are general or semi- 
technical terms. (3) Out of context, some of the terms are 
so general that they can be translated more naturally using 
other procedures, for example, substansial can be replaced 
with besar (big) and benef isial with yang menguntungkan 
(which brings benefit). The introduction of new English 
borrowed terms only causes more difficulty for TL readers 
who presumably rely on the translation because they cannot 
understand English. In instances like these, the native 
terms convey the appropriate concepts with no loss in 
meaning and eliminate the difficulty introduced by new 
terms.
The advantages and disadvantages of transference and 
naturalising will become clearer when we discuss 
consistency and standardisation in later sections.
5.3.1.3. LITERAL TRANSLATION/ COMPONENTIAL ANALYSIS/ LOAN 
TRANSLATION
There are quite a large number of terms which shows 
that literal translation has been used. Some of the 
examples given here do not show literal translation in its 
pure form but instead show what can be said to be a cross 
between literal translation and loan translating, between 
literal translation and componential analysis or a
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combination of literal and naturalisation and other 
procedures.
Examples ;
movable property - harta alih (property moved)
immovable property - harta tak alih (property not moved)
moneylender - pemberi pin j aman wang (giver of loan of 
money)
In the BFIA, we have some "subject-specific" terms 
which are so transparent that they can be translated 
literally word-for-word. The choice of this procedure 
sometimes yields meaningless target terms. Translating some 
of these terms literally implies an expansion of the target 
language which is brought about by adding a new application 
or use for a term borrowed earlier for another application 
or use. The terms 'bill' for example, have several meanings 
- 1. a written account of money owed, 2. a draft of a
proposed Act of Parliament, and 3. written instruments (eg. 
bill of lading, bill of exchange, bill of indictment) . 
Generally, the use of the loanword bil in Malay evokes the 
understanding that money is owed to someone. This is the 
normal application. However, by translating 'bill of 
exchange' with bil pertukaran (bill exchange) and Treasury 
bill with bil Perbendaharaan (bill Treasury) , the term is 
being put to new use.
In the short extract from the BFIA (interpretation 
section) given at the end of this section, we also have 
terms such as 'bearer note', 'dividend warrant',
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'promissory note', and 'negotiable certificate of deposit'
which lend themselves to literal translation (or a
combination of naturalisation and literal translation). In
the translated version of the BFIA, the following are their
respective translations: nota pewbawa (bearer's note), nota
dividen (dividend note) , nota janji hutang (promise of loan
note) and perakuan deposit boleh niaga (certification
deposit can be traded). Except for 'promissory note' which
is translated as nota janji hutang, the rest of the
mentioned terms are not listed in the High Court's legal
terminology. The translator concerned chooses to translate
literally. This is illustrated, in particular, by the
preference for perakuan as a translation for 'certificate'
in the phrasal term 'certificate of deposit' instead of
sijil which is a functional equivalent of 'certificate'.
Although sijil refers to a concrete object, i.e. a piece of
paper, the semantic features of certification and authority
are included in this term and this term is more transparent
than perakuan which is literal in terms of its root word
aku (to certify/to admit/to confess). However, the form
perakuan is less common and more opaque than sijil.
"property" means any "harta" ertinya apa-apa
movable or immovable hart a alih at au tak alih
property and includes - dan termasuklah-
(d) any negotiable (d) apa-apa suratcara boleh
instrument, including any niaga, termasuk apa-apa
bank note, bearer note, wang kertas, nota pembawa.
Treasury bill, dividend bil Perbendaharan, nota
warrant, bill of exchange, dividen, bil pertukaran,
promissory note, cheque and nota janji hutang, cek dan
negotiable certificate of perakuan deposit boleh
deposit; niaga;
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On close examination of the three texts, it can be 
concluded that componential analysis, used on its own or in 
combination with literal translation, is very much
preferred by translators and terminologists and seems to be 
more frequently used than transference or naturalising. The 
reason for this may be that, contrary to earlier
expectations, there is a certain awareness and attempt to 
create or develop terms that look and sound as close to 
native terms as possible and not to let them stand out as 
loanwords.
In the following table, we find several of the many
examples of terms created by componential analysis
extracted from the three texts.
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English Malay
rent cukaisewa - cukai (tax) + sewa 
(rent)
is employed digunatenagakan - di + guna (use) 
+ tenaga (energy) + kan
subject-matter halperkara - hal (matter) + 
perkara (matter)
is withdrawn ditarikbalik - di + tarik (pull) 
+ balik (back)
accidental defect kecacatan taksengaja - tak (not) 
+ sengaja (intentional)
to keep "in repair" menjagabaiki - men + jaga (to 
care) + baiki (to repair)
taking possession mengambilmilik - meng + ambil (to 
take) + milik (ownership)
transmission pindaharta - pinda (to alter) + 
harta (wealth)
unlawful use salahguna - salah (wrong) + guna 
(use)
in good faith sucihati - suci (pure) + hati 
(heart)
jurisdiction bidangkuasa - bidang (width) + 
kuasa (power)
powers of attorney suratkuasa (_ wakil) - surat 
(letter) + kuasa (authority)
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English Malay
a non-performance 
(of a contract)
ketaklaksanaan - ke + tak (not) + 
laksana (perform) + an
a sole-
proprietorship
ketuanpunyaan tunggal - ke + 
tuanpunya (owner) + an + tunggal 
(sole/single)
an acceptance penyetujuterimaan - pen(y) + 
setuju (agree) + terima 
(accept/receive) + an
a conveyance dokumen pemindahhakan - pe (m) + 
pindah (to move) + hak (a right) 
+ an
to assign menyerahhakkan - men (y) + serah 
(surrender) + hak (right) + kan
a delivery penghantarserahan - peng + hantar 
(send) + serah (surrender) + an
a mortgage gadai-janji - gadai (pawn) + 
janji (promise)
an undertaking akujanji - aku (admit) + janji 
(promise)
to lodge (with the 
Bank)
diserahsimpan (dengan Bank) - di 
+ serah (surrender) + simpan 
(keep)
to hire disewa-guna - di + sewa (rent) + 
guna (use)
to verify ditentusahkan - di + tentu 
(certain) + sah (valid/correct) + 
kan
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English Malay
non-application (of 
Ordinance)
ketidakgunaan (Ordinan) - ke + 
tidak (not) + guna (use) + an
an authority penguatkuasa - pen(g) + kuat 
(strong) + kuasa (power)
is signed ditandatangani - di + tanda 
(mark) + tangan (hand) + i
a page mukasurat - muka (face) + surat 
(letter)
to reopen membuka-semula - mem + buka (to 
open) + semula (again)
a transaction urusniaga - urus (manage) + niaga 
(trade)
to indemnify memberi gantirugi - ganti 
(replace) + rugi (loss)
dissatisfied tidak berpuashati - ber + puas 
(satisfy) + hati (heart)
Table 5.6. The Moneylenders Ordinance
As can be seen from the list, this procedure is 
popular with translators, particularly with translators of 
the NLC and the BFIA. Except for the last four terms or so 
on the NEC's list, the remainder is relatively new as far 
as a 'compound-word' structure is concerned. However, 
almost all the terms in the MO are well embedded in the 
target language.
The coinage pattern as indicated in the examples above 
is not peculiar to technical terms alone. Words of a more 
general nature also show similar coinage pattern. The terms 
"foreshore", for example, is translated with tepipantai 
[tepi (side) + pantai (beach)], "earth" with tanahbumi 
[tanah (land) + bumi (earth/land/ground)], and "surface of 
the earth" with mukabumi [muka (face) + bumi (earth)].
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There is one other interesting point to note 
concerning the new compound terms, which is that
translators have a tendency to use the shortened form of
tidak (negative/not) to replace the English negative
morphemes 'un', 'non' and 'in'/'im'. Attempts are also made 
to copy the English word structure; the clause tidak boleh 
disangkal (cannot be defeated) is made into a one-word
modifier to replicate 'indefeasibility'. Although the 
formal tenor of the SL term 'indefeasibility' is 
reproduced, it is felt here that it is not helped much by 
the informal effect of the form tak but by the overall 
length of the term. The formal tenor of the target text may 
be at risk with the use of tak, which is a predominant 
feature of oral discourse rather than written discourse, in 
other phrases or compound combinations such as secara tak 
langsung (in an indirect way) . Various compound forms 
comprising the shortened form tak can be seen in Table 5.7. 
which follows.
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Target Term
(Malay)
Breakdown of 
semantic features
Source Term
(English)
ketaklaksanaan
(kontrak)
ke + tidak + 
laksana
(perform/execute) + 
an
non-performance 
(of contract)
ketakbolehsangka
Ian
ke + tidak (not) + 
boleh (can) + 
sangkal (deny) + an
indefeasibility
harta tak alih harta (property) + 
tidak + alih 
(shift)
immovable
property
syer-syer tak 
terbit
s54(l) the BFIA
syer-syer + tidak + 
terbit (come out)
unissued shares
tak solven
s73(la) the BFIA
tidak + solven 
(solvent)
insolvent
taksah 
(pendudukan 
secara )
tidak + sah (valid) unlawful ( 
occupation)
ket idakgunaan 
(Ordinan)
ke + tidak + guna 
(use) + an
non-application 
(of Ordinance)
Table 5.7. Compound Forms with "tak"
The use of tak in some instances may not be a major 
issue. In fact, it is postulated here that tak would become 
acceptable in technical terms through consistent use. 
However, one should also be aware that rampant and 
unsystematic usage can affect the tenor of the text 
negatively. It can reduce the authoritativeness and 
formality of the text. On this note, I move on to a related 
issue, the issue of maintaining consistency and 
standardisation.
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5.4. ISSUES OF CONSISTENCY AND STANDARDISATION
The National Language Act states that legislation in 
the National Language will be the authoritative text. It 
also makes allowances for the use of the English Language 
version by stating that where necessary particularly in the 
court room English and Malay can be partly used. Although 
we understand that this statement does not mean that a 
translation will be used as the authoritative text, as 
translators it is our obligation to provide as close a 
translation as possible. For the translations of 
legislation before 1957 to come any where near being as 
authoritative as the original in English, there are several 
linguistic issues that need to be settled.
With respect to the new standard Malay spelling as 
spelt out in Mahmood (1993) , the following errors and 
inconsistencies are observed in the spelling of loanwords.
Examples :
reserve - rizab, rezab plan - pelan, plan
grant - geran, gran class - kelas, klas
easement - ismen, isemen, esmen agent - ejen, ajen,
agen
agency - agensi, ajensi, ejensi draft - deraf, draf
Differences in spelling have a two-way link with 
pronunciation. The new language policy of promoting Bahasa 
Malaysia Baku or standard Malay means changes in spelling
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to suit a standard pronunciation. Thus we have 'agency' 
spelt at one time with ajensi and at another with agensi. 
The latter is the correct spelling. In addition to the 
examples above, there are other examples with more obvious 
differences such as with the term 'commission'. There are 
the much earlier naturalisation kamsen and the newer ones 
komisen and komisyen. Translators, like many people, fail 
to keep up with these changes in spelling and failing to 
check, use out of date spelling. It gets worse when 
deciding between two spellings, they use a different one 
later.
Although all the examples found in the NLC, the BFIA 
and the MO of spelling variations are minor and are not 
quite misleading to the reader, they are still quite 
inexcusable in legal language, a language which emphasizes 
precision and accuracy.
5.4.1 PUNCTUATION
In addition to spelling inconsistencies, there are 
also numerous instances of punctuation inconsistencies in 
the three texts. These inconsistencies take the form of 
hyphenation or non-hyphenation as the case may be. Many TL 
neologisms are compound terms consisting of two or more 
words. Some of these words are hyphenated while others are 
combined to form one single compound word.
Examples ;
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mortgage - gadai-janji, gadaijanji 
shoreline - tepipantai, tepi pantai 
undertaking - akujanji, aku-janji
title - hakmilik, hak-milik
The Pedoman Umum Pembentukan Istilah Bahasa Malaysia 
suggests that there can be three types of compound terms:
(i) hyphenated - eg. mesin-kira tangan (manual calculator)
(ii) separated - eg. ketua pengarah (head director) (iii) 
combined - eg. warganegara (citizen) depending on which 
semantic feature or component in the compound term that 
needs to be stressed. In theory, the guidelines for 
hyphenating according to the stress are reasonable. 
However, in practice, many people are confused or have 
different ideas as to which component should be or should 
not be stressed. As a result, they end up hyphenating a 
term which should not be hyphenated and not hyphenating 
that which should be. If however, the translator manages to 
retain one form throughout the whole text, then the overall 
coherence of the text is not affected too badly. With the 
NLC, the National Land Code, being consistent can prove a 
little difficult because it is long and extensive.
The inconsistency associated with hyphenating can be 
more grave than one would believe it to be. The reader, for 
instance, can be led to think that a term refers to 
something different than intended. One example is the 
translation in the NLC of the term 'foreshore'. Although
the term is not a legal term of art in the narrow sense of
the word, the translator decides to create a neologism 
probably because the term seems semi-technical in that it
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appears in the interpretation section of the Act. The 
neologism takes the form of a compound term tepipantai 
consisting of tepi (side) and pantai (beach) . This decision 
is fine. However, later on in the text, the term is 
translated with tepi pantai as two separate words. Because 
the earlier translation, tepipantai, is not of a common 
form, the reader may be led to understand that it is a new 
concept or technical in nature. When the term is split up 
later, the reader might think that this is not the same 
term; the two-word term takes on the normal meaning of 
seaside. The term then becomes ambiguous. Further to this 
inconsistency involving hyphenation, the compound term tepi 
pantai is a potential source of ambiguity when it is also 
used as a translation of 'shore line'. Immediately below is 
a summary of the findings on the various translations 
offered relating to this term. (The variations are found 
within pages 10-13).
tepipantai - foreshore (interpretation section)
pinggir laut - shore line (interpretation section)
tepi pantai - shoreline [sl3ii]
One other source of error and ambiguity lies in the 
the placing of the two meaning components. With the term 
'delivery', it is found that although the term is usually 
translated with hantarserah, there are occasions when it is 
translated with serahhantar where the word hantar follows 
serah and not the other way around. This is often 
misleading and confusing.
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5.4.2. DERIVATION
Consistency in punctuating interrelates with 
consistency in derivation. With new compound words, there 
is often the added confusion and complication with spelling 
and punctuation of their derivatives. We have, for 
instance, in sl84 of the NLC the compound term pecah- 
bahagian which is coined for the SL term 'sub-division'. 
The question is whether the term 'sub-division' should be 
translated in the noun form or the root word or the verb 
form 'sub-divide'. The grammatical equivalent of 'sub­
divide' is pecah-bahagi and that of 'sub-division' is 
pecah-bahagian. In the latter case, the suffix -an can 
belong to the compound term pecah-bahagi or to the second 
term bahagi alone. Various derivative combinations can come 
out of these root words: pecah-bahagi, dipecahbahagikan, 
pecahbahagian, dipecah-bahagiankan, etc.
The translation for a similar noun, 'partition', is 
given as pecah-sempadan. With pecah-sempadan, the compound 
term consists of a verb, pecah (break) and a noun, sempadan 
(boundary) . If pecah-bahagian is parrallel to pecah- 
sempadan then pecah-bahagian should be the root word with 
a compound term consisting of a verb, pecah (break), and a 
noun, bahagian (division). The term should not, therefore, 
be contracted further into pecah-bahagi where the 
constituents are then two verbs, pecah (break) and bahagi 
(divide). The problem with compound terms like these
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mentioned is that it requires careful attention when 
transposing the term into another form. The result might be 
unimpressive and misleading. Pecah-sempadan, for example, 
occurred in many different forms. In the Arrangement of 
Sections of the NLC it occurred as pecah-sempadan. In 
section 183 it occurred in various other 'visual' forms:
[sl83 heading] Pecah sempadan (partitioning);
[sl83 ssl] tanah herimilik yang pecah-sempadannya
(alienated land of which the 
partitioning... ) ;
[sl83 ssl] bahagian-bahagian pecah sempadan
(divisions partitioned);
[sl83 ss4a] tiap-tiap bahagian pecah-sempadan; and
(every division partitioned)
[sl83 ss4c] bahagian-bahagian pecah-sempadan.
(divisions partitioned)
5.4.3. WORD FORMATION AND TRANSLATION PROCEDURE
Although hyphenating and derivating cause some minor 
problems, more serious ambiguities can arise with 
inconsistencies relating to word-formation and translation 
procedure such as detailed below. Within the same context, 
the following terms have been given two or more different 
translations :
'amount' - amaun, jumlah, jumlahwang;
'appeal' - rayuan, apil;
'instrument' - instrumen, suratcara;
'interest' - faedah (used in the MO), interes (used in the 
BFIA), bunga;
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'legal proceedings' - langkah pembicaraan di sisi undang- 
undang (steps to trial according to law) , presiding undang- 
undang (proceedings of law).
The many possible translations indirectly indicate 
lack of consensus among the authorised terminology 
committees. Again, like the inconsistencies in spelling and 
punctuation, it would not be so bad if inconsistencies 
occurred in relation to other similar kinds of text i.e. 
there is no standardisation or uniformity. If however, they 
occur within the text, then the ambiguity is much more 
serious. This happens with some terms in the analysed 
texts. Translation of the term 'rent' is an illustration of 
such potential ambiguity. It is found that a new term is 
coined for the term 'rent'. Normally 'rent' is translated 
with sewa but in the target text analysed, the term is 
translated with cukaisewa, a term newly coined by combining 
two lexical items cukai (tax) and sewa (rent) . Within a few 
consecutive pages of text, the term 'rent' is translated 
inconsistently with both cukaisewa and sewa. Another 
inconsistency involving these terms is also observed. The 
source text talks about ' the sum of rent ' and ' the amount ' . 
In an attempt to differentiate between 'sum' and 'amount', 
the translator uses jumlahwang [jumlah (sum/total/amount)
+ wang (money) ] for 'sum' and amaun for 'amount'. However, 
it is not used consistently - 'amount' is sometimes 
translated with jumlah which seems a satisfactory 
translation. This indicates that the new term amaun is not 
really necessary. Within the space of several pages,
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various combinations of the terms cukaisewa, sewa, jumlah, 
and amaun are used.
One other example of similar inconsistency occurs with 
the term 'instrument'. This term has been translated as 
instrumen and suratcara within the same context. The first 
translation involves a loanword while the second is a new 
word created by combining two words surat (letter) and cara 
(way/method). The gravity of these inconsistencies depends 
on the nature of the term or phrase in question. Sometimes 
the introduction of two or more target terms is difficult 
to justify, as with the term 'instrument'. Both the 
translations for 'instrument' - instrumen, suratcara - are 
neologisms, consisting of about the same number of letters, 
and involving the learning of a new term on the part of the 
reader. Between the two, the second is a slightly more 
transparent alternative from which the reader can get some 
inkling of the concept. Given that the context does not 
require a different term, we need to chose a term and 
maintain it.
The issue of standardisation and uniformity is a 
difficult one and could make up a totally separate thesis. 
In this thesis and chapter, it is inevitable that the 
importance of the issue should be substantially reduced. In 
brief, because standardisation in relation to language 
planning is not the main topic of the thesis, the 
discussion thus far is restricted to issues pertaining 
directly to translation.
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5.4.4. OVER-ENTHUSIASM VERSUS NEED
No one would deny that borrowing from the SL is a way 
of expanding and developing the vocabulary of the TL.
However, the influx of so many new TL terms can also cause 
translators and terminologists alike to get a little over- 
enthusiastic with coining new terms. This extreme
enthusiasm is observed with the translation of a term such
as 'realisation' with perealisasikan. Sometimes the coining 
is unnecessary since a TL equivalent exists and would do 
perfectly well. The term 'realization' in the collocation 
'realization of assets' is translated with a caique,
perealisasikan, which is hardly satisfactory because of the 
unnatural phoneme combination /rial/. What is worse is that 
it is difficult for a native reader to process the word 
because of the unpronounceable effect of the spelling. If 
we go beyond the SL term, we can see that what it actually 
means is 'the production or achievement of something, 
namely an asset'. The Daftar Istilah Undanq-undana takes 
the same view when it offers a better solution with the 
term penghasilan which basically means 'production'.
One also begins to wonder whether neologisms in the 
form of compound words, for example, are necessary when we 
come across two different translations as shown with the 
terms 'deliver' and 'send' in the NLC and the BFIA as 
compared with the MO. While hantarserah is used to 
translate 'deliver' and hantar to translate 'send' in the
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NLC and the BFIA, the term hantar is used for 'deliver' and 
kirim for 'send' in the MO. The MO seem to be able to 
distinguish the two terms 'deliver' and 'send' quite well 
using native terms without creating a new term. This 
alternative can indicate that compound terms are sometimes 
used not out of need but simply for style or out of a 
conscious effort to maintain the tenor of the original. It 
is perhaps also one way of restricting the possible target 
audience. With an excessive number of such compound terms, 
the language of this text-type becomes more distinct and 
seems more complex. As a result, the laymen, who do not 
come in contact with such words on a regular basis, will 
feel overwhelmed. In the end, the "sacredness" of this 
legal text is preserved and legal practitioners will be the 
only possible recipients of the message encoded in it. This 
is basically a restatement of section 4.2.1. with respect 
to the actual audience of legal texts. On this note, the 
discussion returns to the translation of the term 
'deliver'.
In Malay, both terms can be translated generally with 
hantar (send) which can be said to be a superordinate term 
in that it can apply to any act of sending. In law, the 
term 'delivery' has an additional 'condition' in that it 
implies that goods or things are sent and handed over to 
the receiver. Therefore, the use of the term hantar may not 
quite meet this condition because whether the goods are 
received or not is not taken into consideration. The
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Malaysian High Court Terminology Committee proposes and 
recommends the term hantar-serah (sic) which is a 
functional equivalent or a term that can be said to reflect 
a componential analysis. The term consists of two words 
hantar which means to send and serah which means to hand 
over or surrender something to someone.
While this solution is satisfactory, there may be a 
better solution which will not add to the number of 
compound terms (such as hantar-serah) in law. The word 
sampaikan, which is a transitive verb from the root word 
sampai (lit.: arrive), is a reasonably good alternative. 
Although this term is used more often in association with 
sending best wishes or regard or other oral messages, it 
would not be wrong to use it in association with concrete 
objects too. Furthermore, the meaning components are 
equivalent to those of the term 'delivery', the term is 
natural and it exists in the target language. In other 
words, there is no obvious reason why, with use, it cannot 
gain the status of a technical term in the legal context. 
This term also solves the problem of distinguishing 
'deliver' (sampaikan) from 'send' (hantar).
However, there is another overlap with the term 
sampaikan. In sl2 8 (1) of the MO it can be seen that the
translator choses to translate 'to serve' (a notice) with 
sampaikan. Therefore, this reduces the possibility of using 
it as a translation for 'deliver'. This has to do with the
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correct collocation as well as the need to differentiate 
between 'deliver' and 'serve'.
Early on in the process of translating, a translator 
has to decide roughly on the basic criteria which should 
determine what kind of words or terms would qualify for a 
certain type of translation procedure. One can see that 
there may be a need to create a neologism such as 
ketaklaksanaan because the SL term (non-performance) is a 
term of art and therefore has a specific meaning. In
addition, the newly coined term would be a shorter term. 
However, the translator has to decide whether s/he is
justified in translating a word such as 'indirectly', which 
is neither a term of art or even a semi-technical term, 
with a neologism taklangsung, a compound term. It has to be 
remembered that the tenor of the discourse is one of a 
formal language and is presumably aimed at an actual target 
audience of specialist readers, and as mentioned earlier, 
the use of tak generally renders a discourse informal and 
more befitting an oral discourse. Although the standard 
translation of 'indirectly', tidak langsung, is longer and 
consists of two separate words, it is more appropriate in
terms of the tenor and it is more acceptable since it is
not a neologism. In brief, the neologism is unnecessary and 
is rather an extreme solution. A similar example is found 
in the translation of 'accidental defect' with kecacatan 
taksengaja when tidak sengaja is perfectly fine and in fact 
more formal.
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5.5. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Several observations can be made with respect to the 
lexis of legislation. Firstly, the difficulty of 
translating legislation is all pervasive, i.e. the 
difficulty is brought about by both technical terms and 
some more general terms. Furthermore, because a legislative 
text represents laws relating to a particular area of 
social life, the translator is faced with two major sets of 
terminology - (a) law (or the practice of it) and (b) the 
immediate subject matter of the law (for example, land, 
family, criminal, etc.). The implication is that the 
translator has to keep abreast of developments in the 
subject matter.
Related to terminology is the observation that when a 
text is long and bulky as with the legislation passed on 
land matters, standardising and maintaining consistent 
usage of words or terms is difficult. It is found that the 
problem of standardisation and consistency can take several 
forms and can be considered a big problem area. One of the 
questions that has to be answered is how necessary it is to 
standardise and maintain consistent use of a term 
throughout the whole text and in other parallel texts. 
Although the source text will basically determine the room 
for creativity that is allowed a translator, other external 
factors (namely the person or body that commissions the 
translation) will have some effect on the way the
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translator chooses to translate. Explication of this 
particular point is more practical and justifiable in the 
concluding chapter.
It is observed that standardisation is lacking and 
needed in the following two main areas - (i) creation or 
coinage of new terms for SL concepts; and (ii) spelling of 
naturalised terms. Lexicographers, terminologists and 
translators are all involved to some extent with the 
creation of new TL technical terms although in general the 
responsibilities of lexicographers or terminologists are 
greater than those of translators. With Malay-English 
translation however, the translator is often called upon to 
create new terms because the terminologies compiled in 
various academic subject areas are not as yet very 
extensive. Furthermore, the terminology committees 
acknowledge that the terms provided are not definitive and 
there is still a lot of room for improvement.
The need for improvement is obvious in practice; the 
translator is tested endlessly in translating legislation. 
This "test" can be described in the following brief and 
simple terms. After searching hard, a translator might find 
what is felt to be a satisfactory equivalent (which we 
shall call 'B') for a certain SL concept (we shall call 
'Al') . However, this is not the end of the problem, a legal 
translator is quite likely to come across another SL 
concept ('A2') which has similar semantic features to the 
'new' TL equivalent (i.e. 'B') for the earlier concept.
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Thus, the translator's task comes up against a new 
difficulty with the translator having to decide the 
suitability of the supposedly satisfactory equivalent ('B' 
for 'Al') and to eliminate any misunderstanding that might 
arise out of the overlapping of concepts (i.e. 'B' = 'Al'
= 'A2'). In brief, an initial satisfactory TL equivalent to 
a SL term might eventually become less satisfactory than 
had been thought and hoped. This situation is exemplified 
with the terms - 'deliver', 'send', and 'convey', - in 
section 5.4.4. Checking the alternatives for suitability 
is, in other words, necessary and this checking takes place 
many times.
Notes
The issue of culture in translation is studied in 
Chapter 8. There, culture in translation is as 
envisaged as going beyond culture-bound terms.
It is believed that gambur is wrongly spelt. The 
correct term should be gambut (of. Kamus Dewan).
3 . Note that the translations in brackets are rough back 
translations).
It is assumed here that tanahbumi is combined to form 
a compound term and is not a typing error.
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CHAPTER 6
PROBLEMS RELATING TO MORPHO-SYNTAX AND CONTEXT
This chapter focuses on the more significant syntactic 
problems encountered in the analysis of legislation.
6.1. LAYOUT AND METHOD OF DISCUSSION
In general, examples are selected at random from the 
three texts. Extracts or section numbers from which 
examples are extracted are provided for reference.
To understand this chapter, two points should be noted
at this stage. The first is that the term "problem" is used
in this chapter (and other parts of this thesis) rather 
loosely in the sense that it envelops a range of 
"situations" with varying degrees of difficulty - from 
slightly difficult to almost insurmountable.
The second point is that although the National Land 
Code is the first text examined, its main discussion is
left to later in the chapter rather than immediately
following this introduction. The chapter moves from smaller 
to bigger problems. The NLC, being a major Act, contains 
more examples of the latter and accordingly its discussion 
which is a little late in the chapter is felt to be 
reasonable.
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6.2. GENERAL PROBLEMS
This section sees the brief discussion of some aspects 
of general syntactic difficulties when translating into 
Malay.
6.2.1. QUANTIFIERS/ PLURAL FORMS
As foreseen in Chapter 1, the translation is often 
longer and bulkier than the original. This is particularly 
so with the use of duplicated words such as apa-apa 
(whichever) and mana-mana (any which one) to accommodate 
quantifiers like 'any'. In the singular form, apa literally 
means 'what' . Apa-apa can also, in some cases, be more 
realistically replaced by mana-mana (whichever) or sebarang 
(any which one) . Mana in the single form has the literal 
meaning of 'where'. Although apa-apa, mana-mana and 
sebarang are sometimes interchangeable, this is not always 
the case. Translation has to take into account the noun 
that 'any' modifies in order to present the better 
alternative. These duplicated words are not very long. 
However, the occurrence in one statement of several such 
words and the duplicated plural forms renders the statement 
more unwieldy than the original. Fortunately, the 
duplication of the plural nouns is unneccessary in certain 
instances when the quantifiers apa-apa (whichever) or 
sebarang (any which one) are used. This procedure can be
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observed in section 21 of the BFIA which follows where apa- 
apa covers the concept of 'such' and the plural form. The 
plural nouns 'documents', 'statements' and 'fees', which 
generally will be duplicated in Malay, are left 
unduplicated as dokumen, pernyataan and fee in the 
translation.
21. (1) A person or a 21. (1) Seseorang at au
foreign institution suatu instituai asing yang
referred to in sections 19 masing-masingnya disebut
(1) and 2 0 (1) dalam seksyen 19 (1) dan
respectively, shall submit seksyen 2 0 (1) hendaklah
to the Bank such documents, mengemukakan kepada Bank
statements and information apa-apa dokumen, pernyataan
relating to such person or dan maklumat yang
institution as are berhubungan dengan orang
specified in paragraphs (a) atau instituai itu
to (c) of section 5 (1) sebagaimana yang ditentukan
together with such fees as dalam perenggan (a) hingga
may be prescribed by the (c) seksyen 5 (1) berserta
Minister on the dengan apa-apa fee
recommendation of the Bank. sebagaimana yang ditetapkan
oleh Menteri atas syor 
Bank.
Extract 6.1. Section 21 ssl of the Banking and Financial 
Act
Semua (all) and kebanyakan (most of/many of) are among 
other modifiers which indicate collective nouns or plural 
nouns. These modifiers also avoid the duplication and 
simultaneously reproduce the plural effect. On certain 
occasions, the plural form is implied in Malay. No specific 
mark or print is required. However, because of the nature 
of legislative texts, many translators feel it necessary to 
demonstrate it explicitly. The translation then becomes 
unnatural. In short, the use of Malay duplicated words and 
the plural form have to be assessed carefully against the 
overall effect of the translation.
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6.2.2. INDEFINITE AND DEFINITE ARTICLES
In the same group as the English modifiers 'any', 
'such' and the plural form, we have some minor difficulties 
in dealing with the indefinite article 'a'. The indefinite 
article 'a' can be used to introduce something, to refer to 
a thing or a person, to describe things and people. It is 
also used as a "weak form of the number 'one'" (Berry 1993: 
18). Many Malay translations of the article 'a' shows some 
confusion with regard to the function of 'a'. This 
confusion is reflected in the use of the word satu (one) or 
the suffix se (shortened form of satu) to precede a noun. 
This is often an attempt to reproduce the function of 'a' 
as representing number 'one'. The recreation of the 
indefinite article in the translation is sometimes 
redundant. This can be seen in the extract of s21(i) given 
earlier with the words 'a person' and 'an institution'. 
These references are translated with seseorang and suatu 
instituai. In the extract, the translations seem to require 
the word masing-masingnya (each one) to define them 
further. It is felt here that the meaning of the SL text 
will not be negatively altered if it is translated simply 
into "Mana-mana orang atau instituai asing yang disebut di 
dalam seksyen 19(1) dan 20(1) hendaklah mengemukakan.. 
(Any person or foreign institution which is mentioned in 
section 19(1) and 20(1) should forward...".) Translating 'a 
person' with orang (person) and ' a foreign institution'
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with institusi asing (foreign institution) with no 
additional suffixes would not create any additional 
ambiguity in the translation. Concurrently, the formal and 
succinct tone of the original is preserved.
Besides the indefinite article, the definite article 
'the' also has to be carefully considered. In a small way, 
it contributes towards cohesion. It is an example of a 
demonstrative reference. The use of the article 'the' 
indicates a subject which has been mentioned before or a 
specific subject. In the SL version of the BFIA, the 
Central Bank of . Malaysia and the Governor or Deputy 
Governor of the Bank, for example, are referred to as 'the 
Bank' and 'the Governor'. The article has no one-to-one 
equivalent in Malay and, in these instances, the 
alternatives are to leave out the article and employ the 
target terms Bank and Gabenor or to translate as Bank 
Negara (National Bank) and Gabenor Bank Negara (National 
Bank Governor). The first alternative is acceptable since 
these special references can be made clear in the 
interpretation section of the Act. However, with the term 
Bank, the translator has to remember to use the capital 
letter 'B' to differentiate the Central Bank from all other 
banks. Carelessness with regard to this might create 
confusion and result in the reader having to refer back to 
earlier sections of the Act. If such "backward referencing" 
proves to be necessary, then the translator would have
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failed to reproduce the source text's feature of clear, 
autonomous and independent statements.
Fortunately the gravity of this kind of error or 
carelessness is reduced with certain terms or concepts. 
With the term Gabenor, carelessness in ensuring the use of 
the capital letter might not be very misleading since the 
institution of 'Governor' refers to one particular 
institution in this context. Therefore, the reader is not 
likely to confuse this institution with others.
6.2.3. PRONOUNS
As would be expected of a legal register (explained at 
length in Chapter 2), there is very little use of personal 
reference. In the main body of the Acts, virtually the only 
personal references are the third person pronouns 'he' and 
'it' and the possesive pronouns 'his' and 'him'. Repetition 
of the subject is preferred to the use of these pronouns. 
In brief, the usage of these pronouns is limited. This 
rules out one major problem area for translators of Malay 
since Malay has equivalent concepts for third person 
pronouns and few variants in concepts. 'He' can be 
translated with dia or beliau, 'it' with ia and 'his' and 
'him' with nya.
The problem with pronouns has greater ramifications 
when first and second person singular pronouns are 
involved. In the NLC, there is an indication of this
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problem in the translation of the supplementary text. In 
the First Schedule, there are copies of various forms 
mentioned in the body of the NLC. Most of these forms have 
letter formats and make references to the first person 
singular 'I' which is quite naturally translated with saya. 
The second person singular 'you' is the problematic one 
with many possible translations depending on context. It 
can be translated with awak, kamu, anda, engkau or name 
references such as Tuan (Sir) and Puan (Madam). Although a 
lengthy discussion can be had on this topic of translation 
equivalents for 'you', suffice it to say that written 
legislative language do not justify the time and space for 
such a discussion. In courtroom language, for instance, 
this may be different.
In the forms, if we translate 'I' and 'you' with saya 
dan kamu respectively, the translation symbolises the mode 
of language between a superior and an inferior or a person 
with more authority and a person with less authority. Saya 
and awak have about the same kind of connotation and this 
pair is perhaps a little more casual and more appropriate 
for oral discourse. Saya and anda is another possible pair 
which is much more formal than the first two. This pair of 
pronouns also implicitly attempts to be polite and impress 
the receiver. In Form lA of the NLC (given in Appendix A6) , 
the translator uses the pronoun kamu for 'you' . This choice 
is quite appropriate seeing that the context of situation
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is a notice ordering the receiver to produce some 
documents. It is not a request but an order.
If the translator chooses, in some situations, to 
convey a certain sense of respect for the reader or 
receiver so as to obtain a desired outcome or to make a 
request, then the translator can translate 'you' with Tuan 
(Sir) or Puan (Madam). This can be seen in Form 6A of the 
NLC (given in Appendix A4) . The translation 'you' is given 
as tuan/ puan. It all depends on the context of situation 
and the speech acts to be recreated. The tenor and mode of 
the TL text will no doubt be affected by the translation. 
Thus, the limited dependence on personal pronouns in 
written legislative language works to the advantage of the 
Malay legal translators.
The above mentioned problems are observed across all 
three texts examined.
6.3. CHARACTERISTICS OF LEGISLATIVE SYNTAX
This section concentrates on elements of syntax which 
are frequently used and are significant in legislative 
texts. The following extract from section 25 of the 
Moneylenders Ordinance 1951 contains several examples of 
such significant "legislative syntax". These examples, 
which are printed in bold, are described and explained in 
the next few sections of the present thesis.
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25. (1) Where any debt in
respect of money lent by a 
moneylender, whether before 
or after the commencement 
of this Ordinance, or in 
respect of interest on any 
such debt, or the benefit 
of any agreement made or 
security taken in respect 
of any such debt or 
interest, is assigned to 
any assignee, the assignor 
(whether he is the 
moneylender by whom the 
money was lent or any 
person to whom the debt has 
been previously assigned) 
shall before the assignment 
is made - ...
25. (1) Di mana apa-apa
hutang yang berhubung 
dengan wang yang tel ah 
dipinjamkan oleh seorang 
pemberi pinjaman wang, sama 
ada sebelum atau selepas 
permulaan Ordinan ini, atau 
berhubung dengan faedah ke 
at as mana-mana hutang 
seperti itu, atau
keuntungan dari sebarang
perjanjian yang telah 
dibuat atau cagaran yang 
telah diambil terhadap 
mana-mana hutang atau
faedah, adalah diserahkan 
kepada mana-mana petugas, 
orang yang memerintah (sama 
ada dia adalah pemberi 
pinjaman wang yang 
meminjamkan wang atau
sesiapa yang kepadanya 
hutang itu telah diberikan 
terlebih dahulu) boleh,
sebelum penyerahan dibuat -
25. (2) In this section the
expression "assigned" means 
assigned by any assignment 
inter vivos other than an 
assignment by operation of 
law, and the expressions 
"assignee" and "assignor" 
have corresponding 
meanings.
25. (2) Di dalam seksyen
ini nyataan perkataan 
"ditugaskan" bermakna 
ditugaskan oleh mana-mana 
kewajipan 'inter vivos' 
selain daripada suatu 
kewajipan melalui operasi 
undang-undang, dan nyataan 
perkataan "petugas" dan 
"pemberi tugas" mempunyai 
makna yang lebih kurang 
sama.
Extract 6.2 
Ordinance
Extract from section 25 of the Moneylenders
6.3.1. DERIVATION
Derivation is an aspect of morpho-syntax that is at 
the root of a good number of problems in translating into 
Malay. One example involving it is observable in s25 (i.e.
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Extract 6.2.) and will be the focus of the next several 
paragraphs. This example concerns the translation of the 
word 'assign' and its derivatives.
In order to do justice to the discussion of this 
example, it is essential to bring in at the same time the 
issue of lexical choice. Hence, the focus of the next few 
paragraphs is on both lexis and morpho-syntax. From the 
above extract, several points can be made about the term 
'assign' and can be taken as the criteria against which the 
TL text can be assessed.
First of all, in the SL text the term 'assigned' 
collocates with 'debt', 'interest' and 'benefit of an 
agreement or security'. The collocates 'debt', 'interest' 
and 'benefit' have something in common in that they can be 
described as some "measure of value" . At the same time, 
they differ in one aspect in particular i.e. the kind of 
value associated with them. 'Debt' is perceived as having 
negative value, 'interest' as having either positive or 
negative value and 'benefit' as having positive value. The 
term 'assign' is used to depict the transfer of a 'right' 
or 'responsibility'. A cross-check with The Collins English 
Dictionary confirms the existence of such a meaning. The 
English verb 'to assign' has a range of meanings that 
includes "to transfer (one's right, interest or title to 
property) to someone else". It is important to note that 
'to assign' is 'to transfer' and therefore involves at 
least two parties - the giver and the receiver.
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Another criterion that has to be met is that the root 
word should have potential for derivation. The terms 
'assignee' and 'assignor', for instance, are derived from 
the root word 'assign'. On the surface, this does not seem 
to be a problem in Malay. However, when the SL terms 
involved are 'assignee' and 'assignor' which can be said to 
be a "complementary pair", then the difficulty is increased 
slightly. The derivation issue here brings up the question 
of suffixes or endings, particularly that of the suffixes 
'-ee' and '-or/-er'. The '-ee' ending sometimes indicate a 
relationship where there is a giver and a receiver and the 
noun with the '-ee' indicates the receiver while the '-or' 
or '-er' is the giver. There is an 'assignor' who relates 
to an 'assignee'. 'Payer-payee', 'bailor-bailee', 'chargor- 
chargee', 'lessor-lessee', 'donor-donee' and 'transferor-
transferee' are examples of other such pairs. There are 
also some terms which have these endings but do not seem to 
come as a pair. We have for instance, 'administrator', 
'guarantor', 'assessor' and 'creditor'. Perusing the High 
Court's Legal Terminology, it is observed that it is quite 
common for an '-or' ending term to exist without an '-ee' 
ending pair. 'Trustee', 'detainee' and 'invitee' are the 
few terms with the '-ee' ending which stands on their own 
without their complementary '-or/-er' pair.
In Malay, there are no suffix endings that work as a 
pair in such a manner. Nevertheless, this is not to say 
that Malay cannot handle such concepts and account for the
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difference between the concepts. The difference is 
observable normally in the lexis. The extract shows that 
the term 'assigned' is translated with ditugaskan which 
literally means 'is given the task/job of. My own 
confusion leads me to think that it is highly likely that 
the TL reader who has no access to the SL text would find 
it hard to comprehend the meaning conveyed in the phrase 
'that the debt or the benefit of the agreement or security 
may have been assigned to any assignee' in s25 ss2. The 
difficulty lies with the the choice of lexis, the unusual 
collocation and the derivatives.
To facilitate and clarify the discussion, the various 
word forms in which the term 'assign' is used in sections 
25 (where it is first introduced) , 26 and 27 of the
Ordinance are listed in the following Table 6.1. In 
addition to the SL forms, the respective translations 
obtained from the translated version and the terms 
suggested by the High Court are also provided for purposes 
of comparison.
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SL term TL term - 
from Text
TL term - 
from Legal 
Terminology
assign ditugaskan serahhak
is assigned ditugaskan
have been 
assigned
telah ditugaskan
assignment penyerahan 
(surrender), 
kewaj ipan 
(obligation/ 
duty)
penyerahhakan
assignee petugas penyerahhak
assignor orang yang 
memerintah 
(person who is in 
power/ person who 
orders); 
pemberi tugas 
(giver of task)
pemegang serahhak 
(holder of 
assignment)
Table 6.1. Forms of 'assign'
In the TL version, the translator chooses to translate 
the term 'assignee' with the TL term petugas. Although the 
word formation or structure is acceptable, the choice of 
root word is felt here to be less than satisfactory. The 
dissatisfaction with this term is expressed on the basis of 
both the criteria mentioned above.
Firstly, the TL term does not exactly reflect the 
meaning contained in the '-ee' ending of the SL term. The 
closest we come to the suffixes (-or/-er and -ee) in Malay 
is the prefix pe- which has several functions. One of its 
functions is to change a verb form into a noun form and 
another is to change an inanimate noun into an animate 
noun. The prefix pe- combines with the verb or noun in
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various ways depending on the first letter of the word. It 
combines with verbs to yield the following examples: simpan 
(to keep) - penyimpan (keeper) , dakwa (to prosecute) - 
pendakwa (prosecutor) , hutang (to borrow) - pemiutang/ 
penghutang (borrower) . It combines with nouns to yield 
these examples: jenayah (crime) - penjenayah (criminal) and 
derma (donation/ to donate) - penderma (donor).
By translating 'assignee' with petugas, the translator 
is leaving a gap for some misinterpretation to occur. The 
prefix pe- sufficiently covers the concept of an animate 
noun. However, the problem comes in the form of a possible 
incorrect first impression that might be given to the 
reader. S/he may be led initially to think that the petugas 
is the person giving the tugas (task) rather than the 
person who has been assigned or given the tugas (task). In 
other words, petugas can be just as appropriate, if not 
more, for the translation of the term 'assignor'.
In addition to the choice of prefix, the choice of 
root word is also suspect. The term tugas is normally 
associated with 'assigning or giving a job or a task'. The 
High Court's Legal Terminoloav offers a better solution 
with pemegang serahhak which literally means 'holder of 
assignment' since 'assignment' is translated by serahhak. 
'Assignor' is translated as penyerahhak. Although 
penyerahhak has basically the same form as petugas, it 
fares better because the root word serahhak conveys the 
element of transfer. This is intentional because the term
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itself is not a normal native term but is translated using 
the componential analysis procedure with the concepts of 
serah (to give up/ to surrender) + hak (a right).
The term petugas is paired with pemberi tugas which is 
the translation given for 'assignor'. On its own, the term 
pemberi tugas is satisfactory as far as extending the idea 
of the 'giver' is concerned. As a term that is supposed to 
complement the term petugas, it is less effective. Petugas 
can be looked at from two angles. It is similar in form to 
a more common term pekerja which means a 'worker' or an 
'employee'. The root word kerja means 'work' or 'to work' 
and as tugas means 'task' or 'responsibility' or 'job', the 
formation petugas would be equivalent to pekerja. While 
tugas in the form of ditugaskan (given the task of) 
contains the element of transfer, petugas hardly implies 
any element of transfer. Further, the Malay translation for 
'assigned' should have the same semantic feature and be 
able to collocate as well with the translations of 'debt', 
'interest' and 'benefit'. Unfortunately, it requires a 
great deal of tolerance on the reader's part to accept the 
collocation of these terms with the term ditugaskan. T o 
say that it is difficult to find a good translation here is 
undoubtedly an understatement. This example shows that 
there can be a multitude of problems associated with just 
one aspect of syntax. Although it is accepted that legal 
experts would risk unusual syntax and collocations at the 
expense of precision, collocating terms such as ditugaskan
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and petugas with hutang (loan), faedah (interest) and 
faedah (benefit) is stretching the potential of the newly 
developing Malay register a bit too far.
Other examples can be observed elsewhere in the MO and
in the other two texts, the NLC and the BFIA. A similar
derivative problem is found in s50 ssl (given on the next
page) extracted from the BFIA (the Banking Act 1989). In
this section, the focus is on the derivation of the term
'transfer'. The translation for 'transfer' is pindah. In
this example, there is again a person doing the giving and
another doing the receiving. The terms given to symbolise
the person giving is pemindah (transferor) and the person
receiving is penerima pemindahan, which literally means
receiver of transference. (It should be noted that the
prefix pe or its variants pen/pem/peng normally changes the
word form into a noun.) While with the term 'assign', the
person doing the assigning is pemberi tugas (giver of an
assignment/job), with the term 'transfer', the person doing
the transferring is pemindah (person doing the
transferring) . Further to this, the person on the receiving
end of the assignment is referred to as the petugas (person
doing the work/ assignment) and the person on the receiving
end of the transfer is referred to as the penerima
pemindahan (person receiving the transfer). There is almost
a contrasting derivating pattern with the two terms.
50. (1) Where the Minister 50. (1) Jika Menteri telah
has granted his approval memberi kelulusannya di
under section 49 (7) to an bawah seksyen 4 9 (7)
application in respect of mengenai permohonan
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an agreement or an
arrangement under section 
49 (1) (b) or (c), the
licensed institution whose 
business is to be 
transferred (hereinafter 
referred to as the 
"transferor") and the 
licensed institution or
other person to whom the 
transfer is to be made 
(hereinafter referred to as 
the "transferee") may make
a joint application to the 
High Court by way of an ex 
parte originating summons 
for such order of the Court 
as may be required by them 
to facilitate or enable the 
agreement or arrangement 
being given effect to, and 
in such application there 
may be sought all or any of 
the following orders:
(a) the date on and from 
which the agreement shall 
take effect, being a date 
earlier or later than the 
date of application 
(hereinafter in this 
section referred to as the 
"transfer date"); ...
berkenaan dengan perjanjian 
atau perkiraan di bawah 
seksyen 49 (1) (b) atau
(c) , maka institusi 
berlesen yang perniagaannya 
hendak dipindahkan
(kemudian daripada ini 
disebut "pemindah") dan 
institusi berlesen atau 
orang lain yang kepadanya 
pemindahan itu hendak 
dibuat (kemudian daripada 
ini disebut "penerima 
pemindahan") boleh membuat 
permohonan bersama kepada 
Mahkamah Tinggi melalui 
saman pemula secara ex 
parte bagi mendapatkan apa- 
apa perintah Mahkamah 
s e b a g a i m a n a  y a n g
dikehendaki oleh mereka 
untuk memudahkan atau 
membolehkan perjanjian atau 
perkiraan itu dilaksanakan, 
dan dalam permohonan itu 
boleh diminta kesemua atau 
mana-mana perintah berikut:
(a) tarikh yang padanya dan 
darinya perjanjian atau 
perkiraan itu hendak mula 
berkuatkuasa, iaitu suatu 
tarikh yang terdahulu atau 
yang terkemudian dari 
tarikh permohonan (kemudian 
daripada ini disebut 
"tarikh pemindahan" dalam 
seksyen ini);
Extract 6.3. Section 50 sub-section 1 of the Banking Act
Another point that concerns the noun 'a transfer' is 
the TL term pemindahan. The verb pindah becomes various 
nouns with different prefixes for example, pindahan, 
pemindahan, perpindahan. The last of these examples is not 
applicable in this context. However, the first two can
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refer to the same SL nominal concept of 'transfer'. 
Although the translator choses pemindahan, another 
translator would be just as correct to choose pindahan. 
This is also the case with the noun 'assignment' mentioned 
earlier. Although 'assignment' is translated with 
penyerahhakan, in the translation of 'assignor', pemegang 
serahhak, the implied concept of 'assignment' is translated 
with serahhak and not serahhakan or penyerahhakkan.
From the analysis of legislative texts in this section 
of the chapter, it is apparent, therefore, that coining new 
terms has meant changes in derivational possibilities and 
guidelines for derivation in the target language.
6.3.2. COMPLEX PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES
Another aspect of syntax that is problematic is the
long SL prepositional phrases which can be easily
misunderstood if the SL text is not read carefully. This
misreading might result in the translator using an
inappropriate TL prepositional phrase. In brief, a severe
mistranslation occurs. One example of such a case is found
in the translation of the phrase 'without notice of in s2 6
ss2b of the Moneylenders Ordinance provided below.
26. (2) Notwithstanding 26. (2) Walaupun apa-apa
anything in this Ordinance- dalam Ordinan ini-
(a) any agreement with or
security taken by a (a) sebarang perjanjian
moneylender in respect of atau cagaran yang telah
money lent by him after the diambil oleh pemberi
commencement of this pinjaman wang untuk wang
Ordinance shall be valid in yang telah dipinjamkan
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favour of any bona fide 
assignee or holder for 
value without notice of any 
defect due to the operation 
of this Ordinance and of 
any person deriving title 
under him; and
olehnya selepas permulaan 
Ordinan ini adalah berguna 
untuk mana-mana petugas 
atau pemegang 'bona fide' 
bagi nilai tanpa notis 
sebarang kekurangan yang 
perlu dibayar kepada 
operasi Ordinan ini dan 
dari sesiapa yang 
memperolehi hak di 
bawahnya; dan
(b) apa-apa bayaran atau 
serahan wang atau harta 
dibuat 'bona fide' oleh 
sesiapa, sama ada bertindak 
dalam kedudukan 'fiduciary' 
atau sebaliknya, pada 
keyakinan terhadap sahnya 
mana-mana perjanjian atau 
cagaran tanpa notis dari 
apa-apa kekurangan
sedemikian akan, untuk 
orang tersebut, menjadi sah 
sebagaimana ia akan jadi 
jika perjanjian atau 
cagaran tersebut adalah 
sah:
Extract 6.4. Section 26 sub-section 2 of the Moneylenders 
Ordinance
(b) any payment or transfer 
of money or property made 
bona fide by any person, 
whether acting in a 
fiduciary capacity or 
otherwise, on the faith of 
the validity of any such 
agreement or security 
without notice of any such 
defect shall, in favour of 
that person, be as valid as 
it would have been if the 
agreement or security had 
been valid:
In ss2b, "without notice of" is translated with tanpa 
notis dari which literally means 'notice from'. While the 
SL clause "without notice of any such defect" means without 
knowing of any such defect, the Malay translation says 
"without notice from any such defect". An error in 
translation occurs as a result of wrong comprehension of 
the SL lexis and syntax. The phrase can be changed into 
"tanpa mengetahui mengenai kekurangan sedemikian" which 
means 'without knowing about such defect'. The translation 
itself is grammatical but unacceptable. This example shows 
that the incorrect translation of even one preposition can
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change the meaning of the statement significantly. The 
meaning in the TL version of s26 ss2b is not the same as 
the SL text. The translation is a serious mistake and 
confusing to the TL reader.
In addition to the mistranslation in s26 ss2b, 
inconsistency in translation is very obvious. The same 
phrase " ... without notice of such defect ..." in sections 
26 ss2a and ss2b are translated differently. Both 
translations are serious mistranslations of different 
kinds. The phrase in ss2a is grammatically correct but 
makes little sense and can be improved by rephrasing into 
"... tanpa mengetahui mengenai sebarang kekurangan ..." 
(without knowing of any defect ...). Deeper analysis also 
shows another misunderstanding of the SL prepositional 
phrase. The SL reads "... without notice of any such defect 
due to the Operation of this Ordinance . ..". It makes 
reference to a defect that might have arisen as a result of 
the operation of the Ordinance. The mistranslation occurs 
when the preposition 'due to' is made out to be equivalent 
to 'payable to'. The TL then reads "tanpa notis sebarang 
kekurangan yang perlu dibayar kepada operasi Ordinan ini" 
(without notice of any defect which needs to be paid to 
operation of this Ordinance).
Despite taking into account the fact that 'notice' has 
several meanings and that the meaning of the loanword notis 
might have been extended to cover all the SL meanings, the 
conclusions above with respect to the inappropriateness of
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the translations still stand. The discussion of these 
potential meanings of the term 'notice' is taken further in 
a later section.
The analysis also shows that prepositional phrases 
such as 'as respects', 'in respect of, 'in favour of and 
'by virtue of are commonly found instead of the more 
simplified single prepositions 'about', 'for' and 'by'. 
These phrases can be observed in s26 ssl of the MO below as 
well as in sections 26 ss2a and ss2b of the MO above (see 
Extract 6.4.). The draftsman's decision to use what to 
him/her is a clearer and well-tested phrase such as 'in 
respect of instead of simpler near-equivalents 'on' or 
'for' may be justified. However, it makes translation more 
difficult. Although these phrases magnify the formal tenor 
and characterise the legal mode, a string of such phrases 
adds to the complexity of a statement.
26. (1) Subject as 26. (1) Tertakluk seperti
hereinafter provided the sebelumnya dengan syarat
provisions of this peruntukan-peruntukan
Ordinance shall continue to Ordinan ini akan terus
apply as respects any debt digunakan untuk sebarang
to a moneylender in respect hutang kepada seorang
of money lent by him after pemberi pinjaman wang
the commencement of this terhadap wang yang
Ordinance or in respect of dipinjamkan olehnya selepas
any interest or money so permulaan Ordinan ini atau
lent or of the benefit of terhadap faedah ke atas
any agreement made or wang yang telah dipin jamkan
security taken in respect atau faedah dari apa-apa
of such debt or interest perjanjian yang telah
notwithstanding that the dibuat atau cagaran yang
debt or the benefit of the telah diambil terhadap apa-
agreement or security may apa hutang atau faedah
have been assigned to any sedemikian sekalipun hutang
assignee and, except where atau faedah dari perjanjian
the context otherwise atau cagaran tersebut
requires, references in mungkin telah ditugaskan
this Ordinance to a kepada mana-mana petugas
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m o n e y l e n d e r  shall dan, kecuali di mana
accordingly be construed as konteks sebaliknya
including any such assignee memerlukan, rujukan-rujukan
as aforesaid. dalam Ordinan ini kepada
seorang pemberi pinjaman 
wang akan ditafsirkan 
sebagai termasuk mana-mana 
petugas sedemikian, seperti 
yang telah disebutkan.
Extract 6.5. Section 26 sub-section 1 of the Moneylenders 
Ordinance 1951
The extract of the translated version indicates that 
the translation contains simpler versions of the phrases. 
The translation of 'as respects' is given as untuk which 
literally means 'for' and 'in respect of as terhadap which 
means 'towards'. Certain phrases lend themselves to similar 
constructions in the target language. 'On the faith of for 
example, can be translated almost word-for-word into atas 
keyakinan terhadap (on faith towards) . It is, however, 
necessary to check the collocation in Malay. The normal 
collocate with the noun keyakinan is atas (on) . The 
preposition pada used in the extract is unusual and 
unnatural.
6.4. COHESION AND COHESIVE DEVICES
The legislative texts do not depend too much on the 
use of 'neatly packed' cohesive devices to bring the text 
together. Repetition of terms or phrases are preferred over 
these devices. However, certain types of devices, which are
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discussed below, can still be associated with this 
language.
6.4.1. COMPOUND ADVERBS
Compound adverbs represent the majority of cohesive 
devices operating in legislative language. 'Hereinafter', 
'hereby', 'hereto', 'therein', and 'aforesaid' are among 
a few of the compound adverbs found often in all three 
texts. They sometimes perform conjunctive functions and, at 
other times, referencing functions. They are archaic and 
contribute to the formal tenor of the discourse. The 
difficulty in translating them, as is illustrated in the 
paragraphs that follow, lies in their complex formation and 
the function that they perform in particular instances.
Amongst one of the more difficult ones to translate is 
'hereinafter'. It performs both a kind of demonstrative 
referencing function by specifying the location of the 
referent and a conjunctive function in specifying how what 
follows is connected to the rest of the discourse. If it is 
a referencing device, knowing with certainty the reference 
item would be very illuminating for the translator. 
However, in many cases, the referent is a little bit 
obscure since 'hereinafter' can be said to comprise three 
constituent parts - here, in and after. Naturally, if the 
meaning is inferred from its constituent parts, then the 
word refers to the particular part of the text which
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follows the word or more specifically the provisions stated 
immediately below. The inference is on the basis of the 
final constituent 'after'.
The interpretation of this word requires thorough 
examination of the references or context. This can be 
observed in Extract 6.5. earlier (s26 ssl of the MO) . Since 
Malay is less flexible in this aspect in that it does not 
accept such a compound word formation, the expression has 
to be rephrased, for instance, into "subject to what is 
stated after this". It is rendered in Malay by "tertakluk 
kepada perkara-perkara berikut" (subject to matters that 
follow) or "tertakluk kepada yang tertulis selepas ini" 
(subject to what is written after this). The immediate 
translation of 'hereinafter' is selepas ini (after this). 
The Malay ' equivalent' is not found in a neat one word 
formation and the Malay expression has a structure that is 
not particularly archaic or formal. In short, although the 
meaning is put across reasonably well, the translation will 
be less succinct because the tenor of the original cannot 
be maintained.
Neatness of expression aside, certain compound adverbs 
can be quite ambiguous. 'Hereinafter' is one of those 
potentially ambiguous adverbs. Evidence of the ambiguity of 
the word 'hereinafter' is found in the translation. The 
translation is given as sebelum ini which literally means 
'before this' ('hereinbefore' rather than 'hereinafter'). 
This interpretation contradicts the translations suggested
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in the earlier paragraph. If the English adverb carries a 
wider range of meaning which refers to the paragraphs 
before as well as after, than all the Malay translations 
given above would not be completely accurate. The 
translation in the extract, sebelum ini (before this), 
refers to details of fact before the mention of the word 
'hereinafter' while the translations suggested in the 
paragraph above, for example selepas ini (after this), 
refer to details after the mention of this word. In short, 
a translator has to study the SL properly to confirm 
whether s26 ssl is subject to conditions stated in s25 and 
earlier sections or whether it is subject only to 
conditions that follow. The term 'hereinafter' would be a 
misnomer if, in this case, it refers to conditions stated 
before and not after this section. A brief examination of 
sections 24 and 25 (refer to Appendix A5) reveals that 
'hereinafter' can just as well be 'hereinbefore'. A 
possible way out might be to use the TL adjectival phrase 
di sini which literally means 'here'. This, therefore, 
leaves the onus of interpreting to legal experts.
The translation of this adverb is not verifiable 
within the MO itself because the adverb 'hereinafter' seems 
to have been used only once throughout the text which is a 
very short text. In Extract 6.6. of s50 ssl and s50 ssla of 
the BFIA provided on the next page, 'hereinafter' is 
translated with kemudian daripada ini (later from here)
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which means 'after this'. This contradicts the translation 
in s26 ssl of the MO.
50. (1) Where the Minister
has granted his approval 
under section 49 (7) to an 
application in respect of 
an agreement or an 
arrangement under section 
49 (1) (b) or (c) , the
licensed institution whose 
business is to be 
transferred (hereinafter 
referred to as the 
"transferor") and the 
licensed institution or 
other person to whom the 
transfer is to be made 
(hereinafter referred to as 
the "transferee") may make 
a joint application to the 
High Court by way of an ex 
parte originating summons 
for such order of the Court 
as may be required by them 
to facilitate or enable the 
agreement or arrangement 
being given effect to, and 
in such application there 
may be sought all or any of 
the following orders:
(a) the date on and from 
which the agreement shall 
take effect, being a date 
earlier or later than the 
date of application 
(hereinafter in this 
section referred to as the 
"transfer date"); ...
50. (1) Jika Menteri telah
memberi kelulusannya di 
bawah seksyen 4 9 (7)
mengenai permohonan
berkenaan dengan perjanjian 
atau perkiraan di bawah 
seksyen 4 9 (1) (b) atau
(c), maka institusi 
berlesen yang perniagaannya 
hendak dipindahkan
(kemudian daripada ini 
disebut "pemindah") dan 
institusi berlesen atau 
orang lain yang kepadanya 
pemindahan itu hendak 
dibuat (kemudian daripada 
ini disebut "penerima 
pemindahan") boleh membuat 
permohonan bersama kepada 
Mahkamah Tinggi melalui 
saman pemula secara ex 
parte bagi mendapatkan apa- 
apa perintah Mahkamah 
s e b a g a i m a n a  y a n g
dikehendaki oleh mereka 
untuk memudahkan atau 
membolehkan perjanjian atau 
perkiraan itu dilaksanakan, 
dan dalam permohonan itu 
boleh diminta kesemua atau 
mana-mana perintah berikut:
(a) tarikh yang padanya dan 
darinya perjanjian atau 
perkiraan itu hendak mula 
berkuatkuasa, iaitu suatu 
tarikh yang terdahulu atau 
yang terkemudian dari 
tarikh permohonan (kemudian 
daripada ini disebut 
"tarikh pemindahan" dalam 
seksyen ini);
Extract 6.6. Section 49 sub-section 7 of the Moneylenders 
Ordinance
The possible dual meaning of this word is suggested in 
Melinkoff's book on legal language (described earlier in
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Chapter 2) . Melinkoff points out that 'hereinafter' is 
sometimes used by some draftsmen as an equivalent to 
'hereinbefore'. The implication is that translators will 
need to find more contextual clues to define the meaning.
Another common adverb in legislation, 'aforesaid' (see 
Extract 6.5 of s26 ssl of the MO given earlier), is in a 
sense easier to interpret. It can be translated via the 
paraphrases 'said before' or 'mentioned earlier'. This 
leads to phrases such as tersebut di atas (mentioned above) 
or tersebut sebelum ini (mentioned before this) or as in 
the extract, yang telah disebut (as mentioned) . In addition 
to the above two examples, there is a whole string of 
others starting with 'here', for example 'hereinbefore', 
'hereby' and 'herewith' and with 'there', for example 
'therein', 'thereto', 'thereafter' and 'thereby'. All the 
examples mentioned are used quite commonly in the three 
texts, the NLC, the BFIA and the MO. The problems 
associated are similar to 'hereinafter'. Translation is 
carried out via simpler paraphrases, for instance 'in it', 
'after this' and 'from it'.
The summary of this section is that while "linguistic 
interpretion" seems at face value relatively easy, 
interpreting terms in certain legal contexts is more 
difficult.
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6.4.2. COMPARATIVE AND DEMONSTRATIVE DEVICES
Besides these compound adverbs, cohesion in the texts 
is achieved by the use of what will be referred here as 
"comparative-type and demonstrative-type devices" namely 
'such', 'otherwise', 'so' and 'said'. These devices are 
common and help to make the language precise yet ambiguous 
as the immediate situation requires.
26. (1) Subject as
hereinafter provided the 
provisions of this 
Ordinance shall continue to 
apply as respects any debt 
to a moneylender in respect 
of money lent by him after 
the commencement of this 
Ordinance or in respect of 
any interest on money so 
lent or of the benefit of 
any agreement made or 
security taken in respect 
of such debt or interest 
notwithstanding that the 
debt or the benefit of the 
agreement or security may 
have been assigned to any 
assignee and, except where 
the context otherwise 
requires, references in 
this Ordinance to a 
m o n e y l e n d e r  shall
accordingly be construed as 
including any such assignee 
as aforesaid.
26. (1) Tertakluk seperti
sebelumnya dengan syarat 
peruntukan-peruntukan 
Ordinan ini akan terus 
digunakan untuk sebarang 
hutang kepada seorang 
pemberi pinj aman wang 
terhadap wang yang 
dipinjamkan olehnya selepas 
permulaan Ordinan ini atau 
terhadap faedah ke atas 
wang yang telah dipinjamkan 
atau faedah dari apa-apa 
perjanjian yang telah 
dibuat atau cagaran yang 
telah diambil terhadap apa- 
apa hutang atau faedah 
sedemikian sekalipun hutang 
atau faedah dari perjanjian 
atau cagaran tersebut 
mungkin telah ditugaskan 
kepada mana-mana petugas 
dan, kecuali di mana 
konteks sebaliknya
memerlukan, rujukan-rujukan 
dalam Ordinan ini kepada 
seorang pemberi pinjaman 
wang akan ditafsirkan 
sebagai termasuk mana-mana 
petugas sedemikian, seperti 
yang telah disebutkan.
Extract 6.7. Section 26 sub-section 1 of the MO
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In general, 'such' and 'otherwise' have neat one-to- 
one equivalents, sedemikian (as such) and sehaliknya (the 
opposite/ reverse). However, in certain contexts, they do 
not work as well and a slight shift in sentence structure 
might be necessary. The cohesive device 'so' in the phrase 
"in respect of interest on money so lent...", on the other 
hand, seems to be left out in the translation which simply 
reads terhadap faedah atas wang yang dipin jamkan or 
'towards interest on money lent out'. Whether it was left 
out on purpose or accidentally is not known. However, a 
phrase like secara demikian (in that way) or sedemikian 
(also an equivalent for 'said') might do the trick of 
recreating the intended meaning.
6.4.3. GENERAL COHESION
One more comment can be made with respect to the 
cohesion and cohesive devices of the texts. This involves 
the presentation of its contents.
Points of law are introduced with the word 'Whereas 
...'. In general language, the word 'whereas' can be said 
to be a cohesive device which often indicates the 
introduction of some contrasting information. However, in 
the texts this is not the case. The word 'whereas' often 
does not carry the function of a contrastive cohesive 
device. It is used more simply to introduce something or to 
state the circumstances surrounding the situation being
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discussed. This conclusion is drawn on the basis of various
examples taken from the three texts including from Form lA
in the Schedule of the NLC. The content is presented in the
following manner:
Whereas it is necessary for me to inspect the 
following document/s relating to land, that is to 
say -
(is followed by)
And whereas I have reason to believe - ....
(and finally by)
Now, in exercise of the powers conferred by 
section 15 of the National Land Code, I hereby 
require you to....
The translation given as an equivalent for 'whereas' 
is bahawasanya, a structure which is almost archaic. This 
structure, which is not a contrastive device in Malay but 
more of a demonstrative device, is a very suitable and 
effective translation. It is functionally equivalent and 
reflects the tenor nicely. The archaic and formal tenor of 
the above extract is accentuated further with the 
translation of 'now' with the term maka, another remnant of 
Old Malay, which means consequently or accordingly or thus.
6.5. OTHER PREDOMINANT LEGISLATIVE SYNTAX
In this section and the next few sections, 
illustrations of problematic syntactical features are 
extracted mainly from the National Land Code. The text.
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being the longest and most comprehensive among the three, 
yields many pertinent examples.
6.5.1. QUALIFICATIONS AND SYNTACTIC DISCONTINUITIES
The statements in the NLC are generally very long.
There are often several clauses, which express provisions,
qualifications, conditions and obligations, within one
single sentence. The cumulation of all the clauses results
in a sentence that requires a great deal of effort on the
part of the reader to process. The long chain of clauses
makes it difficult to translate freely using large
translation units, for example, the sentence or the
paragraph. The basic unit often needs to be smaller namely
the clause or even the word.
A good example of the complexity of a legislative
statement is found in s8 0 ss2 below. This section contains
many examples of these insertions:
80. (2) The State Authority may if he thinks fit
direct that any State land be sold by auction; 
and in any such case, the State Authority shall, 
on the acceptance on its behalf of any bid for 
the land, be treated for the purposes of this Act 
as having approved the alienation thereof to the 
person or body by or on whose behalf the bid was 
made, and as having determined the matters 
specified in paragraphs (a) to (g) of sub-section 
(2) of section 79 in accordance with the terms on 
which the land was auctioned (1990:44).
Extract 6 .8 . Section 80 sub-section 2 of the National Land 
Code
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Certain structures are split up in order to 
accommodate a qualification. This happens often with the 
'may + verb' and 'shall + verb' structures as can be seen 
in the above example. Other examples of insertions in odd 
positions involve some noun phrases. The noun phrase 'on 
the acceptance of' is split up to make room for the 
qualifier 'on its behalf'. The verb phrase 'be treated as', 
is split up to take in the qualifier 'for the purposes of 
this Act'.
Thorough examination of many statements throughout the 
whole Text leads to the conclusion here that a split is 
made at a particular place to create a certain emphasis 
that would strengthen the directive or order. From the 
above extract, a split is made between 'shall' and 'be 
treated' instead of before 'shall be treated'. If the 
latter had been chosen, the statement which will now take 
the following pattern - '... and in such a case, the State 
Authority, on the acceptance on its behalf of a bid, shall 
be treated for the purposes of this Act as having approved 
the alienation thereof ...' - will have a reduced emphasis 
on the directive structure 'shall' (which is discussed 
further in the next section).
This complex sentence structure leaves the translator 
little choice but to maintain a similar structure in the TL 
text. A very free translation would be difficult to obtain.
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6.5.2. MODAL VERB STRUCTURE
The main purpose of legislation i.e. to lay down rules 
and regulations, to regulate the recipient's behaviour or 
to order the recipient to do certain things, can be said to 
form one major speech act i.e. directive. This major speech 
act is carried out by the frequent use of several kinds of 
grammatical pattern. Some of the patterns which are 
commonly used and are easily identifiable in the text are 
the future verb structure (eg. shall + verb) and the modal 
verb structure (eg. may + verb). 'Shall come into force', 
'shall apply', 'shall be made' and 'may be cited' are some 
examples of these grammatical structures.
Analysis of the National Land Code reveals that 
'shall' often follows third person nouns, noun phrases and 
nominal clauses and not first person nouns. Some examples 
are found in the following extract.
29. Hearing of enquiry
(1) On the day and at the 
time and place fixed for 
the hearing of any enquiry 
the Land Administrator 
shall proceed to hold the 
enquiry, and shall give 
such decision or make such 
order therein as he may 
think just:
Provided that the Land 
Administrator may if he 
thinks necessary or 
expedient to do so from 
time to time adjourn the 
hearing of any enquiry.
29. Tasmik siasatan
(1) Pada hari, masa dan 
tempat yang ditetapkan 
untuk tasmik mana-mana 
siasatan Pentadbir Tanah 
hendaklah terus menjalankan 
siasatan itu, dan hendaklah 
member! apa-apa keputusan 
atau membuat apa-apa 
perintah mengenainya 
s e b a g a i m a n a  y a n g
difikirkannya adil:
Dengan syarat bahawa 
Pentadbir Tanah bolehlah 
j ika difikirkannya perlu 
atau mustahak untuk berbuat 
demikian dari masa ke masa
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menangguhkan pembicaraan 
mana-mana siasatan.
Extract 6.9. Section 29 sub-section 1 of the NLC
In addition to performing the directive speech act, 
the 'shall + verb' structure when used not in association 
with first person pronouns, allows almost all suggestions 
of personal involvement to be avoided. Even when used in 
the active form, this structure makes the language 
impersonal and formal.
The analysis reveals that this structure can be 
reproduced in several ways. Perhaps the most common and 
closest translation applicable to many situations is the 
verb form hendaklah (have to or ought to) . Hendak on its 
own literally means 'want' and would be a mistranslation 
for the syntactic structure 'shall'. Only in the form of 
hendaklah where the modifier lah is appended to hendak, can 
the meaning of 'shall' be conveyed. Lah is a unique 
'modifier' in Malay which has a certain flexibility which 
enables it to be applied to a whole range of instances even 
in formal written language. In the case of hendaklah, it 
adds to hendak a certain emphasis and gives it a directive 
tone equivalent to a 'must' or 'ought to' . Thus, this word- 
formation is often appropriate.
There is no single syntactic structure or lexical item 
for that matter that can translate the English 'shall' 
structure in all syntactic combinations or word order. The 
reason is that the syntax 'shall' can be said to have
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various shades of meaning. The context of the source text 
will determine the most appropriate and acceptable 
translation. Following are examples of different contexts 
in which 'shall' is employed and the respective 
translations provided in the translated version. It should 
be noted that the examples are taken simply from various 
sections for illustration purposes and that the English 
versions given in brackets are literal back-translations.
Example (1)
sl2. (3a) The State Director shall be responsible to the 
State for ....
sl2. (3a) Pengarah Negeri hendaklah bertanggungjawab kepada 
Pihak Berkuasa Negeri terhadap ... (State Director should 
have responsibility to State Authority ...)
Example (2)
sl3. Provided that (i) this section shall not apply to any 
power of the State Authority ...
813. Dengan syarat bahawa (i) seksyen ini janganlah 
hendaknya dipakai kepada apa-apa kuasa Pihak Berkuasa 
Negeri . . . (With condition that (i) this section should not 
possibly be used for any power of State Authority ...)
Example (3)
sl4. (2) Nothing in sub-section (1) shall empower the State 
Authority ...
sl4. (2) Tiada apa jua dalam seksyen kecil (1) boleh 
meiaberikuasa kepada Pihak Berkuasa Negeri . . . (Nothing in 
sub-section (1) can give power to State Authority ...)
Example (4)
s3 0. Any person who at any enquiry willingly gives false 
evidence shall be guilty of an offence and liable on 
conviction to the penalty ...
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s30. Mana-mana orang yang dengan sengaja member! keterangan 
pal su dalam mana-mana siasatan adalah melakukan suatu 
kesalahan dan, apabila disabitkan, boleh dikenakan 
kesiksaan... (Any person who with intention gives false 
evidence in any investigation is doing an offence and, when 
convicted, can be imposed a torture ...)
Example (5)
s31. In conducting any enquiry, it shall not be necessary 
for the Land Administrator . . .
s31. Dalam menjalankan apa-apa siasatan maka tidaklah 
menjadi perlu bagi Pentadbir ... (In carrying out any 
investigation, therefore it does not become necessary for 
Administrator ...)
Example (6)
s388. (1) Subject to and in accordance with this Part, the
Land Administrator may create rights of way over land, 
which shall be known as Land Administrator's right of way.
s3 88. (1) Tertakluk kepada dan menurut Bahagian ini,
Pengarah Tanah bolehlah mengadakan hak lalulalang di atas 
tanah, yang akan dikenal sebagai hak lalulalang Pentadbir 
Tanah. (Subject to and according this section. Land 
Administrator can create right to pass through on the land, 
which will be known as right to pass through of Land 
Administrator. )
Example (7)
s393. (3) Save as provided by this section, no one shall be
entitled to a compensation ...
s333. (3) Kecuali sebagaimana yang diperuntukkan di bawah
seksyen ini, tiada seorang pun berhak untuk mendapat 
pampasan . . . (Except as provided under this section, no one 
person is entitled to get compensation ... )
Several things are noticeable and several conclusions 
can be drawn from these examples. In the TL text, there is 
no standard translation that is applicable to all the 
contexts. The translation is often dependent on what the 
translator feels should be given top priority. The
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priority, for example, may be to preserve the SL 
positioning of the subject and. predicate or to emphasise a 
positive or negative verb as in the SL text. The 
translations will then vary accordingly. The 'shall' form 
can be replaced with the following syntactical patterns or 
lexical items: adalah (is), akan (will), boleh (can),
hendaklah (must or ought to), mestilah (must). Amongst all 
these possible solutions, hendaklah is used most often in 
the NLC. Therefore, it will be the main focus of the 
discussion and will be used as a point of reference for the 
assessment of all the other alternatives.
From the examples provided, several variables can be 
pinpointed. One variable is the verb involved. The verb 'to 
be' for instance, sometimes warrants a translation other 
than a transitive verb. With a subject complement, for 
example 'shall be guilty of, adalah which can be said to 
be a functional equivalent of the verb 'to be' is used. The 
translation is rendered as adalah bersalah which means 'is 
guilty of . This translation implies a firm statement 
rather than a directive speech act. If the element of 
directing or ordering is intended, the hendaklah pattern 
can be used. However, it can only be so in a phrase such as 
hendaklah dianggap bersalah which literally means 'ought to 
be considered as having guilt' . The key concept is the word 
'considered'. The pattern and the concept of 'considered' 
will give the reader some kind of loophole.
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Another variable is the form in which the verb is 
used; whether in the positive or negative form. The 
translation for a positive sentence structure does not 
always stand in the negative form. This can be observed in 
Examples 2 and 5 where 'shall not apply' is translated with 
janganlah hendaknya dipakai (should not be applied 
possibly) and 'shall not be necessary' with tidak menjadi 
perlu (not become necessary).
In Example 2, the phrase janganlah hendaknya, which 
can be said to be the negative form of hendaklah, the 
directive or authoritative tenor is reduced to a tenor 
which is more of a request. In brief, functional 
equivalence gives way to grammatical equivalence. A better 
solution might be Dengan syarat seksyen (i) tidak dipakai/ 
tidak akan dipakai . . . (With the condition that section (i) 
is not applied/ will not be applied ...). Likewise, if 
hendaklah is to be maintained as an equivalent in Example 
2, then there must be a major transposition or shift of the 
SL text. This shift which will not be elaborated here, 
might not be pratical when other factors (namely the 
various syntactical insertions in the statement) are 
considered. In Example 5, using hendaklah would only make 
the statement extra clumsy. However, the translation can 
perhaps be improved a little if the phrase tidaklah menjadi 
perlu is changed to tidaklah perlu. With the latter 
alternative, source language interference in the former 
phrase will be greatly minimised.
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As with a negative verb, a negative pronoun (eg. 
'nothing' in Example 3 in the SL can only be maintained in 
the TL if the translator is willing to replace hendaklah 
with some other syntactic structures for example boleh 
(can) (as in Example 3) or akan (will) . It must be said that 
the variables are not mutually exclusive i.e. they can 
singly or together contribute to the variations in 
translation.
From the analysis of the various contexts surrounding 
'shall', it can be concluded that if there is any abuse in 
the reproduction of this syntax, it is only to the extent 
of choosing an inappropriate lexical choice which might 
lead to an undertranslation or an overtranslation rather 
than an a serious mistranslation. An extreme case of 
mistranslation was not found in the translated version of 
the NLC. However, the translator has one other 
consideration that worsens the problem. The translation has 
to reflect the difference between 'shall' and 'may'. 'May' 
is one other modal verb that is used in association with 
the speech act of giving an order or directive or 
permission. Generally, if 'may' is used as a means of 
conveying the speech act of permitting, then it can be 
safely translated with boleh, a term which can also mean 
'can' or 'could'. If it is intended to show a probability 
of something occuring, then mungkin would be the lexical 
item that would convey this meaning. In this legislative 
text, it is the former use that is prevalent. Therefore,
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the use of boleh for the 'shall + verb' structure may prove 
to overlap the 'may + verb' structure. An overlap will, in 
turn, hide the difference perhaps intended with the use of 
the two structures in the source language. What can be 
summarised from this section is that there is no single 
tried and tested translation that can always be used 
consistently.
6.5.3. PASSIVE FORM
The passive voice does not generally present enormous
problems in Malay. It only becomes more difficult to
accommodate in certain forms which may have been discussed
incidentally under the section that precedes this.
If the 'there shall be + past participled verb' form
(as in s52 ssl of the NLC below) can be considered a
passive voice, it will be one of those more awkward forms.
52. (1) For the purpose of this Act, there shall
be three categories of land use, to be known 
respectively as "agriculture", "building" and 
"industry"; and subject to sub-section (5), where 
any land is alienated under this Act-
(a) there shall be endorsed on the document of 
title thereto such of the categories as the State 
Authority may have -
(1) prescribed by a notification having 
effect in relation thereto under sub-section
(2), or ... (1990: 27) .
The translated version offers some satisfactory 
translations using once again the hendaklah form as 
elaborated in the earlier section.
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Besides the above passive form, there is also the 
unusual form 'cause to be + verb + ed'. It is highly 
possible that this structure is a reflection of the 
draftsman's great attempt to cover all possible loopholes. 
Since a verb or action such as 'to print' would not in 
practice be carried out by the Registrar but would be 
carried out by persons authorised by the Registrar, the 
draftsman covers this possibility by using the syntactic 
structure 'may cause to be printed' . If it is used with one 
verb constantly in the text then several conclusions can be 
drawn. One of these would be that the structure has a 
specific meaning or a technical meaning. As such its 
translation will need extra care. This structure, for
example, is found to occur with the verb 'print' in section 
376 sub-section (1):
(1) The Registrar may cause to be printed 
supplies of any forms set out in the First 
Schedule, and may make the same available for 
sale to the public at a reasonable price.
while in the following sub-section we have
(2) The Registrar may publish such notes or 
directions as he may consider necessary or 
desirable for the guidance of persons or bodies 
using any of the said forms.
With a similar kind of verb 'publish', the structure 
is not employed. Whether this is intentional or accidental 
is not known. Further analysis reveals that it is also used 
with various other verbs: 'cause the change to be noted'
(s396 ss4c) , 'cause such computations to be made' (s399
ssla), 'to cause to be prepared plans embodying the
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measurements' (s399 sslc) and 'cause a notice to be served' 
(s400 ssl). These examples indicate that the verb or "work 
itself" is carried out by a person or body other than the 
Registrar. The point about the "role" of the Registrar is 
made explicit with the structure 'the Registrar may cause 
to be printed', for example, and not left to be implicit in 
a normal verb structure 'the Registrar may print'.
Their respective translations are literal (in terms of 
structure): melantar bahawa perubahan ditunjukkan,
melantarkan supaya apa-apa pengiraan dibuat, melantarkan 
supaya disediakan plan-plan (sic) yang mengandungi ukuran- 
ukuran and melantarkan supaya satu notis disampaikan. In 
some other cases, the literal lexical equivalent 
menyebabkan (to cause) is used instead of melantarkan which 
is uncommon. Still, the effect is an odd collocation or 
structure which reflects the SL structure quite nicely.
In addition to the 'shall', 'may' and 'cause to be' 
forms, the text also shows many instances of another speech 
act form 'deemed to be'. From pages 22 of the NLC, it 
occurs as 'deemed to be registered' (registered or deemed 
to be registered), 'deemed to be granted', 'deemed to be 
licensed'. The closest translation probably would be the 
speech act hendaklah dianggap (must be considered).
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6.5.4. RELATIVE CLAUSES
Statements made in the passive form quite often 
demonstrate the use of relative clause forms. In the 
extract of s377 ss2 of the NLC given here, several relative 
clause forms which are characteristic of legislative 
language are identified.
s377 (2) The Registrar may, 
upon the production to him 
of evidence (whether in the 
form of a deed poll,
official certificate, 
statutory declaration or 
otherwise) from which he is 
satisfied of a change of 
name on the part of any 
person or body in whom any 
alienated land or interest 
is for the time being
vested, or at whose
instance a caveat has been 
entered in respect of any 
land or interest, ...
s378 (2) Pendaftar
bolehlah, a p abila
dikemukakan kepadanya 
keterangan (sama ada dalam 
bentuk surat isytihar, 
sijil rasmi, surat akuan 
atau sebaliknya) yang ianya 
berpuas hati mengenai 
penukaran nama bagi pihak 
mana-mana orang atau badan 
yang kepadanya pada masa 
itu terletak hak mana-mana 
tanah berimilik atau 
kepentingan, atau atas 
permintaannya satu kaveat 
telah dimasukkan mengenai 
mana-mana tanah atau 
kepentingan, ...
Extract 6.10. Section 377 sub-section 2 of the NLC
It is found that the translated version is quite 
acceptable for most forms printed in bold in the extract. 
One of the more unsatisfactory translation, is that of 'in 
whom' with yang ianya which demonstrates the use of 
incorrect Malay grammar due to source language 
interference. Nya becomes redundant when ia, which is 
equivalent to the third person singular 'it', is used. The 
translator, perhaps intent on reproducing the relative
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pronoun 'whom', is willing to risk a grammatical 
inappropriacy.
6.6. SOURCE LANGUAGE INTERFERENCE
The analysis suggests that the complex nature of 
legislative language makes translation susceptible to 
source language interferences. The translation of the NLC, 
like the other two texts, contains quite a large number of 
instances of major source language interferences. Some of 
the examples quoted earlier demonstrate some extent of 
source language interference. This section, however, will 
highlight the more obvious and awkward interferences. They 
often take the form of very literal translations of 
individual linguistic units. Unnatural target language 
equivalents are obtained. Some can be done without and can 
be avoided. Examples of such source language interferences 
are provided below.
Example 1
... he shall be known as the Director General of
Lands and Mines; ...
. . . dia akan dipanggil sebagai Ketua Pengarah
Tanah dan Galian ...
Although the back-translation of the phrase dipanggil 
sebagai is 'known as', the phrase is a little bit stilted 
in the target language. A more natural translation would be
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to leave out the preposition sebagai ('as'). The word 
sebagai often collocates with the verb dikenali. Other 
possible translations which may be more natural in the TL 
are :
' . . . dia akan dikenali sebagai Ketua Pengarah 
Tanah dan Galian ...'
' .. . dia akan bergelar Ketua Pengarah Tanah dan 
Galian ..'
Example 2
Provided that the power conferred by paragraph
(b) is a residual power only, and, where the 
circumstances in which a memorial or entry may be 
cancelled ...
Dengan syarat bahawa kuasa yang diberi di bawah 
perenggan (b) adalah hanya kuasa baki sahaja, . . .
Adalah is not a conventional lexical item in a similar
context but seems to be frequently used now, particularly
as an equivalent to the verb 'to be'. In the above
sentence, too, it is used to translate the verb 'is' when
it is not exactly necessary and can be translated simply
with hanyalah without much loss or gain in meaning.
Although the sentences above are quoted as examples of
source language interference, they are not extreme forms.
There are other examples of greater or more extreme SL
interference such as illustrated below.
Example 3
375. (1) The Registrar shall be responsible for
the safekeeping of ...
375.(1) Pendaftar hendaklah bertanggungjawab ke 
atas penyimpanan yang selamat bagi . . .
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Unless the term 'safekeeping' has a particularly 
technical meaning, the attempt to nominalise the target 
language into penyimpanan yang selamat is not warranted. In 
addition to producing a structure that is, using Newmark's 
term, not of 'normal social usage', the nominalisation in 
Malay increases the reader's difficulty of processing the 
sentence. A shift in the translation from a noun phrase 
into a verb phrase would probably render the translation 
more natural with the meaning still intact. The translation 
will be as follows: Pendaftar hendaklah bertanggungjawab
menyimpan dengan selamat .... (a literal word-for-word 
translation - 'The Registrar should have the responsibility 
to keep safely ...').
Example 4
Nominalisation in the source language makes the 
language formal, for example, in the phrase '...after the 
communication to him. . . ' . Maintaining the nominalisation in 
Malay makes the sentence even more formal and not of normal 
social usage. The literal translation of the syntax of the 
phrase into . . . selepas kommunikasi kepadanya ... and the 
use of a caique kommunikasi increase the unnaturalness of 
the translation. The translation sounds stilted. A better 
alternative may be to use a verbal structure . . . selepas 
berhubung dengannya ... (lit.: 'after having contact with
him' ) . The main aim of some instances of nominalisation in 
the SL is to reflect formality. Giving up this
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nominalisation in Malay is not going to be of great 
importance.
Example 5
Another example of interference of the same nature can
be found in the following example which was quoted earlier
under the discussion of relative clauses. This example is
restated here to demonstrate the effectiveness of a shift
in structure. Unlike the above example, where the noun
clause is maintained in the translation at the expense of
naturalness, in this example the translator decides on a
shift in structure which results in a better translation.
s378. The Registrar, upon the production to him 
of evidence ...
is translated as
s378. Pendaftar bolehlah, apabila dikemukakan 
kepadanya keterangan . . . (Registrar can, when
shown to him evidence ...)
The Malay is transposed into a verbal clause which can 
be back-translated into ' The Registrar may, when he is 
shown evidence . . . ' . The noun clause in the SL is not
maintained. If maintained, the interference would be 
obvious and the clause would be rendered more awkward.
6.7. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
Although there are several syntactic patterns that can 
prove to be problematic to replicate in Malay, the degree 
of difficulty, in a sense, is diffused overall because
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these patterns occur repeatedly throughout the legislation. 
If a reasonably appropriate procedure can be found for 
tackling a certain problem, it can then be applied when the 
same problem next arises. This dependence on the same 
procedure will ensure a certain degree of consistency 
throughout the whole text. As an example, if the translator 
decides to translate 'shall give' as hendaklah memberi 
(ought to give), then if the circumstances remain constant 
s/he should not render another translation as akan memberi 
(will give) or mestilah memberi (must give). Unintended 
differences such as these in the translations can easily be 
misinterpreted regardless of the relative merit of the 
different translations.
However, as is observed from the analysis, there are 
instances where there are no standard translations which 
are applicable all the time. While in the English version, 
the draftsman uses one standard lexical item or aspect of 
syntax to convey a certain tone or speech act (an order, 
directive, etc.), the same cannot always be done in the 
translation. Examples like 'as respects', 'hereinafter' and 
so on testify to this. Maintaining consistency is a 
difficult task in itself, particularly when the text 
concerned is one as long as the National Land Code. Without 
computer assistance, the translator has to refer backward 
and forward in order to be accurate. Otherwise, vigorous 
editing will become necessary. As far as Malay legislative 
translation is concerned, syntactic problems require a
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great amount of patience and careful reading and analysis 
of the SL text.
One other observation from the analysis is that source 
language interference is almost unavoidable and is evident 
in both the lexical, syntactical and contextual aspects of 
the translations. The influence of the source language on 
the target language is plentiful. To get anywhere near the 
production of a very "natural" target language text which 
is, so to speak, free of SL interference, one would have to 
stand back and render a very free translation. However, 
although possible, this is not practical with long and 
autonomous legislative statements which are the norm in 
l^S^sl^tion. Furthermore, a certain degree of interference 
is acceptable and sometimes even effective. In brief, a 
close but critical translation is suitable for translating 
legislation.
In chapters 4, 5 and 6, I have tried to highlight the 
forms that problems in translation of Malaysian legislation 
can take. These problems indicate that legal translation, 
besides requiring the creation and compilation of new 
terms, involves an understanding of the text as a whole. 
The whole comprises concrete components such as lexis and 
syntax and more abstract components consisting of a whole 
spectrum of background information and knowledge against 
which the text is written.
In the next chapter. Chapter 7, the focus will move 
from legislative translation to textbook translation.
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CHAPTER 7
LEGAL TEXTBOOK TRANSLATION
Chapter 7 moves on to the analysis of another type of 
legal text, namely of legal textbooks. The discussion of 
the findings is presented in a slightly different format 
from those of Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
This chapter, firstly, justifies the choice of books 
for analysis. Then, it concentrates on the first book 
before moving on to the second one. The discussion begins 
with a description of the context of situation and the 
context of culture. This is followed by main points from 
the analysis of the macrostructure and microstructure, and 
the description of the specific translation problems 
arising from the two structures. Once the problems relating 
to this book have been rigorously explored, the chapter 
shifts its focus to the second book. A similar organisation 
of content follows.
7.1. JUSTIFICATION FOR CHOICE OF LAWBOOKS
At the time work was started on this thesis, there 
were few lawbooks that had been translated into Malay. This 
was found after consulting the DBP (i.e. the Language and 
Literary Agency) list of books translated and those being 
translated, going through the stock of lawbooks at the 
Universiti Sains Malaysia library, conducting a
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bibliographical search and browsing through many book shops 
in Penang, Malaysia. Because the DBP is a major publisher 
of academic books, and the library and book shops would 
carry books published by the DBP and other smaller 
publishers, the list of translated law books which is 
compiled using the above sources is quite reliable.
The list, which is not very long, was put through a 
process of elimination. The titles on the list can be 
roughly categorised into three groups : (1) books about
Islamic Law or certain aspects of it; (2) books written by 
Malaysians about the Malaysian legal system or Malaysian 
law; and (3) books about law in general or about certain 
aspects of the common law system. Most of the books are of 
the first kind (i.e. Islamic law books) . Only a small 
number is found of the second and third groups.
As with legislation, the dominant criterion in the 
selection was whether the books on the list can be obtained 
within a relatively short period of time. Titles of which 
either the original or the translated version could not be 
obtained were crossed out from the list. This criterion 
left a very limited choice of books.
From the choices available. Learning the Law by 
G1 anvil le L. Williams and Islamic Law; Its Scope and Eauitv 
by Said Ramadan were chosen for several reasons. With the 
former, one reason is pragmatic in nature. The wisdom of 
selecting this book was that its translation was instigated 
presumably because of its significance in legal studies in
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some tertiary institutions in Malaysia. In short, it is 
recommended reading for law students. This assumption with 
regard to its use is made because the translation is 
commissioned by the DBP which, as mentioned in Chapter 1, 
normally gives priority to popular academic books because 
of limited translation resources. A library search at the 
University of Surrey also reveals that this book is easily 
accessible and is also used in the study of law in the 
United Kingdom.
Besides the above rationalisation, the book is chosen 
because it is an introduction to English Common Law and is 
written by an English author as opposed to a Malaysian 
author. These factors have certain implications for 
translation. The first reason concerns the variety of 
English. With legislation, we have the source text written 
in English (SL) by a TL speaker (i.e. a Malaysian); with 
this book, because the author is a native SL speaker, the 
"language situation" (as introduced in section 1.5.2.) is 
varied. This factor can give rise to some translation 
problems which might show in the analysis. In addition, the 
combination of the "SL variation" and the subject matter 
allows various issues relating to culture in legal 
translation, which as postulated in section 3.1.2.3. is 
composed of "legal culture" and "TL and SL culture", to be 
investigated and viewed realistically.
Islamic Law is selected because, like the first book, 
it is a general overview of a legal system. This subject
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matter or topic is, from a certain perspective, comparable 
to that of the first book. Thus, the topic is kept 
reasonably constant. Examining this book would, however, 
mean that there is another variable factor. Differences in 
the degree and nature of difficulty can also be attributed 
to the legal system, i.e. the variable factor. Using these 
two books would enable both linguistic and culture-related 
problems to be studied.
7.1.1. ANALYSIS OF BOOKS
The two books are analysed in their entirety. However, 
some chapters or pages are examined more extensively. 
Sections pertinent to the discussion of problems are 
extracted for illustration. The pages from which examples 
are taken are provided in brackets for reference. Longer 
extracts are provided in Appendix A. Some pages from the 
two books are also reproduced in Appendix B in order to 
give some idea of the language that is encountered in the 
books.
The books can be said to differ distinctly in terms of 
the legal system they speak of and of the authors. However, 
as briefly mentioned earlier, they have three common 
denominators which are perceived here as being part of the 
context of situation affecting lawbooks. Firstly, the books 
concern the study of some aspect or field of law; secondly, 
they are generally informative and instructive ; and lastly.
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they are intended primarily for students of law. The next 
several sections focus on the first book and, describe at 
the outset its context of situation in greater detail. The 
second book is looked at much later.
7.2. BOOK 1 - LEARNING THE LAW (by G.Williams)
7.2.1. CONTEXT OF SITUATION
Field: The subject-matter is a general discussion of law 
and the various aspects of law, ranging from the English 
legal system to legal education and training. This overview 
of the legal system and education is observable in the use 
of a substantial number of legal terms and concepts from 
various sub-fields of law (for example, criminal law and 
law of tort) and in the many citations of cases and 
reference material. Concrete examples of these terms and 
citations are provided when the chapter discusses the 
microstructure.
Mode: The language is written for publication in an
academic textbook. From the statements made by the author, 
the content of the book and the way the ideas are organised 
and presented, it can be concluded that the book is 
intended to be a kind of textbook cum guide-book or hand­
book. There are times, however, when the tenor (which is 
discussed below) suggests that certain chapters or sections
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are probably compilations of law lectures. Through the 
pronouns 'you' and 'we' and other syntactic features, the 
author seems to be talking directly to an audience.
In general, the book presents useful reading for a 
reader who has an interest in learning about law, 
particularly one who wishes to be a lawyer. However, there 
are instances (as explained below in the discussion of 
tenor) when the author seems to overlook the targeted 
readers or when the language used by the author is not 
sympathetic to the reader. The author's enthusiasm with his 
subject and his attempts at educating the reader outweigh 
the consideration for the reader's comprehension. This 
statement brings us to the question of the tenor and 
readership.
Tenor: The targeted readership is made quite clear on
various occasions, for example, in the extract below 
(1982:1):
"This little book aims to help those who have 
decided to study law - whether in a University or 
Polytechnic or Technical College or as a
professional qualification (Williams 1982: 1)."
Many other paragraphs elsewhere in the book (for example on
pages 26, 37, 45, 97 and 112) confirm that the book is
intended for a wide range of law students with varying
backgrounds. They include students in academic institutions
and students with professional interests. The book is
intended to give them an idea of what they will encounter
in the course of studying law. The content assumes only a
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negligible knowledge of law on the part of the readers.
The book is generally informative, didactic and 
accessible to students. Because it is packed with 
information relevant to learning the law, it is, in a way, 
persuasive. However, there are moments when its tenor makes 
it difficult for these objectives to be completely 
achieved. The tenor of the book is found to be slightly 
mixed. The tenor is personal but it is also often factual, 
formal and impersonal, to the point of being patronising. 
The reasons for the mixture in tenor may be because of the 
age of the book (which will be elaborated on shortly) and 
the lecture mode mentioned above (in the section on mode). 
Learning the Law is not so taxing that it will deter 
interested students from reading; nevertheless, some effort 
is required to process it.
Despite having a certain amount of success in being 
pedagogic (for example, through the use of a large number 
of illustrations and the wide coverage of topics) , the 
organisation and the tenor of the discourse need to be 
adapted slightly to be more useful for today's readers. 
This proposition is made when Learning the Law is compared 
generally with other newer law textbooks or other types of 
books. Although at the outset Williams indirectly justifies 
his writing by stating that he assumes little knowledge of 
law or none at all on the part of the readers, he seems to 
go to quite the extreme in portraying the knowledgeable and 
concerned teacher. Williams sometimes comes across as an
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authoritarian teacher with his slightly condescending 
tenor; he sounds as if he is talking down to the reader or 
student. On page 19 of the book, for example, he says, 
"Pleadings are not, as might be supposed, pathetic speeches 
before judge and j.ury" . The use of the phrase 'as might be 
supposed' and the word 'pathetic' subtly implies that the 
reader is idiotic. The modern day reader, unaccustomed to 
an authoritarian tenor, might react negatively at such 
discourse.
The out-dated vocabulary of the book also contributes 
to this formal tenor. Some instances of such vocabulary are 
found in bold in the following two statements (1) "In 
order, then, to lay the foundation of a sound legal 
knowledge, it behoves the student to make some effort to 
remember the names of the outstanding cases (1982: 83)"; 
(2) "Some students find it useful to compile a wall chart 
of cases, which they ruminate upon over their breakfast 
marmalade (1982: 83)". Archaic syntax intensifies the
solemn tenor. Further examples relating to the tenor are 
given in section 7.2.3.1.
There is one technical detail about the book which 
might explain any culture-related or language 
peculiarities, and the subtle changes in tenor across it. 
The book that is being analysed is the 1982 edition. The 
first edition came out in 1945 while the book used in this 
thesis is the eleventh edition. Although it is possible 
that some attempts may have been made (through the many
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editions) to update the book, its age is obvious. The 
earlier comments about the tenor being condescending might 
not have been applicable when the book was first written 
because the tenor as described above was probably the norm 
and was expected of legal writing. Nevertheless, for it to 
be more "reader-friendly" today, certain changes would not 
be amiss, particularly in its translation. The translator 
has a right to remedy this slightly to achieve the didactic 
aim of the book and to meet the readership profile 
effectively (an issue discussed in section 7.2.4.1).
How the aims of the book or its macrospeech and 
microspeech acts are executed is observable from the 
detailed analysis which is described in the sections on the 
macrostructure and the microstructure (7.2.3. and 7.2.4.)
7.2.2. CONTEXT OF CULTURE
As mentioned earlier, there are certain instances when 
Williams defines his readership. Although the book is 
written generally for a native-English readership, other 
readers are not excluded. In fact, on page 57 of the book, 
he makes some statements which serve to extend the 
readership to include overseas students and students who 
have a shaky knowledge of English history.
Learning the Law concerns the institution of law in 
England and discusses legal English which has historical 
ties with Latin and law French. English culture forms the
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background against which all concepts and the whole book 
obtain their meaning. In the book, the author makes it 
known that he is aware of the student's possible lack of 
knowledge about English history, a subject matter essential 
to the learning of law. Thus, a huge amount of
supplementary information about English history is given.
7.2.3. MACROSTRUCTURE ANALYSIS
This section on macrostructure is divided into sub­
sections which concentrate firstly on the ideational,
textual and interpersonal organisation and, secondly, on 
the typographical conventions of the book.
7.2.3.1. IDEATIONAL, TEXTUAL AND INTERPERSONAL ORGANISATION 
AND RELATED TRANSLATION ISSUES
The ideational, textual and interpersonal organisation 
of the book can be described as follows.
Ideational and Textual Organisation
How the ideational aspects are organised is seen
outlined firstly in the format of the book, which is 
characteristic of a textbook. It consists of the content 
page, the main body (i.e. the chapters) and the index page. 
The book, however, does not contain a separate 
bibliography. References to other written materials are
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indexed in the footnotes. Additional explanation and 
clarification of points made in the chapter are also given 
in the footnotes. In short, the footnotes make up quite a 
substantial part of the book. In a way, they create more 
difficulties for the translator who will need additional 
referencing backwards and forwards to check for accuracy of 
information, for instance.
From the analysis of the source text, it is safe to 
assume that the book presents a challenge to the translator 
because the subject matter (i.e. learning the law) 
stimulates the introduction of a huge range of legal and 
cultural concepts. The book is divided into fourteen 
chapters: (1) The divisions of the law (2) Common law and
equity (3) The mechanism of scholarship (4) Methods of 
study (5) Technical terms (6) Case law techniques (7) The 
interpretation of statutes (8) Working out problems (9) 
Answering book-work questions (10) In the examination room 
(11) Moots and mock trials (12) Legal research (13) From 
learning to earning and (14) General reading. The wide- 
ranging topics covered in this book inevitably provide us 
with some understanding as to the difficulty that will be 
encountered in its translation. It can be seen that while 
some of the topics of the chapter are related to the 
substance of law (for example : Divisions of Law and Common 
Law and Equity) others concern the practical aspects of law 
(for example: Methods of Study and Working Out Problems). 
This range of topics may be another reason, in addition to
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the one mentioned earlier (i.e. the re-editing of the 
book), for the subtle variations in tenor throughout the 
book.
Before going back to discussing the tenor, one comment 
must be made about the chapters and the cohesion of the 
text. It is apparent that each chapter is quite autonomous, 
that is, it can basically stand on its own. The chapters 
are, nevertheless, conceptually related. Where the 
ideological or conceptual aspect is concerned, the order in 
which the topics are covered in the chapters reflects some 
kind of progression. The progression is not, however, a 
visibly steady and systematic one because between certain 
chapters the change in topic is more abrupt than between 
others. As an example, the link between chapters 1 (The 
Divisions of Law) and 2 (Common Law and Equity) is easier 
to see than that between chapters 2 (Common Law and Equity) 
and 3 (The Mechanism of Scholarship) . The link between 3 
(The Mechanism of Scholarship) and 4 (Methods of Study) is 
once again more logical than that between 4 (Methods of 
Study) and 5 (Technical Terms). From the topics, it seems 
that the author is going backwards and forwards by firstly 
concentrating on the substance of law and then the study of 
law and vice versa.
Although there is some vacillation in topics, it does 
not affect translation much here because Williams often 
closes each chapter with a summary or a suggestion for 
further reading. Thus, the chapter shows a certain finality
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and is quite self-contained.
Each chapter starts afresh, and each has a quotation 
or an analogy. This is an interesting textual device to 
establish a kind of patterning. This device (which will be 
described further in the microanalysis section) and the use 
of either a summary or a further reading list at the end of 
the chapter signals the beginning and the end of the 
chapter. While the "opening" textual device might represent 
part of the author's style, the "closing" device is almost 
instantaneously recognisable as indicating an academic 
register.
Within the chapter itself, the academic register is 
apparent in the way the ideas are presented. To indicate 
the flow of ideas, markers normally associated with 
academic register are used. The markers guide the reader as 
to what the author intends to do next or what sort of 
information is coming up next. An illustration is made here 
using pages 2 to 23 of Chapter 1 which is given in Appendix 
B4.
The author starts off the section entitled Crimes and 
Civil Wrongs with a statement of the problem or topic 
followed by an analogy of the problem. Then he follows this 
with a marker, "I shall try to give a simple explanation of 
it" (p.2), and starts off the next paragraph about the 
distinction between the concepts of a crime and a civil 
wrong. After this explanation, he indicates his intention 
to give examples by saying, "To take an illustration...".
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Further examples are given in the next paragraph which 
begins with "These examples show...". After the 
illustrations, he then dedicates a paragraph to the 
explication of the terminology of criminal proceedings ("In 
criminal proceedings, the terminology is as follows.") and 
the next paragraph to civil proceedings ("Turning to civil 
proceedings, the terminology is..."). This paragraph is 
followed with another one pointing out the wrong usage of 
terminology; the paragraph is introduced by "It is hardly 
necessary to point out that...". Williams then once again 
follow this with another illustration of wrong usage by 
opening the paragraph with "Again, the word "guilty" is 
used...". He finally closes the section with explanations 
about civil and criminal courts.
The next section entitled Courts with Civil 
Jurisdiction begins with "Let us look more closely at the 
trial of civil cases" which states the focus of that 
section. The material that follows is similarly organised 
in the sense that the author goes through the various court 
processes in a certain logical order. The important point 
that can be gathered from this section and the following 
sections is that he uses certain lexical items and 
syntactical structures that are familiar to an academic 
register namely 'argue' ("It is sometimes argued that..."), 
'understand' ("It will have been understood from what has 
gone on before that...") and 'mention' ("The more important 
types of civil wrong may be briefly mentioned."). Other
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syntactical devices include impersonal constructions, for 
example, "For the purpose of reading the older cases, it is 
desirable to know..." (p.21) and "It is necessary to..." 
(p.22), and passive forms, for example, "but it must be 
remembered that if..." (p.22) and "It must also be pointed 
out..." (p.23) .
The above two paragraphs touch on not only the textual 
devices that render the text cohesive and coherent but also 
the academic lexical and syntactical items used to make 
certain points or used in conjunction with the presentation 
of ideas. The main conclusion that can be drawn is that the 
organisation of ideas is generally very logical and there 
are often clear markers to indicate the movement of ideas 
and the relationship between one idea and another. However, 
there are times when the sequential marker might seem a 
little far removed as found in the section entitled Courts 
with Criminal Jurisdiction which begins with "Next, the 
trial of criminal cases" (1982: 11). The sequential marker 
'next' actually links the section to the section on courts 
with civil jurisdiction which is, "page-wise", quite 
distant. The reader is reminded that this section is the 
next stage after a lengthy discussion of the earlier stage.
A possible pitfall in translation involving such a 
cohesive marker can be seen in the extract of Learning the 
Law cited in the paragraph before the last^ . In the first 
paragraph of the extract, the author lists misnomers 
involving criminal and civil terminology. In the following
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paragraph he uses the word 'again' at the beginning of the 
statement to introduce another misnomer or to stress a 
certain point. The connection is fine in English but a 
literal reproduction of the syntactic pattern using a one- 
to-one vocabulary equivalent is not going to work as well 
in Malay. The word-for-word translation, Juga perkataan 
"bersalah" digunakan terutamanya untuk pesalah jenayah 
(which can be back-translated into "Also, the word 'guilty' 
is used primarily for a convicted criminal), conveys an 
effect which is different from the SL. The word juga which 
generally means 'also' is placed at an unusual position at 
the beginning of the sentence in an attempt to recreate the 
emphasis made with 'again' . The choice of the word juga and 
its positioning do not link the paragraph smoothly to the 
preceding paragraph as is done in the SL text. In fact, the 
word juga here implies that the term 'guilty' has been 
mentioned before and is discussed once again; the English 
word 'again', on the contrary, is referring to another 
occurrence of misnomer and not to the word 'guilty' . The 
Malay version is incorrect in meaning. In short, distant 
markers can be a problem for translators. A simple word- 
for-word substitution can easily fail to get the function 
of the syntactical or lexical item of the SL across.
Interpersonal Organisation
In addition to the ideational organisation, the 
macrospeech act of the book, i.e. to teach and inform, is
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effected by the use of various interpersonal features as 
described in the paragraphs below after the following 
general comments. This book conforms to the formal 
discourse expectation. However, although it is formal it is 
not totally distant. The tenor alternates from dry and 
formal to less dry, backwards and forwards, with changes in 
the topics of discussion particularly. From this book alone 
it is not possible to state in definite terms that this 
mixture of tenors is a feature of all legal academic text- 
types or legal books. The analysis of the second book might 
help to support it. Suffice it to say that it is a feature 
which is probably more frequent in a legal academic text- 
type as opposed to any other legal text-types (particularly 
legislative texts).
In the next several paragraphs, how the author 
achieves or avoids formality is elaborated. As is common of 
an academic register, particularly one derived from legal 
register, a formal and distant tenor is perpetuated by the 
use of the passive voice. Various passive forms of 
discourse can be detected throughout the book but since 
they are similar to those mentioned before in the earlier 
chapters, the focus here will be more on the active voice 
instead. When the passive makes way for the active voice, 
the formality is achieved in several ways.
Certain personal nouns and pronouns are utilised. One 
of these is the pronoun 'one' which gives an archaic edge 
to the discourse^. The frequent use of this pronoun can be
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said to work against a friendly and out-reaching tenor. It 
sometimes gives the impression that the reader has a more 
subordinate role. It does, however, enable the writer to 
make a general statement which is not aimed at any one 
particular person. This pronoun is rarely a problem in 
Malay translation since the word seseorang (any one person) 
can be used as an equivalent. Nevertheless, it can make the 
Malay version sound like translationese. In many instances, 
the Malay pronoun kita (we/us), which includes the 
speaker(s) and the listener(s) , is a better alternative. It 
lends itself to syntactical structures that are visibly 
more Malay in nature. While kita (we) can be formal, it is 
More approachable than seseorang (any one person) 
which might belong better to a legislative text.
Like the pronoun 'one', the use of a collective global 
noun such as 'the student' or 'the lawyer' (as in the
extract from Chapters 2 and 3 given in endnote 2) also 
contributes towards a formal tenor^. Consecutive references 
to the noun are made using the third person pronoun 'he' or
the possesive 'his' . The choice of the pronoun 'he' as
opposed to 'she' or as opposed to a combination 'he/she' is 
presumably not intended by the author to exclude female 
students but merely as a way of making the writing more 
efficient. On the basis of this assumption, the Malay 
translation dia (he/she) which does not distinguish between 
genders will be acceptable and will not be an
undertranslation. The pronoun dia is still applicable even
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if the pronoun 'he' in the SL is intended to discriminate 
against female readers. In chapter 2 entitled "Common Law 
and Equity", Williams refers to an impersonal noun 'the 
student' very often and there is hardly any reference to 
the reader in the second person pronoun, 'you' . The case is 
quite the contrast in certain parts of Chapter 3.
Besides, the global collective noun, the use of the 
authoritative first person plural pronoun, 'we', in the 
common 'legal register syntax', 'we shall', is also 
observed on various occasions*. The structure is sometimes 
varied with 'let us look...' (see page 5 of the book). 
Besides specific syntactic features, the author's style 
also can be said to be essentially formal from the 
conventional way he expresses his ideas. Some of these 
forms include, for example, the positioning of certain 
lexical or syntactical item or the use of certain lexical 
item as a verb than as an adjective (which is the more 
common usage today) or the use of words or literary 
allusions which are not so common today. Specific examples 
can be seen, for instance, in these short phrases: "to dumb 
forgetfulness a prey" (p.3), "I make no apology for 
repeating his words, since I cannot better them" (p.31), 
"But I must not vex my present readers with problems of 
educational reform" (p.49) and "Many are the tales that are 
recounted of these difficulties" (p.60). The influence of 
formal slightly antiquated English is strong enough to 
suggest a well-written discourse but not enough to allow
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ambiguities or obscurity. Whether the "quaint" features can 
be reproduced in Malay depends on individual cases. 
However, since the text is not authoritative but didactic 
in nature, any such features, if at all necessary, should 
come second to the message. The slightly old-fashioned 
English is partly a product of the time the book was 
written. The basic purpose of translating such a book (as 
will be discussed later) is better served by updating the 
discourse to achieve fully the didactic tenor.
While the above syntactic features conform to legal 
register, others such as those detailed below bring out the 
more pedagogic and persuasive aspects of the text. Firstly, 
the presence of the author is made known with the use of 
the personal pronoun '1' on many occasions right from the 
beginning of the book. The reader is addressed sometimes 
directly using the second personal pronoun 'you' in active 
statements instead of indirectly with passive statements or 
the impersonal pronoun 'one'. Thus, from a certain 
perspective, a less formal tenor is achieved. This the 
author does in the extract from page 41® from the chapter on 
the mechanisms of scholarship. There Williams uses 'you' 
instead of a more general pronoun 'one' or 'the student' as 
he sometimes does elsewhere. As mentioned in section
7.2.1., the usage of the former is quite characteristic of 
a lecture mode.
Besides the syntactic features, there are 
interpersonal features which reduce the distance of the
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text. One of these characteristics is the use of metaphors, 
metonyms and literary allusions. It is a distinctive 
feature that sets the book apart from the earlier legal 
text-type and from a textbook of a different text-type, 
namely a science textbook. Williams depends a great deal on 
various rhetorical devices to liven up the discourse, for 
example, when he uses the allusion to steering in the 
statement, "The student is left to steer his own course 
between this Scylla and Charabdis" (1982: 134). This is one 
of many other examples, which will be given later in the 
microstructure analysis.
The author tries to educate the readers and also 
brings them "close" by demonstrating a special trait. As 
mentioned much earlier, he introduces each chapter with a 
quotation or an analogy relating to the topic of that 
particular chapter. He quotes well-known authors, poets and 
philosophers amongst whom are Shakespeare, Tennyson and 
Shaw. These quotations reduce the "dryness" of legal 
language and, metaphorically speaking, add an interesting 
twist to the subject-matter. At the same time, they add to 
the "quaintness" of the discourse which, in turn, can make 
immediate and full comprehension hard; this happens with 
the example in the next paragraph. Devices like these are 
mentioned only briefly here because they are elaborated in 
a later section.
Although generally many of the metaphors and literary 
allusions that Williams uses are comprehensible, some make
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the text difficult for today's readers because they are 
ambiguous or they are so dated that the readers might fail 
to understand some of them. One such metaphorical reference 
is found in the statement cited earlier - "The student is 
left to steer his own course between this Scylla and 
Charabdis" (1982: 134). The reference to a saying like
"between Scylla and Charabdis" creates a problem for 
translators because it is not common and it is based on a 
Greek myth which is not a subject that is familiar to an 
average Malay reader or translator. In fact, many native 
English readers would also face the same problem. It 
requires some research to clarify and confirm the meaning 
before it can be correctly translated. Even native SL 
reader's might not have come across this saying. According 
to the Collins English Dictionarv the metaphor means "in a 
predicament in which avoidance of either of two dangers 
means exposure to the other" which may be similar to the 
saying "between the devil and the deep blue sea". The 
translation will be as effective if a Malay saying or 
proverb conveying the same meaning can be found. Further 
illustration and explanation involving this particular 
interpersonal device will be attempted in the 
microstructural analysis later.
The didactic tenor is propagated further by the large 
number of illustrations of a particular legal concept. Many 
examples can be found in Chapter 8 (pp. 112-13 9) of the 
book. To help readers, Williams, on many occasions, also
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summarizes the important points from his earlier 
discussions.
As the analysis of the macrostructure shows, a unique 
combination of various features of registers and devices 
are apparent in the book. Although it might or might not be 
the intention of the author to vary the tenor so as to 
create a "special" book, nonetheless the end result of the 
mixture in tenor (and other details of register) makes for 
a challenging but interesting book for law students and lay 
readers alike.
While this section of the thesis concentrates on the 
macrostructure, the sections following will examine the 
microstructure and the translation problems arising as a 
result of the use of various features and devices. Further 
points concerning the register (field, tenor, mode), 
particularly involving lexis and textual cohesion, will 
also be noted.
7.2.3.2. TYPOGRAPHICAL CONVENTIONS OF THE BOOK
Before proceeding to the microstructure analysis, a 
brief description of the typographical conventions the book 
relies on to create the necessary textual effect is 
provided here. The book uses various typing symbols, prints 
and punctuation marks to signify certain things®. The main 
problem with these conventions lies in the great number 
used by the author. In general, Williams acknowledges the
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technical terms with which students should be familiar and 
which he is going to discuss by italicising them or having 
them in double inverted commas. However, because a massive 
amount of technical and supplementary information is put 
together in the book, it is undoubtedly difficult to 
separate the technical terms from the non-technical. In 
fact, it will be even more confusing than it is already. 
This perhaps explains why some legal terms and 
collocations, unlike others, are introduced casually 
without any indication of their technical nature. On page 
22, for example, Williams talks in passing about 'drawing 
pleadings', 'admitting evidence', 'allowing amendments' 
and, on page 23, about 'delivering judgment' and 'deciding 
a point' . They are referred to as if they are common 
collocations.
Although the book relies on a huge number of 
typographical conventions, no introductory comments on 
their use are given. These comments may be useful to the 
reader. Adhering to the TL punctuation and conventions in 
the translation is in itself not difficult. The problem is 
to make way for additional marks, for instance, to indicate 
English transferred terms or foreign terms in the TL text. 
The visual image of the SL text made complicated by the 
conventions and punctuation is a deterrent to readers. It 
would certainly not be more pleasing in the TL text.
An underlying problem with these conventions is 
maintaining consistency. Although generally this problem is
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relatively minor compared to other translation problems, it 
does have some influence on the overall effectiveness of 
the translation.
7.2.4. MICROSTRUCTURE ANALYSIS AND TRANSLATION PROBLEMS AND 
SOLUTIONS
The analysis of the book indicates that many 
translation problems are encountered. However, because some 
of the problems are general, this chapter will concentrate 
on the more predominant ones.
As is shown in the sections below, the nature of the 
problems are such that the translator needs to remind 
himself or herself constantly of factors such as the 
presumed actual intention of the author, the objective of 
the reader and the effect the translation has on the 
reader. A good balance between being faithful to the 
author, being aware of the reader and preserving the mode 
of the book (which comprises the major speech act and 
constituent speech acts observed at the level of 
microstructure) can then be achieved. Nevertheless, various 
instances, which will be mentioned later, can be found 
where the translation analysed seems to overlook the 
reader.
This . section sees the findings from the 
microstructural analysis subsumed under the discussion of 
translation problems and not as a separate section. This
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format of presentation is felt to be more succinct. 
Furthermore, it enables the linking of the discussion of 
the microstructure to the macrostructure and the 
translation.
7.2.4.1. CONTEXT OF SITUATION OF TRANSLATION
When the book is read and examined thoroughly, there 
is little doubt that the primary aim of the author is to 
provide the important basic understanding of English Law 
and to provide the reader with the necessary knowledge to 
enter the field of law and the knowledge of what is 
involved in the study of English Law as practised in 
England. The last part - the study of English Law as
practised in England - is emphasized here because different 
assumptions with regard to the SL readers and the TL 
readers can be made. The former presumably read the book 
for the basic purpose of obtaining information about
learning the law. However, the book is beneficial and
applicable to TL readers (i.e. Malaysian readers) only if 
(1) the reader wishes to obtain a general understanding of 
how a common law system works; (2) if the reader is
interested in learning about the English legal system and 
topics related to it; (3) if the reader is interested in 
using it as a comparative text (i.e. to compare the English 
legal system and the Malaysian legal system); and (4) if 
the reader has intentions of furthering his/her study in
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the field of law in England as opposed to Malaysia. 
Therefore, if a translation of the book is to be carried 
out and its purpose is to make it accessible to Malaysian 
law students or other interested readers, then the 
translation should be tailored to meet the needs of all the 
possible TL readers as speculated above. This reader 
profile is important but seems generally to be neglected in 
the translation analysed.
The above comments with regard to the context of 
situation of the translation is necessary in order to make 
the proceeding discussion more logical and comprehensible.
7.2.4.2. TRANSLATION ISSUES AND PROBLEMS
To facilitate the discussion, various translation 
issues and problems have been categorised generally into 
sections which concentrate on a particular prominent 
microstructural feature. Except for the category of 
technical terms which is more of a lexical feature, the 
rest of the categories highlighted under this section 
relate more to the syntactical and textual features.
7.2.4-2.1. TECHNICAL TERMS
As mentioned earlier, the subject matter (contributing 
to the overriding legal register) of the book is such that 
it brings up a whole range of legal terms. The discussion
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of technical terms which was presented in Chapter 5 is 
taken up again here because it is found that (1) even in 
this sub-variety of legal texts, technical terms still give 
rise to many translation problems and (2) the nature of the 
problems associated with them are slightly different and, 
thus, the approaches to solve or minimise the problems have 
to be adapted.
In Learning the Law, one encounters a large number of 
technical terms symbolising concepts from both civil and 
criminal law. 'A breach of contract' (p. 10), ' a tort'
(p.2), 'a breach of trust' (p.10), 'a settlor' (p.10), 'a
trustee' (p.10), 'a traverse' (p.21) and 'a confession and 
an avoidance' (p.21) are among a few of the terms belonging 
primarily to civil law which are taken at random from the 
pages given in brackets. Criminal law concepts highlighted 
include procedural concepts such as 'an indictment' (pp.11, 
13), 'an acquittal' (p.14), 'a prosecutor' (pp.3, 14) and
'summary offences' (pp.11, 13), and concepts of crime such 
as 'manslaughter' (p.136), 'assault' (p.136), 'battery' 
(p.136), 'infanticide' (p.136), 'homicide' (p.136) and 
'blackmail' (p.137). The examples given here, which can be 
found on the pages indicated in the brackets, make up only 
a very small percentage of the total terms found in the 
book. The Malaysian High Court's terminology of legal terms 
offers equivalent TL terms for most of these terms. These 
SL and TL terms are tabulated on the next page for 
discussion and ease of reference.
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SL terms TL terms
breach of contract kemungkiran kontrak (break 
of contract)
tort tort (tort)
breach of trust pecah amanah (break of 
trust)
settlor (not given)
trustee pemegang amanah (holder of 
trust)
traverse penangkisan (a cut)
confession and avoidance pengakuan salah dan 
pengelakan (confession of 
guilt and avoidance)
SL term TL term
indictment indikmen (indictment)
acquittal pembebasan (freeing of 
something or someone)
prosecutor pendakwa (the accuser)
summary offences (not given)
manslaughter pematian orang (killing of 
people)
assault serangan (attack); serbuan 
(impulsive attack)
blackmail (not given)
infanticide infantisid (infanticide)
homicide homisid (homicide)
battery serang-sentuh (attack- 
touch)
(Note that the English definitions given in brackets are 
literal back-translations.)
Although the selection of examples is random and the 
number is too small to enable very specific conclusions to
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be drawn, certain patterns are still observable. From the 
two tables, it can be seen that out of a total of seventeen 
terms, only two have no translation equivalents in the 
legal register or terminology referred. In other words, 
translators will find that although Malaysian legal 
terminology is said to be a little slow in catching up with 
other fields of terminology, a reasonably good number of 
basic civil and criminal law terms are offered as 
alternatives on which translators can rely.
Another observation is that most of the terms are 
either translated literally because they are transparent to 
an extent or translated by borrowing and naturalising 
according to the target language spelling or translated via 
some kind of componential analysis. It is also interesting 
to note that from the first table only one term out of 
seven is transferred and from the second three out of ten 
are naturalised. Because there are other SL terms (eg. 
'trustee', 'traverse', 'acquittal' and 'battery' in the 
tables that are as phonetically and phonologically 
adaptable as 'indictment', 'homicide' and 'infanticide', 
one would query the criteria used to exclude these terms 
from translation by naturalisation. This statement does 
not, however, mean that naturalisation of these other terms 
should be encouraged. The purpose of the statement is 
twofold - firstly, as an argument for the spread of 
inconsistency and secondly, as an "opening" thought to the 
discussion on the intricate network linking legal terms.
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The latter discussion is undertaken in the next few 
paragraphs.
From the examination of the text, the following 
conclusions can be drawn. Translating a technical term, 
particularly one belonging to a complex field such as law, 
requires a good understanding of the concept behind it and 
the understanding of its position in relation to other 
concepts which are acknowledged in a particular conceptual 
system (for example in the conceptual system of a civil 
procedure) . In other words, the context needs to be studied 
sufficiently to get an awareness of the challenges and 
possible sources of error. This entails studying for 
example: the various collocations that the term designating 
the concept can have and the manner in which other concepts 
can evolve from one basic concept (for example : the parts 
of speech the term can take and the meaning changes that 
might occur with changes in affixation) . Once the system is 
understood, then the process of labelling these concepts in 
the TL (i.e. labelling) can be more systematically 
undertaken.
A very concrete example of an "intricate conceptual 
system" is found on pages 19-22 (Chapter 1) of Learning the 
Law. The pages are reproduced in Appendix B4. There, 
Williams describes the civil procedure with an emphasis on 
the terminology involved. To be helpful to the reader, many 
current terms and outdated terms used in the context of 
civil procedure are stressed and explained. It can be
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observed that certain terms are utilised frequently and 
sometimes in various forms or parts of speech. The 
translation of the technical terms will be more effective 
if the translator considers all information (given in the 
book) about the terms and their collocations.
To translate the term 'pleading', for example, one 
should take into account what the author says about it. 
According to Williams, "a pleading is a part of the civil 
procedure which falls under substantive law"; "it is not a 
'pathetic speech' before judge and jury but is a dry 
statement on paper of the bare facts on which each party of 
a civil case relies"; "it comes after the service of writ"; 
"it is exchanged between the parties before the trial"; 
etc. In addition, the term 'pleading' is found to occur in 
various collocations such as the following: 'allow an
amendment of the pleadings', 'giving judgment on the 
pleading', 'perceiving a defect in the pleadings' and 
'drawing a pleading'.
To complicate matters, there are legal terms, for 
example 'to plead' and 'a plea' which are morphologically 
similar. Although the translator is unlikely to confuse 
them, their translations can be problematic with regard to 
various issues like the derivative potential (an issue 
discussed much earlier on in section 6.3.1.) .
There are also terms which are conceptually similar. 
The content of the book indirectly clarifies the conceptual 
differences between 'a plea' and 'an appeal'. In English,
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the similarities between the two terms are perhaps not that 
great but in Malay the word rayuan can be used in certain 
contexts for both terms. Thus the need to differentiate 
between the two terms justifies the coining of pli for 'a 
plea' in the specific context of a civil procedure and the 
native equivalent rayuan for 'an appeal'. Although it has 
to be acknowledged that the foreign phonetical and 
phonological influence is very evident in the root word pli 
which contains the SL consonant cluster 'pi', the term 
cannot be excluded from the new Malay legal terminology on 
this criterion alone if other terms (for example : pliding) 
comprising the 'pi' consonant cluster are acceptable. The 
translation alternative suggested here holds in the 
relatively narrow context of civil procedure as described 
in the book. In a different context, for instance a context 
which cuts across the field of law, the alternative might 
prove to be incompatible. It, therefore requires further 
adaptation. This relates to the issue of standardisation 
across the field. As this discussion pertains particularly 
to consistency and standardisation problems which have been 
covered quite extensively in Chapter 5 and will be picked 
up again briefly in the conclusion chapter, it will be cut 
short here. However, a comment on "a provisional general 
approach" to translating the book is included in the sub­
section below before the discussion goes back on track with 
more findings from the textual analysis.
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7.2.4.2.2. TRANSLATION IN PRACTICE
To define the difficulties further, a short paragraph 
from page 20 of Learning the Law is extracted and 
translated. This section records the finding from the 
analysis and the translation of the particular paragraph, 
which is given in Appendix A7 (I). Besides the general 
approach (which was put into practice in the said 
translation) to be described below, comments are also made 
on the translation analysed (Mempelaiari Undang-undang by 
Johan S. Sabaruddin and Talat b. Mahmood) given in Appendix 
A7 (II).
From the translation attempted, it emerges that there 
is an approach that would be workable and is worth 
considering by a translator encountering a similar extract 
taken from a text with a similar context of situation. It 
can be seen that Williams often italicises a term when he 
first uses it or when it is an important technical concept 
which he will be discussing. If, on these occasions, the 
term is translated literally or using a TL equivalent, the 
overall message of the SL is, in a sense, not fully 
accomplished. For the term to be selected for discussion 
(in a specific paragraph) , it must be a key term. One 
effective way of accommodating it is to transfer it and 
follow with a Malay equivalent. This combination of 
procedures helps to introduce the reader to the key SL 
(English) term and simultaneously provides the basic
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functional meaning. Subsequent references can later be made 
with the TL term without giving them the wrong information. 
This approach can be observed in the short extract below 
(Extract 7.1.). A longer extract is given in Appendix A7 
(I) . By doing this, the translator will have taken account 
both of potential readers who are interested in the English 
legal system and are considering entering it, and of 
readers who are interested in learning about the Common Law 
system (as opposed to another system).
Pliding pertama yang dimulakan oleh si- 
plaintif dikenali sebagai Statement of Claim atau 
'Pernyataan Tuntutan'; Statement of Claim 
dahulunya dikenali di dalam hal-hal common law 
sebagai a Declaration atau satu 'Perisytiharan'.
Di dalam pliding, kita mungkin bertemu misalan 
ini: si-plaintif pada hari dan tarikh tertentu 
sedang berjalan di satu jalanraya bila si- 
defendan yang memandu keretanya dengan cuai telah 
melanggar si-plaintif lalu menyebabkan kecederaan 
pada tubuhnya dan kerosakan pada hartabendanya.
Selain daripada ini dalam pliding tertera butir- 
butir mengenai tingkahlaku yang dianggap cuai 
(umpamanya memandu terlalu laju, di sebelah jalan 
yang salah, tanpa berhati-hati, tanpa memberi 
sebarang isyarat akan kedatangannya, dsb.
butir-butir ini sudah menjadi hampir kebiasaan 
dalam kes seperti ini) dan tertera juga butir- 
butir mengenai kecederaan dan kerosakan
(kerosakan yang dimaksudkan ialah '^special
damage" atau kerosakan tertentu dan bukannya 
general damage" atau kerosakan biasa yang
terakibat daripada kecederaan dan dengan itu 
tidak perlu diplikan atau dimasukkan khususnya ke 
dalam pliding).?
Extract 7.1. Alternative Translation Williams' Extract
In Mempelaiari Undang-undang (the analysed translation 
of Learning the Law) , the translator approaches the SL text 
in a different way. Generally, with most terms introduced 
and discussed, the translator uses caiques, naturalised
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terms or target language equivalents; these are among 
several of the procedures already described in Chapter 4. 
Although evidence of transference is also found, it is 
often limited primarily to "cultural" concepts and to Latin 
and French terms. This procedure is also used predominantly 
to accommodate titles of statutory Acts and books and 
journals quoted. As mentioned in Chapter 4, the use of 
transference as a last resort is felt to be reasonable. 
However, in the translation of this book in particular, the 
decision to refrain from transferring might not always be 
a wise and effective move; various instances necessitate 
transference. Most of these instances have to do with 
metalanguage, which is one of the areas where (as suggested 
in 7.2.4.1.) the reader is forgotten. Some of the instances 
are described in the section immediately below and others 
in later sections.
7.2.4.2.3. META-LANGUAGE
Law's dependence and inter-relation with language is 
elucidated by the author on various occasions. We come 
across what is categorised here as "meta-language" very 
often in the book, particularly in Chapters 1 and 5 on the 
divisions of the law and technical terms. In the context of 
this thesis, the definition of "meta-language" covers 
various situations where one language is used to describe 
another language. This definition will become clearer with
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the illustrations made below.
The constant description of legal English by Williams 
is inevitable and essential since the book is an 
introduction to the learning of law and is supposed to be 
informative and didactic. The translator, in turn, needs to 
give some thought to the saliency of the meta-language to 
the text and to approach it accordingly. In general, there 
is the question of whether it should be translated or 
transferred and then followed with an explanation of the 
decision in a separate translator's note or to omit them 
totally. Each occurrence of meta-language has to be 
assessed on its own merit. The main factors to consider in 
the translation include the author's intention, which is 
equivalent to the purpose and mode of the book, and the 
effect on the reader. The problem associated with meta­
language is, in a sense, not so much a linguistic or even 
a semantic problem but a pragmatic one.
Following are some examples of problems related to 
metalanguage. One example can be seen on page 11 where, in 
an attempt to explain the difference between legal language 
and general language, Williams writes "I can generally 
recover it back in quasi-contract" and footnotes the phrase 
"recover it back". The footnote explains how the phrase 
"recover back" is acceptable in legal language and the 
modifier 'back' is not redundant. From the point of view of 
translation, if the phrase is translated (for example into 
Pada amnya saya holeh mendapatkannya kembali dalam kuasi-
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kontrak) as opposed to transferred, then the footnote will 
become unnecessary and meaningless.
A similar example can be found in footnote number 3 
(1982: 3) where distinctions are made with regard to the 
terms 'defendant' and 'prisoner' and 'defendant' and 'the 
accused' . Although translations in Malay are available, the 
translator needs to check whether the footnote would still 
make sense or be logical and not become redundant if the 
terms are translated. On page 4, one paragraph is dedicated 
to the discussion of the proper terminology in civil and 
criminal law®. Williams states that 'criminal action', like 
'civil offence', is a misnomer. "Speaking of a plaintiff 
prosecuting or of the criminal accused being sued" (1982: 
4) is another illustration of improper and inaccurate 
terminology. If this particular extract (see endnote 8) is 
translated entirely, the result (i.e. the TL version) will 
be a shift in its focus - from English legal terminology to 
Malay legal terminology. Collocations will be determined 
not from the translation (i.e. literal translation) but 
should represent normal collocations (if available for the 
said SL concepts) that are acceptable and natural in Malay. 
In brief, every step of the way has to be checked to ensure 
that the target text is logical and coherent. The coherence 
of the target text is very much affected by the topics and 
sub-topics covered in the book.
These three examples, in addition to other examples 
below and elsewhere in Learning the Law. represent
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important information to the readers. Translators, as 
intermediaries, have to tread carefully in finding a way to 
convey the same information to the target language readers. 
The issue of the reader profile raised in section 7.4.1. 
surfaces again here. The translator has to have a 
reasonably good idea of the potential readers in order to 
meet their needs. A similar problem occurs in the extract 
below which contains Williams' comments on the use and
abuse of English prepositions
Prepositions have come to 
be used rather sloppily in 
criminal matters. In good 
usage one is charged, 
tried, acquitted, convicted 
or sentenced on (or upon) 
an indictment, a count or a 
charge. One is indicted on 
a charge of theft (or some 
other offence) or on two 
counts of theft. One is 
indicted or tried for 
theft, and the
indictment/count/informati 
on/charge is for theft. (An 
information is a document 
making a criminal charge 
before magistrates.) We 
also speak of a count or 
charge of theft. One is 
charged (verb) with theft.
One pleads guilty (or not 
guilty) to a count or 
charge or indictment of 
theft, or to theft. One is 
acquitted or convicted (or 
found guilty) of theft.
Kata sendi tidak digunakan 
dengan sebaiknya dalam 
dokumen hal-hal jenayah. 
Sebetulnya, seseorang itu 
dituduh, dibicarakan, 
dibebaskan, disabitkan, 
atau dijatuhkan hukuman di 
atas indikmen {on/upon 
indictment) atau kesalahan 
atau pertuduhan. Seseorang 
itu didakwa atas satu 
kesalahan mencuri (atau 
apa-apa kesalahan) atau 
atas dua kesalahan mencuri. 
Seseorang itu didakwa atau 
dibicarakan kerana (for)
kesalahan mencuri dan
i n d i k m e n / k e s a l a h a n /  
maklumat/pertuduhan adalah 
kerana kesalahan mencuri. 
(Sesuatu maklumat adalah 
satu dokumen pertuduhan 
jenayah di hadapan 
majistret.) Kita juga
menyebut: Satu kesalahan
atau satu pertuduhan 
tentang (for) jenayah. 
Seseorang itu dituduh (kata 
kerja) kerana (with) 
kesalahan mencuri. 
Seseorang itu mengaku 
bersalah (atau tidak 
bersalah) kepada (to) satu 
kesalahan atau pertuduhan 
atau indikmen mencuri. 
Seseorang itu dibebaskan
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atau disabitkan (atau 
didapati bersalah) kerana 
(of) kesalahan mencuri.
Extract from page 15 of Learning the Law and page 18 of 
Mempelaiari Undang-undang®
Several comments can be made regarding the SL text and the 
TL text. (1) In metalanguage like this there is always the 
possibility that the translator will be tempted to provide 
unusual or even incorrect collocations in Malay to show the 
various English prepositions. From the extract, it can be 
seen that the translation of the phrase 'a document making 
a criminal charge' , dokumen pertuduhan jenayah, borrows the 
English long nominal phrase structure. The uncommon
derivative of tuduh (to accuse), pertuduhan, is used as a
modifier. In the same extract, 'charge of theft' is
recreated in the translation with pertuduhan tentang
jenayah (accusation of crime) where tentang means 'about'. 
The English preposition 'for' is given in brackets. (2) To 
a reader who knows little English, or none, the English 
prepositions provided in brackets make little sense in the 
context and have little applicability and use. (3) 
Translating the paragraph seems to defeat the purpose of 
the author in explaining how legal English works. A better 
alternative perhaps is to leave the paragraph out and 
include parallel comments in Malay. In other words, an 
"adaptation" is probably more logical and productive than 
a translation.
One tool that can be used by translators to avoid
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confusion and misinterpretation is to note explanations in 
a separate translator's note. Footnoting is no longer 
practical since the author himself uses it as a tool for 
including various additional points. Therefore, if the 
translator's comments are footnoted as well, the text will 
become too cumbersome to be effective. A separate note 
would be more practical and beneficial to the target 
reader.
Other chunkier examples of discourse which can be 
categorised as metalanguage in the context of this thesis 
can be found in the book. Williams (1982: 149-150), for
example, dedicates several paragraphs to the description of 
appropriate use of forensic mannerisms (i.e. the correct 
behaviour in the courts of law). In warning students about 
excessive caution and excessive dogmatism when stating the 
law, he illustrates with the inapproriacy and over-use of 
phrases like "I respectfully submit" and words like 
"seemingly" and "probably" when the law is clear. The 
choice of translation procedure is made harder because 
there are other forensic mannerisms quoted in relation to 
other points raised. Some examples are 'with the deepest 
respect', 'with great regret', 'we submit', 'it is thought 
that', 'there are good grounds for saying that', 'it 
follows from the authorities that' and 'the better opinion 
is that'. It is particularly difficult when Williams (p.49) 
says "Counsel will, in the time-honoured phrase, "wrap it 
up". Bringing up these brief out-of-context quotations here
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might make little sense but the point that is being raised 
is that instances of metalanguage such as these require 
careful examination of context. This example also has 
something to do with oral discourse which is elaborated in 
a later section.
Under the section on handwriting and orthography in 
Chapter 9 of Learning the Law. Williams (1982: 150-151): 
gives tips to the reader on the correct way of writing 
answers in book-work questions. He states that all 
colloquialisms and colloquial abbreviations for example 
'it's' and 'isn't' should be avoided and warns the reader 
to be careful not to make common grammatical errors like 
splitting infinitives. Perhaps the Malay word tidak, which 
means 'is not' or 'cannot', and its shortened form tak can 
be used to illustrate the point about acceptable legal 
writing. The guidelines with respect to correct English 
will definitely have different effects on the TL reader as 
on the SL reader. The gist of the section is basically that 
the student should pay attention to the way he/she composes 
answers to book-work questions, making sure that informal 
syntax and ungrammatical sentences are avoided. The 
comments with regard to grammatical errors then make way 
for comments on the importance of correct spelling. In 
relation to this, the author invites readers to test their 
ability to spell by providing a paragraph containing common 
spelling errors. This paragraph is followed immediately 
with some relevant information about common spelling errors
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and the way words should be spelt and about the influence 
of French on English words and spelling. Finally, following 
that paragraph Williams provides a key for the correction 
of the spelling paragraph. In this section, like the other 
sections of Chapter 9, one can indeed see the didactic 
nature of the book. Nevertheless, translation of these 
examples relating to legal writing serves little purpose. 
Perhaps, they are better left untranslated but accompanied 
with a short statement of the summary of the section. 
Justification for this procedure can be provided in the 
translator's note.
The above instances of metalanguage are only a few of 
many which cannot be reproduced here owing to limitations 
in time and space. However, suffice it to say that the 
number of instances is great enough to cause significant 
difficulty overall in translating into Malay.
7.2.4.2.4. TEXT-TYPES - LEGAL AND OTHER TEXT-TYPES
In this book, the immediate topic under discussion 
seems to stimulate references to different types of 
discourse.
The legal register is observable in the vocabulary and 
some other features present in the text. The term "feature" 
is used here because the things that are going to be 
discussed fall neither under the category of lexical items 
nor syntactical items in their normal sense. These features
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are not exactly problematical where translation is
concerned but their handling does require some care and
alertness. Right from chapter 1 to almost the last chapter,
there are references to various legislation. Usually only
the titles of the parliamentary Acts relevant to certain
topics of discussion are cited. The Judicature Act 1873
(pp.6, 7), the Courts Act 1971 (p.11), the European
Communities Act 1972 (p.16), the Landlord and Tenant Acts
(p.198), the Rent Acts (p.198), the Consumer Protection Act
(p.198) and the Development Corporations under the New
Towns Act 194 6 (p. 214) are a few of the many Acts cited
throughout the book^ °. A decision has to be made whether to
transfer or translate and this choice, if justified, has to
be kept consistent throughout and the year correctly cited.
At times, an extract from the Act is given to
illustrate a certain point. One such occasion can be seen
on page 45 of the book where section (21) of the Theft Act
1968 is given as below.
(1) A person is guilty of blackmail if, with a 
view to gain for himself or another or with
intent to cause loss to another, he makes any
unwarranted demand with menaces; and for this
purpose a demand with menaces is unwarranted 
unless the person making it does so in the 
belief-
(a) that he has reasonable grounds for making the 
demand; and
(b) that the use of the menaces is a proper means 
of reinforcing the demand.
Thus, we have legislative discourse in what is
essentially an academic lawbook. However, since (with
reference to this particular example in the context of the
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book) the legislation does not play a central role, its 
translation is not demanding in terms of the consequences 
of errors. Still, if the extract is to be translated, the 
translator has to observe the requirements of legislative 
discourse.
In addition to legislation references, Williams also 
cites examples from and makes references to a substantial 
number of legal journals, encyclopaedia, dictionaries, 
indices, books and many other kinds of publication 
pertinent to law. He tries to educate the reader by giving 
the titles of publications that are essential to the 
intellectual development of lawyers and to legal research 
and knowledge.
References are also made to cases relevant to the 
situation being discussed. In Chapter 1, the author 
explains how cases are cited and explains the significance 
of using the Queen or the King and the abbreviations such 
as Rex. and Reg. and v. in a case title. He also explains 
the meaning of the peculiar conventions of pronouncing the 
names of cases. Williams illustrates all these conventions 
with British Coal Corporation v. the King and R. v. Sikes. 
Some real cases are cited on page 19 - McAlister (or
Donoghue) v. Stevenson (1932) A.C.562 and Hay (or Bourvill) 
V. Young (1943) A.C.92 - and on page 22 in footnote number 
3 - Cropper v. Smith (1884) 26 Ch.D. at 711 and Soar v.
N.C.B. (1965) 1 W.L.R. 886. To facilitate the search for 
these cases, details of the law report in which the
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specific case appears are given at the end of the case 
title as in the above titles. Minor as the translation of 
case titles may seem, care needs to be taken in presenting 
the correct information. Errors can make it difficult and 
time-consuming for the reader to cross-check certain 
information from the case.
On several occasions, Williams provides appropriate 
extracts from judgments to illustrate the application and 
definition of certain technical terms for example obiter 
dictum and ratio decidendi. The judgments are often long 
and vary sometimes according to the judges' who made them. 
In Chapter 6 on case law technique, Williams (pp. 68-69) 
gives an extract of the judgment for the case of Wilkinson 
V. Downtown case^ .^ A short extract is provided in the 
endnote and a longer one can be found in Appendix AS. With 
the reference to judgment, the translator is faced with 
another sub-type of legal text which, as shown in earlier 
chapters, has its own unique features. Even from the short 
extract, certain features can be pinpointed. The judgment 
seems to comprise very long statements. The first 
statement, for instance, shows a sequence of events that 
were supposed to have taken place. The next statement 
rejects the validity of the first, and because it is short 
and succinct, the rejection is executed efficiently and 
effectively. The following statement goes on to present a 
counter-argument. If the first statement is reviewed 
syntactically, it is found that it is a complex or formal
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combination of many phrases and clauses. Lexically, it 
shows use of formal collocations (which is probably 
befitting legal register generally) such as 'in the 
execution of, 'the defendant represented to the
plaintiff, 'he was charged by the husband with a message', 
and 'to the effect that'. It can be safely said that all 
these features of the judgment will require quite a 
considerable effort on the part of the translator to 
reproduce in Malay.
In addition to the discourse of legislation and 
judgment, the book also contains spoken legal discourse. To 
be of practical use to the reader it is inevitable that a 
chapter on moots and mock trials, for instance, will 
highlight courtroom discourse. This discourse is a 
particular register of formal spoken discourse which is 
transcribed. Because Williams is concerned with educating 
would-be lawyers on how to conduct and simulate a moot, it 
is logical that he concentrates on appropriate discourse 
between counsel and fellow counsel and counsel and judge. 
This can be observed on page 161 where he suggests various 
addresses, which should be used in a mock trial and 
similarly in a real trial, which meet the requirements of 
the tenor and mode of such courtroom discourse. A judge can 
invite a counsel to address the court by saying "I call 
upon Mr/Miss X" and a counsel can refer to the opposing 
counsel by "learned junior" or "learned leader" or "my 
learned friend" or "my friend" (occasionally) or "It has
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been argued on the other side" but counsel should never 
refer to the opponent as "the opposition". The modes of 
addressing the judge are "My Lord" and "Your lordship" 
depending on whether the reference is in a vocative case or 
in the course of a sentence as a substitute for "you". On 
page 162, Williams describes discourse or, in his word, a 
formula used in opening a case: "May it please your
lordship, I am appearing with Mr/Miss  for the plaintiff
(prosecution)(appellant), and my learned friends Mr  and
Mr  are for the defendant (respondent) (Crown) . The claim
charge is..." "May it please your lordship(s)." Female 
judges are addressed as "My Lady" or "Your ladyship". The 
Queen is referred to "the Crown" and not "the Queen" when 
the reference is as prosecutor in the course of a case. 
Vocabulary commonly used in stating propositions of law are 
'submit' and 'suggest'. Williams also suggests that it is 
disrespectful of the counsel to voice out his/her opinions 
or beliefs by addressing the court: "My Lord, in my opinion 
the law is so-and-so." or "My Lords, in my opinion this man 
is innocent.".
With this courtroom discourse, the Malay translator is 
faced once again with the basic problem encountered earlier 
with metalanguage and other sub-types of texts - how do I 
translate this while ensuring justice is done to the 
immediate context (eg. the section) and the overall 
context.
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7.2.5. SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF LEARNING THE LAW
In addition to the above kind of discourse, the book 
contains some form of literary discourse. Because this 
discourse contains the element of culture, its discussion 
is left to Chapter 8 where the topic of culture in 
translation is covered. Also discussed under that chapter 
is the presence of metaphors and other literary allusions 
in the book.
In order to discover whether the areas of difficulty 
in translating lawbooks are the same for all lawbooks, 
another one is analysed in this chapter. In the next part
of this chapter, the focus is shifted to a book which has
Islamic law as its background.
7.3. BOOK 2 - ISLAMIC LAW; ITS SCOPE AND EQUITY (by Said
Ramadan)
The classification of difficulties is approached 
rather differently in this part of the chapter. This part 
studies the constraints (in terms of subject knowledge in 
particular, and exposure in general) within which Malay 
translators have to work. As in earlier analyses, the 
chapter begins by stating the context of situation and the 
context of culture and defining the target readership.
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7.3.1. CONTEXT OF SITUATION AND CULTURE
The title of the book is Islamic Law: Its Scope and
Equity. In order to attempt to define and provide a clear 
understanding of Islamic Law, an exposition of the 
philosophy of Islamic Law is inevitable. In other words, 
the topic of Islamic Law covers the philosophy of Islam, 
the law and the legal system. Said Ramadan's work reflects 
this mixed content of philosophical, religious and 
technical (i.e. law-related) information.
The language is formal written discourse. The manner 
in which the subject is presented is characteristic of a 
doctoral thesis which has been adapted for publication. 
This assumption is confirmed by certain statements and 
technical information found in the very early pages of the 
book.
In his preface, Ramadan suggests that his work is in 
response to the Islamic Movement motivated generally by the 
"Week of Islamic Law" conducted by the Oriental Branch of 
Statutes in 1951. Ramadan says, "it could be said that 
Islamic Law is not fully practised in any part of the 
Muslim world, and the drive to implement it is the 
principal objective of a widespread movement which aims at 
totally changing the decadent status of almost all Muslim 
countries" (1987: 22). He also suggests that many scholars. 
Western as well as Muslim scholars, fail to understand the 
real concept of Islamic Law; they hold on strongly to
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certain misconceptions. Consequently, his book, 
linguistically and textually analysed below, is aimed at 
working through the concept of Islamic Law and invalidating 
some existing misconceptions about it.
One additional point can be made with regard to the 
context of situation - it concerns the variety of English. 
Although the writer is an orientalist scholar, he obtained 
his Doctorate degree in Islamic law at a western Law 
College (University of Cologne in Germany). This technical 
data is found in the foreword given by a professor from 
that University. What can be deduced from this is that the 
variety of English used in the book will have to be of a 
standard variety that would meet with a western standard 
since the reader(/s) of the original thesis would be 
presumably a western scholar. Ramadan's thesis is not one 
written to cater to the requirements of the university in 
the author's homeland.
7.3.2. READERSHIP
The context of situation indirectly covers the choice 
of targeted readership which is defined briefly here. From 
the foreword given by Kegel and the synopsis (on the back 
cover of the book) and elsewhere in the book, it can be 
said that Ramadan intended Western non-Muslim readers to be 
high on the "readership list" of the book. Nonetheless, 
while the persuasive nature may not be specially tailored
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to Muslim readers (i.e. believers of the Islamic faith), 
these readers are not excluded. They are also likely to 
find the book illuminating in its systematic outline of the 
subject making it accessible to both scholars and laymen.
The author's aim in writing the book goes beyond mere 
explication of Islamic Law; he is trying to rectify a 
distorted image of Islamic Law and Islam.
7.3.3. CONTEXT OF CULTURE OF TRANSLATION
The translation was commissioned by the Islamic Youth 
Movement of Malaysia. On the basis of this commissioning, 
the targeted readers are presumably Muslim readers, 
particularly Muslim students or Islamic Law students. It is 
very possible that the main purpose of the translation is 
to educate the readers and to provide them with a better 
understanding of Islamic Law and misconceptions relating to 
it. A supplementary aim is to prepare readers with 
information to defend Islam and Islamic Law.
The readership profile given here is slightly 
different from the SL book, which is addressed primarily to 
Western non-Muslims. Given this targeted readership, the 
difficulty of writing the SL book may have been in the 
presenting of strongly substantiated information in order 
to persuade and convince readers. With regard to the speech 
act of persuading and reproducing it in the TL, on other 
hand, the translator will face less of a challenge.
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One comment, technical in nature, about the TL readers 
needs to be made here in order to make the coming 
discussion on the microstructure of the book and 
translation issues more logical (particularly with respect 
to the interference and influence of Arabic). It should be 
noted that many Malaysian students of Islamic Law obtain 
their degrees from higher learning institutions from Saudi 
Arabia or other Muslim countries. In other words, they go 
to the "main" source of Islamic universities instead of 
going through western universities which, seen from a 
certain angle, would not be a direct route. The main reason 
is the language of communication and instruction. Asmah Hj . 
Omar (1992: 2-3) in her book The Linguistic Scenerv in
Malaysia makes a similar, suggestion and writes at some 
length on the religious studies in Malaysia.
7.3.4. MACROSTRUCTURE ANALYSIS
At the outset, the book is chosen because it qualifies 
as a lawbook since it focuses on a particular legal system, 
Islamic Law. Closer examination of the book reveals that 
the approximation to a legal register rests only on the 
general framework of certain parts of its presentation and 
to, a limited extent, on the vocabulary.
We have to go back to the classification of text-types 
given in Chapter 4. With this book, we are dealing with an 
academic legal text and not some other kind of legal texts
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(for example, a legislative text or a judicial text) . Thus, 
the academic register is expected in combination with the 
legal register. The analysis shows that the "legal 
register" as one expects a legal register to be (which is 
described at length in Chapters 2 and 3) is hidden under 
the academic register of the book, which is very prominent.
In addition, it can be suggested quite strongly that 
the analysis of the two books demonstrates one important 
thing: an academic text, in particular a lawbook, may have 
more than one text-type embodied in it and this mixture of 
text-types may imply a mixture of registers. Unlike 
legislation which can be said to be maximally of one text- 
type, an academic law text can have one or more text-types 
depending on its immediate "subject matter".
With Islamic Law as the subject matter, the 
composition of text-types is of a slightly different nature 
than that in a book which focuses on the Common Law or 
related legal system. The text being an academic law text, 
will naturally show evidence of some kind of academic 
register. This is definitely true of the Islamic Law book. 
In addition to this register (which is associated with 
teaching or discussion among intellectuals), we find the 
registers of religious discussion and prayers. The academic 
discourse aspect of the text can be further classified 
according to the basic aims or intentions of the author 
(or, using the term introduced earlier in Chapter 4, to the 
microspeech acts of the text) . Since the author proposes to
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correct some basic misconceptions regarding Islamic Law and 
Islam, a form of persuasion or soft argumentation is 
intended. This persuasive feature of the text is produced 
astutely by Ramadan alongside the general didactic and 
report-like feature; all these features will be elaborated 
on below.
7.3.4.1. IDEATIONAL/ TEXTUAL/ INTERPERSONAL ORGANISATION
To make sense of specific syntactic, lexical and 
textual patterns to be commented on later, a description of 
the ideational and textual content of the chapters of this 
book is necessary. In order to illustrate the organisation 
and the registers at work, extracts from the main parts of 
the book are examined. The next few paragraphs deal firstly 
with the ideational and textual organisation.
The book contains quite a number of pages preliminary 
to the main body of work, some of which are reproduced in 
Appendix B5. The preliminary pages include a foreword, an 
introduction, a preface and a prelude. The first three 
"auxiliary parts" introduce the author and his work. They 
are important in the sense that they contain some technical 
details which allow us to define and deduce certain things 
about the context of situation, the context of culture, the 
readership and, indirectly, the kind of discourse one would 
expect to find in the book; some of these details have 
already been elaborated on above.
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After the preface, there is a prelude by the author, 
which is very important to the general understanding of the 
work. The prelude comprises an explanation of the layout/ 
setting and the rationale of the discussion. There the 
author defines the scope of his research and the 
limitations surrounding it and clarifies the manner in 
which the subject will be approached and discussed. He 
divides the discussion of Islamic Law into three parts 
namely (1) the source (2) evolution and (3) sphere of 
influence. In the prelude, Ramadan also includes a 
commentary about the difficulties involving language, 
particularly the difficulties he faced in translating 
Arabic into English in order to illustrate verses from the 
Qur'an (which is the main source of Islamic Law) and to 
explain Islamic concepts.
In Part I of the book, the author is concerned with 
presenting "background" information. The discourse is 
explanatory in nature and this explanatory discourse 
gradually takes the form of a more persuasive discourse in 
Part II where Ramadan suggests that there are many 
misconceptions about Islamic Law and strives to demonstrate 
and elucidate them and convince readers that they are only 
misconceptions. The persuasive discourse also generally 
pervades Part III of the book where he focuses on the issue 
of equity and the status of non-Muslims.
Each part is made up of chapters which are closely 
linked together in ideas; the chapters have a continuity
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and a flow. This flow is observed at the level of the 
topics of the chapter and at the level of textuality. Part 
I, for example, is divided into four chapters entitled (1) 
Juristic Classification; (2) Basic Misconceptions; (3) The 
Shari'ah - The Qur'an & The Sunnah; and (4) Theocracy Ruled 
Out. This dependence or continuity is evident in the 
textual or cohesive devices utilised. A description of the 
devices is given below.
Chapter II of Part I, for example, starts with a 
statement which contains a contrastive device, namely 
'however'. The use is justified because the first statement 
of Chapter II presents an idea which qualifies the ideas in 
the last paragraph of Chapter I. Chapter III starts off 
with a neutral statement which, apart from cohesion by 
subject-matter, does not specifically show that it is 
connected to the earlier chapter. A similar cohesive device 
is observed in the next chapter. Chapter IV, which begins 
with "In the preceding two chapters, ...". The beginning 
and closing statements of all the chapters in Part One are 
provided in Table 7.3 and Table 7.4. in Appendix A9 and 
Appendix AlO. for reference and ease of discussion and 
comprehension.
The beginning statement in Chapter IV of Part One is 
also characteristic of a research thesis in that the 
researcher links the chapter to other chapters by stating 
what he has done before moving on to what he will do in 
that chapter - "In the proceeding two chapters, we have
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tried to affirm...". He ends the chapter with a short 
recapitulation of points and he indicates this by the 
device "In brief, it may be said...".
In Chapter II (1987: 64-73) of Part Two, in true
academic form Ramadan presents the characteristics of legal 
philosophy in point form to facilitate reading and 
elaborating on each point. The elaboration is effected in 
the following manner: Ramadan starts off by stating a
general "principle" and then proceeds firstly to highlight 
the misconception of the said principle and secondly to his 
rebuttal of the misconception and sometimes to give 
counter-arguments. This presentation is helped along by the 
utilisation of various linking and "support" devices.
On page 68 of the book, for example, the author states 
characteristic number three - "As a rule, everything that 
is not prohibited is permissible." - at the beginning of 
the paragraph. The statement is followed by an explanation 
of what the characteristic or general principle is about 
and, then, by the setting of the proofs in the form of 
injunctions from the Qur'an to back up the statement. The 
proof is firstly marked by the "device", "Says the Qur'an:
. . . ". Then other cohesive or rhetorical devices such as 
below are used to support his argument: "This is further
represented in the following injunctions: ..."; "The Qur'an 
also says: ...."; and "And again: . ..". The proof is
strengthened further by the introduction of what, on the 
surface, seems like a contrasting point of view which is
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initiated with the device "On the other hand, . . . " . This 
strengthening does not stop there but continues with the 
use of the device "Further, followed once again with
"Says the Qur'an: These cohesive devices and the TL
equivalent devices are tabulated in Table 7.5. in Appendix 
All for better comprehension.
To conclude the show of proofs and supporting 
arguments, Ramadan throws in names of authoritative figures 
in interpretation and Islamic Law who are in agreement with 
the general lines of his argument. In brief, there is a 
very distinct progression from the beginning to the end of 
the paragraph which guides the reader through the ideas 
clearly. The organisation of ideas in this manner is more 
characteristic of the organisation of an "academic" text 
reporting some research done than of a legal textbook. In 
fact, on the surface the presentation hardly resembles that 
of a Western lawbook as such. However, on closer study (and 
taking into account that the book is concerned partly with 
the technical side of law and partly with the philosophy of 
law) it is in a sense parallel to other lawbooks. The main 
differentiating feature is the lack of citations of law 
cases, excerpts of judgments giving the ratio decidendi, 
and references to law journals. Then again these features 
are after all differences in the substance of the two legal 
systems (i.e. Common Law and Islamic Law) and not the 
presentation per se. With Islamic Law, arguments are 
supported by quotations of relevant injunctions from the
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Qur'an and the Sunnah.
From the above extract, it can be seen that the 
ideational organisation is made to run smoothly with the 
support of various syntactic and textual devices. In 
translating such a book or a chapter in particular, it is 
essential that the cohesion and coherence of the source 
text is observed and reproduced in the target text. This 
can mean the utilisation of equivalent TL linking devices 
or non-utilisation of unnecessary devices as the case may 
be. At the lexical level, Malay has connectors or linking 
devices such as sebaliknya (on the other hand) , seterusnya 
(furthermore) , juga (also) , dan (and) and lagi pula 
(furthermore) that can be equated to various English 
connectors. The translators of Undang-undana Islam make use 
of some of these connectors as shown in Table 7.5. in 
Appendix All. However, it is not sufficient to simply 
replace one SL connector with a supposedly equivalent TL 
connector and be satisfied with it as was pointed out in an 
example from the first book. Learning the Law (of. section
7.3.1. "Again,..."). The paragraph needs to be looked at as 
a whole to ensure that the flow of the SL is recreated in 
the TL; the translation analysed manages to capture the 
coherence and the smooth flow of the SL text.
While the above paragraphs concentrate more on the 
format of the organisation, the following ones will be 
concerned more with the interpersonal aspects which 
encompass the question of how the tenor and register
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manifest themselves. Other features of the book that point
it in the direction of an academic text are analysed in the
paragraphs below.
In line with academic register, the author uses
impersonal forms and passive statements to present his
ideas and arguments. The pattern is particularly indicative
of a research thesis. Some examples are :
A  probing of the texts reveals that all Quranic 
texts about intoxicants had been heading towards 
their prohibition (1987: 70)
It is a generally accepted rule among the jurists 
that... Intoxicants, for instance, are allowed to 
the thirsty... Carrion is allowed to the 
hungry... (1987: 71) .
Umar, the second Caliph, who was described by the 
Prophet..., is reported to have said:... (1987:
84) .
In the reasonably frequent instances when he uses the 
active voice, he uses the collective pronoun 'we' instead 
of 'I' as is seen widely in texts of similar nature (i.e. 
a research thesis). Some examples are found on pages 75, 
76, 77 respectively^^.
In standard Malay, first person plural pronouns kami 
(we excluding the receiver/listener) and kita (we 
including the receiver/listener) have no such 
applicability. In a formal written text, the pronouns refer 
to a plural noun and not to a singular noun. The norm is 
that they are used to refer to the singular pronoun 'I' 
only in very informal and colloquial discourse which is 
also dialect-related. Thus, a syntactically-literal 
translation of 'we' in the TL text might not reproduce the
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tenor associated with a standard academic register. The 
singular pronoun saya (I) is the better equivalent unless 
a tranposition of the SL statement into a passive form is 
attempted.
The arguments in the text are strengthened further and 
supplemented by the reviews of works of authoritative 
figures and the citations of pertinent quotations from 
them. To do this, Ramadan (pp 64-65) relies on certain 
distinguishable vocabulary items common to a research text- 
type such as 'postulated' (This clause postulated,...), 
'records' (Prof. Nallino records that...), 'admits' (Prof. 
Schact admits that...), 'says' (Says the Prophet...), 
'implies' (This saying of the Prophet implies...) and 
'state' (These injunctions state...) to present the ideas 
or the views of various people. This reviewing of 
literature not only serves to achieve the informative 
aspect of the text but also the persuasive aspect because 
it shows that the author's suggestions and arguments are 
substantiated and are not simply without basis.
The persuasive and gently argumentative nature of this 
text is also fortified by the systematic and logical 
organisation of ideas as generally explained much earlier. 
A discussion of the role of the more specific syntactic, 
lexical and textual elements in the achievement of a 
didactic and persuasive text is attempted below in the 
microlevel analysis.
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7.3.5. MICROSTRUCTURE ANALYSIS AND TRANSLATION PROBLEMS
This section begins with some general comments on the 
overall difficulty of the book before postulating the more 
specific microstructural features and the impending 
translation problems.
7.3.5.1. GENERAL COMMENTS REGARDING TRANSLATION DIFFICULTY
The challenge faced by the translator of a book such 
as this is not constant throughout, in the sense that 
certain chapters which concentrate on the "philosophical" 
side of matters can be said to be slightly easier to 
translate than those which concentrate on the "technical" 
side of Islamic Law. This supposition will be clarified in 
due course.
The claim regarding the translation difficulty is 
based on the following reason. The basic concepts spoken of 
in Ramadan's book are familiar to the majority of the 
native speakers of Malay who are generally Muslims. The 
concepts are those that relate to the understanding of 
Islam and are common topics of discussion and debate within 
the Malay community. Islam entered the life of the Malays 
not through the medium of English or by way of the English 
people but, as mentioned in Chapter 1, was spread by the 
Arabic and Indian traders during the thirteenth century. 
Therefore, where religion or other aspects related to
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religion is concerned, Malay has always looked to and 
depended directly or indirectly on Arabic to meet its 
linguistic needs. Not only has Malay borrowed greatly from 
Arabic for religious concepts, for example, wuduk 
(absolution), solat (prayers), zakat (alms) and korban 
(sacrifice) and for various non-technical fields, for 
example, salam (regards), sifir (mathematics) and dharab 
(multiply) but also for basic legal concepts which are now 
accepted by Malay speakers and which are no longer 
recognisable as Arabic words, for example, hakim (judge), 
hukum (to punish/a rule) , sah (valid/legitimate) and dakwa 
(to prosecute/ to accuse). Malay will continue no doubt to 
do so, particularly with the resurgence of Islam in 
Malaysia and the incorporation of Islamic values into 
various aspects of life in Malaysia.
Because Islam is not detachable from Islamic Law, 
Islamic Law concepts can be said to represent a subset of 
Islamic concepts and as a result, Muslims learn of various 
laws via religious education. In other words, although the 
subject-matter of the book is Islamic Law and not Islam, 
the concepts involved are not totally foreign to Malay 
readers. Although this book is analysed and classified here 
as a legal textbook because it concerns one type of legal 
system, the book itself can just as easily be classified as 
a religious textbook.
Nevertheless, the subject matter lends itself to the 
possibility of obtaining a translation which can read quite
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naturally in Malay religious discourse format with the 
message still intact and correct. This is particularly 
because many Arabic terms and collocations peculiar to 
religious discourse have become part of the TL reality. 
Source language interferences, when they occur, are 
negligible and do not obstruct the flow of ideas. This 
supposition will be clarified later.
7.3.5.2. HIGHLIGHTS ON LEXIS AND SYNTAX
In the next sub-sections, some significant 
observations with regard to the lexical and syntactical 
composition of the book are recorded under various sub­
headings .
7.3.5.2.1. RESEARCH VOCABULARY
To present his points and arguments and to relate them 
to each other, the author makes use of a range of research- 
related vocabulary which includes the following taken from 
Chapter II (pp. 37-40) of Part One: 'as we shall see'
(p.37), 'as we have said earlier' (p.37), 'should be 
considered' (p.37), 'in the light of the above' (p.37) and 
'we may better judge a statement' (p.37). The translation 
of research-related vocabulary such as this here does not 
present much difficulty because literal translation of this 
kind of vocabulary is quite the norm now. The above SL
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phrases are translated respectively as seperti yang kita 
akan lihat (as which we shall see), seperti yang kita 
sebutkan sebelum ini (as that we mentioned before this), 
sepatutnya dianggap (should be considered), berlandaskan 
perbincangan di atas (guided by discussion as above) and 
kita akan dapat mengadili dengan lebih baik (we shall be 
able to judge better...). The verbs lihat and sebut in the 
first two phrases are alternatives to tengok and kata which 
are quite natural ways of presenting one's opinion or ideas 
in Malay generally. The last three are perhaps more easily 
recognisable as literal translations or "borrowed" syntax 
but they do not diverge much from the new standard Malay.
In addition to the above vocabulary, there is a core 
vocabulary that is frequently used to categorise or 
describe certain kinds of "discourse input". The core 
includes various microspeech acts represented in words or 
verbal and nominal phrases as follows: 'was defined'
(p.37), 'means' (p.38), 'implies' (p.38), 'consider' 
(p.38), 'elaborates' (p.38), 'presented' (p.38), 'faced 
with' (p.38), 'serve' (p.39), 'remark (p.39), 'conclude' 
(p.39), 'contributed' (p.39), 'quoted' (p.40), 'applied' 
(p.40), 'to verify' (p.40), 'statement' (pp.37,38), 
'argument' (p.38), 'contradiction' (p.38) and 
'misconception' (p.38) . Some of these examples can be found 
in the short extract below.
However, the way Prof. Walau bagaimanapun,
Schact elaborates the cara Profesor Schact
statement gives us more meneruskan kenyataannya
than one argument to memberikan kita hujah yang
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consider it to be a basic lebih untuk menganggapnya
c o n t r a d i c t i o n  and sebagai suatu pertikaian
misconception (1987:38). dan salah faham yang pokok
Within the chapter, the word 'statement', for example, 
is translated sometimes with kenyataan (statement/ fact/ 
reality) which comes from the root word nyata (clear/ 
observable) and sometimes with penegasan (firm statement) 
which comes from tegas (firm). The verb 'implies' is 
translated with bermaksud (have the meaning of) and 
terbayang (is reflected) and the noun 'contradiction' with 
pertentangan (contradiction) which is derived from the root 
word tentang (against/ confront) and pertikaian (debate/ 
argument). The meaning of the text is not affected by the 
variations in terms because the words or terms have similar 
core meanings. Unlike legislative discourse where 
dependence on repetition of items contributes to the 
coherence and clarity, non-repetition of lexical items or 
slight variation in their use in this textbook does not 
have a negative effect on the message. In fact, different 
choices of TL items sometimes prove to be necessary to 
produce the right effect.
A comparative analysis of Malay with respect to such 
vocabulary reveals that there is now a fairly wide range of 
Malay words or expressions which have similar meanings and 
functions to the above English words. A few examples of the 
SL words and similar Malay concepts are tabulated in Table 
7.6. in Appendix A12; the Malay words are found in Tesaurus 
Melayu Moden, a newly compiled thesaurus. The translator
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has a choice of words to choose from. In short, it can be 
said that the difficulty associated with this kind of 
vocabulary, if any, is minor in a textbook.
Another characteristic of some types of English 
research discourse is the dependence on nominalisation for 
succinct and clear presentation. Not only is this 
nominalisation a common feature of English academic 
discourse but also of English legal discourse in 
particular. Nominalization summarises the "process" into a 
shorter expression and lends some weight to the tenor. In 
many instances of nominalisation, their replication in 
Malay shows that the translator is borrowing the English 
syntactic feature which, through continual borrowing, will 
eventually make this nominalisation pattern the norm for 
Malay academic or legal register. While the nominalisation 
in the SL text is most acceptable and consistent with the 
rules of English syntax and academic and legal register, 
frequent use of it in Malay renders the discourse more 
opaque.
In nominalisation lies a trap for translators. It is 
easy to reproduce nominalisation patterns in the TL. 
However, some cases are effected at the expense of the TL 
grammar. In brief, the SL interference is not justified. 
The analysis of the translation reveals that generally the 
translators of this book do not fall prey to the trap. They 
have transposed or shifted the statements to suit TL syntax 
with a more active voice as shown below.
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1. A thorough study of the Qur'an and the Sunnah would 
bring out... (p.64)
1. Melalui kajian rapi, kita akan mendapati al-Qur'an dan 
sunnah menunjukkan... (p.39) (through detailed study, we 
will find that the Qur'an and sunnah shows...)
2. The exercise of judgment occupies a very important 
place... (p.69)
2. Islam meletakkan peranan individu untuk menilai dan 
menentukan sesuatu (asalkan tidak melanggar garis-garis 
dasar dan kaedah yang diterima) di tempat yang 
penting. . . (p.46) . (Islam places the role of the individual 
to assess and determine something (as long as it does not 
go against basic guidelines and rule which are accepted.)
3. A probing of these texts reveals that... (p.70)
3. Jika kita teliti dengan rapi ayat-ayat tersebut, kita 
dapati semuanya menuju ke arah pengharaman minuman keras 
(p.47). (If we study with care those injunctions, we find 
that all point in the direction of prohibiting hard 
drinks.)
Above, some of the common features of research 
discourse have been highlighted. The following sections 
analyse the role of other sub-types of text or discourse 
found in the legal textbook. These sections, however, are 
preceded by a section explicating the subject-matter and 
the need for its mastery in translation.
7.3.5.2.2. SUBJECT MATTER KNOWLEDGE
From the analysis of the book itself, the translator 
can get some information about Islam and the subject- 
matter. Nevertheless, this is just supplementary and is not 
quite enough. Below are some pertinent points about the
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subject matter that might explain the possible difficulties 
and demands on the translator and also the role of the 
subject matter in the sections that come after.
As can be gathered from the book itself, Islamic Law 
differs quite distinctly from English Common Law and Roman 
Law in the sources on which the laws are based. Islamic Law 
depends primarily on the Shari'ah which is composed of the 
Qur'an, which Muslims believe to be the word of Allah 
(God), and the Sunnah, which represents "the authentic 
Traditions of Muhammad" peace be upon him (pbuh) (1987: 
33). In other words, it is dependent on what is otherwise 
known as "Revealed Law". In addition to the Qur'an and the 
Sunnah, there are two other sources: the Ijma' (or the
consensus of opinion) and the Qiyas (or judgment upon 
juristic analogy).
In the history of Islam, Muslims believe that the 
Qur'an was revealed in stages to the Prophet who was to act 
as a messenger to deliver messages from God to the people. 
Muhammad himself was an illiterate and the language used 
was beyond what he or even a scholar could have produced. 
The revelation provides guidelines to a way of life.
Islamic Law comes from this "way of life" and, like 
the religion Islam, is sometimes thought of by non-Muslims 
as being an inflexible system. This might be because Muslim 
jurists have to refer strictly to the Shariah to make 
judgments. In actual fact, the inflexibility of the Islamic 
Law is limited only to the extent of the unchangeable
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writings in the Qur'an. Since Muslims believe that the
Qur'an is the word of God, it is inconceivable to think
that any man can ever make any changes to it that can
improve it. The Qur'an is a Divine Revelation that is so
beautiful and so comprehensive a piece of writing that no
human being is able to or can ever hope to accomplish what
it puts forward. This perhaps explains the essence of
Islamic Law which Ramadan (1987: 36) summarises at the end
of Chapter I of Part One :
It is that the invariable basic rules of Islamic 
Law are only those prescribed in the Shari'ah 
(Qur'an and Sunnah), which are few and limited. 
Whereas all juridical works during more than 
thirteen centuries are very rich and 
indispensable, they must always be subordinated 
to the Shari'ah and open to reconsideration by 
all Muslims.
While logic presumably may be the essence of some 
other systems of law, faith seems to have a huge role in 
Islamic Law^\ The Qur'an, being the word of God, is never 
adapted or changed and its translation or interpretation in 
another language is simply a translation and can never be 
authoritative. To come anywhere close to getting a 
relatively "bias free" or subjective comprehension of it, 
one should have mastery of Arabic, the language in which it 
was revealed to the Prophet (pbuh). This is not a reality 
in many language communities and thus a believer falls back 
on the interpretation by authoritative jurists in their own 
community. The onus is on these people to reconcile the 
various sources of Islamic Law and to apply it to their own 
community. Where the individual believers are concerned,
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they live within in the guidelines agreed upon by the own 
religious authorities. The abdication of the individual's 
(in particular non-Arabic speaking Muslims') responsibility 
is perhaps sometimes reflected and explained by their 
constant recitation of the Qur'an in Arabic and their 
dependence on it for illumination although they might have 
little idea to its meaning^i
The explanation about the Islamic faith and Islamic 
Law above is necessary in order for us to understand the 
issues involved in translating a book on Islamic Law. As 
mentioned, there is no segregating religion from law when 
Islamic Law is discussed since Islamic Law is based on the 
Qur'an and the Sunnah (the authentic traditions of the 
prophet Muhammad) . The discourse of an Islamic Law book, as 
a result, is a mixture of polemical, philosophical, 
technical and religious discourse.
7.3.5.2.3. SUBJECT MATTER TRANSLATION PROBLEMS
Various subject-matter-related problems may be 
encountered in translating this book. On page 3 7 of the 
book, for example, the author mentions the "later- 
established schools of law" . Lack of knowledge of the 
history of Islam and Islamic Law can lead to a literal 
translation of 'schools of law' which does not quite 
capture the meaning and its appropriacy with regard to the 
field of the text. The translator of the translated
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version, however, employs the term mazhab which is borrowed 
from Arabic and is probably what the author intends it to 
be. Most Muslims are aware that there are four mazhab or 
main schools of thought which can be distinguished right up 
to the present time: Mazhab Shafiee, Mazhab Hanbali, Mazhab 
Maliki & Mazhab Hanafi. Malaysia practices Islam in 
accordance with Mazhab Shafiee. External knowledge such as 
this can also work against the translator because the 
translator might make certain presumptions that will result 
in an overtranslation or a mistranslation. Perhaps the term 
"later-established schools" is not intended to refer to the 
mazhab. Nevertheless, in this example, the translator's 
choice is indirectly confirmed by the contextual clues 
found in a later section on page 88 of the book where the 
author introduces the concept of al-madhab, defines and 
clarifies it.
Another similar example occurs with the term 
'classical jurists'. A translator's familiarity with 
Islamic Law will enable him to equate this term with 
fuqaha' (a recent Arabic naturalisation) and to avoid 
rendering something literal like ahli-ahli undang-undang 
zaman dahulu (members of the law of times before). 
Nevertheless, like the earlier example, there is always the 
possibility that the translator might presume too much by 
using the Arabic naturalisation fuqaha' instead of a more 
literal translation. The validity of this translation can 
sometimes be confirmed by the textual clues found after
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examining the book as a whole.
Other significant Islamic concepts are the concepts of 
halal and haram which basically mean 'allowed' and 
'forbidden'. If the English terms 'allowed' and 'forbidden' 
in certain specific contexts are translated into Malay as 
dibenarkan and dilarang, the translations will not quite 
meet the severity and seriousness of the concepts behind 
halal and haram. The latter concepts immediately connote 
allowed and forbidden in Islam. Dibenarkan and dilarang are 
explanatory in nature and need to be elaborated to indicate 
the appropriate connotations. Conversely, if the terms 
'allowed' and 'forbidden' are used in Williams' book and 
translated with halal and haram, the translations would be 
overtranslations and would not be appropriate or suitable 
for the tenor of the English legal language. Haram, 
however, has had its applicability extended to other 
situations in Malay. If something is diharamkan, the term 
haram becomes a performative verb which means that ' the 
thing is banned from use' . The words 'unlawful' and 
'lawful' in the extract below are translated satisfactorily 
and correctly as haram and halal respectively.
Says the Prophet: "Muslims Sabda Rasulullah s.a.w.
have to abide by their "Kaum muslimin hendaklah
conditions except one that mematuhi syarat-syarat yang
makes the unlawful lawful mereka terima kecuali yang
and the lawful unlawful" menghalalkan yang haram dan
(1987:65). mengharamkan yang halal"
(1991:40). (Says the 
Prophet pbuh "People of 
Muslim faith must obey 
terms which they receive
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except for those which make 
the unlawful lawful and the 
lawful unlawful".)
Above are some examples of instances where subject- 
matter knowledge can affect the meaning conveyed. Sometimes 
the effect is positive or constructive and at other times 
it may be negative when the bias of the translator is 
brought into the choice.
7.3.5.2.4. RELIGIOUS DISCOURSE
In the course of explicating Islamic Law, the author 
quotes various injunctions extracted from the Qur'an. The 
injunctions are not given in Arabic but have been 
translated into English since the readers are English- 
speaking.
The Quranic verses represent another genre of 
discourse similar to biblical discourse. Translating from 
the SL English version leaves more margin for over or 
undertranslation. Therefore, a better approach to 
translating these injunctions would probably be to use a 
standard translation. From the analysis of the TL text, one 
cannot be sure whether this is what is done by the 
translator concerned since no reference to any specific 
translation of the Qur'an is made in the book. Several 
translations of the Qur'an were consulted to confirm this. 
The translations are not exactly the same as those in the 
TL text analysed (i.e. Undang-undana Islam; Skop dan
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Ekuiti) . It is possible that the translation of the 
injunctions is done using the English version. 
Nevertheless, limitations in time and space do not permit 
the discussion of problems in the event of the second 
possibility.
7.3.5.2.5. LEGAL DISCOURSE AND CONCEPTS
In addition to the philosophical nature of the 
discourse of Islamic Law as compared to the precise and 
statement-of-fact nature of English legislative discourse, 
the differences between the two distinctive legal systems - 
Common Law and Islamic Law - are evident in the legal terms 
and the choice of auxiliary terms.
A different range of legal terms are found in this 
book. Some examples include terms denoting legal 
institutions and legal offices. Islam does not work on a 
hierarchical priesthood system and Islamic Law too does not 
work on a concrete hierarchical system that might take the 
form of a very formal court system as that of the Common 
Law courts. As Malaysia has a legal system that adapts 
Islamic Law to some extent to fit in with its own version 
of the Common Law system, the characteristics of the former 
are overshadowed by the more long-standing and highly 
structured characteristic of the latter.
In the administration of law, Malay only has kadi, a 
term borrowed from Arabic, which designates the concept of
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the judge in Islamic Law. In Malaysia, Islamic Law is 
enforced in the Shariah court which normally consists of a 
kadi hesar ("big" judge), a kadi (judge) and a pendakwa 
agama (religious prosecutor) and a pegawai agama (a 
religious officer) who assists the prosecutor. There are 
relatively few offices or institutional concepts with which 
to contend. Concepts similar to the English cultural 
concepts of 'Lord Chancellor', 'Law Lord', 'a magistrate', 
'a circuit judge' and 'a Queen's Counsel' are few. In the 
book, when Ramadan speaks of the Arabic term kadi (which he 
transfers from Arabic) , the Malay translation uses the 
naturalised form kadi and not hakim, the functional 
equivalent to 'a judge'.
The technical Islamic terms can be pinpointed quite 
easily in the book. Some of them appear in the SL text in 
the transcribed Arabic form, for example, al-dhimmah, 
zakat, al-sadaqat and jizyah. Others are given in English 
with their Arabic terms in brackets such as 'infidel' 
ikafir) (p.156) and 'holder of a covenant' (dhu-'ahdin) 
(p.156). The transference of the terms is justified by the 
author in the prelude where Ramadan (1987: 29) quotes
Robert Jackson: "...It appears to be true of many Islamic 
legal terms that they wrap volumes of meaning into a single 
word, which may be expounded to us, but we not having the 
same concept in our law, have no legal term to fit it." 
Malay translators and writers prefer to coin a new term by 
transferring or naturalising the Arabic term. Terms like
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zakat (religious tax), sedekah (voluntary alms) and kafir 
(infidel) have been accepted in Malay for quite some time 
now. Many more legal and religious concepts are identified 
and transferred in Malay.
Where technical terms are concerned, Malay translators 
have to be careful with terms which can be considered 
"false friends". In the context of Islamic Law as discussed 
in this book, certain terms have meanings different from 
those in Common Law. In other words, their Malay 
naturalised forms which are used in Common Law translations 
do not hold in Islamic Law or are inappropriate. Among 
these terms are: 'obligation', 'injunction' and 'equity'.
On page 14 0 of the book when the author states "Zakat
is an obligation on every Muslim property.", the term
'obligation' should not be translated with the naturalised 
term obligasi which we have come across in the legislation 
analysis. The term obligasi is so distinctively English and 
does not have the religious connotation and the strength of 
the native term wajib. The former term affects the tenor of 
the Islamic legal language. Islam categorises all human 
acts into five categories: obligatory, recommended,
indifferent, blame-worthy and forbidden (David and Brierley 
1978: 433). The Malay terms for these concepts are wajib, 
harus, sunat, makruh and haram respectively.
The author also uses the term 'injunction' very often. 
In most cases, the term means a commandment that is found
in the Quranic verses. It does not refer to the more
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specialised meaning of a remedy in tort by way of 
instructing or ordering someone to stop doing something or 
to get them to do something. In Common Law texts, the 
naturalised term injunksi has been coined as a translation 
for 'injunction'. In the translation, the translator uses 
the functional equivalent ayat (which literally means a 
sentence/ a statement) . Malays talk of an ayat as referring 
to certain verses of the Qur'an which contain certain 
guidelines. Ayat has authority in religious discussions. 
'Equity' in the context of Islamic Law, particularly in the 
context of this book, cannot be translated with the 
naturalised term ekuiti which refers specifically to 
'equity' as opposed to 'common law'. In Islamic Law, 
'equity' simply means 'with equality' as found in the 
following two extracts - "But if thou judgest, judge 
between them with equity" (Ramadan 1987: 160); and "Clear 
enough is the fact that the Islamic conception of equity is 
circumscribed by those of Islamic Law which are pertinent 
to the suit on trial." Malay can accommodate this concept 
with the terms adil (just) or saksama (fair) or the 
rhythmic pair adil dan saksama (just and fair).
In addition to technical terms, the legal register of 
the text comes through in the author's frequent use of a 
whole range of archaic complex prepositional words (some of
which have been mentioned earlier). Examples include
'wherein' (p.27), 'thereunder' (p.27), 'therein' (p.34),
'therefrom' (p.34), 'whereby' (p.37), 'thereof (p.38),
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'thereby' (p.38), 'wherefrom' (p.42) and 'thereupon'
(p.50). Generally, unlike the references made in the
legislative texts, the references which Ramadan makes using
these prepositional words are easily pinpointed as in the
extract below. In other words, there is no ambiguity with
regard to the reference and accordingly they can be
correctly translated.
"Abu Bakr, the first Caliph, whenever he had to 
pass a judgment, "looked into the Qur'an. If he 
found an applicable text therein, he would apply 
it. (1987: 34)..."
7.3.5.2.6. PHILOSOPHICAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL CONCEPTS
In addition to religious and legal concepts, the 
discussion of Islamic philosophy brings up various 
philosophical and sociological concepts which are quite 
abstract, perplexing and difficult to translate. Like 
Learning the Law. the book contains some forms of 
metalanguage which are hard to reproduce effectively. 
Problems similar to those in book 1 are encountered. Like 
certain parts of the first book, a relatively free 
translation ("an adaptation") might be the answer.
One example of a problem relating to philosophical 
concepts and metalanguage is found in the latter part of 
the book (i.e. Part Three). There, Ramadan concentrates on 
the aspect of equity in Islam. In line with this he brings 
up and discusses the concepts of "a state", "a nation", 
"creed", "race", "nationality" in Islamic context. On page
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114 of the book, there is a statement "Muhammad founded a
state. He did not merely launch a religion." and there is
a reference to an 'Islamic state'. The term "state" there
refers to an abstract concept that is huge and envelops a
large area with no physical boundaries. The term is a kind
of "political entity". The Malay term negeri, which is a
standard translation for the "states" in Malaysia would be
too narrow to cover that concept of an Islamic state. A
better translation would be negara. In the Malaysian
context, negeri is contrasted with negara and both terms
can refer to geographical and political entities. As a
geographical entity, negeri is generally smaller and, in
certain respect, subservient to negara.
Outside the Malaysian context, negeri often refers to
a geographical entity and negara to a political entity.
Nevertheless, there are many exceptions with regard to the
use of the two terms which come about through common
practice than set guidelines. The exceptions are not
discussed here because they are not immediately relevant to
the discussion of the chosen texts.
The difficulty of considering the satisfactory
translation of a "state" is worsened when the concept of
"nation" is also introduced. In Chapter IV of Part Three,
Ramadan dedicates one whole chapter to the explication of
"The Islamic Conception of Nationality". He explains the
definition of nationality as below.
"The very term 'nationality' is a derivation of 
'nation', implies a historic attachment to the
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distinctions of race, common descent, language, 
history or political institutions, all of which 
have contributed to the build-up of a legal 
definition of "nationality" (Ramadan 1987:113).
"Istilah kewarganegaraan berasal daripada 
perkataan "negara" atau "bangsa". Istilah ini 
mencerminkan kecintaan terhadap bangsa^ asal 
usul, keturunan, bahasa, sejarah dan institusi- 
institusi politik atau sejarah. Semua ini telah 
mempengaruhi pengertian dan takrif 
kewarganegaraan dari segi undang-undang. " 
(Ramadan 1991: 98)
Because textbook discourse allows some flexibility in 
the restructuring of the TL text, the translator 
justifiably breaks the statement into three separate 
sentences. The first can be back-translated as "The term 
kewarganegaraan originates from the word negara ( "country" ) 
or bangsa ("race")". The second reads "This term mirrors 
the love for race, origins, descendent, language, history 
and political institutions or history." and the third as 
"All these have affected the understanding and definition 
of nationality from the perspective of law." The breaking 
down into three parts does not interfere with the meaning 
or the tenor. However, the problem under discussion here is 
the term "nationality". While the SL text states that 
"nationality" is derived from "nation", the TL version 
kewarganegaraan is derived from negara and bangsa when it 
is a compound word warganegara which is derived from warga 
(citizen) + negara (country) . In the translation, the word 
bangsa which does not actually figure in the word 
kewarganegaraan has been added to accommodate the SL 
concept of "nation". Hence the illogical meaning of the TL
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statement which says that kewarganegaraan is derived from 
negara and bangsa.
The reason for the complication is that bangsa is more 
an equivalent to "race" and Malay does not have one term 
that can specifically define "nation". The international 
institution "United Nations" is known as Bangsa-bangsa 
Bersatu and perhaps this led the translator to use bangsa 
for "nation". Warganegara like kerakyatan (citizenship) can 
also mean "citizenship". In brief, there are various 
overlaps and gaps where concepts such as bangsa, negara, 
warganegara, rakyat and "race", "nation", "country" and 
"citizen" are concerned. No simple solution can be offered 
here because other textual requirements need to be 
considered as well. Following the above statement. Said 
Ramadan cites another writer's definition of "nationality" 
and demonstrates some use of metalanguage in explicating 
the term "nationality". The ambiguities that Ramadan 
mention relate specifically to the English term 
"nationality" and these ambiguities might not prevail in 
Malay terms. The example given above is one among a few 
others which touch on philosophical and sociological 
concepts which reflect the differing world-views of the SL 
and TL readerships. It is important in that chapter that 
the translator follows the train of thought of the author 
carefully and understands the differences and similarities 
that the author is trying to point out. The translation can 
then be checked and verified for misunderstanding or
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incorrect representation of the SL text.
Chapter 7 concludes here with the general analysis of 
the philosophical concepts inherent in Islamic Law. The 
analysis also investigates issues relating to culture. 
These issues and problems are major enough to warrant a 
separate chapter. Thus, they will be dealt in some detail 
in Chapter 8.
Notes
1. "It is hardly necessary to point out that the 
terminology of the one type of proceedings should 
never be transferred to the other. "Criminal action," 
for example, is a misnomer; so is "civil offence" (the 
proper expression is "civil wrong"). One does not 
speak of a plaintiff prosecuting or of the criminal 
accused being sued. The common announcement 
"Trespassers will be prosecuted" has been called a 
"wooden lie," for trespass has traditionally been a 
civil wrong, not (generally) a crime. (There are some 
statutory offences of trespass, such as trespass on a 
railway line; and a "squatter" or other trespasser in 
a house that is occupied or required for occupation 
generally commits an offence if he fails to leave upon 
request.
Again, the word "guilty" is used primarily of 
criminal. The corresponding word in civil cases is 
"liable" ; but this word is also used in criminal 
contexts."
2. "One does not speak of a plaintiff prosecuting or of 
the criminal accused being sued" (1982: 5, Chapter 1).
"One has to use common sense in consulting a 
catalogue" (1982: 33, Chapter 3).
"It is not a mechanical process but is an art that one 
gradually acquires through practice and study. One 
can, however, give a general description of the
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technique involved" (1982: 67, Chapter 6).
"The student will learn quite early in his historical 
studies how equity came into being. He will learn how, 
in the Middle Ages, the courts of common law failed to 
give redress in certain types of case where redress 
was needed, and how the disappointed litigants
petitioned the King, who was the "fountain of
justice," for extraordinary relief...." (Williams 
1982: 26)
"Besides familiarising himself with the law reports, 
and statute book, the lawyer-to-be should get to know 
his way about the library as a whole, together with
its apparatus of catalogues and books of reference"
(Williams 1982: 32).
4. "During the vacation, it may be worth while to locate 
a library near your home. You may be able to obtain 
permission to use the library of a local university, 
polytech&ic or technical college, ...
We shall now look more closely at the law reports, 
statutes and periodicals" (1982: 33).
5. "In your student days you will probably be given clear 
references to all the cases you need to read, either 
in your textbook or by your lecturer. However, you may 
sometimes know the name of a case but not its 
reference" (1982: 41).
Certain conventions can be identified in the book. 
Italic print, for example, is used: to introduce a
term or legal phrase; to indicate Latin or law French 
terms; to show the titles of books; and to highlight 
words which are under discussion. Double open and 
close inverted commas are used: to indicate an
example; to indicate an active sentence; and to show 
a unique use or extraordinary use of a particular 
term. Capital letters are found in : institutional
concepts, names, titles of books and journals, cases, 
etc.
It should be noted that the translation given is not 
italicised as it ought to be according to the 
typographical conventions of the present thesis. This 
is to indicate the "translation" of the SL punctuation 
and the possible ways of indicating certain features 
of the SL text.
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8- "Criminal action," for example is a misnomer; so
is "civil offence" (the proper expression is "civil 
wrong". One does not speak of a plaintiff prosecuting 
or the criminal accused being sued. The common 
announcement "Trespassers will be prosecuted" has been 
called a "wooden lie," for trespass has traditionally 
been a civil wrong, and not (generally) a crime. 
(There are some statutory offences of trespass, such 
as trespass on a railway line; and a "squatter" or 
other trespasser in a house that is occupied or 
required for occupation generally commits an offence 
if he fails to leave upon request.)
Criminal action atau "tindakan jenayah", misalnya 
adalah pengunaan istilah yang salah; begitu juga 
dengan civil offence atau "melanggar undang-undang 
sivil" (Istilah yang betul ialah "kesalahan sivil"). 
Kita tidak boleh mengatakan seseorang plaintif itu 
mendakwa atau si tertuduh tertuntut. Notis yang selalu 
kita lihat yang berbunyi "Penceroboh akan didakwa" 
adalah tidak tepat kerana pencerobohan biasanya 
merupakan kesalahan sivil dan bukan lazimnya kesalahan 
jenayah. (Terdapat juga beberapa kesalahan menceroboh 
yang merupakan kesalahan statutori seperti menceroboh 
landasan keretapi; dan seorang "setinggan" atau 
penceroboh lain biasanya melakukan kesalahan jenayah 
jika dia tidak meninggalkan rumah yang ada penghuni 
atau yang akan dihuni.)
9. Note: The type print used in the extract duplicates
the print used in the original.
10. Note that the page number given in the bracket is
where the title of the Act can be found in Learning
the Law.
11. WRIGHT J. In this case, the defendant, in the
execution of what he seems to have regarded as a
practical joke, represented to the plaintiff that he 
was charged by her husband with a message to her to
the effect that her husband was smashed up in an
accident, and was lying at The Elms at Leytonstone 
with both legs broken, and that she was to go at once 
in a cab with two pillows to fetch him home. All this
was false. The effect of the statement on the
plaintiff was a violent shock to her nervous system, 
producing vomiting and other serious and permanent 
physical consequences at one time threatening her
reason, and entailing weeks of suffering and
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incapacity to her as well as expense to her husband 
for medical attendance.
12. "We have already quoted Prof. Gibb as considering ...";
"We may only make one explanatory remark: ..."; and
"We have quoted earlier Al Hubab I bn al-Mundhir's 
conversation with the prophet ...".
13. "To Muslims, the Qur'an being the very Word of God, it 
is the absolute authority wherefrom springs the very 
conception of legality and every legal obligation. It 
is also, to them, the first and everlasting miracle of 
Muhammad's Prophethood" (Said Ramadan 1987: 43).
14. Said Ramadan (1987:41) notes in his book "Memorization 
of the whole Book has been common in all countries. 
Even today there are many schools specialised therein, 
and every graduate of a religious institute is 
supposed to have committed to memory every word of the 
Qur'an".
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CHAPTER 8
ELEMENTS OF CULTURE - THEIR IMPLICATION FOR TRANSLATION
This chapter focuses on aspects of culture in the 
translation of legal texts. It is an attempt to bring 
together the findings relating to culture from the lawbook 
analysis and also to elaborate and to tie them, where 
appropriate, to some of the points raised earlier in the 
analysis of legislation.
Chapter 8 will go from the specific to the general. It 
will discuss initially the culture-related issues in the 
translation of the two lawbooks - Learning the Law and 
Islamic Law; Its Scope and Eguitv before reviewing general 
issues related to culture in the translation of legal 
texts.
8.1. BOOK 1 - LEARNING THE LAW
8.1.1. CULTURAL ELEMENTS
There are various elements in Learning the Law which 
can be considered cultural in nature. The term "cultural 
elements" is used here loosely to cover concepts which are 
culture-bound or are associated with a particular society 
and aspects of life which are peculiar to a society. A more 
detailed definition of culture was provided earlier in
3.1.3.3. Some elements are discussed in the two sub-
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sections below under the categories of literary language, 
and metaphors and allusions. Other cultural elements and 
the translation difficulties relating to them are covered 
under the next section entitled "Other Cultural Elements".
8.1.1.1. LITERARY LANGUAGE/ STYLE
One significant feature of the book is the presence of 
quotations in various forms which are used often to 
illustrate a point of law. This feature is potentially 
problematical because it involves translating authentic and 
original discourse which is bound to English culture. The 
difficulty encountered is firstly in the deciphering of the 
"literary" discourse and comprehending its significance in 
the book. It should again be noted here that in the 
textbook various "genres" occur under the umbrella category 
of "literary discourse". In short, the translator has to 
consider each literary allusion individually because each 
has its own unique characteristics. Nevertheless, the 
general approach to reproducing the SL literary pieces in 
the most effective way does not necessarily mean 
"translating" them. They can be translated literally, 
transferred or commented on in a separate translator's 
note, etc. Some examples of these literary allusions, and 
comments on the features which make them difficult should 
the choice be to translate them, can be found in the 
paragraphs below. However, the discussion is relatively
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limited since the translation of literary discourse is 
beyond the scope of this thesis.
Williams begins each chapter with a quotation or an 
analogy which can be described as a creative and 
interesting way of giving a gist of the chapter. These 
"devices", in a way, accomplishes the didactic purpose of 
the book because they act as aide-memoire to a particular 
point and they liven up dry law details. It is also 
possible that the author does so in order to instill in the 
reader the idea of a lawyer as an all-round and cultivated 
person. In Chapter 1, for instance, he (p.l) quotes 
Shakespeare from King Henrv the Sixth (Part l,II,iv.):
But in these sharp quillets of the law.
Good faith. I'm no wiser than a daw.
If translated, one has to pay attention to the words 'sharp 
quillets' which presumably refers to the writings of the 
law. There is also the rhyming effect of 'law' and 'daw'. 
In this case, the translator chooses effectively to 
transfer the quotation and make a comment in the footnote 
saying that it is an image created by Shakespeare to show 
the difficulty of understanding words in law. This 
Shakespearean verse would not be a translation difficulty 
if a standard translation were available. Unfortunately, 
the amount of Shakespeare's work that has been translated 
into Malay can be said to be neglible thus far; the concept 
of a "standard translation", in short, remains elusive.
In Chapter 2, Williams gives a short extract from 
Dorothy Sayers' Unnatural Death (Chapter 14).
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"You are too easily surprised," said Mr. 
Towkington. "Many words have no legal meaning. 
Others have a legal meaning very unlike their 
ordinary meaning. For example, the word 'daffy-
down-dilly' . It is a criminal libel to call a
lawyer a daffy-down-dilly. Ha! Yes, I advise you 
never to do such a thing. No, I certainly advise 
you never to do it."
In his explanation of the technical term 'equity', the 
author then makes references to Mr. Towkington and his so- 
called proposition. Williams is, again, making the book 
more arresting when he gives a funny and fictional 
perspective to what is an attempt to inform and teach the 
reader about the concept of technical terms. In the 
translation, the extract is left untranslated and, unlike 
the first example, no footnote is given. In this case, the 
transference on its own works against the tenor of the 
translation; it reduces the "friendly" tenor of the 
original. The TL reader does not understand the extract 
and, therefore, the purpose of including the extract is 
hardly accomplished. Similarly with quotations in Chapters
3, 4, 5^  and so on, transference is used. An explanation
would make them more effective.
Another example of literary language is found with the 
poem by W.S.Gilbert entitled "The Bab Ballard" on page 226 
of the book^. The poem is used to describe the various 
characteristics of Shakespeare and, simultaneously, to 
eliminate the possibility of Shakespeare being a trained 
lawyer. The extolling of Shakespeare's virtues is made in 
the context of Chapter 14 entitled "General Reading". In
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many situations in the book, for example with the poem 
above, transferring the discourse and following it with a 
literal translation or an explanation often proves to be a 
safe and satisfactory solution. In certain instances, it 
would be good if Malay analogies, proverbs or sayings could 
be used to recreate similar messages to the SL ones.
The translation solutions are offered above on the 
assumption that the translator understands the message 
behind these quotations. Nevertheless, to be realistic, 
translating them places a heavy burden on the translators 
because some SL quotations are not immediately transparent 
to the untrained eye. Shakespeare's quotations, for 
example, are not always interpretable particularly by a 
person who has little contact with that kind of discourse. 
Therefore, there is the risk of misinterpretation on the 
translator's part and the perpetuation of this 
misinterpretation in the translated version. In brief, 
references to the source of the quotation and subject 
experts might become necessary. As mentioned earlier, the 
existence of standard translations for Shakespeare's works 
would make the legal translator's job easier.
8.1-1.2. METAPHORS AND LITERARY ALLUSIONS
Some evidence of metaphorical language has been 
mentioned above and in passing in Chapter 7, for example 
the reference to 'High Street'. This section concentrates
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on other kinds of metaphorical language and literary 
allusions. In the book, some "dead metaphors" in the form 
of common technical and non-technical legal terms or legal 
collocations can be observed. They are classified as dead 
metaphors because they are so commonly used that the 
original reference is hardly recognised any more. There are 
phrases like 'a limb of legislature' (p.9), 'legislative 
body' (p.7), 'body of law' (p.7) where parts of the body 
(ie limb and body) are used to speak of other things. There 
is not much difficulty here as far as Malay translation is 
concerned since Malay too uses parts of the body, for 
example kepala (head), kaki (feet), tangan (hand) and badan 
(body), and parts of a tree, for example cabang (branch) 
and akar (root), to signify certain concepts.
In addition to the above, there are some words or 
phrases which have become technical terms (egs. 'relief', 
'damages') and which have little semblance in some 
circumstances to their ordinary meaning. These have already 
been discussed under technical terms where they rightly 
belong. Phrases or collocations such as 'sitting in banc' 
(p.22) and 'bring an action against' (p.26), too, do not 
rely on their basic meanings namely of 'sitting' or 
'bring'. Besides these examples which are sometimes no 
longer felt to be figurative or metaphorical, there are 
other unique examples which are more challenging in 
translation, namely 'kangeroo', 'closure' and 'guillotine' 
which are names given to methods of curtailing discussion
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in the House of Common (see Williams 1982: 143). Lawyers 
also speak of the 'leap frog' procedure in the system of 
civil judicature (1982: 8). If these figurative terms are 
transferred wholly without any explanation, the TL readers 
will not be able to guess the meaning of these 'figurative' 
terms. They will just be new SL terms to memorise.
In addition to the above metaphorical terms, there is 
also some use of 'familiar alternatives' (using Newmark's 
terminology) or metonyms such as 'the Crown' (p.125) for 
the monarchy, 'Downing Street' for the Prime Minister and 
'the Houses' (p. 125) for the House of Lord and the House of 
Parliament.
The more interesting facet of figurative language in
this text is in the author's frequent usage of various
standard metaphors (in Newmark's terms). They include 'an 
old chestnut' (p.2), 'the apple of discord' (p.19), 'When
she figures in litigation' (p. 19) and 'to visit the sins of
the pleaders upon' (p.23), 'he who comes to justice must 
come with clean hands' (p.28), 'thin end of the wedge' 
(p.7), 'the fountainhead' (p.32). Generally, this kind of 
phrases has to be translated via simpler versions. Williams 
also uses metaphors or collocations which are commonly 
associated with the practice of law - 'no room in the Inns' 
(p.184), 'read in the chambers of a junior barrister' 
(p.184) and 'to colonise new chambers' (p.185) . On page 184 
of the book, the implied reference of the phrase "no rooms 
in the Inn" to the biblical context is very subtle and its
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significance is negligible so that a word-for-word 
translation, as appears in Mempelaiari Undana-undana. is 
satisfactory. 'Read in the chambers' essentially means 
'undergoing legal training'. The High Court's terminology 
has this phrase as an entry; the translation suggested is 
menjalani latihan peguam (undergoing training for lawyers). 
The difficulty with metaphorical language sets in when the 
figurative discourse is difficult to unravel, particularly 
when the examples are original or unusual ones. Some forms 
of such figurative discourse are described below.
In trying to describe the characteristics of a good 
lawyer Williams names two types of lawyer or law student - 
the Painful Plodder (p.127) and the Discerning Dilettante. 
He writes "The type of answer to be expected from a Painful 
Plodder would be as follows (p.126):", and later on page 
127, "Now here is the answer of a gentleman who may be 
called the Discerning Dilettante". The use of the word 
'gentleman' and the names have certain meanings. 
Consecutive references are made to Plodder and Dilettante. 
If the context is studied carefully, the reference can be 
quite easily grasped. The translator in Mempelaiari Undana- 
undancT is aware of the play on words by Williams when he 
translates the statements with "Jenis jawapan yang boleh 
dijangka daripada seorang pela jar yang lemah akan berbunyi 
begini" (The type of answer that can be expected from a 
student who is weak will sound like this)] and "Ini pula 
jawapan daripada seorang calon yang kita boleh namai
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Discerning Dilettante yang pengetahuannya tentang undang- 
undang tidak berapa luas tetapi berakal tajam" (This is the 
answer from a candidate whom we can name as Discerning 
Dilettante whose knowledge about law is not wide but who is 
quick-witted)^. The translator makes a consecutive reference 
with "Pelajar yang boleh kita namai Plodder.. (Student 
whom we can call Plodder). The message is conveyed in the 
TL but the alliteration of Painful Plodder and Discerning 
Dilletante is lost.
Perhaps, like the use of Painful Plodder and 
Discerning Dilettante above, Williams' use of the name 
Pickwick in his example of a case in a "book-work" (sic) 
question (on page 133 of the book) is a well thought-out 
choice of a name. If the name Pickwick is meant to resemble 
the character Mr. Pickwick in Charles Dicken's The Pickwick 
Papers to spefically suggest a person who is naive or 
benevolent, then the name is a kind of familiar 
alternative. Consequently, the other names that are used in 
his illustration - Podder, Mrs Jingle, Dingley Dell Cricket 
Club and Muggleton (1982: 133) - might also belong to the
same frame of reference and are meant to signify certain 
characters. In short, this possibility can be easily 
overlooked. Consequently, the significance of the SL names 
will not be conveyed to the TL reader. Another figurative 
expression is found when Williams speaks of a 'dead letter'
- "and when this happens, a contradictory common law rule 
which may generally seem to be a dead letter, becomes very
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much alive" (p.28). Reference to the Collins English 
Dictionarv shows a 'dead letter' as meaning "a law or 
ordinance that is no longer enforced but has not been 
formally repealed". The author contrasts it with the 
antonym 'alive'.
Williams also cites a more cliched metaphor, 'catch 
22', which according to the Collins English Dictionarv 
means either "a situation in which a person is frustrated 
by the paradoxical rule or a set of circumstances that 
preclude any attempt to escape from them" or "a situation 
in which any move a person can make will lead to trouble". 
This figurative expression poses similar problems, despite 
their differences, to the one he made using 'between Scylla 
and Carabdis' mentioned in Chapter 7.
The conclusion of this section is that although 
figurative expressions or literary allusions make for a 
less dry text, they can cause some problems for Malay 
translators. At the very least, they will require extensive 
reading and considerable research or cross-referencing.
8.1.2. OTHER CULTURAL ELEMENTS AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
One does not need to look far to find an example to 
prove that legal translation involves some degree of 
"culture-related" translation problems. With a textbook 
like Learning the Law, the very concept of the English
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'Common Law' is culture-bound. The term 'Common Law' is 
used generally to refer to two concepts in the English 
legal system - (1) ' Common Law' as opposed to another field 
of law like ' family law' or 'contract law' and 'Common Law' 
as opposed to the 'Civil Law' system. In the context of 
this thesis, the term is often used in the latter sense. 
The Common Law system obtained its name because it was the 
common law practised by the people; it was founded on 
customs or local customary laws. It is in this second 
meaning of it being a system unlike the Civil Law system 
that the cultural issue occurs.
As Goodrich (1986) in Reading the Law summarises, "... 
the western legal tradition is the product of a very 
specific, localised yet imperialistic culture". Through 
colonisation, this "western legal order was imposed upon 
non-legal cultures in the interest of domination, 
exploitation and administrative expediency" (Goodrich 
1986:64). The legal order takes the form of centralised 
courts and enforcement agencies, rules and formal methods 
of adjudication. Whether the English legal order was 
imposed on the Malaysian culture or was voluntarily adopted 
is beside the point. The fact remains that Malaysia follows 
this legal order; in short, a cultural transfer took place.
On that note I return to the translation of the term 
'Common Law'. Because it is culture-bound, the term cannot 
be translated literally despite the transparency of the 
constituents of this compound term. Literal translation
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will produce a TL term which conceals the real meaning and 
significance of the SL term. In short, the best possible 
solution is to transfer the term. The transferred term 
'Common Law' has now become standard and part of Malay 
legal language; the term 'Common Law' is no longer a 
translation difficulty. Transference also, as will be 
shown, works with many other culture-bound terms found in 
the Common Law system.
'Equity' is another example which has a special 
meaning in the context of the English legal system. Common 
Law and Equity together make up the system. Before the 
adoption of the Common Law system, the concept of 'Equity' 
was not familiar to the culture of the TL. Therefore, the 
only way to distinguish the term and to acknowledge it as 
an adopted concept is to transfer the term. However, 
because the term is phonetically adaptable to the TL, it is 
naturalised into ekuiti. This whole issue of cultural 
context surrounding the term 'equity' will be picked up 
again later in relation to the second book, Islamic Law.
In Learning the Law, the author traces the evolution 
of the English centralised court system. In this evolution, 
some older institutions were superseded by the newer and 
more expedient and efficient ones of today. To explain how 
the court system works and to put the current system into 
perpective, Williams (1982: 6-7) goes into some detail
about the early legal institutions - 'the Queen's Bench', 
'Common Pleas', 'Exchequer', 'Chancery' and 'Probate,
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Divorce and Admiralty'. He then arrives at the explanation 
of the current court hierarchy which sees the 'High Court' 
divided into three Divisions : the 'Queen's Bench Division', 
the 'Chancery Division', and the 'Family Division'.
The aim of exposing the TL reader to English culture 
means that the translation of these seemingly transparent 
terms must be considered carefully. The term 'Family 
Division', for example, can be literally translated as 
Bahagian Keluarga. However, it refers to a particular 
Division in the English legal system and is differentiated 
from the concepts of the 'Queen's Bench Division' and the 
'Chancery Division'. The extent of literal translation 
possible with the latter terms is restricted to the term 
'Division'. Functional translations like Bahagian Di Raja 
(Division of King) and Bahagian Canseri might be possible. 
However, to keep some semblance of the cultural elements, 
an initial transference and translator's gloss the first 
time might not be amiss. Subsequent references can then be 
made using the functional translations suggested above. In 
brief, whatever the choice of translation procedure for the 
term 'Family Division', it has to be consistent with the 
translation of the other two Divisions. The consistency 
creates a parallel construction which, in turn, enhances 
coherence of the text.
Amongst other cultural terms that can be said to be in 
this category are the concepts of 'the Court of Chancery',
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'the Crown Court', 'the Court of Exchequer Chamber', 
'county court judges', and 'circuit judges'.
In the translation analysed, Mempelajari Undang-undang 
(1990: 5), the 'Crown Court' is translated as Mahkamah
Crown and the 'county court' is translated as Mahkamah
Kaunti. The TL term mahkamah is used to translate court and 
the translation is acceptable. Nevertheless, two comments 
can be made with regard to the translation of ' county 
court'. First, the translation mahkamah kaunti should not 
be capitalised because, unlike the 'Crown Court' and the 
'High Court' which refer to specific and theoretically 
single courts, a 'county court' is one out of many county 
courts. In the SL text, the author capitalised and 
italicised the 'Crown Court' and contrasts it with a
'county court' which is not marked by any such print. 
Second, in the translation, while the word 'Crown' is
transferred, the word 'county' is naturalised. In the SL 
the term ' county' is less ' abstract' than 'Crown'. Although 
the meaning of a 'county court' can be quite readily 
understood by the SL reader from the term itself, the 
meaning of the ' Crown Court' is understood by the SL reader 
by association and general knowledge of their legal system. 
In the translation, when one term is transferred (Mahkamah 
Crown as given in the book) and the other is naturalised 
(Mahkamah Kaunti as given in the book) within the same 
confines of the page, the meaning of 'county' can be lost 
on the target reader. The loss is intensified because there
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is no contextual clue in the immediate paragraph that can 
indicate the meaning of the term 'county'. In addition, 
given the capitalisation principle applied, the TL reader 
who does not know that ' a county ' is a geographical 
classification might be misled into thinking that the two 
courts have the same significance.
An alternative here is to introduce 'county court' 
firstly as mahkamah county followed by mahkamah daerah 
('district' court) in brackets to supplement the semi­
transference. In the translation, the capitalisation of 
Mahkamah Kaunti is not consistent throughout the chapter. 
It can be appreciated that maintaining some consistency in 
translation procedures can be difficult in this text. The 
reason is that Williams makes a substantial number of 
cross-references and comparisons and goes into detail with 
many explanations.
Besides the above, there are other institutional terms 
which are also culture-bound, for instance the 'House of 
Lords' and the 'House of Commons'. The 'House of Lords' can 
refer to (1) all the peers who choose to sit in the Upper 
House of the legislature (Parliament) and (2) the court 
consisting of the highest level of the judiciary. In a non­
technical context, the cultural equivalents Dewan Rakyat 
and Dewan Negara can be used to translate 'House of Lords' 
and 'House of Commons' when the English terms refer to 
divisions of legislature (Parliament). However, the term 
Dewan Negara can never be used as a translation for 'House
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of Lords' when the latter refers to the highest rung of the 
judiciary; such a case would represent a mistranslation 
because 'House of Lords' represents a totally different 
concept not shared by the TL culture. Although initially 
the Malaysian legal system adopted the basic structure of 
the English legal system, it has evolved differently.
References to 'The King' and 'The Queen' in titles of 
English legal cases also cause some culture-related 
translation difficulty. In the titles of Malaysian cases, 
if the government is one of the parties in the case, it is 
demonstrated with the names 'Public Prosecutor' or the 
'Government of Malaysia'. Although 'a king' can be 
translated as raja which is the term for ' a ruler', 
translations of 'The King' in case titles with the Malay 
terms Raja or Yang Di Pertua Negeri or Yang di Pertuan 
Agong would be inappropriate. The TL titles have different 
cultural and contextual meanings. If the case titles really 
need to be translated, functional translations, for example 
Kerajaan England (Government of England) and Kerajaan 
Negeri (Government of the Country) might suffice.
Reference to 'The Queen' in case titles or elsewhere 
is neither equivalent to the Malay title Permaisuri, which 
is the title for the wife of the king, nor Sultanah, which 
is the title for the wife of the Sultan. In short, these 
Malay titles will be mistranslations since they never carry 
the connotation of a title representing the government. 
Whatever the context, when the SL text mentions the Queen,
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the TL text cannot render it as the above. Some more 
functional equivalents will have to be used. An example is 
extracted from a lawbook about the Malaysian legal system 
entitled Penqenalan Kepada Sistem Perundanaan Malavsia (Wu 
1985:39). A reference to 'The Queen' as the head of the 
Commonwealth is given as Baginda Queen Inggeris (Her 
Majesty the English Queen). Turning back to the citation of 
cases, for example, British Corporation Ltd. v. The King 
and Reg. v. Sikes or The Queen vs Sikes, transference will 
make it easier for the TL reader to check up for further 
reading.
The discussion so far has centred around the 
discussion of institutional terms. Another category of 
culture-related terms involve concepts of geographical 
classification. This particular translation problem, which 
was first pinpointed in the legislation analysis in 
Chapters 5 and 6, resurfaces in the legal textbook and is 
pursued a little further in this section.
As mentioned in the legislation analysis, Malay has 
various terms for geographical classification 
administrative and non-administrative classification. Some 
examples are of the first classification are wilayah 
(territory) , daerah (district) and bandar (city) and of the 
second are bandar (town), pekan (city centre), kampung 
(village) and desa (country). The English translations 
given in brackets are very rough descriptions ; if there are 
cultural connotations, they are not reflected in the
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English translations. In legislation, geographical 
classifications are not very problematic. In textbooks, 
however, they are more problematic because there are
instances when certain connotations are intended. In the
book, we come across SL geographical concepts of 'a
province' (p. 5) and 'a county' and 'the High Street'
(p. 20) . Reconciliation of the SL and TL terms has to be 
given a little more consideration than in the earlier text. 
In other words, the issue of cultural gap comes in.
I shall backtrack to the example of the 'High Street' . 
In Mempelajari Undang-undana (1990: 23), the connotations 
of 'High Street' are not made known to the TL reader when 
the translator transfers it. In this instance, transference 
works adversely. An SL reader will understand the concept 
of 'High Street' as being the main street in an English 
town where many big and expensive shops are to be found, as 
being a very busy and hectic part of town with people 
walking about doing their shopping. With this knowledge, 
the example given in the SL book about stating a claim for 
negligence in an accident has a certain significance. The 
SL reader has added knowledge to help him/her decide on 
where to lay the blame in an accident case (see Williams 
1982: 20). The TL reader, on the other hand, might simply 
interpret 'High Street' as just an example of a street. 
Thus, the significance of the illustration is not fully 
achieved in the TL text. A functional equivalent such as 
tengah pekan (in the centre of town) or di jalanraya yang
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sibuk (a busy road) would be a better solution than the 
transference. Like the earlier example of 'a county court', 
this example also shows some undertranslation which results 
from cultural gaps between the SL and the TL.
There are also some little things which the author 
mentions which SL readers will know; they are viewed here 
as "shared cultural knowledge" or "shared knowledge of 
society". Williams, in his attempt to provide reading 
material for students, makes references in Chapter 13 
(1982: 182) to 'The Observer', 'The Daily Telegraph' and
'The Guardian'. The TL reader will not know that these are 
newspapers. In that chapter, there are also no contextual 
clues that can help the reader to guess. Thus, if the broad 
category of 'newspaper' or suratkhabar is not indicated in 
the TL text, the message is not quite complete. The 
reference given is not effective.
The examples given above are among a few of the more 
frequently occurring culture-related translation problems 
in Learning the Law. The next section moves on to the 
second book to determine whether the culture-related issues 
are similar with a change in subject-matter.
8.2. BOOK II - ISLAMIC LAW
This section highlights the distinctive and salient 
issues relating to culture which have not been touched on 
in Chapter 7.
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The subject matter of the book, Islamic Law, is one 
close to the heart of the Malays. This is due to the fact 
that Islamic Law cannot really be separated from Islam 
which is the religion of the Malays. Further, Islam is not 
just a religion but a way of life; consequently, Malay 
culture is affected very much by this. The influence of 
Islam can be observed in the language.
The evolution of Islamic Law is very different from 
that of the Common Law. One difference is that the former 
does not quite work according to a distinct centralised 
hierarchy of courts or authorities. Another difference is 
that the former is a revealed law while the latter is "law 
that is agreed upon by the people". One similarity is that 
although the Common Law is not a revealed law, its history 
testifies to an early link with religion. Both systems of 
law have some kind of sacredness about them. Although the 
Common Law has lost its religious elements, it has, through 
its long and complex evolution, retained its 
authoritativeness and almost sacred nature.
In Malay, the sacredness of the subject matter of 
Islam and the supremacy of the law are marked in the 
special "register". Whether register is the correct term is 
debatable because it is not like the earlier definition 
which distinguishes, for example, legal discourse from 
scientific discourse or religious discourse from other 
kinds of discourse. In the context of this chapter, the 
term is used to cover the differentiation of discourse
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according to the participants instead of the subject matter 
or field. The register used in speaking of God and the 
Prophet, like the Malay royal register, is marked 
particularly with respect to the lexical items. These 
specialised registers represent an aspect of Malay customs 
and culture which stress the respect for the elders and 
superiors. Some evidence of these registers is found in the 
translation of the book in question and is described below.
Before analysing the translation, certain points about 
the SL text need to be highlighted. In the prelude to 
Islamic Law - Its Scope and Equity, Said Ramadan points out 
the difficulty in describing Islam in English. He suggests 
that some undertranslation when moving from Arabic to 
English is unavoidable. One particular example involves the 
reference to God. The author states his reasons for 
preferring to use the term 'God' instead of Allah (God to 
all Muslims) to speak of God. His reason is that he fears 
that the use of Allah might mislead non-believers into 
thinking that Allah is the name of one of the Gods that the 
Arabs were worshipping before the Prophet came on the scene 
and that they decided to select as the one to be 
worshipped. A more thorough explanation of his reasons can 
be found on page 3 0 of the book. To Muslims, Allah is the 
one and only God and not one among many.
In the translation, the translator often uses the name 
Allah instead of the generic term Tuhan (God) in place of 
'God' . In the context of Islamic Law, the name Allah is
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natural and acceptable in the TL. By using this term, the 
translators are, implicitly, associating themselves with a 
primarily Muslim target audience. To Muslims, Allah refers 
specifically to 'God' as opposed to one God (i.e. the 
Muslim God) amongst many. However, the term Tuhan (God) is 
more of a generic word that refers to the concept of "God" . 
The word Tuhan can be used as a proper name to refer to 
Allah in a more "general" context. It can also be used to 
discuss the god of other religions or to refer 
metaphorically to things that have an obsessive importance 
to a person. Tuhan can be a root word which, by adding 
certain affixes, can be developed into another word. The 
word bertuhankan (to deify), for example, is derived from 
the root word tuhan and is meant to convey the meaning 'to 
be obsessed with something or to pursue something 
religiously' . The term Allah has one specific reference and 
meaning to Muslims. Looking at it linguistically, it can be 
said to be a proper name which is not and never will be 
accessible for further "linguistic development". Thus the 
use of this term as a translation for Said Ramadan's 
reference to God does not risk a great deal of 
misunderstanding for the TL reader; and if the expected 
reader is a Muslim, the translation would be most suitable. 
The suitability of the name does not eliminate all 
probabilities and possibilities of translating 'God' by 
Tuhan in the book. In certain instances, textual
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considerations might show that the term Tuhan is a more 
suitable alternative.
By stating above that Allah is a suitable translation, 
the assumption here is that the context of situation and 
culture of the translation is slightly different from that 
of the SL text. Ramadan aims to reach a wider range of 
readers than the TL text. The translation analysed is 
commissioned by an Islamic society in Malaysia, the Islamic 
Youth Movement of Malaysia. It is highly likely that it is 
tailored to a predominantly Muslim readership. Given this 
contextual constraint, the undertranslation Ramadan had to 
effect in his book by using the name 'God' for God is 
balanced out in the translation when the name Allah is used 
for God. Still on the assumption that the TL text is 
intended primarily for Muslim readers, the issue of 
ambiguity that Ramadan is trying to avoid in the SL text 
does not arise.
On the subject of appropriate names, this section 
moves on to the reference to the Prophet Muhammad. In the 
Muslim tradition, one almost always speaks his name 
followed by a short "prayer". The prayer, abbreviated into 
pbuh, can sometimes be observed in the SL text. The 
abbreviation stands for "peace be upon him" . The Malay 
translation will contain the abbreviation saw which can be 
transcribed from Arabic as salallahu alaihi wassalam.
The uniqueness of the discourse involving God and the 
Prophet can, above all, be seen in the use of personal
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pronouns. As mentioned elsewhere, personal pronouns are an 
aspect of grammar that is culture-bound in Malay. Personal 
pronouns are value-laden items. Malay uses the affective 
first person pronoun, aku (I), in discourse with God (i.e. 
in prayers). While aku (I) is appropriate in communication 
with God, it can be considered rude in other circumstances. 
One certainly does not use it to communicate with an older 
person or a person of higher rank. To indicate the 
importance of God, the letter 'A' in Aku (I) is capitalised 
when God is the first person. If the speaker is the first 
person, the same pronoun aku is used but there is no 
capitalisation of the first letter. This capitalisation is 
similar to that often used in English in the reference to 
God as 'Thou'. The second personal pronouns normally used 
are kamu (you) or engkau (you) . The same capitalising 
principle is used. The very formal second person pronoun 
anda (you) is never used in such communication.
In quoting the hadith, which can be said to be a 
record of what the Prophet said or did, the same rule with 
respect to the first and second person pronoun is applied. 
References to Prophet Muhammad in the third person pronoun 
is always done with the title Baginda (His Majesty) , a 
title which is generally reserved for the king or queen. 
With respect to the Caliphs, whose importance comes third 
after the Prophet, the Malay translation uses beliau (he), 
a pronoun reserved for people with authority. What can be 
gathered from here is that Malay pronouns depend on context
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and register and are, in general, never as neutral as some 
of their English counterparts.
In addition to pronouns, there are certain lexical 
items which are used in referring to or in association with 
God and the Prophet. Esa which means the 'Supreme Being' is 
used solely for God. It can be seen in Undanq-undanq Islam, 
sabda (to state) (see p. 12) is used instead of kata (to 
say) , finnan (God's words) (see p. 12) instead of perkataan 
Tuhan (God's words) for 'Word of God', bersyukur (to thank 
God) (see p.44) instead of berterima kasih for 'to give 
thanks' . One also speaks of concepts of the 'wrath of God' 
by Allah melaknati seseorang ('wash His hands of a 
person'), the 'granting of a wish' by memakbul hajat (to 
grant a wish) , the 'anger of God' by murka (to be angry 
with) . A few other examples can be found in the translation 
analysed.
The vocabulary with reference to the Prophet is also 
very distinct. To Muslims, Prophet Muhammad is the 
messenger of God and the respect for a fellow being such as 
Himself is shown by the use of special vocabulary. Malays 
speak of wafat (to pass on) as opposed to mat! (to die), 
sabda Baginda (states His Majesty) as opposed to kata 
Baginda (says His Majesty) , jatuh gering as opposed to 
jatuh sakit for 'to fall sick'. On page 25 of the 
translation, the phrase kewbali ke nahmatullah (return to 
God's blessing) is used for the 'Prophet's passing away'.
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Translation of the above-mentioned items is not 
problematic but it shows cultural influence in translation. 
There is the question of cultural interference. In the SL 
text, Ramadan explains his choice, for example, for using 
the term 'God' as opposed to Allah. Among his reasons is to 
show some objectivity so that the term will not hinder the 
reader's appreciation of the text. With the translation, it 
is not possible to ascertain whether the translators 
struggled between the decisions to render an impartial 
discourse or to show their own faith by using the value­
laden Malay items.
Besides the issue of register, the book contains many 
religious or cultural terms which have been transferred 
from Arabic. Culture should not be confused with religion 
and vice versa. It is postulated in the thesis that 
theoretically religion is on a higher level than culture; 
religion cuts across cultures and languages. Nevertheless, 
the justification for discussing religion in this chapter 
is that Malay culture is affected by Islam. Many Islamic 
concepts are not translatable and have to be transferred or 
naturalised. Qur'an, Shari'ah, Sunnah, Ijma', Qiyas, 
Shi'ah, Hadith, kadi', fiqh, zakat, sadaqat, and ijtihad 
are among a few of these terms. Most of these terms entered 
Malay reality through contact with religion. In the 
translation, a huge number of terms come from Arabic. Some 
of them have been extensively naturalised and been in use 
for so long that they have become almost unrecognisable as
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Arabie words. With a greater awareness of Islam in Malaysia 
today, many more have been borrowed and can be identified 
in the translation. The Arabic term solat (prayers), for 
example, is preferred now instead of sembahyang to 
translate 'prayers'. Musyawarah (to counsel) (1991; 82) and 
fuqaha' (legal experts) (1991: 14 0) are some other
examples. The discussion on the evolution of Islam also 
brings up names of various prophets, caliphs, Muslim 
scholars and authoritative figures. These names have to be 
adapted according to Malay transcription. 'Gabriel', for 
example, becomes Jibrail and the names of prophets 
'Abraham', 'Ishmael', 'Isaac' and 'Jacob' become Ibrahim, 
Ismail, Ishak and Yaakob. While English names can now be 
transferred because modern Malay uses Roman letters, Arabic 
names need to be transcribed. The transcription gives rise 
to many inconsistencies in spelling, but some are, more 
acceptable than others. The spelling of Muhammad, for 
instance, has shown variations - for example Mohammad, 
Mohamed and Mohammad. Recently, the Malaysian authorities 
have decided to promote Muhammad as the standard and 
correct spelling.
I have tried, above, to give a few specific examples 
involving the element of culture. More examples are 
provided and further elaboration of cited ones is attempted 
in section 8.4. which focuses on a wider interpretation of 
culture in translation.
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8.3. RECAPITULATION AND GENERAL COMPARISON
The facts that the Malaysian legal system is related 
to the Common Law system, and that English, instead of 
Malay, was the language of the Malaysian court are 
themselves cultural influences from British colonisation. 
It has also been established that they are the source of 
major translating problems (in particular, legal 
terminology). This chapter assumes these facts. Thus far, 
the chapter has been an attempt to place them in the 
background so as to enable other culture-related issues to 
be highlighted.
It is on the basis of this reasoning that culture- 
related issues can be said to be generally greater in 
number in law textbooks than in legislation.
8.4. THE EFFECT OF TRANSLATION ON MALAY CULTURE
The discussion above pertains particularly to how the 
cultures of the SL and TL affect legal translation. This 
section elaborates on how legal translation affects 
culture. Translation affects the development of the target 
language. It also brings about cultural changes in TL 
community. Within this section, the concept of culture 
takes on a wider interpretation than in the earlier 
sections of the chapter. Here it embraces the way of 
thinking and the logic of the SL and TL communities.
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Following are a few examples of the changes in Malay 
thinking which are reflected in both general and technical 
language.
The world view of the Malays is seen, for example, in 
the way it labels things. Malay relies a great deal on 
compounding of words to denote related concepts. Taking the 
word surat (a letter) for example, various concepts can be 
labelled using surat as the main and invariable 
constituent. In Table 8.1. which follows are listed some of 
the compound words arising from surat.
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Malay Terms (Old) English Meaning Malay Terms 
(Current)
surat (a letter) letter
surat khabar 
(letter + news)
newspaper
surat nikah 
(letter + to wed)
marriage
certificate
surat beranak 
(letter + with 
child)
birth certificate
surat kuasa 
(letter + power)
letters of 
administration
surat mentadbir 
(letter + to 
administer)
surat peringatan 
(letter + 
warning/ 
reminder)
a memorandum memorandum
surat perjanjian 
(letter + 
agreement)
articles of 
agreement
perkara-perkara 
perjanj ian 
(matters + 
agreement)
surat sumpahan 
(letter + oath/ 
promise)
an affidavit afidavit
surat utang 
(letter + loan)
a bill bil
Table 8.1. Compound Words With Surat
Not only does Malay have general concepts such as 
surat khabar (newspaper), surat nikah (letter of marriage) 
and surat beranak (letter of birth) but also words 
designating concepts of law administration such as surat
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kuasa (letter of power) and surat perjanjian (letter of 
promise). The last five terms in the table can be found in 
a dictionary of Malay words compiled by Frank Swettenham 
and published in 1910 (the 8th edition). In the table the 
old Malay words and the English meanings given are as those 
recorded by Swettenham in the Vocabulary of the English and 
Malav Languages. This record is believed to be quite 
authentic because Swettenham used conversations with native 
speakers as a source of data for his vocabulary compilation 
(see preface of the dictionary). From the analysis of the 
two types of legal texts and from cross-references with 
terminologies, it is found that some of these terms are 
still in use. However, with the increasing need to label 
various concepts, some changes were undertaken. The changes 
are as written in the last column of the table. This column 
records the new terms suggested for the English concepts 
given in the middle column. Surat mentadbir, for instance, 
is the term suggested in the High Court terminology for the 
concept of 'letters of administration'. Surat kuasa is not 
disposed of, however; surat kuasa wakil (letter of power of 
representative) is used as an equivalent to the 'powers of 
attorney'. Some terms have given way to shorter 
naturalisations: surat hutang becomes bil for 'a bill',
surat peringatan becomes memorandum for ' a memorandum' and 
surat perjanj ian makes way for perkara-perkara perj an j ian 
(matters of agreement) for 'articles of agreement'.
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similar constructions can be observed with the word 
tuan (sir) which means 'the boss' or is equivalent to the 
title 'sir'. There are the compound words tuan punya (boss 
who owns), tuan tanah (land boss) and tuan rumah (house 
boss) which denote the concepts of a 'superior', 'an 
owner', 'a landlord' and 'a house owner' respectively. In 
legal discourse today, these terms are maintained. It might 
be so because the SL terms are themselves of similar 
constructions.
Besides nominal compounds, Malay also has verbal 
compounds. Swettenham's 1910 dictionary gives various 
expressions with the verb beri (to give) which was then 
spelt bri. Bri mohun (to give permission), bri nasihat (to 
give advice) , bri saksi (to give witness) and bri sumpah 
(to give oath). The meanings Swettenham recorded in his 
dictionary are similar to concepts used in law today.
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Malay Word (Old) English Meaning Malay Legal Term 
(Current)
bri mohun to give
permission to go 
(a superior 
speaking to an 
inferior)
bri nasihat to counsel, to 
advise, to pacify
bri saksi to testify, to 
bear witness
bri sumpah to administer an 
oath
mengendalikan 
sumpah (to 
supervise/ 
administer an 
oath)
Table 8.2. Compound Words With Bri
The "parallel construction", produced by building on 
a term (eg surat) by adding a 'modifier' (eg kuasa), makes 
it easy for a Malay speaker to understand the concept. 
Although there may be limits to the building of such words, 
it can be done. English uses this parallel construction 
too. However, its usage by Malay is perhaps more extensive. 
Nevertheless, to meet the needs of technical language, this 
simple and effective method of labelling is slowly being 
replaced by a more "sophisticated" and, at times, confusing 
one. Malay now tries to label things differently with one 
single term to indicate one concept. In legal terminology, 
some remnants of the older way of expressing oneself can 
still be observed. As mentioned, the terms surat kuasa 
(power of attorney) , tuan tanah (landlord) and tuan punya
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(owner) are rightly maintained. In legal translation, some 
attempt is still made to use this procedure of labelling 
concepts. The term 'instrument', for example, is translated 
with suratcara which is a compound term comprising surat 
(letter) and cara (method/way). There are some translators 
who settle on the naturalisation, instrumen instead of 
this.
Necessitated by advancement in technology and 
international communication, the speaker now has to state 
precisely what he means to say, at least in formal 
communication. The dependence on context and on latent 
shared knowledge to indicate the meaning of a discourse is 
reduced greatly.
Another effect of technical translation is the 
subsiding reliance of Malay on ecological concepts. 
Previously, the agriculture-based economy of the Malays led 
them to label things with respect for their ecology. Malay 
used to rely a great deal on analogies extracted from their 
ecological surroundings. One example of such labelling 
found in the texts analysed is with the term bunga, an 
example mentioned before. There is some question over the 
suitability of this word in certain translation contexts. 
Before moving on to other effects on culture, the next few 
paragraphs will tackle the subject of the alternatives to 
bunga as a translation of 'interest'.
In law, there are very few metaphorical terms. On this 
basis, the word bunga, which can be categorised as a dead
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metaphor, might be rejected as a legal term. The
acceptability of this word bunga (flower) as a translation 
for 'interest' seems to be vacillating. How this Malay word 
came to be used to symbolise the concept of 'interest' 
cannot really be determined. However, the phrase duit bunga 
(money flower) can be traced as far back as 1910 when it 
was recorded in the Vocabularv of Malav Words compiled by 
Frank Swettenham. The choice of the word bunga to denote 
the above concept, one would guess, is twofold. It 
symbolises something beautiful and sweet-smelling which
consequently brings enjoyment to the receiver. At the same 
time, it is something that grows naturally from a plant 
with only initial effort on the part of the planter. In 
short, if there should be any connotation arising from it, 
one would expect a positive connotation and not the 
contrary. However, somewhere along the line, it is 
conjectured here that the word seemed to have gained a 
negative connotation.
As said before, the development of Malay is determined 
heavily by Islam and Arabic. In Islam, it is unlawful to
reap profits from an investment which yields a constant
profit regardless of the external factors and the effort on 
the part of the investor. It is not known whether bunga 
came to be used because of Islamic influence or whether it 
was already in use and the negative connotation came later 
when there was an increase in awareness of Islamic laws.
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Generally, the word bunga expresses part of the idea quite 
accurately.
At the outset, bunga might seem an overtranslation of 
'interest' because it is value-laden. On closer 
examination, it is only slightly overtranslated because 
'interest' too has a "slight negative" connotation in 
certain contexts. In short, bunga should not be dismissed 
too quickly. With changes in cultural influence, i.e. when 
various English practices were adopted, the effectiveness 
of the word was contested. Another term faedah (benefit), 
which originated from Arabic, surfaces as a translation of 
'interest' in the context of the modern banking system. 
Faedah literally means 'benefit'; it is more transparent 
than bunga with respect to the SL term. It is used often in 
the technical context. From the point of view of the
translation, this term has a narrower meaning; it is more
positive and is not a metaphor which has latent meanings. 
These two terms have been in the TL for a while. Recently, 
a naturalisation of the SL term into interes was undertaken 
by some writers. In a sense, translation of 'interest' with 
interes can be viewed as more of a cultural interference 
than the earlier two because there are already two
reasonably suitable translations. Furthermore, 
naturalisation produces obscure terms which have to be 
memorised.
In the unlikely event of a translator using the term 
riba (which originated from Arabic) in relation to the
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concept of 'getting interest on savings' then this would be 
an example of a major overtranslation. This is the case 
because riba is a borrowed Arabic term which basically 
implies the practice of extorting huge returns on capital 
loaned out to somebody. It is more equivalent to 'usury' 
instead of 'interest'. In the second textbook, the term 
'usurious practices' is translated correctly with riba.
This discussion of the changes in translations for the 
term 'interest' brings Chapter 8 on culture to an end. It 
has to be said, however, within the scope of this thesis it 
is only possible to outline some of the problems of 
translating the cultural aspect of legal texts.
Chapter 9 will embody the various conclusions drawn 
from the analysis of the two text-types.
Notes
1. I hold him not discreet that will sectari rivulos, 
when he may petere fontes.
- Coke, Preface to 4th part of Reports. (Williams 
1982. Chapter 3:31)
Learning by study must be won;
'Twas ne'er entailed from son to son.
- Gay, Fables, II, ii. (Williams 1982. Chapter 4:48)
Zounds! I was never so bethump'd with words.
- Shakespeare, King John, II, ii. (Williams 1982. 
Chapter 5:60)
2. The bard playwriting in his room 
The bard a humble clerk
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The bard, a lawyer, a parson, a groom, 
The bard, deer-stalking after dark. 
The bard, a tradesman - and a Jew - 
The bard, a botanist-and a beak- 
The bard, a skilled musician, too- 
A sheriff and a surgeon, eke!
3. See p.151 of Mempelaiari Undang-undana,
4. See p.153 of Mempelaiari Undang-undana.
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CHAPTER 9 
CONCLUSION
This thesis aims to investigate the role the type of 
text and the languages play in translation, to determine 
whether there are problems and whether technical terms are 
the main source of problems with legal texts. To achieve 
these objectives, an eclectic method which relies primarily 
on textual analysis was chosen.
This concluding chapter will reconcile the findings of 
the analysis, comment on the effectiveness of the method 
and suggest further research projects that can branch out 
from this research. Because the conclusions are of various 
types, it will be more effective to categorise and present 
them under three separate headings.
1. content
2. methodology
3. operation/practice
9.1. CONTENT
Under the heading of content, a recapitulation of the 
legislation and textbook analyses will be attempted. This 
section will, however, begin with some highlights on the 
role of SL and TL.
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9.1.1. LANGUAGE DIFFERENCES
One cannot really determine from the text analysis 
whether the strong influence of English on Malay is because 
English is a higher status language in the eyes of Malay 
speakers. One thing certain is that Malay legal discourse 
shows very strong English influence. The influence is 
reflected in the format of Malay legal texts, the 
terminology and syntax. This influence is described below 
under the sub-sections on legislation and textbook.
In Malaysia, translation not only serves its own 
objectives but also, to some extent, determines the way 
Malay develops. This suggestion is particularly observable 
in the field of law which carries through into the language 
of administration. Some of these developments have already 
been discussed.
Analysis of the textbook, on the other hand, shows 
that there is a shift back towards Arabic as a source of 
terms. In the early development of Malay, Arabic had a 
great influence on the Malay vocabulary. After 
colonisation, Malay seems to have preferred to borrow from 
English. This intensive borrowing from English was also 
stimulated by Malaysia's effort to move from an 
agriculture-based economy to a technology-based economy. 
Since English is the language of many technologically 
advanced countries, this shift from Arabic dependence to 
English is justified. Of late, however, changes in the
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sociocultural situation of the country result in a positive 
reshifting towards Arabic. Where legal translation is 
concerned, the dependence on English for new Malay terms is 
still strong because the Malaysian legal system is a Common 
Law system which makes some provision for Islamic Law. It 
can be said that with most legal text-types as categorised 
earlier, English will be the main influence. The subject 
matter of the legal text translated determines the strength 
of Arabic influence. This is illustrated in the textbook 
analysis which has Islamic Law as its subject matter.
9.1.2. DIFFERENCES AND SIMILARITIES IN TRANSLATING 
LEGISLATION AND LAW TEXTBOOKS
In this section, I shall draw, firstly, some 
conclusions from the legislation and the textbook analyses 
before closing with general comparisons between them.
Although it is not within the scope of this thesis to 
make a comparative study of Malaysian legislation and 
English legislation, some obvious similarities and 
differences between the two can still be identified from 
the literature review and the text analysis of Malaysian 
legislation.
Because the Malaysian legal system borrows the essence 
of the English legal system, i.e. the common law system of 
administering law, it is understandable that jurists in 
Malaysia feel the need to preserve English legal writing as
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well. In the context of the English system, the written law 
was originally to supplement, to correct and rectify the 
unwritten law. On this understanding the written law is 
drafted in a way that is meant to cover all possible 
circumstances. Malaysian draftsmen follow the same 
principle in drafting legislation. It has to be admitted 
here that early on in this research a "purist thinking" was 
propagated. A radical change to Malay legal register was 
implied. There was also the suggestion that Malay draftsmen 
go back to Old Malay discourse. Wishing hard enough for 
this does not make it any easier to realise a text which is 
essentially Malay in nature. In fact, the analysis of 
legislation and the intense background study of legal 
language contribute to the understanding, at this point in 
time, that Malay legal discourse needs to follow the 
principle of English legal writing.
However, it should be stressed that it is this 
principle that needs to be preserved and not the blind 
adherence to linguistic details such as the odd English 
legal syntax or archaic lexis. The importance of technical 
terms in legal writing, for instance, cannot be contested. 
However, the role of elements which are remnants of old- 
fashioned discourse and are negligible to the meaning of 
the text should be reviewed in the translation. If they do 
not affect the TL text negatively they can be sustained. If 
they do, there is very little reason to preserve them. 
Instances where the SL text introduces a complex
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prepositional word such as 'wheretofore' or 'therein', 
which is merely an influence of antiquated writing and 
tradition, should not warrant a literal word-for-word 
translation. Its omission would be satisfactory. This kind 
of obtuse preservation of lexis or syntax is seen in many 
examples cited earlier in the analysis chapters. One can 
still exploit Old Malay if one so wishes instead of relying 
on unnecessary SL archaisms.
From the analysis, it can also be observed that 
Malaysian legislative writing takes the same format as its 
English counterpart. The substance of the law is presented 
in sections and sub-sections and is ordered under sub­
headings. Highlights of the law are included in the margin. 
The preservation of this format is justified because it is 
efficient in systematizing the presentation of the 
substance of law.
There have been changes in the way Malaysian 
legislation is drafted. The earlier legislation - the 
National Land Code of 1965 - shows a more complex syntactic 
pattern than the Banking and Financial Act, which is later 
legislation. The difference might also be because the 
National Land Code is a more comprehensive piece of 
legislation embodying various land laws. Nonetheless, the 
complexity of its statement is moderate compared to early 
English legislation in terms of its lexical consitutents, 
syntax and content. In short, there is negligible element
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of archaic words and spelling like 'witnesseth', 'giveth', 
'doth', 'thee', etc.
From the analysis, it can be also be concluded that 
the problem with translating technical terms is a real one. 
Many words from the law of contract, for example, have 
passed into everyday discourse. Some examples are 
'contract', 'mistake', 'breach of contract' and 
'misrepresentation' (see Goodrich 1986: 107). This cross­
over of legal terms into another domain of discourse makes 
the translator's work difficult. In law, these terms have 
meanings different than those used in everyday language. 
Lawyers insist that legal language is a language which 
needs to be learnt; it is not accessible to all. The onus 
is on the translator who should have a satisfactory 
understanding of legal interpretation and legal reasoning 
to distinguish between the technical and everyday use. 
Errors in translation can then be minimised.
In textbooks, unlike legislation, the translator has 
a little extra leeway. Although technical terms are still 
a major problem, the translator can compensate in the 
context for any undertranslation in the TL term. It is 
important that one knows why a textbook is to be translated 
and to what audience. Otherwise, the translation might not 
be tailored to the audience's needs. This relates to the 
selection of material for translation, a question which 
will be elaborated later. It can be said that legal 
textbook translation is more challenging because the text
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is not so repetitive. There is a flow in its content and 
there is a little element of the author's style surfacing, 
while with legislation, the author is anonymous.
There are other differences between translation of 
legislation and of textbooks. Because the two types of text 
are very different, that is, legislation is a very 
authoritative text and a textbook has little authority in 
legal context, translation demands are different. Several 
more conclusions with regard to the differences can be 
drawn from the analysis.
With legislative discourse, specific syntactic 
structures and lexical items which show the directive 
nature of the text can be pinpointed. These linguistic 
items occur in all three texts of the same type analysed. 
With law books, the didactic and informative nature is not 
exactly reflected by a specific structure or lexis. While 
Williams' book is a kind of handbook, Ramadan's book is a 
research thesis. The two books share only a small range of 
syntactic structures and lexical items which can be 
associated with an academic presentation. Apart from that, 
their subject matter pretty much determines the discourse. 
One other conclusion is that the subject matter of the book 
gives rise to different kinds of difficulty. This applies 
to both legislation and textbooks. With legislation, 
changes in subject matter raise problems with some 
technical terms and new concepts (for example, banking 
concepts). With lawbooks, two things determine the types of
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problem. First, the legal system which is the subject of 
the book gives rise to certain language peculiarities. A 
book on the English Common Law, for instance, will be 
different from one on Islamic Law or on French Civil Law. 
Second, the aspect of law covered in the book will also 
give rise to certain features. A book presenting technical 
^^^ormation about administering the law will not be the 
same as one discussing the philosophy of law. In short, 
details like these stimulate variations in translation 
problems and demand.
9.2. METHODOLOGY
Under this section, I shall briefly review the 
methodology used in the thesis.
9.2.1. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF TEXT ANALYSIS
As mentioned earlier in Chapter 4, this analysis does 
not rely on one particular type of text analysis. It is 
modelled on a variety of methods of text analysis. While 
the text analyses reviewed concentrate on assessing 
information about a particular type of text (see Henderson 
Sc Dudley-Evans 1990, Hewings 1990, Halliday 1971), the type 
of analysis used in this thesis is drawn up with the study 
of translation in mind. Its aim is to determine the 
problems of translation. The findings with regard to the
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language of the law itself are verified against textbooks 
written by subject experts (eg. Goodrich 1986, Bhatia 1991, 
Melinkoff 1983, Friedmann 1977). However, to be effective 
in studying translation problems, textual analysis cannot 
stand on its own but must be carried out in conjunction 
with comparative analysis. In this thesis, the latter is 
supplemented by references to various materials such as 
terminologies, dictionaries, parallel legal texts and old 
Malay and English general and legal texts. If textual 
analysis is used on its own, the results will be a 
description of legislation and textbooks. The text 
analysis, the researcher's own knowledge and intuition and 
cross-references with the above-mentioned materials 
together make defining translation problems possible and 
satisfactory. They can be further verified by consultations 
with practising legal translators and cross-references with 
more material but limitations in time and resources do not 
allow this. This consultative approach can perhaps be the 
basis of another research project.
Suffice it to say that text analysis as a primary 
research method is more practical than interviews or "think 
aloud protocol" (TAP) methods because legal texts are well 
thought-out texts and written rather than spoken texts. The 
texts are produced after much deliberation and getting 
input from translators about the difficulty involves the 
element of subjectivity. In addition, translators are never 
able to give immediate input about what the problems are.
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At best, they can suggest some examples but cannot 
elaborate. Through textual analysis, one is able to see 
what linguistic and textual features occur frequently and 
to check for problems by referring to the SL text itself 
and by comparing alternative solutions from the TL text.
9.2.2. TEXT-TYPE CLASSIFICATION
Our classification of text-types is built generally on 
the Hallidayan concept of "field". I set out thinking that 
classification of text-types on the basis of Halliday's 
work and, later on, Bhatia's classification was practical. 
At the end of the research, it is found that it does indeed 
work but there are discrepancies. Classifying Ramadan's 
book on Islamic Law as a lawbook, one has to contend with 
looking at Islamic Law from under the Common Law structure. 
Bhatia's classification is that of texts used in a Common 
Law system (legislative documents, court documents and 
contracts) . Another thing is that a legal textbook can also 
be classified as an academic text and not a legal text. 
Despite these discrepancies that need to be noted, the 
classification works reasonably well with legal discourse.
The classification is from a linguistic point of view. 
From a legal perspective (see Goodrich 1986), a legal 
textbook is not considered a legal text. As mentioned in 
Chapter 3, the interpretation of a legal text is slightly 
different in the field of law. To certain legal
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practitioners, the term "legal texts" refers to texts which 
are used in the practice and administration of law (for 
example, writs, summons, orders) or come out as a result of 
it (for example, judgments). Lawbooks are not used directly 
in the administration of law. Goodrich (1986), unlike some 
others, strongly suggests that lawbooks indirectly 
contribute to the process and, therefore, they should be 
classified as legal texts. Although this point is noted, 
the difference in categorisation is not a cause for worry 
here because it does not affect the research and findings 
much.
9.2.3. MATERIAL SELECTION
In selecting texts for translation, one needs to give 
attention to the feasibility of translating such a text. 
Not all texts are suitable for translation. The choice of 
text has to be reconciled with the aim of undertaking a 
translation in the first place. Some texts are informative 
in the SL but they are almost never written with 
translation in mind. Therefore, a translation will capture 
little of the original.
With Learnincf the Law, for example, the pervasiveness 
of the cultural and metalingual elements in the book when 
viewed seriously and globally, makes translating such a 
book almost unfeasible. As an afterthought, to call the 
translated version a translation is a kind of misnomer. One
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would probably do more justice to the source text if it 
were adapted rather than "translated" in the narrow sense 
of the word. It is difficult to say authoritatively that 
this suggestion is much better than a translation as 
attempted in Mempelajari Undana-undana because the 
effectiveness of the SL and the TL cannot really be 
measured. A comprehension test, which is outside the scope 
of this thesis, given to SL and TL readers might give a 
very rough idea of the effectiveness of the two texts. 
However, by examining the book as a textual whole and not, 
broken down, as small units, it can be seen that many 
problems are inter-related and some have the ripple effect.
The message of Learning the Law might be better 
conveyed if the book were picked for points which are 
salient and relevant to understanding the English Law and 
trimmed to leave out cultural elements which should not 
really be translated and which, if transferred into the 
target text, will basically be misleading or giving the 
wrong information or impression. To list or describe the 
possible adaptations is not feasible here and would be a 
thesis on its own. The adaptation will be a kind of "free 
translation" at the most extreme.
Textual analysis allows one to see the translation as 
a whole and to make valid conclusions with regard to the 
suitability of the text for translation. If the assumption 
is that the difficulty of the book is purely linguistic, 
the result of the translation will be like the Williams
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book. The gist is there but certain sections of the book 
are superfluous.
9.3. OPERATION/ PRACTICE
In this last section, various aspects of the practice 
of translation in Malaysia will be commented on. The 
section is closed with a short sub-section on suggestions 
for future research.
9.3.1. TRANSLATOR TRAINING
As said in earlier chapters, the borrowing of various 
aspects of English legal discourse is sometimes justified 
and acceptable. However, where possible, this should not be 
at the expense of proper Malay syntax and lexis. The text 
should be essentially Malay and not anglicised Malay. The 
other extreme would be to draft new legislation directly 
into Malay using the substance of the law as the only 
guide. This is the radical change mentioned earlier. The 
change might have repercussions if it were not very 
carefully planned and well-organised. From what can be seen 
in Malaysia today, it is unlikely that there will be such 
a change where this switching-over of languages is 
concerned.
New Malaysian legislation drafted in English and Malay 
is supposed to be made up of parallel texts. In short, one 
should not really be the translation of another. In
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practice, this is often the case and the SL is English. 
However, with changes in language planning policies, there 
be a time when Malaysian lawyers will be more 
proficient in Malay than in English. When this time comes, 
lawyers will be thinking in Malay and legislation will be 
drafted in Malay. The earlier influence of English in legal 
language will still be there but there will be the Malay 
characteristic to it. For now, the transition period in 
Malay development is rocky and difficult for legal 
practitioners and for translators.
However, on the part of the translators certain 
practical things can be done to control the disequilibrium 
between anglicised legal writing and Malay legal writing. 
The linguistic and textual problems detailed in earlier 
chapters have implications for translator training. The 
situation in Malaysia is that it is rare to find a lawyer 
who has the linguistic background and would voluntarily do 
translation work or a translator who has a very good legal 
background. Generally, the quality of legal translations 
suffers because of this situation.
To rectify this situation, a legal translator's 
training should include certain things. As might be the 
case already, translators are given classes on subject 
matter, i.e. the Malaysian legal system. The question of 
subject matter is elaborated on later. Subject matter alone 
is not quite sufficient. The study of the development and 
history of English legal language should be added to the
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syllabus. In their legal training, it is not often that 
lawyers are taught to read the language of the law. 
However, they manage reasonably well because lawyers can 
acquire on-the-job knowledge. Translators, on the other 
hand, do not have this privilege. Therefore, an attempt 
should be made to provide them with it. This knowledge will 
equip them with an understanding of the definition of legal 
language, its importance and also of what is meant by it 
being authoritative. The translator, in turn, might find it 
easier to allocate the right priorities to the various 
features of the text. S/he will be in a better position to 
weigh the linguistic needs against the legal needs. It will 
also help us to see whether lawyers have cause to be wary 
of translation.
Going back to the question of subject matter 
knowledge, one comment can be made. By subject matter 
knowledge, I mean that of the legal system which forms the 
background of the text. A translator who is well-versed in 
the workings of the Common Law but has minimal knowledge of 
Islamic Law cannot be expected to be able to do justice to 
a textbook on the latter and vice versa. In the Malaysian 
legal context (as explained in Chapter 1), the translator 
of a piece of legislation on certain matters (for example, 
family law, inheritance and gifts) will need to know the 
Common Law and Islamic Law systems.
Under the umbrella category of legal language studies, 
it would be good to expose the translator to some
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literature (English as well as Malay) seeing that some 
forms of literary discourse play certain roles in some 
Common Law texts. This may seem a little too ambitious for 
a translator training programme but, if time and resources 
allow, this would broaden the thinking of the translator.
9.3.2. AUXILIARY FACILITIES FOR LEGAL TRANSLATION
Legislative discourse is made up of a limited core of 
vocabulary. Certain technical and semi-technical terms and 
collocations occur frequently throughout the text. The 
variety comes in the everyday "content" words or concepts 
and the topic-related words discussed in Chapter 6. In the 
discussion of land laws, everyday words like 'earth', 
'ground', 'soil', 'farming', 'agriculture', 'river' and 
'stream' are expected and not extraordinary.
The consistent vocabulary and syntax make this text- 
type eligible for machine translation. Software can be 
developed to implement the technical and non-technical 
dictionary. With the aid of machine translation, the 
translation can be done in perhaps half the time and 
problems of consistency and standardisation mentioned 
earlier can be reduced.
Machine-assisted translation of this type of text does 
not, however, make the translator redundant but instead 
allows the translator to attend to more important problems. 
The translator will have a bigger editing role and will be 
able to view the text more objectively. Consequently,
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inappropriate and odd translations can be noted much more 
easily and thought can be given to their improvement. At 
the same time, the translator gets to see the effectiveness 
of newly coined terms and provide more well-thought input. 
Particularly with a more developed legal terminology, 
machine translation will be more feasible. The difficulty 
is in the compilation of a legal terminology. But just from 
analysing two types of text, it can be observed that they 
share a set of vocabulary of technical terms. Although the 
technical terms vary with the field of law discussed, a 
basic set denoting concepts of legal "administration" can 
be distinguished. As illustrated in earlier chapters, basic 
concepts include concepts of 'a crime', 'an offence', 'a 
civil wrong', 'guilt', 'an acquittal', 'a conviction', 'a 
prosecution', ' a suit', ' a tort' and many others. If a 
particular aspect falls under criminal law, then certain 
terms will be used to lay out the law and administer it. If 
it falls under civil law, then another set of terms are 
likely to be used. In the course of this thesis, I have 
examined the terminologies compiled by various 
terminological committees in Malaysia. Considering that 
these terminologies have only been compiled quite recently 
(compared to terminologies involving scientific fields), 
they are quite satisfactory as far as basic terms are 
concerned. This does not mean that the terms suggested are 
good but, at least, it provides alternatives to the 
translators. By using the more effective ones, the
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translators help to standardise the use of legal terms 
across the board.
Terminology compilation in the field of law is a kind 
of transaction which works two ways. Terminology 
committees, for their part, should make a point of keeping 
up-to-date with the documenting of translations, Malay 
legal texts and other relevant Malay texts and the 
extracting and reconciling of terms from these texts. 
Discretion is also left to the translators. The documenting 
of translations will be an informal communication channel 
between translators and terminologists. Formal channels are 
already attempted but whether translators are included in 
them cannot be determined in the context of this research.
Unlike other technical fields which are growing, the 
tradition-based field of law is not growing in the same 
sense. Thus, an optimistic prediction where translation is 
concerned is that one day a very complete terminology of 
Malay legal terms will be achieved. Then with a text as 
maximally restricted as legislation, the task of 
translation will be routine and less demanding. Not all 
legal types are expected to fall within the scope of 
translation development but some types which are primarily 
informative and directive (like a summons, a writ and a 
warrant) will. In fact, even without machine translation 
and a more comprehensive terminology, some of these legal
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texts which are on the verge of being administrative texts 
(or legal instruments) are already routine.
The challenge will be in the more expressive or 
vocative legal texts such as contracts, international 
treaties and judgments where elements of expressiveness, 
persuasion or diplomacy might be observed. This prediction 
is but a prediction and the statements are but suggestions 
because the scope of this thesis does not cover detailed 
analysis of all these legal texts with the exception of 
legislation and textbooks. One cannot generalise on the 
basis of only two text-types but it would not be surprising 
to find variations in translation difficulties with other 
types. This is because the field of law covers a wide range 
of sub-fields and activities.
With textbooks, machine translation will not be so 
useful. In fact, the demands on editing might make it not 
very feasible. The reason is that, with textbooks, the core 
vocabulary is greater. It is not even practical to say that 
there is a core because the vocabulary used is very much 
dependent on the author's style.
Still, where terminology is concerned, translators 
cannot totally be blamed for low quality translations 
because the language situation in Malaysia is confusing. 
Language planning policies are constantly changing. The 
existence of many pressure groups - purists and pro-English 
supporters - makes language development a little 
disorganised. Translators, like many laymen, sometimes find
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it difficult to see what is "in" and what is "out". The 
Literary and Language Agency promotes some guidelines with 
respect to language development but has no controlling 
power, unlike the language agency in France for instance. 
For Malaysia to move from being bilingual, in a way, to 
unilingual fundamentally, there have to be clear guidelines 
to do so.
With general language, creativity in coining words is 
not a problem. However, with law, the constant 
experimenting with coining goes against the principle of 
legal language which is said to be consistent and 
predictable.
9.3.3. FURTHER RESEARCH
Two types of legal texts are not a sufficient number 
on which strong generalisations can be made about legal 
language. Research can be extended to other legal text- 
types such as court documents like judgments, writs, 
summons. It would be interesting to see whether they have 
set patterns, which I believe they do. Contracts are 
another type of text that is worth analysing. Such an 
analysis might help us to determine further the type and 
effect on the readership. Simultaneously, one can 
investigate the role of plainer language and the 
possibility of rendering free translations in law.
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One other possible research topic is to investigate 
whether translation has an influence on parallel Malay 
legal texts and vice versa. Assuming that translated texts 
affect parallel Malay texts, one could determine the kind 
of influences involved.
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Malay Phonemes
a) Vowels
Phonemes Old Spelling 
System
(Za'ba's System)
New Spelling 
System
/I/ 1 i
/e/ e e
/a/ a a
/u/ /u/ u
/o/ 0 0
/ / e e
b) Diphtong
Phonemes Old Spelling 
System
New Spelling System
/ai/ ai ai
/au/ au au
/oi/ oi oi
APPENDIX Al (cont'd)
c) Consonants
Phonemes Old Spelling 
System
New Spelling 
System
/b/ b b
/P/ P P
/ d / d d
/t/ t t
/g/ g g
/k/ k k
/?/ k k
/j/ j j
/G/ ch c
/v/ - V
/f/ f f
/z/ z z
/S/ s s
/// sh sy
/ / gh gh
/X/ kh kh
/h/ h h
/m/ m m
/n/ n n
/ / ny ny
/q/ ng ng
/q / q q
/r/ r r
/ V 1 1
/w/ w w
/j/ y y
Adapted from: Pembinaan Bahasa Melavu: 49-50 by R. 
Mukhtaruddin R. Mohd. Dain, (1992).
AF>F>ENPXX A2
Restriction 23. No pcrson, not being a person referred to in
wrdT section 19 (2), shall assume or use the words “building
“building credit”, ! “building society”, “charge card”, “credit
credit", etc. card”, “credit token”, “development finance”,
“factoring”, “leasing”, “traveller’s cheque”, or 
“travellers’ cheque”, or any derivatives of these words 
in any language, or any other words in any language 
capable of being construed as indicating the carrying on 
of such business in relation to the business or any part 
of the business carried on by such person, or make any 
representation to such effect in any bill head, letter 
paper, notice, advertisement, or in any other manner 
whatsoever, unless it is a scheduled institution which, 
or in the case of a person carrying on a scheduled 
business immediately before the effective date, within 
ninety days after the effective date, has complied with 
the requirements of section 21 (1) and has obtained a 
written acknowledgement from the Bank in respect 
thereof.
Section 23
Source; The Banking and Financial Institutions Act, 1989.
A F > F > E M O X > C  A 3
FOURTH SCHEDULE 
(Section 119) 
EQUIVALENT OR VARIANT EXPRESSIONS RELATING TO PADI OR 
BENDANG
Padi
Padi field 
Padi (paya) 
Padi sawah 
Swamp padi 
Wet padi 
Paya
Paya(kubang)
Rice
Bendang
Low land 
Rice field 
Sawah
Tanah Pamah 
Tenggaia 
Padi (tenggaia) 
Padi (ploughed) 
Padi (padang)
The Fourth Schedule 
Source: The National Land Code, 1965,
A P P E N D  X >C
National Land Code 
Form 6 A 
(Sections 97 and 98)
NOTICE OF DEÇïIAND; ARREARS OF RENT
To
of.
proprietor of the land/s described in the 1st and 2nd columns of the Schedule 
below.
Whereas the rent reserved on the said land/s and due in respect of the 
current year Is unpaid and, with effect from the 1st day of June, in arrear.
You are hereby required, within three months of the date of the service
of this notice, to pay • at the Land Office of this district/at........
al the sums now due as entered in the 3rd-6th columns of the Schedule 
and totalled in the final column thereof.
And take notice that, if ‘the lotal/any of the totals specified in the final 
column is not paid in fil within the said period of three months, then I 
the undersigned, by virtue of the powers conferred by section 100 of the 
National Land Code, shall by order declare *the land/the land in question 
forfeit to the State Authority.
Dated this .day of....19....
Land A dministrator 
District......
SCHEDULE OF LAND AND ARREARS
Description & 
No. of Title
•Lot/
L.O.
No.
Current
Year’s
Rent
Arrears
from
previous
years
Fees, etc., 
charge­
able as 
rent
Arrears
Fee/s
Total
due
(0 (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
• — -
SUPPLEMENT
To
of.
•Chargee/Lessee/Sub-lessee/Tenant/Lien4iolder/Caveator/Easementholder.
Should you have reason to believe that the proprietor of that land sche­
duled above in which you possess or claim an interest will make default in 
payaient of the sums now declared due thereon, you may avoid the forfeiture 
of such land by paying in full to the Land A^inistrator, within die time 
specified, the total specified in respect of that land.
And take notice that (without prejudice to any right under that section to 
sue the proprietor direct) the following special rights of recovery exist by 
virtue of the provisions of section 98 of the National Land Code —
(a) any sum paid by a chargee shall be added to the first payment there­
after due under the charge;
(h) any sum paid by a lessee, sub lessee or tenant may be recovered by 
deducting the amount of such sum from any rent then or there­
after due from him to the proprietor or other person under whom 
the land is held;
(c) any lessee, sub-lessee or tenant who incurs any additional liability 
or suffers any deduction under that section may recover the 
amount of such liability or deduction by making a corresponding 
deduction from the amount of the rent payable by him.
Dated this..... .day of...... 19......
Land Adm inistrator........
District...............
Form 6A in the First Schedule of the National Land Code, 1965
A F > F * E N P X > :  A*=^
:  a i t H
_ # # # #
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H,
-f.
Sections 24 and 25 of the Moneylender’s Ordinance, 1951
A F » F > E N D T  V- A  G
National Ixtnd Code 
Form I A 
(Section IS )
NOTICE TO PRODUCE A DOCUMENT
To 
of...
Whereas it is necessary for me to Inspect the following documcnt/s relating 
to lanrJ, that is to say — “
And whereas I have reason to believe - '
*(a) that the said document/s are in your possession or control;
mcnt/r '"formation as to the whereabouts of the said docu-
r J" conferred by section 15 of the NationalLand Code. I hereby require you. within a period of
..............from the date of service of thU notice -
•(a) to produce the said document/s for inspection;
.....4iayof....... 1 9 ___
t^f^ctorlRe^strarjL<mdA<^l^Ua^(or
State/District. .....
•Delete 11 tppropriite
Form 1A in the First Schedule of the National Land Code, 1965
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WRIGHT J. In this case the defendant, in the execution of what he 
seems to have regarded as a practical joke, represented to the plaintiff 
that he was charged by her husband with a îîie^^gc ï^o her to the effect 
that her husband was smashed up in an accident, and was lying at The 
Elms at Leytonstone with both legs broken, and that she was to go at 
once in a cab with two pillows to fetch him home. All this was false. The 
effect of the statement on the plaintiff was a violent shock to her nervous
system, producing vomiting and other serious and permanent physical 
consequences at one time threatening her reason, and entailing weeks of 
suffering and incapacity to her as well as expense to her husband for 
medical attendance. These consequences were not in any way the result 
of previous ill-health or weakness of constitution; nor was there any 
evidence of predisposition to nervous shock or any other idiosyncrasy.
In addition to these matters of substance there is a small claim for 
Is. 10V6d. for the cost of railway fares of persons sent by the plaintiff to 
Leytonstone in obedience to the pretended message. As to this 
Is. lOV^ d. expended in railway fares on the faith of the defendant’s 
statement, I think the case is clearly within the decision in Pasley v. 
Freeman (1798) 3 T.R. 51. The statement was a misrepresentation 
intended to be acted on to the damage of the plaintiff.
The real question is as to the £100, the greatest part of which is given 
as compensation for the female plaintiffs illness and suffering. It was 
argued for her that she is entitled to recover this as being damages caused 
by fraud, and therefore within the doctrine established by Pasley v. 
Freeman and Langridge v. Levy (1837) 2 M. & W. 519.1 am not sure that 
this would not be an extension of that doctrine, the real ground of which 
appears to be that a person who makes a false statement intended to be 
acted on must make good the damage naturally resulting from its being 
acted on. Here there is no injuria of that kind. I think, however, that the 
verdict may be supported upon another ground. The defendant has, as I 
assume for the moment, wilfully done an act calculated to cause physical 
harm to the plaintiff—that is to say, to infringe her legal right to personal 
safety, and has in fact thereby caused physical harm to her. That 
proposition without more appears to me to state a good cause of action, 
theç^being no justification alleged for the act. This wilful injuria is in law 
mficious, although no malicious purpose to cause the harm which was 
caused nor any motive of spite is imputed to the defendant.
It remains to consider whether the assumptions involved in the 
proposition are made out. One question is whether the defendant’s act 
was so plainly calculated to produce some effect of the kind which was 
produced that an intention to produce it ought to be imputed to the 
defendant, regard being had to the fact that the effect was produced on a 
person proved to be in an ordinary state of health and mind. I think that 
it was. It is difficult to imagine that such a statement, made suddenly and 
with apparent seriousness, could fail to produce grave effects under the 
circumstances upon any but an exceptionally indifferent person, and 
therefore an intention to produce such an effect must be imputed, and it 
is no answer in law to say that more harm was done than was anticipated, 
for that is commonly the case with all wrongs.
Judgment 
Source: Learning the Law by G.L. Williams (1982: 68-69)
A F > F > E N P I X :  A Q
Chapter I - Juristic 
Classification
Chapter II - Basic Misconceptions
Beginning:
Most jurists are in the 
habit of classifying the sources of 
Islamic Law into two main 
categories:...(p.33)
Beginning:
In the course of time, however, 
individual opinions increased and 
varied - whereby nuclei of the later- 
established schools of law affected 
the basic attachment of the Muslims 
to the Shari’ah (p.37).
End:
In other words, the structure of 
Islamic Law - the Shari’ah - was 
completed during the lifetime of 
the Prophet, in the Qur’an and the 
Sunnah. This brings us to an 
important fact which is generally 
overlooked. It is that the invariable 
basic rules of Islamic Law are only 
those prescribed in the Shari’ah 
(Qur’an and Sunnah), which are 
few and limited. Whereas all 
juridical works during more than 
thirteen centuries are very rich and 
indispensable, they must always 
be subordinated to the Shari’ah 
and open to reconsideration by all 
Muslims (p.36).
End:
In short, a sharp line has to be 
drawn between Islamic Law as 
introduced by its Prophet (the 
Shari’ah), and all juristic 
achievements that came later, 
however rich and indispensable the 
latter may be. Their indispensability, 
however, only goes so far as it 
helps to verify the authenticity and 
applicability of the texts of the 
Shari’ah, the latter being always the 
basic and the sole source of legal 
authority. (p.40)
Table 7.3. Closing and Beginning Statements of Chapters 1 and 2 
of Part I of Islamic Law: Its Scooe and Eouitv.
A F > F > E N P I X  a  “I r->
The Qur’an, in the belief of all 
Muslims, is the very Word of God. 
It clearly states: "Your companion 
(Muhammad) errs not, nor is he 
deceived...." (1987:41).
To our knowledge, there does not 
exist such an exacting science 
outside the Muslim world. Even 
with a fair statement like Prof. 
Gibb’s, describing as... Rather, we 
should not expect them to be able 
o do so... Even among 
Vluslims...But, on the other hand, it 
is also unfair, on their part, to 
dismiss...without a scholarly 
method of verification (1987:50).
Chapter IV - Theocracy Ruled 
Out
Beginning:
In the preceeding two chapters, we 
have tried to affirm the fact that it 
is only the Shari’ah (Qur’an and 
Sunnah) that initiates the true 
sense of law in Islam and 
demarcates its legal bearinq 
(1987:52).
In brief, it may said that the rule of 
Islamic law can never lead to 
theocracy," for the simple reason 
that the absence of any priestly 
hierarchy lies at the very root of its 
conception of religion (1987:57) .
A  F* F» E  N  D  T J X  A  1 1
As a rule everything that is 
permitted is permissible.
Secara umum, setiap perkara yang 
tidak diharamkan adalah halal.
Says the Qur’an:... Firman Allah:...
This is further represented in the 
following injunctions
Ciri yang disebutkan ini juga 
dibayangkan dalam ayat-ayat al- 
Qur’an yang mengharamkan 
beberapa jenis makanan. (This 
characteristic which is mentioned 
is also reflected in Quranic verses 
which forbid several kinds of food.)
The Qur’an also says:... Seterusnya dalam ayat yang lain 
Allah berfirman:... (Following this in 
another verse Allah states:...)
And again:...
On the other hand... Sebaliknya pula, al-Qur’an... (On 
the contrary also, the Qur’an...)
Further,... Mengikut al-Qur’an,... (According 
to the Qur’an,...)
Says the Qur’an:... Mari kita renung ayat al-Qur’an 
yang bermaksud:... (Let us look at 
the verse from the Qur’an which 
means:...)
Tabl^/.S. Linking Devices Used In Islamic Law: Its Scnne «nri
A F > F > E N D I X  A  -I o
English word/phrase Malay equivalent Malay alternatives
means 1. maksud 
(intention/ 
means)
2. makna 
(means)
niat, tujuan, matlamat, hajat, 
objektif, kehendak, motif, 
makna
2. definisi, takrif, maksud, 
erti
define tafsir 
1.(predict/ 
forecast/ 
conclude)
2. (define/
analyse/
explain)
1. agak, andai, anggar, 
balek, duga, firasat, ingat, 
jangka, kira, lihat, nujum, 
pandang, pendapat, ramal, 
renung, rumus, sahgka, 
tanggap, teka, telah, tengok, 
tenung, tilik, waswas.
2. penerangan, analisis, 
hurai, komen, kupas, ulas
Table 7.6. Examples of English Terms and Its Malay Counterparts
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